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The Theory of the Dynamic Cosmos (TDC)
- an Alternative to  ΛCDM Cosmology -

  Bernd Urbach*, 10 SEPT 2014 
(The enhancements of this version 4.1 compared to versions 3/3.1  are 
compiled in the Foreword)

Abstract 
There is evidence that N-body systems of super-massive and middle-class 
Black Holes are being imported by the expansion into the universe U via its 
horizon H from the space U0 beyond H. This explains why there are super-
massive Black Holes so shortly after the Big Bang without sufficient time to 
develop. After their import, the expansion separates the systems into an inner 
group, which coalesces into the central Black Hole of galaxies and galaxy-
clusters, and an outer group forming the Black Hole halos of these structures, 
where the Black Holes mimic Dark Matter. The gravitational energy between 
the universe  and the not yet imported Black Holes is the dynamic Dark 
Energy, which slowly flattens the hyperbolic universe asymptotically. Therefore
the universe is almost flat for a very long period. Having reached complete 
flatness in the far future, the universe will end its expansion and will contract, 
eventually transforming all its masses by consecutive coalescences into 
massive Black Holes. A last coalescence of the most massive Black Hole will 
lead to a new non-singular Big Bang, which thus will follow a Small rather 
than a Big Crunch. This mechanism  establishes an infinite series of universes 
in an eternal Cosmos. Its matter-energy induces spacetimes with three spatial 
and two time-like dimensions. - The matter import is evidenced e.g. by number 
counts of galaxy clusters, additional anti-hierarchical structure formation, and
tensions between primary and secondary CMB data. - The primordial 
fluctuations of the TDC are predominantly adiabatic with spectral index 
ns < 1, ns ≈ 1 and leave at least 17 observable signatures in the CMB, 
explained by the TDC like the large-angle lack of temperature correlation, the 
quadrupole-octopole alignment, a reduced low-ℓ temperature power spectrum 
in tension with high-ℓ spectrum as well as best-fit ΛCDM model; tensions 
between results from primary and secondary PLANCK data and between the 
HUBBLE Constant H0 from PLANCK and supernovae data. If the last two 
tensions were exploited to constrain the spatial curvature of the Surface of last 
Scatter  from PLANCK data, this could falsify inflation. The H0 induced 
tension stems from a systematic deviation of all CMB-fitted cosmological 
ΛCDM parameters from their TDC counterparts; PLANCK and WMAP fits 
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deliver e.g. slightly too old universes. - Besides density perturbations, the 
Initial Conditions of U released a decelerated rotation of the universe creating 
vector and tensor modes. The latter induced primordial non-inflationary 
Gravitational Waves (GW). - The BICEP2 Collaboration claims the first 
finding of primary CMB B-mode polarisation and interprets this as a signature
from inflationary tensor modes only and as a unique confirmation of inflation, 
however, without giving any reasons why non-inflationary sources of 
primordial GW are ruled out. The TDC explains (1) the mechanism of such 
sources, (2) the resultant blue tilt of the primordial GW, and (3) why the 
BICEP2 tensor-to-scalar ratio must differ from the (indirect) PLANCK 2013 
ratio. Both ratios neglect vector contributions. - The decelerated rotation 
causes an early non-inflationary flattening of the universe that replaces the 
claimed accelerated inflationary flattening. It begins at the Big Bang and is 
independent from the GUT- or another energy scale. The matter-energy that  
powers the flattening does not stem from an unknown inflation potential but 
from the mass excess of a relativistic rotation velocity at the Big Bang. In 
accordance with the General and Special Theory of Relativity (GTR and STR ),
the flattening does not proceed with super-luminal velocity or a horizon 
crossing. Besides flattening, inflation claims the solution of further problems 
like the horizon and the monopole problem etc. which do not exist after a non-
singular Big Bang. - Most of these signatures are already seen in CMB data, 
others are predicted by the TDC like those of a finite Big Bang radius; an 
early, patchy re-ionisation, initiated by imported Black Holes; a cut-off in the 
Primordial Power Spectrum; a modified cosmological BIANCHI VIITDC 
model; blue tilted primordial GW or CMB vector mode polarisation. - The 
peculiar Dark Flow (DF) of galaxy clusters (presently observed up to 800 
Mpc) is explained as an interaction of the Black Hole import and the 
expansion of the universe, inducing DF velocities v(a) ≈ const. throughout the 
whole universe almost independent from the scalefactor a. - It is shown why 
luminosity-mass relations of clusters yield incorrect masses, obstructing e.g. 
single cluster DF detection and cosmology from SUNYAEV-ZELDOVICH 
cluster counts. - The TDC is based on the GTR but does not share the 
application of the GTR to the universe as expressed by the FRIEDMANN 
equations. In the absence of a five-dimensional cosmological application of the
GTR, a four-dimensional NEWTONian approximation of the dynamics of the 
universe is given which (1)extends the 2. FRIEDMANN equation to include the
masses beyond the horizon, (2) delivers  the gravitational energy density 
(different from the disputed classical result of  MAXWELL), (3) expresses the 
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Dark Energy Equation-of-State with its dynamic parameter wTDC(a), and (4) 
solves the Cosmological Constant problem by showing that there is no such 
Constant, but that ΛCDM cosmology must mimic wΛCDM (a)≡-1.   

Key Words: Cosmology: theory, observations; large-scale structure of 
Universe; Black Hole physics; Dark Matter; Dark Energy and its Equation-of-
State; Dark Flow; Cosmic Microwave Background and its anomalies; 
Primordial fluctuations; Initial Conditions; primordial Gravitational Waves; 
Inflation   
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Foreword

(a) This paper cannot be short, because it describes a complete novel 
cosmology. A lot of material has been left out for the sake of brevity. The large 
number of issues which are addressed requires frequent cross references to 
other sections (or APPENDICES). The lecture of the Abstract together with the
Introduction, the TABLE 3-1, the Introduction of section 4, and the section 
Summary and Outlook allows a first orienting overview. 

(b) The enhancements of this version, compared to versions 3 and 3.1, are:

(1) The BICEP2 Collaboration claims that a CMB B-mode signal found by 
them is induced by Inflationary Gravitational Waves (IGW) and "... would 
provide a unique confirmation of inflation and a probe of its energy scale...". 
The TDC explains the existence of other Primordial  Gravitational Waves 
(PGW) that are different from IGW. These PGW are caused by the the 
decelerated rotation of the universe which was already explained in TDC 
version 3. Moreover, this version 4.1 points out to the mass decrease of the 
primordial universe as consequence of the deceleration of the relativistic 
rotation velocity at Big Bang Time. 

(2) Using the LORENTZ relation, the mass excess that is decreased can be 
calculated and this calculation suits the TDC explanation of the Big Bang.     

(3) This decrease of matter-energy has the same effect as inflation energy: it 
flattens the universe. However, this flattening does not happen in the extremely
early and extremely short period of inflation but in the complete primordial 
universe at least until the departure of the CMB photons. In accordance with 
the General and Special Theories of Relativity, the TDC explains how this 
reduction of the total energy of the universe leads to the flattening without the 
enormous volume increase of inflation and its horizon crossing. The TDC 
flattening requires neither super-luminal nor super-horizon features. Its onset 
depends only on the energy scale of the Big Bang and is independent from the 
GUT- or another energy scale. The fundamental statements of inflation are 
explained in an alternative non-inflationary way. 

(4) Thus, the flattening was not achieved by an inflationary acceleration but by
a non-inflationary deceleration. Therefore the PGW of the TDC have a blue 
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and not a red tilt. (This prediction has nothing to do at all with the blue tilt that 
has been found in the BICEP2 signal.) 

(5) This initial flattening accompanied by PGW exceeds exact flatness, reaches
hyperbolic geometry and is then replaced by the late flattening due to growing 
Dark Energy. Thus, both flattenings approach flatness "in opposite directions". 
The initial flattening confirms the explanation of TDC version 3 that 
cosmological parameters from CMB and late-time measurements must be 
slightly different because of their different background geometries.  

(6) As a consequence of the non-inflationary deceleration, there are no 
conventional Inflationary Consistency Relations which can be used in 
calculations of the tensor-to-scalar ratio r. This is one of the reasons why the 
ratios from BICEP2 and the PLANCK 2013 data are not comparable. 

(7) Besides the PGW tensor modes, the decelerated rotation created also blue 
tilted vector modes with contributions to the CMB TT-, TE-, EE-, and 
BB-spectra, whereas there are no vector modes after inflation. Therefore e.g. in
the the BB-spectrum the signal has to be split into its tensor and vector 
contributions before comparing the tensor spectral index to results from other 
experiments.

(8) Not only the scalar (density perturbation) mode (as already described in 
TDC version 2), but also the vector and tensor modes follow from the Initial 
Conditions of the universe. These ensure the likeness of all cosmic cycles. 
Therefore the TDC does not comply with random Initial Conditions.    

(The enhancements (1) - (8) belong together and can be found in sub-section 
4N; see also TABLE 4N-1.) 

(9) The TDC Re-ionisation History of the Universe (in sub-section 4I): After a 
non-singular Big Bang, the very first sources are imported accreting Black 
Holes, existing before stars and inducing a very early, patchy re-ionisation, 
followed by a combined re-ionisation induced by Black Holes and stars and  
completed by the dominance of the latter.

(10) In sub-section 3D3, arguments are given why the spacetime of cosmic 
Black Holes is not exactly described by the KERR metric. Their yet unknown   
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metric will resemble the KERR metric in its dependence on mass and  angular 
momentum, but not in their intrinsic singularities and will be called "KERR-
like". 

(11) The TDC solution of the coincidence problem can be found in sub-section 
(k) of APPENDIX 2.  

(12) The sub-section 4K(d) contains a comment on the paper BENNETT, C. L.,
et al., 2014: "The 1% Concordance Hubble Constant" which tries to relieve the
tension between this Constant from PLANCK and from astro-physical data. 
Since version 3, the sub-section 4K contains a proposed reason for this tension.

(13) Since version 3, the sub-section 4L contains a proposed reason for the 
cluster mass bias in PLANCK 2013 data. In sub-section 4L3 a comment on the 
paper LINDEN, A. v. d., et al., 2014 was added. This paper reduces the bias by 
data from weak-lensing. 

Let aside trifles and formulations, only the sub-sections 4N, 4I, 4J, 4K(d), 4L3,
and the APPENDIX 2(k) are new in this version, the sub-section 4M was 
corrected, the sub-version 3D1(c) was adapted to the decelerated rotation as an 
additional Initial Condition of the universe, sub-section 5 was shortened, and 
the Abstract and the following Introduction section was updated.      

1 Introduction
 
We do not yet have a proven cosmology - but a list of open questions and inner 
contradictions of the prevailing singular Big Bang ΛCDM cosmology with 
inflation. This list becomes longer, not shorter in the course of time. At the top 
of this list, there are the still unsolved conundrums of Dark Matter and Dark 
Energy. The large surveys of various kinds of the last decade have opened the 
door to “precision cosmology” but have added more entries to this list than 
they have removed, e.g. the Dark Flow problem. 

After the conundrums of  the the Dark Matter and the Dark Energy, the  
ranking of the remaining questions is arbitrary. A small selection may include 
the question for the creation of the super-massive Black Holes. We know that 
super-massive Black Holes exist at redshift z ≈ 10 already, however, how could
they form so early? The x-ray satellites have found that the structure formation 
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process combines hierarchic with anti-hierarchic features, but we do not 
understand the reason for this. The temperature of the Cosmic Microwave 
Background Radiation (CMB) has surprisingly been found not to be correlated 
with itself for angular scales larger than about 60 degrees, and shows many 
other anomalies, but it is not known why. The universe is (totally or almost) 
flat, but we do not really understand why. We even do not have real evidence 
for the fundamental assumption of inflation on which our presently prevailing  
ΛCDM cosmology relies. The precision cosmology presents us a rapidly 
increasing amount of details of various  kinds, but we are not able to arrange 
them into a general concept. Obviously, we are lacking a cosmological concept 
which is clear and consistent. 

Are all the riddles of the extensive list of open questions independent from 
each other or do many of them have a common reason? The Theory of the 
Dynamic Cosmos (TDC) relates all of the above quoted questions to the import
of super-massive and other Black Holes into the universe via its horizon. This 
import is no hypothesis, but the import of matter is supported by strong 
evidence from x-ray number counts of galaxy clusters, anti-hierarchical 
structure formation additional to the usual hierarchical formation and other 
evidence. The evidence from x-ray number counts of galaxy clusters is given in
sub-section 2A, using a set of five x-ray clusters counts of 2003. The results of 
all five independent studies were in severe conflict with the first WMAP results
of 2003. The reason for these conflicts is surprising: the clusters contained 
more matter than can have collapsed in the universe. In  PLANCK cluster 
counts, corresponding tensions confirm the matter import. In sub-section 2B, a 
consequence of the matter import is drawn: As there are masses being imported
into the universe via its horizon, there must exist gravitational attraction 
between the masses before the horizon of the universe and the not yet imported
masses beyond this horizon. This reveals the Dark Energy as gravitational 
energy. The features of the Dark Energy which are known for sure, like its late 
beginning, fit exactly into this scenario.   

The matter import into the universe puts a lot of fundamental questions like: 
“What does the existence of matter mean that is imported from the outside into 
the universe? Where is this matter located and how has it got into its location? 
What interactions between our universe and this matter and its location are 
there in detail?” - and so forth. As the Black Hole  import obviously does not 
comply with the conventional  ΛCDM cosmology, a novel cosmology is 
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needed to answer such questions. 

At this aim, in section 3 four additional assumptions are added to the matter 
import and to the  undoubtedly true facts of cosmology like the Big Bang and 
the expansion of the universe, in order to obtain a novel cosmology. These four
additional assumptions are compiled in TABLE 3-1. A lesson to be learnt from 
the conventional ΛCDM cosmology is to make sure that the different 
statements of the new cosmology are strictly consistent with each other. 

This cosmology is being developed stepwise in section 3. It reveals a Cosmos 
which consists of our expanding universe U and a contracting universe U0 
beyond the horizon of our universe. As this horizon expands into U0, space 
together with the matter and energy, it contains, is being imported from U0 into
our universe U.

The matter import is assumed to be sufficient for U to end its accelerated 
expansion in the far future and to contract, this way taking over the role of U0. 
This change of the roles of two co-existing symbiotic universes establishes an 
eternal cyclic Cosmos without beginning or ending. It is well known that a 
cyclic Cosmos after a Big Crunch is not possible. However, the crunch of the 
TDC is not a Big Crunch, because not the complete Cosmos but only a part of 
U0 will crunch, yielding a Small Crunch rather than a Big Crunch.  

It will turn out that this Cosmos has three spatial and two time-like dimensions.
The second time-like dimension is owed to the cyclic behaviour of the Cosmos.
In the absence of an application of the five-dimensional General Theory of 
Relativity to the Cosmos an NEWTONian approximation of the dynamics of 
the universe is developed in APPENDIX 4, which describes the different 
cosmic epochs inclusive of the final contraction of the universe.   

Though these assumptions are still hypothetical, a considerable amount of 
evidence for of them can also be found in sections 3 and 4. This includes a 
consistent explanation of the Dark Flow of Galaxy Clusters and the solution of 
the Dark Energy Equation-of-State. Its dynamic parameter wTDC is calculated  
and its counterpart wΛCDM = -1 is derived in a new way which enhances the 
evidence for the TDC. At present, altogether the TDC is by far more than a 
pure hypothesis and less than a completely proven theory. It has been 
evidenced to an extent which will hardly allow to complete it by features 
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totally opposite to those assumed or to understand it as a kind of extension of  
ΛCDM cosmology. It will turn out that the TDC is incompatible with a 
singular Big Bang and with an inflation. In section 4, all fundamental results of
inflation are explained otherwise in a novel way. This is based on the non-
singular Big Bang of the TDC which completes the Big Bang theory by its pre-
history. It is shown that super-horizon fluctuations are possible only after a 
singular Big Bang and that an early sub-luminal and sub-horizon flattening of 
the universe is possible after a non-singular Big Bang. Other problems which 
inflation claims to solve, like e.g. the horizon or the monopole problem, do not 
exist after a non-singular Big Bang. 

The conventional ΛCDM cosmology with a singular Big Bang and inflation 
and the non-singular, non-inflationary TDC leave at least seventeen different 
and distinct signatures in the CMB, described in section 4. Most of these 
signatures are already clearly seen in the WMAP data and in the PLANCK data
of 2013. This section contains proposed explanations of tensions in PLANCK 
2013 data, of many CMB anomalies, and of primordial non-inflationary 
Gravitational Waves. The ΛCDM cosmology and the TDC are clearly 
distinguishable by observations, e.g. by the blue tilt of primordial  
Gravitational Waves or by vector modes, predicted by the TDC. The number of
seventeen signatures in the CMB accounts for the length of  the section 4. A 
first orienting lecture of this paper is possible by reading not the complete 
section 4 but only its introduction. The paper concludes in section 5 with a 
Summary and Outlook. 

The APPENDIX 1 contains stored material of section 2 explaining  why the 
total mass of galaxy clusters is larger than their collapsed mass. This surprising 
effect shows the existence of matter beyond the horizon of the universe where 
this matter induces the Dark Energy before its import into the universe by the 
interaction of the expansion of U, the contraction of U0, and gravitation. The 
APPENDIX 2 belongs to section 4 and explains why the spatial curvature of 
the universe is so close to zero and shows that the geometry of the universe is 
hyperbolic at present, while it will be elliptic in the far future when our 
universe will contract. The APPENDIX 3 belongs to section 3 and links 
observed anti-hierarchical features of the  Black Hole distribution of the 
universe to the matter distribution beyond the horizon of the universe and to 
the matter import. The APPENDIX 4 contains gravitational background theory 
of the the dynamics of the universe. This theory is applied to the Dark Energy 
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Equation-of-State in section 3. The APPENDIX 5 contains details on the Dark 
Flow of galaxy clusters that is explained by the TDC. This Dark Flow cannot 
be found by using the conventional mass relations of clusters. The 
APPENDICES 2 - 4 can be read separately. 

The main issues of the TDC are the unanswered basic questions of ΛCDM 
cosmology: the beginning of the universe, the unproven inflation, the nature 
and origin of Dark Matter and Dark Energy, the Cosmological Principle, the 
situation beyond the horizon of the universe etc.. For a recent overview on 
open questions and  main deficits of ΛCDM cosmology see e.g. J.-Ch. 
HAMILTON, 2013, sections 5 and 6. 

The not yet complete 2013 results of the PLANCK mission come to the 
conclusion (Planck Collaboration: Planck 2013 results. I): ”In summary, the 
Planck data are in remarkable accord with a flat ΛCDM model; however, there
are tantalizing hints of tensions both internal to the Planck data and with other
data sets. While such tensions are model-dependent, none of the extensions of 
the ΛCDM cosmology we explored resolve them. It is to be hoped that more 
data and further analysis will shed light on these areas of tension.” 

The paper DODELSON, S. & HONSCHEID, K. (Conveners), 2013 compiles 
improved experiments and surveys which a planning group of the American 
Physical Society recommends in order to understand Dark Energy, Dark Matter
and inflation. They write: ”Major gains beyond the current road map of dark 
energy projects will require advances on one of a number of  fronts. One 
potential avenue is to develop new techniques or probes of cosmology and new
physics that have not yet been developed; data from many cosmological 
surveys have been used for tests not envisioned when those experiments were 
first designed, and we anticipate that that trend will continue [11].” Their 
planning horizon comprises the next two decades. Below (in sub-section 4M), 
it is pointed out, how a distinction between inflation and this TDC may be 
possible using the present 2013 PLANCK data. It is also a purpose of this 
paper to request the PLANCK Science Team to include the TDC in its further 
analysis.  

2  Observational  Evidence for the Import of Matter   into the Universe via  its 
Horizon 
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2A  Introduction 

Because of their huge mass, galaxy clusters at a redshift z are considered to be 
representatives for the universe at z.  X-ray surveys of galaxy clusters offer the 
possibility of determining the matter density parameter ΩM of the universe and, 
for a flat or almost flat present-day universe, to determine also the Dark Energy
density parameter ΩΛ ≈ 1 - ΩM . Here ΩM  is obtained by a comparison of 
cluster number counts NOBS(z), observed at redshift z, and theoretical, i.e. 
computed, number counts Ncomp(z, ΩM).  The Ncomp(z, ΩM)  are bound to the 
NOBS(z) for the local universe z ≤ z0. ΩM  is determined so that 
Ncomp(z, ΩM) ≈ NOBS(z) not only for z ≤ z0 but also for z > z0.  

A survey that includes n clusters delivers for each cluster a pair (fx, z) with the 
x-ray flux fx observed at redshift z. The set of these n pairs is the input of an 
algorithm ALG that computes the Ncomp(z, ΩM). The essential ingredients of 
ALG are (i) the Luminosity - flux function, (ii) the L(uminosity) - 
T(emperature) relation giving the cluster gas temperature, (iii) the M(ass) - 
T(emperature) relation for the cluster mass and (iv) the mass function, i.e. the 
number - mass relation for collapsed objects. The methodology is described 
e.g. in MAUGHAN, B. J., et al., 2005; VAUCLAIR, S. C., et al., 2003. 

2B  Number Counts of Galaxy Clusters in Conflict with other Results 

Number counts of x-ray galaxy clusters  have been given - among others - by 
VAUCLAIR, S. C., et al., 2003. Their number count is taken here as an 
example, because they deal with a special anomaly of such counts. They 
compare computed number counts Ncomp(z, ΩM)  to observed number counts 
NOBS(z) of five different x-ray surveys. The Ncomp(z, ΩM) are bound to the 
observed NOBS(z0) for the local universe at z0 ~ 0.05 : Ncomp(z0, ΩM) =  NOBS(z0). 
The theoretical number counts were based on the Standard Concordance 
Model parameters ΩM ≈ 0.3 and ΩΛ ≈ 0.7 and a HUBBLE constant 
H = 70 km/(sec x Mpc) in a flat universe. The Ncomp(z, ΩM) are computed under
the assumption that all the matter of the clusters has experienced a gravitational
collapse. S. C. VAUCLAIR et al. find for all five surveys that the Ncomp(z, ΩM) 
are considerably larger than the NOBS(z). At z ≈ 0.5, the Ncomp(z, ΩM) exceeded 
the NOBS(z) by a factor of about 10 already. 

A possible reason for the wrong Ncomp(z, ΩM) could be wrong parameters of the 
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Concordance Model. Therefore S. C. VAUCLAIR et al. have computed how 
these parameters have to be altered so that the computed Ncomp(z, ΩM) match the
observed NOBS(z). They find  ΩM ≈ 0.85 - 1.0,  leaving only little room for the 
Dark Energy (ΩΛ ≈ 0 - 0.15). 

In VAUCLAIR, S. C., BLANCHARD, A., and the XMM- project 
collaboration, 2003 , a joint paper of VAUCLAIR, S. C., et al., 2003, they 
conclude “...that within the standard scenario of structure formation, the 
predicted abundance of galaxy clusters points toward a high density universe, 
insensitively to local L-T used, to the dispersion on its evolution nor the 
different M - T normalization.”

However, this “high density universe” with 0.85  ≤ ΩM ≤ 1 is in severe conflict 
with the results of WMAP,  PLANCK and many other independent surveys that
have found a high amount of Dark Energy. Despite this conflict, the authors do 
not follow the Concordance Model.  They rule out this model "within the 
standard scenario of structure formation" as they emphasise by putting this 
expression in italics. 

According to the results of VAUCLAIR, S. C., et al., 2003, there is either (i)  
ΩM ≈ 0.3 and  ΩΛ ≈ 0.7 or (ii)   0.85 ≤ ΩM ≤ 1 and 0 ≤  ΩΛ ≤ 0.15. In case  (i), 
there is already at z ≈ 0.5 a tenfold abundance of galaxy clusters compared to 
the observed numbers, which seems to be highly improbable. The case (ii) is in
2003 in severe conflict not only the with the supernovae surveys (e.g. RIESS, 
A. G., et al., 1998; PERLMUTTER, S., et al., 1999) but also with and many 
other results available  at this time (e.g. TEGMARK, M., et al., 2003; 
HAWKINS,  M., et al., 2002; VERDE, L., et al., 2001) and, above all, with 
today's values ΩM = 0.3175  and ΩΛ =  0.6825 (Planck Collaboration: Planck 
2013 results. XVI).

However, S. C. VAUCLAIR et al. have found a way to reconcile the 
contradiction, but they do not follow this way. They have found that a 
modification of the M(ass) - T(emperature) relation for clusters will 
surprisingly match the observed and the computed number counts at the 
Concordance Model parameters. The surprising implication of this 
modification is that the the observed mass M15* of galaxy clusters is more 
massive than their collapsed mass M15. (Details are stored in APPENDIX 1.) 
This contradicts the principal concept that all the mass of the cluster is 
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collapsed mass. 

Despite this anomalous implication of the modification of the M - T relation, it 
is advisable not to  give up at this point. We are doing cosmology, taking the 
galaxy clusters as representatives of the universe at their redshifts. Cosmology, 
however, is plagued by enormous deficits of our knowledge, as we cannot 
explain e.g. the origin of Dark Energy or Dark Matter. If we always abandoned 
a cosmological result as soon as it appears to be anomalous, we would 
renounce chances to solve the many puzzles of cosmology. We will see that 
following the surprising implication that a cluster may contain mass, that has 
not collapsed, will lead to a new perspective.     

The cluster mass that has not collapsed is 

(2-1)  ΔM15(z, T) = M15*(z, T) - M15(z, T) = M15(z, T)[(1+z)3/2 -1] > M15(z, T)     

with z > z0 , cluster mass M15* and collapsed mass M15 with gas temperature T
(for this formula see APPENDIX 1). How has this “excess mass“ ΔM15 been 
created, if not by gravitational collapse ? If it had been created by such 
collapse, it would belong to the mass M15, however, according to the definition 
(2-1) of  ΔM15, this is not the case, because the collapsed mass is M15.

2C  The Origin of the Excess Mass of a Cluster

The excess mass  ΔM15 cannot have become a part of the total cluster mass 
M15* by gravitational attraction between ΔM15 and the remaining cluster mass, 
because in this case ΔM15  would belong to M15 . However, this is excluded by 
the definition of ΔM15  . 

The excess mass ΔM15  also cannot have got into the cluster from outside the 
cluster, because then again, ΔM15  would have been subject to gravitational 
attraction of the cluster. This has been ruled out above. 

The excess mass ΔM15  cannot have formed inside the cluster either, because 
then again, ΔM15 would have been exposed to the gravitational attraction of the 
cluster. 

Therefore the mass ΔM15 can neither have formed outside the cluster in the 
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presence of some cluster mass nor can ΔM15  have formed inside the cluster. 
This means that the mass  ΔM15  must have formed before the cluster formed. 
First the mass ΔM15  must have formed and only after this formation, the 
collapsed cluster mass M15 formed by gravitational collapse. Of course, the 
mass M15 collapsed onto the mass ΔM15 . This explains when the difference 
mass ΔM15 came into being, but it does not explain how it did so. 

On the one hand, the excess mass has not come into being in the universe by 
gravitational mass attraction, because otherwise the excess mass would be a 
part of the collapsed mass M15 . On the other hand, the excess mass was bound 
by gravitational attraction, while it had existed, before M15 began to exist. 

However, a physical process that forms a mass without the effect of 
gravitational mass attraction does not exist. There are larger areas of 
astrophysics and cosmology which we do not yet understand, however, we do 
understand the physics of gravitational mass attraction very well. We do know 
that this attraction is effective everywhere and at all times in the universe. 
There is no location and no time in the universe where respectively when  the 
gravitational attraction is not effective.   

Therefore the excess mass ΔM15 cannot have formed at any location or at any 
time in the universe.  It exists in our spacetime, but it cannot have formed in 
this spacetime of the universe. In a spacetime different from ours, the excess 
mass ΔM15 could have been formed by gravitational attraction, because the 
definition of ΔM15  excluded the formation of the excess mass only in our 
spacetime.  

S. C. VAUCLAIR et al. have refused a modification of gas cluster physics as a 
possible consequence of the modification of the M -T relation they have found.
The above examination of the only remaining consequence, i.e. the 
modification of cluster mass physics in APPENDIX 1, has delivered a mass 
excess ΔM15 and this excess has led to the existence of masses which must have
formed outside the universe, but which are now inside the universe.  How can 
this be ? 

The only connection between the outside of the universe, if any, and the inside 
is the horizon of the universe. The horizon is the limit of the universe and it is 
continuously expanding. This expansion of the universe is continuously 
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enlarging the space of the universe. If there were masses beyond the horizon, it 
would be only a question of time until the expanding horizon would have 
reached these masses, from which point of time on they would not be any more
beyond but before the horizon. Thus, the masses would have become 
observable masses in the universe. They would have been imported into the 
universe. (Additional details about the relation between the total and the 
collapsed mass of clusters have been stored in APPENDIX 1, including the   
PLANCK result of large, unexplained differences between observed and true 
cluster masses.) 

2D  The induced gravitational Dark Energy

This matter import means that there is matter beyond the horizon of the 
universe before this matter is being exported across the horizon and this way 
imported into the universe. The existence of matter beyond the horizon must 
create gravitational attraction between this matter and the matter in our 
universe. The gravitational energy should be noticed in our universe as an 
additional unknown energy which would not be explainable as long as we do 
not know that there are masses beyond the horizon. 

There is only one possible case that this gravitational energy would not be 
noticeable in our universe. This is the case of a completely isotropic and 
homogeneous distribution of the matter beyond the horizon, because then the 
attraction of each mass would be cancelled by another such mass in the 
opposite direction of our universe.  

A finite number of distinct N-body systems would, however, not arrange  in 
such an isotropic and homogeneous pattern but would form anisotropic 
distributed N-body systems, according to the Laws of  Mechanics. Therefore 
we would notice the gravitational energy without understanding its origin. This
gravitational energy would appear to us as caused by a kind of "anti-
gravitation". As long as we do not know about the existence of such matter 
beyond the horizon, we are forced to assume the reason for this "anti-
gravitation" in our universe inside its horizon. Indeed, we observe this "anti-
gravitation" and call its mysterious energy "Dark Energy". 

Other known features of the Dark Energy fit also easily into this scenario of the
TDC. This applies especially to the late beginning of the Dark Energy. After 
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the Big Bang, the gravitational attraction Gi between the masses Mi inside the 
universe had exceeded the gravitational attraction Go between the masses inside
and the masses Mo outside the universe. In the course of time, Gi became 
weaker and Go became stronger, because of the interaction of the expansion and
the matter import: (1) the expansion is increasing the distance between a test 
mass in the universe (located at a point P) and the gravitational centre of Mi 
and the import is increasing Mi. (2) With respect to Mo the situation is reverse: 
the distance R  between the test mass and the movable gravitational centre of 
the anisotropic Mo (with respect to the test mass) is decreasing and Mo is 
decreasing, where this distance R is the magnitude of the resulting vector sum 
of  gravitational attraction between the test mass and Mo. If in (1) the increase 
of Mi cannot compensate for the increase of the distances, Gi  will become 
weaker, whereas the reverse effect in (2) is increasing Go, because the decrease 
of the distances can compensate for the decrease of Mo. (For the corresponding 
formulae see APPENDIX 4; for R = R(P,Ŷ0(P)) compare formula (AP4-5).)  
After  Gi had equalled Go, the Dark Energy became observable more and more.

The nature of the Dark Energy as gravitational Energy explains that it is 
dynamical. Therefore in the TDC, the parameter w of the Dark Energy 
Equation-of-State as the ratio of the pressure and the density of the Dark 
Energy is a function of the time respectively of the scalefactor. Thus, there is 
no Cosmological Constant. (For details see sub-section 3B2 below.) Of course, 
the direction of the gravitational pull between Mi and Mo is directed towards 
the horizon of the universe. Therefore the pressure of the Dark Energy is 
observed as negative.

In the APPENDIX 2 it is shown that the Dark Energy flattens the spatial 
curvature Ωk of the universe so that it appears to be zero, though at present it is 
Ωk > 0 with Ωk  « 1, meaning a slightly hyperbolic geometry at present. It is 
also derived that in the far future, when the universe will contract, its geometry 
will be elliptic. Mainly the Dark Energy defines the geometry of the universe. 
The APPENDIX 2 explains also why the densities of matter and Dark Energy 
have the same order of magnitude at present.

2E  The Big Bang inside another Universe

(a) If the space of our universe did not end at the horizon of the universe,  there
would be super-luminal recession speeds in the universe in conflict with the 
Special Theory of Relativity. As the space of the spacetime of our universe 
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ends at the horizon, the imported matter exists in another spacetime and thus 
exists in another universe before its import into our universe. In the TDC, the  
term “universe" is used for different spacetimes. In the following, let U be our 
universe and let U0 be the other one. U0 surrounds U in all directions. If one 
compares U with the interior of a sphere, U0 corresponds to the outside of this 
sphere, and the surface of the sphere corresponds to the enlarging horizon. U is 
growing inside U0. Looking back towards the Big Bang, the scalefactor of U 
becomes smaller. However, this happens inside U0 - provided that U0 did exist 
already at the Big Bang. This assumption is plausible, because the matter of U0
has not been created by an export from U so that the matter of U0 exists 
independent from U. This scenario of U0, existing before U, does not require 
that U develops out of a Big Bang singularity, but it can have a non-singular 
finite size aBB of its scalefactor at the Big Bang inside U0. In the following sub-
sections, it will described how and why the Big Bang, which created U, took 
place inside U0.

(b) As U and U0 have different four-dimensional spacetimes that exist at the 
same time, they must be embedded as sub-manifolds in a at least five-
dimensional spacetime which is called "Cosmos" C in the TDC. The time-like 
dimensions of U and U0 would be different, if U were created inside U0. In 
other words, these time-like dimensions are only "local" to U and U0, 
respectively. Therefore an additional time-like dimension tC is required in C as 
a fifth dimension. Below, arguments  will be given why C has exactly these 
five dimensions. As sub-manifolds of C, U and U0 are different projections of 
C with respect to tC.    

(c) Using the electro-magnetic field, an observer in U theoretically cannot look 
back farther than till the Big Bang. Therefore he cannot observe U0, because 
this is older than U and thus, farther away than the distance the light (or other 
electro-magnetic waves) could have travelled since the Big Bang. Vice versa, 
an observer in U0 cannot observe U, because a photon, emitted in U, cannot 
reach the horizon of U, the less it could reach U0. In other words, electro-
magnetic fields cannot intrude into another spacetime because of the finite 
speed of light.

(d) However, the mutual gravitational attraction of the masses in U and in U0 is
effective in both spacetimes, though this attraction spreads with the same speed
of light as the electro-magnetic field does. The electro-magnetic field of U can 
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spread since the Big Bang only, whereas the gravitational attraction was 
already effective inside U0 before the Big Bang. In the following sub-sections, 
it will be explained that a mass inside U0 has been transformed into U by the 
Big Bang. The effective gravitational attraction between this mass and the other
masses of U0 causes that the attraction between U0 and U is effective at 
present as Dark Energy. In other words, gravitational fields can comprise both 
spacetimes.  

(e)  The horizon of U is at the same time also an horizon of U0. It separates the 
electro-magnetic fields and the spacetimes, but not the gravitation of matter. 
Note that on both sides of this horizon there are four-dimensional spacetimes, 
however, different ones. The space has the same number of three spatial 
dimensions on both sides of the horizon. This makes the export of this space 
and its contained matter and energy possible. 

3  Four Assumptions leading to   a consistent novel Cosmology    

The matter import into the universe via its horizon reveals at one stroke the 
solutions of several conundrums of the conventional ΛCDM cosmology: the 
origin and the nature of the Dark Energy as well as of the Dark Matter and of 
the super-massive Black Holes. A first step towards a new cosmology will 
combine these new features with such features of the conventional cosmology 
which are undoubtedly true. The next steps will be the addition of assumptions 
which are compiled in the following TABLE 3-1 and will be discussed in the 
subsequent sub-sections 3A - 3D. This discussion will stepwise develop the 
Theory of the Dynamic Cosmos. In these sub-sections, the motivation for these
assumptions is given, the TDC is being developed along these assumptions, 
and special aspects of the assumptions and/or evidence in favour of the TDC is 
given. At present, this evidence together with the evidence for a matter import 
in section 2 is so extensive that at least the basic novel statements of the TDC 
are confirmed. The result is a cosmology which is consistent in its statements. 
Suddenly, the conundrums disappear. Sure statements like the existence of the 
Big Bang or the structure formation by gravitational collapse are preserved, 
however, the singularity of the Big Bang as well as never proven inflation turn 
out to be incompatible with the TDC. The novel theory requires an additional 
time-like dimension. 

TABLE 3-1: The four Assumptions of the TDC
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AThe Contributions of the Matter Import to Structure Formation
The imported matter is assumed to be rotating Black Holes, located in the
centres and halos of galaxies, galaxy clusters, and super clusters. The 
central and the halo Black Holes in U originated from imported 
gravitationally bound N-body systems in U0. They mimic Dark Matter. 
Therefore both, Dark Matter and Dark Energy, are caused by the 
existence of Black Holes beyond the horizon of the universe: After their 
export, most of the Black Holes mimic Dark Matter, however, before their 
export all of them cause the Dark Energy.

B The Future Contraction of the Universe as the Result of the Matter Import
The expansion of our universe will not always be accelerated, but this 
acceleration will decrease in the far future and will turn into a 
decelerated expansion which finally will come to an end and will turn 
into a contraction of the universe. By this contraction U will take over the
role of the present universe U0. 

C The Big Bang as a Blast after a Small Crunch
U0 will eventually create a new expanding universe by the next Big Bang,
evolving from a Small Crunch rather than a Big Crunch. U0 existed 
already at Big Bang Time. The Big Bang took place in U0. This way, U0 
is the predecessor of U.   

D The self-reproducing, five-dimensional Cosmos
We live in a cyclic Cosmos of (at least) three space-like and two time-like 
dimensions which is self-reproducing. The fifth dimension is time-like. 
The existence of matter-energy alone induces time as well as space in 
cycles of  finite spacetimes. The Cosmos is “eternal" in the sense that 
each cycle has a predecessor and a successor.

3A  ASSUMPTION A: The Contributions of the Matter Import to Structure 
Formation (see TABLE 3-1entry A) 

3A1    TDC Statements
3A1.1  Black Holes grow faster in U0 than in U

In our expanding universe the gravitation acts opposite to the expansion: While
the gravitation is decreasing the distance between masses, the expansion is  
increasing this distance. This is the reason why in U0 matter can collapse on a 
mass M only, if it is located within a sphere, the volume of which is 
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proportional to M. 

In a contracting universe this opposite role of the expansion is missing. Its 
gravitation rules alone without any spatial limitation. Consequently in a 
contracting universe, Black Holes would grow faster than in an expanding 
universe. In a contracting universe all the matter attracts each other and 
eventually will collapse on each other given sufficient time. Once there are 
Black Holes among this matter, they will accrete all other matter and will grow 
by this accretion as well as by coalescences with other Black Holes to ever 
more massive Black Holes. This way, massive Black Holes will develop into 
super-massive ones and less massive ones, comparable in mass to stellar Black 
Holes of our universe, will develop into medium sized Black Holes. The 
spacetime U0, from where this matter is exported into U, is contracting. This 
favours the growth of Black Holes by coalescences, because the gravitation is 
not limited in its range by the expansion like in our universe. Therefore  the 
other universe will eventually consist of Black Holes only and their 
HAWKING radiation, if many. If sufficient time were available, all the matter 
of the contracting universe would end up in Black Holes. In this case, U would 
import only Black Holes from U0. 

3A1.2  Super-massive Black Holes appear soon after the Big Bang 

(a) The import of super-massive Black Holes is supported by the fact that 
super-masssive Black Holes appear already soon after the Big Bang, even 
within the first billion year after the Big Bang. M. VESTERGAARD, 2004, 
described the conundrum this way: “The early appearance of super-massive 
black holes suggests that they form early or fast. In fact, they may even form 
faster than the stars in the host galaxy as suggested by studies of high-z host 
galaxies.” Also in 2004, already 12 quasars at z ≈ 6 with at least 109 sun-
masses were known and SCHWARTZ, D. A., and VIRANI, S. N., 2004
find on one of these quasars typical indications that “...there apparently is no 
strong evolution in the broadband AGN emission mechanism with redshift out 
to z ≈ 6. This conclusion, if confirmed with a larger sample, implies that 
formation of the central black hole engines can be completed in less than 1 
Gyr after the big bang, with the inference that a massive galaxy in which they 
are embedded has also formed.” D. A. SCHWARTZ puts this in the 
accompanying CHANDRA Release 04-12 as: "These two results [on quasars] 
seem to indicate that the way super-massive black holes produce X-rays has 
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remained essentially the same from a very early date in the Universe..." and  
"This implies that the central black hole engine in a massive galaxy was 
formed very soon after the Big Bang." 

Today, this is confirmed by newer observations, as ever more massive and/or 
more remote Black Holes were found in the recent years. In 2011, the quasar 
ULAS J1120+0641was found with a mass of about two billion sun masses. We 
see it at z = 7.085  corresponding to an age of the universe of only 770 million 
years (MORTLOCK, D. J., et al., 2011). They write :“The existence of ~ 109 
MSun black holes at z =~ 6 already placed strong limits on the possible models 
of black hole seed formation, accretion mechanisms and merger histories 20,22; 
the discovery that a 2 x 109MSun black hole existed just 0.77 Gyr after the Big 
Bang makes these restrictions even more severe.“ In 2012, the galaxy 
MACS0647-JD was found at z = 10.7 (+0.6 - 0.4), corresponding to only 420 
million years after the Big Bang, as candidate for most remote galaxy up to 
now (COE, D., et al., 2012).  As it was found by gravitational lensing, its Black
Hole could not be identified. The galaxy's Dark Matter halo is expected to a 
virial mass of 10¹º sun masses. The most massive Black Holes found up to date
have about 10¹º sun masses (McCONNELL, N. J., et al., 2011). 

It is far beyond understanding, how these super-massive Black Holes could 
have formed in this short time. In fact, their forming process is still a 
conundrum. In the conventional view of structure formation, they formed by 
coalescences of less massive Black Holes of  initially stellar origin. However, 
there is no  accepted theory that can explain this formation. 

(b)Above, it has been derived from x-ray number counts of galaxy clusters that 
they contain imported matter formed outside the spacetime of our universe and 
thus, in another spacetime. There, it has also been demonstrated that the 
imported matter already belonged as their seeds to galaxy clusters before the 
further formation of the clusters by matter collapse had begun. As (at least 
almost) all galaxies and clusters have central Black Holes, which in the case of 
clusters is identical with the central Black Hole of their central galaxy, it is only
a small step to assume that this imported matter is Black Hole matter, solving 
by this assumption the conundrum how super-massive Black Holes can already
occur at z ≈ 7.085. 

(c) After the age of our universe has been determined to be 13.817 ± 0.048 Gyr 
(Planck Collaboration: 2013 results. XVI), the former suspicion is unrealistic 
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that our universe may contain stars that are older than the universe. The 
recently found extremely metal-deficient star HD 140283, that “formed shortly 
after the Big Bang”, does also not conflict with this age (BOND, H. E., et al., 
2013). (Note that the universe is a little older in ΛCDM cosmology than in the 
TDC; cp. sub-section 4K below.) As stars older than U do not seem to exist in 
U, it must be concluded that U0 had already reached its final state of consisting
of Black Holes only before the Big Bang. 

3A1.3  Super-massive Black Holes appear in the centres of galaxies

(a) It is well known that super-massive Black Holes with 106 -109 sun masses 
are found in the centres of almost all galaxies, while clusters have central, main
galaxies with central Black Holes. Next, it will be shown that this is a clear 
consequence of their import.

A rotating less massive rotating Black Hole spirals around a  rotating more 
massive Black Hole for a some time before the two Black Holes eventually 
coalescence. At the same time, the less massive Black Hole could also be 
orbited by an lesser massive Black Hole before the coalescence of the latter 
two. This way, the three Black  Holes would form a certain gravitationally 
bound structure which is a special case of a N-body structure.

Theoretically, a mature N-body structure of Black Holes consists of a massive 
central Black Hole that is orbited by one or several less massive  Black Holes 
(“layer 1 Black Holes"). Of course, the distance of these Black Holes to their 
central Black Hole can be different. Each layer 1 Black Hole can be a central 
Black Hole that is orbited by one or several less massive Black Holes (layer 2 
Black Holes) and so on. The orbits of the Black Holes of the complete N-body 
structure are nested. The least massive Black Holes of the N-body structure are 
found in its last layers. Such gravitationally bound N-body systems  follow the 
same rules of dynamical mechanics as the stellar systems in our universe, e.g. 
our sun system in which our moon would belong to layer 2. The N-body 
systems can consist of masses within a wide range as the asteroids of the sun 
system show.

Following the same rules, the Black Holes have to form such hierarchic 
N-body structures in a contracting universe, that consists of Black Holes only.  
U0 has to consist of a very large number of such systems which attract each 
other acceleratedly because of  the  contraction of U0. Coalescences take place 
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in these systems between spiralling Black Holes of a layer and the following 
layer, changing the configuration of the system. These changes increase the 
masses of Black Holes in the direction of the centre. In the opposite direction 
towards the periphery of the N-body structure, new and less massive Black 
Holes are attracted. In U0 super-massive Black Holes are created by 
consecutive coalescences of originally middle-class Black Holes which 
therefore outnumber the more massive ones. This process is assumed to take 
place in our universe after middle-class Black Holes have been found 
(FARRALL, S. A., et al.., 2012) but is yet unexplained. In U0 this process 
leads to N-body systems with increasing masses and a structure that becomes 
progressively more hierarchic bottom up towards the centre Black Hole.  

As all Black Holes of an N-body system SN are gravitationally bound to each 
other, the complete system SN will be imported into U, once the horizon of U 
has reached the system. Therefore not single Black Holes but their complete 
N-body systems are imported. A single Black the is only a special, most simple 
configuration of such a system.  

At their import, the N-body systems will be exposed to the expansion of the 
universe. Future research will have to find out the details of this encounter. At 
the present stage, the TDC states two direct consequences of the encounter: (1) 
the change of velocity and direction of the imported Black Holes, noted by us 
as Dark Flow (treated below in sub-section 3A2) and (2) a restructuring of the 
system by the expansion which will lead to the explanation why (almost) all 
galaxies have a super-massive central Black Hole. As an imported system 
consists of many Black Holes, the question arises, where are the other ones? 

In the universe, the gravitation, that tends to shorten the distance between 
masses, competes with the expansion, which tends to enlarge these distances. 
Therefore a Black Holes of mass M can accrete matter only within a limited  
radius RA. A simple calculation delivers that RA³ is proportional to M. This law 
limits the growth rate of Black Holes but not the mass it can acquire, because 
once it has acquired mass within its accretion radius RA(M), this additional 
mass will enlarge the radius again. The law applies only to the expanding U 
and not to the contracting U0. The law limits the accretion radius of each Black
Hole of an imported N-body system SN. It defines therefore an area A(SN) in 
which at least one Black Hole of SN can accrete matter at all. After the import, 
there are two possibilities depending on the volume of SN: either the complete 
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volume of SN lies within A(SN) or not. In the first case, each Black Hole of SN 
can be accreted by a more massive one, so that finally only the most massive 
centre Black Hole of SN will survive. In the other case, there are Black Holes of
SN that cannot be accreted and therefore will survive besides the central Black 
Hole. These other surviving Black Holes  must be located at the periphery of 
SN, because the accreting power of SN is declining towards the periphery as 
generally the mass of the Black Holes declines with rising layer numbers. Due 
to this hierarchic structure of SN, Black Holes with smaller masses, compared 
to the mass of the central Black Hole, are located in the peripheral zones of SN. 
It depends on the size and mass of SN, what layers belong to these peripheral 
zones; theoretically this can any layer number n ≥ 1. 

This way, an imported SN is separated by the expansion into a or central (or 
inner) group Gc and a remote (or outer) group Gr of Black Holes. Gc consists of
a super-massive Black Hole only and in the most simple case, Gr consists of  a 
large number of middle-class Black Holes. The TDC identifies this super-
massive Black Hole as the central Black Hole of galaxies and the middle-class 
Black Holes of Gr as its halo. 

We have begun to try to understand the formation of initial small galaxies as a 
co-evolution of these galaxies and their central Black Holes (see e.g. PENG, C. 
Y., et al., 2008; ZOTTI, G. de, et al., 2006; MILLER, L., 2006), however, like 
the older explanation this kind of theory still suffers from the necessity that 
stars had to exist before massive Black Holes. We do not really succeed in 
trying to understand this co-evolution. Its yet unfinished picture needs 
corrections. KORMENDY, J., & HO, L. H., 2013, found that Black Holes 
correlate with different galaxy components in different ways. They write: “... 
BHs do not correlate with galaxy disks. Also, any M● correlations with the 
properties of disk-grown pseudobulges and dark matter halos are weak enough
to imply no close coevolution.“  The authors call their comprehensive review of
the relation of galaxies and their central Black Holes even: “Coevolution (Or 
Not) of Super-massive Black Holes and Host Galaxies". The above described 
loose coupling of Gc and Gr due to their origins admits in fact no close 
correlation between the galaxy's central Black Hole and its Dark Matter halo. 
Also for massive elliptical galaxies, there are departures from the assumed 
relations between Black Hole mass, galaxy bulge velocity dispersion, and 
luminosity as McCONNELL, N.J., et al., 2011, report about two giant super-
massive Black Holes of about 10¹º sun masses and their host galaxies, 
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suggesting to them that “... different evolutionary processes influence the 
growth of the largest galaxies and their black holes.“ This suggestion is 
natural, because very massive SN have more layers than less massive ones. In  
the view of the TDC, ΛCDM cosmology must fail in explaining the growth of 
super-massive Black Holes by the loophole of a co-evolution.
 

The first stars needed the presence of Dark Matter in order to form (e.g. LOEB,
A., 2007). Dark Matter, the main ingredient of galaxy halos, is one of the two 
greatest conundrums of cosmology. The TDC explains this conundrum together
with the other one of Dark Energy. As a by-product it becomes clear why 
super-massive Black Holes seem to have formed so early after the Big Bang 
and why there are already mature structures in the still young universe (see e.g.
GLAZEBROOK, K., et al., 2004). Actually, most of their mass formed before 
the Big Bang as SN in order to be imported after the Big Bang as seeds of 
galaxies inclusive their halos. 

One the one hand, the imported SN are the seeds of galaxies, according to this 
theory, on the other hand, we know that there is a close correlation between the 
dense CMB spots and the galaxy locations which gives rise to call these dense 
spots the seeds of the galaxies. There is no contradiction, because the imported 
SN find the majority of the gas they need for their forming in the dense and not 
in the less dense areas. After their import, the SN follow the HUBBLE flow 
(with a certain time lag, explained below in sub-section 3A2) so that they will 
pass areas with different densities. The SN are the physical origin of galaxies 
and the dense areas are the place for a galaxy to develop. Both together seed 
the galaxies.    

3A1.4 The Black Hole halos

Based on WMAP1-year data, N. AFSHORDI, P. McDONALD, and D. N. 
SPERGEL., 2003, found the galaxy halo to consist of primordial Black Holes 
with masses “...less than  ~ few x 104”  sun masses. They write: “Black holes 
are an alternative to the most popular candidate for the dark matter: massive, 
non-baryonic, elementary particles (see Khalil & Munoz 2002 for a recent 
review). If Primordial Black Holes(PBHs), formed in the early universe, they 
could become the dominant form of dark matter.” The TDC explains that they 
in fact formed in the early universe or more precisely that they were imported 
as middle-class Black Holes of “...less than  ~ few x 104”  sun masses.
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This Black Hole matter has key properties which are attributed to the Dark 
Matter. These are: (1) Its location in the galaxy halos, (2) its presence at star 
forming, (3) its huge mass, (4) its non-observability, and (5) its clumpiness.   
Furthermore (6), the halo Black Holes and the baryonic matter also are almost 
collision-less, because these Black Holes can only accrete within their 
accretion radius RA, which is limited by their medium size mass. For M = 104  

sun masses, there is RA(M) ≈ 2 Kpc at the present PLANCK result HUBBLE 
speed of H0 = 67.3 km/secMpc. (The Planck 2013 results. XVI points out that 
this value is in tension with higher values from astro-physical measurements 
and in sub-section 4K below, this tension is explained by the TDC.)

These halo Black Holes mimic Dark Matter. According to the TDC, the reason 
why the Dark Matter particles never have been found is simply that they do not
exist. Stars could not form without Dark Matter, however, this requires no Dark
Matter particles, provided that Black Holes existed before stars.

Above, only the most simple case has been considered that the remote group Gr

of the imported N-body system SN  consists of  middle-class Black Holes only.  
In the other case, the additional super-massive Black Holes BHr  of Gr will 
form galaxies of their own with their own halos, so that instead of a galaxy a 
galaxy cluster will form. The central Black Hole of the central galaxy of the 
cluster originates from the central Black Hole of SN or coalescences out of this 
one.  In this case, the peripheral layers of SN create the cluster halo, whereas 
the halos of the cluster galaxies are created by the middle-class Black Holes 
that belong to sub-systems of the above layer n ≥ 1 Black Holes BHr. This 
creation of clusters is possible due to the self-similar, hierarchic structure of the
N-body systems in U0. This way, even richer systems will yield super clusters. 
However, there are no super super clusters of the next order, because the 
growth of super-massive Black Holes in U0 is limited by a maximum mass that
has lead to the Big Bang (explained below in sub-section 3C). 

The context of gravitational bound N-body systems of U0 and structure 
formation in U has been outlined here along general lines. The precise context 
has to be found out by future research. The preferential method to verify or 
falsify these assumptions are computer simulations of N-body systems, 
corresponding to the existing simulations that are based on the assumption of 
Dark Matter particles. Among results of these simulations, there will be how 
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the rotation speed of the Black Holes of the SN is changed by their import and 
how this impacts the above described restructuring of the SN. 

3A1.5  The combination of hierarchical and anti-hierarchical features of 
Structure Formation

(a) This structure formation in our universe by matter attraction and collapse is 
hierarchical. However, the matter import shows statistically a certain anti-
hierarchical behaviour: The formation of the N-body Black Hole systems in the
collapsing U0 is hierarchical. The most massive Black Hole is located in the 
centre of  the system. Let us classify the Black Holes of the system into 
different classes according to their mass. One class Cm  may contain all Black 
Holes of the system with 10m to 10m+1 sun masses where m is an integer. This 
classification is introduced in order to compare only Black Holes that are 
comparable with respect to their mass. Let us consider a class Cm with at least 
two members. Massive Black Holes of Cm are located more probably nearer to 
the centre than less massive ones. The latter are found more probably distant 
from the centre than the massive ones, because they had less time to grow 
compared to Black Holes near the centre. Note that this statement refers to the 
probability of the locations of the Black Holes only. A massive Black Hole of 
Cm can be located more distant from the centre than a less massive one, 
however, the probability of this mutual location is smaller than the probability 
of the opposite location.   

Provided that U0 is much older than U and that U stems from the most massive
Black Hole of U0, the statistical probability is larger that massive Black Holes 
of a class Cm were imported soon after the Big Bang than less massive ones of 
this class, thus showing an anti-hierarchical behaviour. This behaviour means 
that massive Black Holes at higher redshifts are statistically more massive than
those at lower redshifts. This would be opposite to the formation of massive 
Black Holes by mass accretion only.  Thus, the TDC predicts an anti-
hierarchical behaviour of massive  Black Holes which would not be possible, if
massive non-stellar Black Holes were formed by mass collapse only. 

(b) In fact, those anti-hierarchical behaviour was found by G. HASINGER, 
2004. Among others, this paper reports the following “fundamental result” of 
x-ray observations of Active Galactic Nuclei of type 1 (AGN-1):
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“...that the space density of lower-luminosity AGN-1 peaks at significantly 
lower redshift than that of the higher-luminosity (QSO-type) AGN. Also, the 
amount of evolution from redshift zero to the peak is much less for lower-
luminosity AGN."

The paper states furthermore: 

"This kind of anti-hierarchical Black Hole growth scenario is not predicted in 
most of the semi-analytic models based on Cold Dark Matter structure 
formation models…”

Above, an explanation of this “anti-hierarchical Black Hole growth scenario” 
[ibid] has been  given. This scenario is unexplained by the conventional ΛCDM
cosmology, moreover, it cannot be explained, because the Black Hole growth 
by pure mass collapse would have generated exactly the opposite effect. The 
anti-hierarchical distribution of imported, non-stellar Black Holes is  more 
detailed discussed below in the APPENDIX 3.

3A1.6  The Rotation of  the Imported Black Holes

(a) As the Black Holes of a N-body system rotate, quasars and the central 
Black Holes of galaxies have to rotate, too. This means that, according to the 
TDC, quasars and central Black Holes of structures are predicted to be KERR 
or KERR-like Black Holes, because the import is expected to reduce but not 
stop the Black Hole rotation. (KERR-like Black Holes are dealt with below in 
sub-section 3D3.)

(b) There is evidence for rotation of Active Galactic Nuclei as predicted by the 
TDC. A part of their rotational energy is reduced and used  for the formation of 
the associated structure (HASINGER, G., 2004). Therefore the matter import 
process imports at the same time energy into the universe. In the TDC, the 
principle of energy conservation is not valid for the universe but only for the 
Cosmos consisting of both universes. In 2012, a central Black Hole of a galaxy 
was found spinning with almost the speed of light (RISALITI, G., et al., 2013).
To date, we know more than twenty spinning super-massive Black Holes, many
of them are spinning very fast (C. S. REYNOLDS, 2013).

3A1.7 The Building Blocks of Developed Galaxies 
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RAUCH, M. ,et al., 2008 report on observation of 27 very small and faint 
proto-galaxies, centred in the same patch of sky around a quasar, seen in the 
universe when it was only 2 billion years old. This observation complies with 
the explanation of the TDC on how galaxies begin their existence. As described
above, the Black Holes of an N-body-system SN are divided by the expansion 
of the universe after their import into a remote group Gr and a central group Gc.
The expansion enables exactly the Black Holes of Gr to coalesce to the central 
Black Hole BHcentral of the galaxy G which will be formed as the consequence 
of the import of SN. The central Black Hole of SN is the seed of BHcentral.

The developing BHcentral corresponds to the quasar of the observation, while the 
27 proto-galaxies correspond to Black Holes of the inner group Gc which have 
begun to form small proto-galaxies around them before their coalescence. It 
depends on the distance to BHcentral and thus, on the mass of these Black Holes, 
how much time for the formation of these proto-galaxies is available. The 
Black Holes coalesce, while their proto-galaxies amalgamate to the developing 
galaxy G. The import of SN explains the origin of so many proto-galaxies 
within the same narrow patch of sky. 

3A1.8  Do all Galaxies have Central Black Holes?  

SATYAPAL, S., et al., 2007 found for the first time super-massive Black Holes 
in  spiral galaxies without a bulge, too. This corresponds to the TDC statement 
that all galaxies must have a Black Hole, provided it was neither displaced nor 
even ejected from the galaxy as the result of  gravitational radiation recoil in a 
galaxy merger (KOMOSSA, S., et al., 2008; LOEB, A., 2007). 

3A1.9  Inexplicable mature Structures in the young Universe 

The theory of hierarchical mass formation explains the formation of galaxy 
clusters by the gravitational attraction of the developing cluster on more and 
more galaxies which become gravitationally bound. Not only galaxy clusters 
but super-clusters formed this way. The hierarchical formation process of 
galaxy clusters requires the more time, the more developed and massive 
(“matured“) the cluster is. Therefore according to the theory of hierarchical 
mass formation, highly developed clusters in the early universe are not 
possible, whereas in the TDC they possible. 
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However, such a mature cluster was found at  1.38 < z < 1.40 (C. R. MULLIS 
et al., 2005), corresponding to about 9 billion light-years away. The paper 
states that the cluster “..appears to be in a very advanced state of 
development.” “The discovery of such a complex and mature structure so early
in the history of the Universe is highly surprising. Indeed, until recently it 
would even have been deemed impossible.”

The TDC explains why large galaxies are assembled by mergers of small proto-
galaxies in an early stage of their development. After this stage, mergers of 
galaxies are possible, too, but they are rather rare than frequent events. This 
means that galaxies do not achieve their mature, developed status by frequent 
mergers during a longer development but at the beginning of this development 
and thus much more early than assumed by the theory of hierarchical galaxy 
development.  

This is confirmed by surprising results of galaxy observations in the so-called 
"Redshift Desert" that comprises the epoch when the universe was only 3 - 6 
billion years old. The spectra of galaxies, which were observed by the GEMINI
project, reveal that these galaxies are much more developed than expected with
respect to the present theory of galaxy formation (GLAZEBROOK, K., et al., 
2004). 

"These highly developed galaxies, whose star-forming youth is in fact long 
gone, just shouldn't be there, but are" (K. GLAZEBROOK,  in an  
accompanying Gemini information: "A large fraction of the stars in the 
Universe are already in place" in this epoch, "which should not be the case".

This is also confirmed by the paper LEE, B., et al., 2013 on the correlation 
between galaxy morphology and star formation activity at z ~ 2  which finds: 
“Taken all together, our results show that the correlations between morphology
as traced by a suite of common diagnostics, and broad{band UV/Optical 
spectral types of the mix of relatively massive galaxies (i.e. 
M > 109M⊙ ) at z ~ 2 are quantitatively and qualitatively similar to those 
observed for their counterparts in the local universe. We interpret these results 
as evidence that the backbone of the Hubble Sequence observed today was 
already in place at z ~ 2.” In the accompanying  HUBBLE Science Release of 
15 August 2013, co-author VAN DER WEL states:” "The galaxies look 
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remarkably mature, which is not predicted by galaxy formation models to be 
the case that early on in the history of the Universe."

3A1.10  A Galaxy without Stars at all ? 

The  non-singular TDC describes that imported super-massive Black Holes are 
seeds of structures like galaxies. Therefore there must be very early stages of 
galaxy formation that consist of the central massive Black Hole together with a
gas cloud only but without any stars yet. 

In fact, such a structure has been observed as the host galaxy of the quasar 
SDSS J1148+5251 at the “end of cosmic reionization at z = 6.4“, 
corresponding to 870 million years after the Big Bang (WALTER, F., et al., 
2004). The galaxy contains a molecular gas cloud of 2.5 kpc radius with a 
dynamical mass of some 1010 sun masses. The super-massive central Black 
Hole has a mass of some 109 sun masses. According to WALTER, F., et al., 
2004, the observation “leaves little room for matter other than the detected 
molecular gas, and in particular the data are inconsistent with a ~1012 M  ⊙ 
stellar bulge which would be predicted based on the MBH  - σbulge   relation. This 
finding may indicate that black holes form prior to the assembly of the stellar 
bulges and that the dark matter halos are less massive than predicted based on
the black hole/bulge mass relationship.” 
Therefore “ the requisite fuel for star formation” is present together with a 
super-massive Black Hole, however, the stars are missing. 

3A2  The Explanation of the Dark Flow of Galaxy Clusters

(a) Besides Dark Matter and Dark Energy, there is a third “Dark Phenomenon“.
In 2008, A. KASHLINSKY et al. found that all examined ~  700 X-ray galaxy 
clusters up to a distance of at least > ~ 300 hֿ¹

 
Mpc have a peculiar motion with

a velocity of 600-1000 km/sec (KASHLINSKY., A., et  al., 2008, 2009). As the
reason for this flow of the clusters is unknown, it was dubbed “Dark Flow 
(DF)“. In 2010, 2011, and 2012, A. KASHLINSKY et al. confirmed their result
for even larger distances; in their paper from 2012,  they confirm the flow 
“...out to the depth of at least ~ 800 Mpc...“ and assume “... that the flow may 
extend across the entire observable Universe.“ 

A. KASHLINSKY et al. found the Dark Flow via the kinematic SUNYAEV-
ZELDOVIC (kSZ) effect of the cluster gas on the CMB. This effect is too 
small to be detectable for one cluster; however, the effect is cumulatively 
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increasing when more clusters are considered. Therefore A. KASHLINSKY et 
al. compiled a special all-sky catalogue of over 1000 X-ray clusters. The CMB 
was represented by suitable channel maps of  WMAP 7-year data. Then, the 
cosmological CMB component had been removed from these WMAP 7-year 
maps by special filtering. The values of these filtered maps, taken at the pixel 
positions of the catalogue clusters, were the input of a process (described in 
detail in KASHLINSKY, A., et  al., 2009) which finally led to a map covering 
all catalogue clusters. The corresponding dipole component of this map 
measures the velocity of the Dark Flow as A. KASHLINSKY et al. have 
demonstrated.

In KASHLINSKY., A., et  al., 2012, they  write: “If the DF result turns out 
correct, it will require radical revision of either our current understanding of 
the global world structure and our Universe’s place in it, or (far less likely, in 
our opinion, given the new measurements) of the basic physics connecting 
gravity to motion.”

(b) In section 2, it is demonstrated that galaxy clusters have massive seeds 
which are imported into our universe. The TDC explains the Dark Flow of the 
galaxy clusters as a sophisticated interaction of (1) this import of Black Hole 
seeds, (2) the matter of the universe, and (3) the HUBBLE expansion. 

In the TDC, super-massive Black Holes which are imported from U0 into our 
universe U are the seeds of galaxies. If these Black Holes are not single, but 
form a Black Hole system SN  in U0, this system can be the seed of a galaxy 
cluster in U, while very massive structured systems with even more layers of  
nested orbits will establish galaxy super clusters in U. We do not yet 
understand the formation of galaxies completely in spite of many details that 
have been found out in recent years, e.g. about the assumed co-existence 
between the formation of galaxies and their central Black Holes. Our 
understanding of the formation of galaxy clusters is even lesser. 

In the following, we will consider a Black Hole system system SN of U0 which 
is the seed of a galaxy cluster in U. As every mass in U and U0, SN is exposed 
to the gravitational potential Φres(r) = Φ(r) + Φ0(r) of the unique cosmic 
gravitation field F with its centre CG , inducing the gravitational acceleration of
SN  
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(3A2-1)   gres(r)eR = (ΓM(r)/r² + g0(r))eR

with NEWTON's constant Γ, the distance r of the horizon of U to CG, the spatial
unit vector eR showing from SN towards CG, the mass M(r) of U, and the 
contribution g0(r) < 0 of U0 to gres (see below APPENDIX 4, especially  
formulae (AP4-1) and (AP4-17 to 21b) and note that eR  = -er). At the import at
a time timp after the Big Bang, corresponding to a horizon radius rimp, this 
gravitational acceleration of SN is gres(rimp)eR .

At its import, SN will enter from one spacetime into another one. This means 
that SN will encounter the HUBBLE flow which has the opposite direction than
greseR , i.e. the direction outwards from CG away. Because of this opposite 
direction, SN will be integrated into the HUBBLE flow at a lesser velocity V 
than the HUBBLE flow has. As the difference Δv of both velocities is caused 
by the acceleration greseR of SN at timp, there is 

(3A2-2)   Δv =  ∫(Δt) gres(t)dt = ∫(Δt) [ΓM(r(t))/r(t)² + g0(r(t))]dt 
                                             = ∫(Δt) (ΓM(r(t)) + g0(r(t))r(t)²)/r(t)²dt.

Here, the integration interval Δt ends at the time timp and begins at the time t0 
defined by the velocity v*(t0) = 0 of SN, while SN is  approaching U. First, I will
derive an upper bound of Δv: for t >  t0, SN is under the main gravitational 
attraction of U and not any longer of U0. Therefore there is |g0(r)| < |g(r)| and 
thus  

(3A2-2a)   Δv  =  ∫(Δt) gres(t)dt < Γ∫(Δt) M(r(t)/r(t)²) dt  .

As M(r(t)) is an increasing function of t, for t0 ≥ t ≥ timp  there is 
M(r(t)) < M(r(timp)) so that 

(3A2-2b)   Δv < ΓM(r(timp))∫(Δt) r(t)‾² dt   

In (3A2-2b), the integrand r(t)‾² << 1 is the slope of the integral in. Thus, the 
integral is increasing only very slowly as a function of timp, when t0 is kept 
fixed. Therefore an upper bound is 

(3A2-2c)   Δv <  ΓM(r(timp))r‾²(timp)(timp- t0) 

where M(r(timp)) includes the newly imported mass of SN, and timp- t0 is 
unknown but could be constrained by Δv, because Δv will turn out as the DF 
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velocity in the following. However, this constraint can be only weak, because I 
had to neglect g0(r) in (3A2-2a), as we do not yet have any constraints of g0(r) 
due to the novelty of the TDC. 

At a large distance to U, the gravitational pull of U0 on SN is stronger than the 
pull of U. When the expansion of U0 is approaching SN, this system will turn 
its direction towards U. At this turning point, the velocity v* of SN is v*(t0) = 0 
and the gravitational acceleration will accelerate SN until this system and the 
expanding horizon will meet at timp. At their encounter, SN has the velocity  Δv 
and the horizon expands with the HUBBLE speed. 

Of course, this model contains some simplifications like the shortening of the 
time of the integration process of SN into the HUBBLE flow to one point timp of
time or the assignment of the same velocity v* to all the Black Holes of SN etc..
However, no simplification is used that would change the results significantly. 
This applies also to the fact that the integral (3A2-2) is to be taken in the 
geometry of the spacetime of U0, however, has been treated like in the 
spacetime of U. This is possible, because the APPENDIX 2 shows that the 
spacetime of U0 is elliptic. Therefore r(t) is longer and r‾² (t) is shorter than in 
the hyperbolic spacetime of U so that (3A2-2b) remains valid.                            

(c) Next, I will compare two imports at radii rimp1 and rimp2 > rimp1. According 
to (3A2-1), the difference of the accelerations are

(3A2-3a)  Δgres = gres(rimp2) - gres(rimp1) 
                          = Γ(M(rimp2)/rimp2² - M(rimp1)/rimp2²) + (g0(rimp2) - g0(rimp1)).

According to equation (AP4-17),  the difference of the corresponding 
accelerations of the expansion are 

(3A2-3b)  Δgres/HUB = -Γ(M(rimp2)/rimp2²-M(rimp1)/rimp2²)-(g0(rimp2)-g0(rimp1))

so that because of  Δgres =  -Δgres/HUB these differences offset each other. 
(NEWTON's first Law would have given the same result without any 
formulae.) This result means that the Δv in formula (3A2-2 ) would be smaller 
by the same amount at the radius rimp2 compared to the radius rimp1 than the 
HUBBLE speed is larger at rimp2 compared to rimp1. The result would be the 
same velocity difference V(rimp2) at  rimp2 between the HUBBLE flow and the 
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flow of an imported SN  than V(rimp1) at rimp1, provided that one can conclude 
from the integrand gres(t) in (3A2-2) to the integral Δv. However, the integral 
Δv depends also on the interval Δt  =  timp - t0. Having compared rimp2 to rimp1 
(and thus implicitly the corresponding  timp1 to timp2)  , we do not know, if the 
corresponding times  t01 and  t02 will result in the same intervals  Δt. Therefore 
we have not found for sure that V(rimp1) = V(rimp2) or 

(3A2-4a)   V(T) = const.   ,

but only that V(rimp1) ≈ V(rimp2) or 

(3A2-4b)   V(T) ≈ const. 

for all imported SN and any time T of the expanding universe. However, as the 
velocity of the HUBBLE flow is much larger than v*(t), the dependency of Δv 
on the lower bound of the integral is not strong. Note that (3A2- 4b) neither 
rules out V(T) = const. nor can it constrain V(T). (3A2-4b) rather states the 
weak dependency of Δv  = V(T) on the value t0 of the integral (3A2-2) in 
which t0 depends on the mass of U and the mass distribution in U0. Both 
change with the scalefactor. For small redshifts z, the Dark Energy effect (or 
pull of U0) on SN is stronger than for larger z. This shortens Δt and leads to 
slightly lower velocities V(T).  

There is an additional caveat, not to state (3A2-4a): (3A2-2) is only based on a 
NEWTONian approximation of the dynamics of the Cosmos. Furthermore, the 
function g0(r(t)) and the time t0 depend on the completely unknown non-
isotropic matter distribution in U0. However, the findings of A. KASHLINSKY
et al. are additional evidence of the existence of U0. 

(d) Until now, (3A2- 4b) was shown only for groups of Black Holes imported 
together, e.g. groups of quasars like the above quoted group of MULLIS, C. R.,
et al., 2005. As long as the process of cluster evolution developing from this 
group as seeds is unknown, for logical reasons, it cannot be ruled out that the 
relation (3A2- 4b) will  be disturbed locally by this process significantly. 
Obviously, this is not the case as far as the measurements of A. KASHLINSKY
et  al. show. It can be excluded that this process will disturb (3A2- 4b)  
globally in the same way for all clusters, because they are distributed 
ubiquitously all over the universe so that a global impact would affect the 
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HUBBLE flow as well. Therefore (3A2-4b) may apply for the Dark Flow (DF) 
of all clusters all over the whole universe as A. KASHLINSKY et  al. assume.  

(e) The Dark Flow lacks the velocity vector V, compared to the HUBBLE flow 
vector VH.  V and  VH point to opposite directions. This difference V will appear 
as the peculiar motion of the galaxy clusters. The vector sum VRES = VH + V is 
a measure for the dipole of the the Dark Flow. V yields the contribution to this 
dipole from the peculiar motion. Using the CMB rest frame so that VH vanishes
and splitting the kSZ component from the residual dipole, A. KASHLINSKY et
al. derived the peculiar motion velocity Vbulk  = |V| of galaxy clusters from this 
component.

(f) As the vectors  V and  VH point into opposite directions, V points towards 
CG. For us observers of the clusters on earth, the direction of V depends on the 
location, i.e. on the Galactic co-ordinates of the clusters. For the clusters in one
hemisphere, V will point away from us and for the clusters in the other 
hemisphere, V will point  in the direction towards us. This can be verified 
easily by applying the method of A. KASHLINSKY et  al. to suitable sub-
catalogues of the two hemispheres of their cluster X-ray sample and to WMAP,
or more favourably, to PLANCK CMB data.  

In fact, A. KASHLINSKY et  al. report on a “sign change" of the DF direction 
in their papers: “While there is thus indeed evidence for a sign change in the 
KSZ signal which affects the direction of the KAEEK-measured dipole, we 
emphasize again that a definitive answer will have to await a more complete, 
expanded and recalibrated SCOUT catalog.“ (KASHLINSKY, A., et  al., 2011;
note that KAEEK is the paper KASHLINSKY., A., et  al., 2010.) In section 13 
of KASHLINSKY, A., et  al., 2011 they write:
“The necessity of highly accurate is exacerbated by the tentatively seen sign 
change, presumably arising from the wide side-lobes of the KABKE filter. The 
upcoming Planck data, with their finer angular resolution, lower noise and 
wide frequency coverage, will be particularly helpful to test the recalibrated 
catalog in resolving this issue.” According to the TDC, the PLANCK data will 
not help to resolve this issue. 

(g) In the same paper we read: "Nevertheless, the tentative evidence of the sign 
flip from filtering, already discussed by us earlier, allows to constrain the 
direction along the axis of motion determined in KAEEK.“
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This “direction along the axis of motion“ is not the direction of a real motion 
independent from the HUBBLE flow, but the direction of the vector V towards 
the cosmic centre CG of gravity. All clusters follow the course, i.e. the 
direction, of the HUBBLE flow but with a velocity that is reduced by |V|. The 
direction in which the clusters flow is in principle the direction of the 
HUBBLE flow radially outwards towards the horizon of the universe, because 
all cluster vectors V  point to the opposite direction of the HUBBLE flow 
towards the centre CG.

(h) In A. KASHLINSKY et al., 2012, section 14, they write: 
“While there are many independent measurements supportive of and consistent
with the DF existence, some other recent independent non-CMB-based 
analyses contradict it. It may, of course, be that our signal is a result of some 
other yet-unspecified effect. However, the probability of that happening by 
chance is very small and no alternative explanation of our measurement has 
appeared in peer-reviewed discussions as of this writing.“

As shown above, their signal is not the result of some yet-unspecified effect but
of yet-unknown cosmology. In section 12 of the same paper they ask:

“Gravitational instability based in the highly successful (i.e. established) 
concordance ΛCDM model for structure formation predicts very different 
velocity field, smaller in amplitude and declining with scale. Simply, does the 
DF require revising the structure of the space-time or does it imply modifying 
gravity in one form or another?“ 

Above, the first answer was given which shows the inadequacy of the ΛCDM 
cosmology. 

(i) A. KASHLINSKY et al. have found the Dark Flow solely by the lucky 
circumstance that they used only those statements of ΛCDM cosmology that 
are compatible with the TDC. Though both cosmologies are totally different, 
they share a small but existing set SΛCDM -TDC  of statements. For instance, the 
statements that the universe has begun with a Big Bang and is expanding ever 
since, belong to SΛCDM -TDC, however, the statement that this Big Bang shortly 
thereafter was followed by an inflation, does not. Though they believe in 
ΛCDM cosmology (albeit meanwhile not without doubts - as  their above 
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quoted statements show), their method uses by chance no crucial statements 
outside SΛCDM -TDC.

In APPENDIX 5, I will compare their paper KASHLINSKY., A., et  al., 2008 , 
and a paper of K. MODY & A. HAJIAN, 2012 (thereafter MH12) who found 
no Dark Flow with respect to comparable cluster catalogues and comparable 
WMAP data, because they used statements not contained in SΛCDM -TDC. All  
methods which employ conventional relations of individual cluster masses like 
in MH12 will in principle not be able to confirm the results of 
A. KASHLINSKY et al., as these relations do not consider the above result of 
section 2 that the total mass of clusters is different from their collapsed mass.  

Such conventional relations are standard, used e.g. by the PLANCK 
Collaboration in “Planck intermediate results. XIII. Constraints on peculiar 
velocities", 2013.  Their “Meta Catalogue of X-ray detected Clusters of 
galaxies (MCXC)”, described in detail in their paper, contains cluster masses 
which are estimated from luminosities, namely the “REXCESS L500–M500 
relation of Pratt et al. (2009).” This conventional relation does not consider 
the mass import so that results based on the MCMC catalogue cannot be 
correct. Based on this catalogue the PLANCK Collaboration concluded: 
“Hence, according to our estimations of the dipole uncertainty, we conclude 
that the roughly 3 μK dipole measured by Kashlinsky et al. (2008) should not 
be assigned to the clusters’ peculiar motion, but rather to residuals (mostly of 
CMB origin) in the filtered map.” See APPENDIX 5 for details of the 
dependence of the DF velocity on the imported cluster masses. 

(j) Above, the DF of clusters has been derived from the import of SN. These can 
consist of groups of Black Holes or single Black Holes. If an imported Black 
Hole is super-massive, it will seed a galaxy, belonging to a cluster or not. 
Therefore the flow should be also found in single galaxies or groups of 
galaxies outside of clusters. It may be that the flow velocity amplitude of the 
latter is different from this one of the clusters, because of  the galaxy formation
process, however, the flow should exist according to the TDC. 

Based on the SZ signal, the method of A. KASHLINSKY et al. can only find 
the flow of clusters. In the last decade, several authors, who used different 
catalogues and methods, have reported common flows of galaxies and clusters 
or galaxies alone in “good" or even “excellent" agreement with the direction 
which A. KASHLINSKY et al. have found but with different velocity 
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amplitudes (see e.g. ABATE, A. & FELDMAN, H.A., 2012,  MA, Yin-Zhe, et 
al., 2011, and FELDMAN, H. A., et al., 2010 and the literature therein). 
A. KASHLINSKY, et al., 2012, have also a “systematic bias in the current 
calibration". Most studies find flows with amplitudes in the range of 400-500 
km/sec. For instance, FELDMAN, H. A., et al., 2010, find from 3456 galaxies 
and galaxy groups within  50h‾¹ Mpc a bulk flow of “... 416 ± 78 km/s towards 
Galactic l = 282°± 11° and b = 6°± 6° in disagreement with WMAP5 (Dunkley
et al. 2009) at the 99.5% CL." They compare this result to more than seven 
other studies, finding: "The various peculiar velocity surveys are consistent 
with each other and all show a large BF which does not follow expectations 
from the WMAP5-normalized ΛCDM model."

The agreement with the DF direction is the more remarkable as the directions 
(in Table 1 of KASHLINSKY., A., et  al., 2010) are in agreement with the 
estimates of the direction to the centre CU of the universe  by Y. TOMOZAWA, 
2011, who first derived that there is such a centre as the fixed origin of 
expansion (which does not exclude a non-singular Big Bang at all. Note that 
the TDC centre of gravitation CG is not necessarily identical with this centre 
CU but is supposed to be neighboured to CU, because the deviation of the 
Cosmos from isotropy is only small.)

Of course, the results of the flow studies are not compatible with ΛCDM 
cosmology in which the amplitudes should decrease with the distance of the 
flow. “Recently there have been several observations of a large amplitude of 
the bulk flow on hundred Mpc scales, which are in conflict with the predictions 
of the ΛCDM model [1, 2]" (MA, Yin-Zhe, et al., 2011) who assume “...large 
scale inhomogeneities generated by pre-inflationary isocurvature 
fluctuations...“ as the still unknown reason for the bulk flows. This would mean
that these fluctuations must have taken place in the first 10ˉ36 fraction of the 
first second after the Big Bang. 

The DF and the bulk flows of other studies question ΛCDM cosmology so 
severely without getting help from inflation that some authors (including A. 
KASHLINSKY, et al., 2008) see no other resort than pre-inflationary physics. 
3B ASSUMPTION B: The Future Contraction of the Universe as the Result of 
the Matter Import (see TABLE 3-1entry B)

3B1 Consequences of the Matter Import 
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There are two possible consequences of the matter import: 
(1) the import rate is or will become sufficiently high in order to exceed the 
volume increase by the expansion in a way that the universe will end its 
presently accelerated expansion and will turn into a decelerated expansion and 
eventually into a contraction. Besides on the import rate, this case will depend 
on the evolution of the future densities of the Dark Energy and the spatial 
curvature of the universe. 

The opposite case (2) of a lesser import rate would  not end the expansion. This
case would not lead to another future of the universe than this one of a universe
without any matter import at all - whatever this fate in the presence of Dark 
Energy may be.  

In APPENDIX 4, the requirements for case (1) are expressed, based on a 
NEWTONian approximation of the dynamics of the universe. It is shown there 
that the present acceleration of the expansion of the universe (with the second 
derivative ä(t) > 0 of the scalefactor with respect to time t) will reach a 
maximum and that the following decrease first will lead to ä(t) = 0 and then to 
a late deceleration ä(t) < 0 of the universe until at a “counterpoint “ to the Big 
Bang with å(t) = 0 will be reached.  At this point, the scalefactor has its 
minimum and the universe is totally flat. After this point, the contraction of the 
universe will start, marking the change of the role of U to take over the role of  
the future successor of U0 in order to prepare the next Big Bang. 

In the following sub-section, the Dark Energy Equation-of-State and its 
parameter wDE are calculated, based on the Dark Energy evolution following 
from APPENDIX 4. It is shown that wDE depends on the scalefactor, however, 
the ΛCDM constant value wDE = -1 plays a special role. The ΛCDM cosmology
must obtain this result due to its ignorance of U0. This means that there is no 
Cosmological Constant. Therefore the FRIEDMANN equations with this 
constant as well as without it are no equivalent descriptions of the universe.    

3B2 The Solution of the Dark Energy Equation-of-State and its Implications 

(a) The linear parameter ansatz 

In APPENDIX 4, a NEWTONian approximation of the dynamics of the 
different epochs of the Cosmos is given. It is shown there that the accelerating 
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expansion of the universe has begun at a scalefactor a = azero1 and will  end at a
scalefactor azero2 > azero1.  At azero1 and azero2 the Dark Energy (DE) pressure 
PDE(a) and thus the parameter wDE(a) =  PDE(a)/ρDE(er) of the DE equation of 
state vanishes; ρDE(a) is the DE density and the speed of light is set to c = 1 
throughout this paper, if not mentioned otherwise. Furthermore, it is shown that
the universe is slightly anisotropic so that the equation of state also depends on 
the direction of a radial unity vector er. As the universe expands accelerated 
between  azero1 and azero2, the acceleration of the scalefactor ä(a,er) is positive 
and thus, the DE pressure PDE(a,er) is negative there. As ρDE(a,er) > 0 by 
definition, there has to be at least one negative minimum of wDE(a) between 
azero1 and azero2. Therefore the often used ansatz  

(3B2-1) wDE(a) = w0 + w1(1−a) 

(CHEVALLIER, M. & POLARSKI, D., 2001) is inappropriate to constrain the 
wDE(a) of the TDC, because (3B2-1) has no minimum, however, the next ansatz
with respect to the truncated TAYLOR development of wDE(a), namely a 
quadratic ansatz 

(3B2-2)  wDE(a) = wII(a) ≡ w0 + w1(1-a) + w2(1-a)²         (w2 ≠ 0; 0 < aBB < a)  
                                                                                        
is more promising. (3B2-1) is only the tangent of (3B2-2) at a = 1. The 
replacement of the curve by its tangent biases wDE(a) for a < 1 and thus for 
a = 1. For w2 > 0, (3B2-2) has a minimum 
w(a10) = w0 - w1² /4w2 at a10 = (a01 + a02)/2 = 1 + w1/2w2 with 
a01,a02 =  a10 ± SQRT(w1² - 4w0w1)/2w2. Therefore the shape of wDE(a) 
between a01 and a02 corresponds in principle to this one of ä(a). Further 
parameters can enhance this model e.g. by avoiding the parabolic symmetry 
axis at a10 by an ansatz

(3B2-3)  wDE(a) = wIII(a) ≡ (a - w-1)wII(a)        (w-1 <0;  0 < aBB < a)  . 

Using the linear ansatz in his formulae (20,21), Y. WANG, 2009, finds that this 
ansatz may not be adequate:”...This indicates that current data already contain
more information about dark energy than can be adequately represented by a 
linear dark energy equation of state.“ In fact, it has not yet been shown that 
non-linear effects of w(a) are negligible,  though this linear ansatz has been in 
use in literature for about one decade already. 
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One of the final two WMAP papers, HINSHAW, G., et al., WMAP 9-year, 
2013, derives from the ansatz (3B2-1) and the  additional assumption of a flat 
universe

(3B2- 4) w0 = −1.17+0.13–0.12 and w1 ≡  wa = 0.35+0.59−0.49 

from “WMAP+eCMB+BAO+H0+SNe. Figure 10 shows the joint, 
marginalized constraint on w0 and wa. A cosmological constant (w0 = -1 and 
wa = 0) is at the boundary of the 68% CL region, indicating that the current 
data are consistent with a time-independent dark energy density.” A 
comparable result for a non-flat universe is missing: “We consider only the flat
case here since the non-flat case with wa is not well-constrained by the present 
data.” This case is the case of the TDC which derives a small curvature of the 
universe (see APPENDIX 2) and a time dependent wDE (see APPENDIX 4). 

The paper also stresses that the Cosmological Constant is a fundamental pillar 
of the the standard ΛCDM model of cosmology:“Measurements of 
temperature and polarization anisotropy in the cosmic microwave background 
(CMB) have played a major role in establishing and sharpening the standard 
“ΛCDM” model of cosmology: a six-parameter model based on a flat 
universe, dominated by a cosmological constant, Λ ,and cold-dark-matter 
(CDM), with initial Gaussian,adiabatic fluctuations seeded by inflation.” [ibid]
Below, it is shown why ΛCDM cosmology must mimic the result wDE(a) ≡ -1. 
 

(b) The disputed energy density of gravitation

In formula (AP4-25b) of APPENDIX 4, the DE pressure PDE(r,er) 
is derived. In order to determine wDE, the gravitational energy density ρGR of a 
NEWTONian potential ΦGR is needed. This was already given by J. M. 
MAXWELL, the pioneer of the physics of electro-magnetism, as

(3B2-5a)  ρGR/M  = -|gradΦGR|²/8πΓ  ,

but rejected by himself because of the negative value of this potential energy 
density, according to M. COUNIHAN, 2007, and V. MAJERNIK, 2008. (See 
the latter for the reference to J. M. MAXWELL's original paper.) 
MAXWELL's approach was due to the formal equivalence between 
COULOMB's and NEWTON'S Law. In the physics of electro-magnetism, the 
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corresponding energy density of the potential ΦEL of electrical charges is given
as 

(3B2-5b)  ρEL  = +|gradΦEL|²/k

with a constant k (see e.g. [HUGHES, S. (MIT)]. The correctness of (3B2-5b) 
is confirmed by numerous experiments. 

The difference between MAXWELL's gravitation approach and his approach 
by electro-magnetism is that in the first one the potential energy is calculated 
that is stored in the gravitational field, however, the other approach does not 
really calculate the energy that is stored in the electric potential field, but the 
energy that is needed to bring the charges “from infinity“ to their positions in 
the field. This difference explains the opposite signs of the energy densities. 
(3B2-5a) was derived formally correct but, in fact, a negative potential energy 
density of the NEWTONian field cannot be accepted, though M. COUNIHAN,
2007, pleads for this acceptance. The question is open until today, in the 
following an answer is proposed. 

Because of the formal equivalence of the two Laws, one can either by 
analogous conclusion or derive mathematically in the same way as 
(3B2-5b) that

(3B2-5c)  ρGR = - ρGR/M =  +|gradΦGR|²/8πΓ .

The first was done by the [NASA ](see REFERENCES). They proposed 
(3B2-5c) as gravitational energy density and applied this formula to an 
approximate solution of the “Mercury Perihelion problem“ which is known not
to be solvable by NEWTON's theory but only by EINSTEIN's GTR. They 
write: “Throughout this calculation, we will use Newton's law of gravitation 
without modification, and incorporate the energy density term described above
to render a qualitative description of the rotation of the perihelion.“ Their 
result depends on the positive sign in (3B2-5c). Thus, using the formal 
equivalence of the two Laws, the NASA has actually not calculated the density 
of the gravitation energy but the density of the energy that is needed to bring 
the masses “from infinity“ to their positions in the gravitation field. Their 
successful rough approximation of the solution complicates the puzzle even 
more what sign is the correct one. [Wikipedia/Gravitational_energy] uses the 
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minus-sign referring to [NASA] who, however, use the plus-sign.     

In the TDC, the problem occurs even more worse at first glance, because either
sign leads to wrong results. As the DE density ρDE is identical with ρGR and 
gres(a,er) = -r1ä(a,er) = -(-gradΦGR)·er is the gravitational acceleration of a mass
m = 1 (for details see APPENDIX 4), there would be either with the plus- or 
the minus-sign

(3B2-5d)   ρDE(a,er) =  ρGR(a,er)= ±|gradΦGR|²/8πΓ = ±gres²(a,er)/8πΓ    

so that from gres(a,er) = 0 on the one hand would follow PDE(a,er) = 0 and on 
the other hand ρDE(a,er) = 0 . The condition gres(a,er) = 0 is fulfilled at 
a = azero1 and a = azero2. Therefore at these a the parameter 
wDE(a,er) = PDE(a,er)/ρDE(a,er) would have a (not removable) mathematical 
singularity, although physics obviously require 
wDE(azero1,er) = wDE(azero2,er) = 0, because without gravitational force there 
can be no pressure PDE and, furthermore, a potential energy density 
ρDE(a,er) = 0 makes no physical sense. 

(c) The gravitational DE density and the DE Equation-of-State  

In the following, the reason for all these related puzzles will be shown in the 
light of the TDC: Let r be a vector pointing from the origin of the co-ordinate 
system to a point of a NEWTONian gravitation field with mass density ρ(r). 
The potential of the field is 

(3B2-6)   Φ(r) = -Γ∫(V) ρ(r')/|r - r'|dV'   

with the volume element dV' of a volume V enclosing all the masses of the 
field but still be inside U0. This is possible, because U0 is contracting; the 
integration variable is r' (for details see e.g. COUNIHAN, M., 2007, formula 
(18)). At this point of the calculation, the physical features of this volume V do 
not play a role, because we are  here in the mathematical part of mathematical 
physics and the physical interpretation will follow later. The field contains the 
potential energy

(3B2-7)    UTOT = ½∫(V) ρ(r)Φ(r)dV   
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[ibid, formula (26)]. With the LAPLACE-Operator Δ and the POISSON 
equation

(3B2-8)    ΔΦ(r) ≡ div[grad(Φ(r))] = 4πΓρ(r)

this gives

(3B2-9a)  UTOT =  ∫(V) Φ(r)div[grad(Φ(r))]dV/8πΓ 

Using 

(3B2-9b)  div[Φ(r)grad(Φ(r))] =  Φ(r)div(grad(Φ(r))) + grad(Φ(r))·grad(Φ(r))

leads to

(3B2-9c)  UTOT = {∫(V) - |grad(Φ(r))|²dV + ∫(V) div[Φ(r)grad(Φ(r))]dV}/8πΓ

and the integral theorem of GAUSS-GREEN delivers

(3B2-9d)  UTOT  =  -(∫(V) |grad(Φ(r))|²dV - J(r))/8πΓ  
(3B2-9e)      J(r) =  ∫(S) Φ(r)grad(Φ(r))·dA  

where dA is the surface element vector of the surface S of the closed volume V,
connected with the integrand of J(r) by a scalar product of vectors 
[ibid, formula (29)]. In COUNIHAM's reconstruction of of MAXWELL's 
solution, the integral is J(r) neglected: “...when the system boundary is chosen 
(at infinity, say) so that the surface integral may be neglected...“, yielding

(3B2-10)  UTOT = -∫(V) |grad(Φ(r))|²dV/8πΓ

which gives reason to the negative gravitational energy density (3B2- 5a). J(r) 
is neglected, because S is chosen “... at infinity, say...“, i.e. in the limit of 
r = |r| → ∞ which entails for the potential of the the masses mi at locations  ri

(3B2- 11a)  Φ(r) = -ΓΣ(i) [mi/|r - ri|] 

and for the acceleration 
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(3B2-11b)  grad(Φ(r)) = Γ(Σ(i) [mi(r – ri)°/|r - ri|²]  

Φ(r)→ 0 and grad(Φ(r)) → 0 for r → ∞. This argumentation as reason for 
neglecting J(r) is also used in the theory of electric fields where it does no 
harm, because all the charges of the field are represented by an electric field 
potential corresponding to (3B2-11a ). Vice versa, electric potentials make 
sense only, if the charge distribution is of finite size (see e.g. the “important 
caveat“ in section  3.4 of [HUGHES, S. (MIT]). In gravitation physics, 
however, (3B2- 11a,b) represent only the masses before the horizon of the 
universe and what is really neglected by neglecting J(r) are the masses beyond 
the horizon. J(r) → 0 for |r| → ∞ corresponds to the assumption that (1) there 
are no more masses beyond the horizon but only empty space, if any, and (2) 
that this empty space is infinite. Both assumptions are incompatible with the 
TDC. In the TDC, therefore Φ(r) has to be completed by the potential Φ0(r) of 
the masses of U0:

(3B2-12)  Φres(r) = Φ(r) + Φ0(r)    ,

where Φ(r) = ΓM/r is defined in APPENDIX 4, formulae (AP4-2b) and 
Φ0(r) = Φ0(P) has been introduced  in formula (AP4-3). In formulae 
(3B2-9d,e) above, Φ(r) has to be replaced by Φres(r) giving 

(3B2-13a)   UTOT = -(∫(V) |grad(Φres(r))|²dV - J(r))/8πΓ  
(3B2-13b)     J(r) =  ∫(S) Φres(r)grad(Φres(r))·dA  .

In (3B2-13b), r varies on S, the surface of an any closed volume V which 
encloses all the masses of U and of U0 and lies inside U0. Therefore the 
surface element vector dA is directed away from these masses and their 
gravitation centre CG. However, for r on S the representation

(3B2-14)  grad(Φres(r)) = Γ(Σ(i) [mi(r – ri)°/|r - ri|²]  

of the potential 

(3B2-15)  Φres(r) =  -ΓΣ(i) [mi/|r – ri|] < 0  

shows that grad(Φres(r)) is directed in the opposite direction, i.e. towards CG. 
Therefore the angle φ between grad(Φres(r)) and dA is larger than 90 degrees 
so that cos(φ) and thus the scalar product grad(Φres(r))·dA  is not positive, 
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whereas Φres(r) < 0 so that the integrand in (3B2-13b) is not negative and thus, 
there is J(r) ≥ 0.  

The representation (3B2-15) could be chosen for r on S, because all the masses
of U and U0 are located inside S. In the complete space of V, this 
representation cannot be used, because (3B2-14,15) are not defined for r = ri., 
A representation inside V is given in APPENDIX 4, (AP4-9) in connection 
with (AP4-21). 

From (3B2-13a,b) follow that in this NEWTONian approximation of the TDC, 
the quantity

(3B2-16a)   ρGR(a,er)  = (-|grad(Φres(a,er))|² + j(a,er))/8πΓ 

with j(a,er) ≥ 0 and

(3B2-16b)  J(a,er)  =  ∫(V) j(a,er)dV ≥ 0  ,

is a natural measure of the gravitational energy density in the field F, provided 
that ρGR(a,er)  ≥ 0. Next, I will examine the sign of  ρGR with respect to our 
universe which is a part of the spacetime of F.  I will do this for two models of 
our universe: (1) the one-universe model and (2) the TDC model. At the same 
time, I will resolve the above mentioned confusion about the right sign of ρGR.  

In the TDC, there is ρDE(a,er) = ρGR(a,er). Using the formula (AP4-25b) for the
Dark Energy pressure PDE(r,er), we can for both models calculate the 
parameter 

(3B2-17)  wDE(a,er) = PDE(a,er)/ρDE(a,er)  
                 
of the Dark Energy equation of state with

(3B2-17a)  PDE(a,er) = ΓM²(r)/4πr4
 – [dM(r)g0(a,er)/dr]/8πr    (r = ar1)

(3B2-17b)  ρDE(a,er) = [-|grad(Φres(a,er)|²+j(a,er)]/8πΓ   .

Here g0(a,er) is given by equation (AP4-21). Of course, the reconstruction of 
wDE(a,er) from measurements requires constraints on the mass distribution in 
U0,  which defines g0(a,er), and on the the ex-/import rate, which defines M(r).
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(d) The gravitational energy densities of MAXWELL and the NASA

Ignoring U0 and additionally neglecting J(r) in (3B2-13a),
APPENDIX 4 (AP4-2b) and (AP4-9c) give Φres(a,er) = Φ(a,er) = ΓM/r with 
the constant mass M of the universe and
gres = -grad(Φres(a,er)) = -grad(Φ(a,er)) =  -(ΓM/r²)er so that UTOT and ρGRM 
become                                                                                                                   

(3B2-18a)  UTOT/M(AXWELL) = ∫(V) (-|grad(Φres(a,er))|²/8πΓ)dV     
(3B2-18b)  ρGR/M  = -|grad(Φ(a,er))|²/8πΓ <0   .

Converting additionally the sign of ρGR/M by analogy with the energy density 
of electric fields, the density of gravitational energy is obtained which is 
needed to bring the masses from “infinity“ to their locations in U:

(3B2-19)  ρGR/M∞ = -ρGR/M = |grad(Φ(a,er))|²/8πΓ = ((ΓM/r²)²)/8πΓ = ΓM²/8πr4
 

which is the [NASA] proposal for the gravitational energy density.  However, 
“infinity“ is only a mathematical concept, in cosmology the final U0 is the 
“proxy of infinity“. The space of the TDC Cosmos is final.   

In the following, wDE(a,er) will be calculated under the assumption of the  
model that there is only one universe so that g0(r(t),er) ≡ 0. However, different 
from the calculation of MAXWELL respectively COUNIHAN, J(r) will not be
neglected, because J(r) contains also contributions of our universe. Neglecting 
the contribution of U0 to J(r) but not this one of U means to take the view of 
observers in U who do not know about the existence of U0 and thus establish 
their cosmology on four-dimensional formulae, especially on the  
FRIEDMANN equations (“scenario A“). In this scenario, there is 
Φres(r) = Φ(r) =  ΓM(r)/r and grad(Φres(r)) = (ΓM(r)/r²)er and because of the 
assumed non-existence of U0, the volume V can be (approximately) taken as a 
sphere with radius r, i..e.  the volume V(U) = 4πr³/3 of U with the surface 
S(U) = 4πr². M(r) = M is the mass of U effective at CG. (3B2-17)  becomes 

(3B2-20)  wDE/1UNIV/A = PDE/1UNIV/A  : ρDE/1UNIV/A 
                                     = (ΓM²(r)/4πr4) : [-(ΓM(r)/r²)² + j(a,er))]/8πΓ

where according to (3B2-13b) and (3B2-16b), 
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(3B2-20a) j(a,er) = J(r))/V(U) = ∫(S) Φres(r)grad(Φres(r))·dA/(V(U)  
                                                 =  ∫(S(U)) (ΓM(r)/r)(ΓM(r)/r²)er·dA/V(U)
                                                 =  (Γ²M²(r)/r³)∫(S(U)) er·dA/V(U) 
                                                 =  3Γ²M²(r)/r4

    
giving                                           

(3B2-20b)  wDE/1UNIV/A = 1 .

This is the parameter wDE in the case of our universe being the only one but  
without assuming J(r) = 0, i.e. without assuming that the space is infinite. In the
opposite case of infinite space (“scenario B”), we obtain 

(3B2-20c) wDE/1UNIV/B = -2 

because of ρGR < 0 which physically does not make sense. In the usual one-
universe cosmology the minus-sign  in wDE stems from the pressure and not 
from the energy density. 

The difference between the result from (3B2-20) and the [NASA] result 
(3B2-19),  i.e 

(3B2-21)  ρGR/1UNIV/A = PDE/wDE/1UNIV/A =  ΓM²(r)/4πr4 = 2ρGR/NASA

 
 

stems from their comparison with the electric field theory which is implicitly 
dealing with “infinity“. The details of the [NASA] calculation show that this 
difference would not change their approximate solution of the Mercury 
Perihelion problem crucially. 

(e)  There is no constant Λ 

The results (3B2-20b,c) was derived from the gravitation potential Φ(r) of our 
universe. Next I will construct a potential which does not exist in nature: the 
potential 

(3B2- 21a)  ΦAG(r) = -Φ(r) = - ΓM/r  

of “anti-gravitation”. At each point of the spacetime of the universe, the vector 
sum of the vectors of gravitation and anti-gravitation would yield the zero 
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vector. One could also say that anti-gravitation is the gravitation of “negative 
masses”. The formula (AP4-2) and (AP4-25b) show for g0 ≡ 0 that  

                         gAGer ≡ -grad(ΦAG(r)) = grad(Φ(r)) = -ger

(3B2- 21b)  PAG(a,er) ≡ -MgAG(r,er))/4πr² = Mg(r,er))/4πr² = -PDE(a,er),
  
while the formulae (3B2-13b) and (3B2-16a,b) with Φres(r) = -Φ(r) give  
ρAG(a,er) = ρDE(a,er) and thus,   
                                                                                                                    
(3B2- 21c)  wAG(a,er) ≡  PAG(a,er)/ρAG(a,er) = -PDE(a,er)/ρDE(a,er) = -wDE(a,er)

Therefore in the above scenario A, there is for all a = r/r1

(3B2- 21d)   wAG/1UNIV/A = -wDE/1UNIV/A = -1.           

where the minus sign stems from the “potential” ΦAG(r). (3B2- 21d) means: As
long as one does not know about the existence of U0 and thus about the true 
origin of the Dark Energy, the parameters of the Equation-of-State of the 
unphysical anti-gravitation and of the vacuum energy are the same. The 
difference between both is that wAG has a pressure PAG(a) and a density ρAG(a) 
which vary with a, while the PΛCDM and ρΛCDM of wΛCDM are constant. 
(3B2- 20) shows that PDE(a) and ρDE(a) also vary with a. This means that in the
one-universe model of ΛCDM cosmology with DE, there is no Cosmological 
Constant with 

(3B2- 21e)  PDE(a) = -ρDE(a) = -Λ/8πΓ 

or another constant on the right side. Furthermore, the equations (3B2- 21b,d) 
show that in this model another kind of a “Cosmological Constant” exists with 
a variable PDE(a) and ρDE(a) but a constant wDE(a). It has the value wDE = +1 
and the parameter wΛCDM = -1 of ΛCDM cosmology is identical with the 
parameter wDE of the unphysical potential of ΦAG(r) of “anti-gravitation” - a 
gravitation that would be induced by “negative masses”. 

(f)  The gravitational DE mimics the parameter wΛCDM = -1 

In the view of  ΛCDM cosmology, Dark Energy and gravitation are different. 
As the Dark Energy accelerates the expansion of the universe and its 
gravitation would decelerate it, direct or indirect measurements of the 
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gravitation field are used to obtain information on Dark Energy, for instance by
measurements of distances to supernovae and of the HUBBLE function H(a). 
However, believing that U is the only universe, one cannot differentiate 
between the (unphysical) “gravitational energy of U” EGR/1UNIV and and the 
(physical) effective energy EGR/EFF/2UNIV. The latter is induced by EGR/1UNIV 

and the energy that is observed as “Dark Energy”; in other words, 
EGR/EFF/2UNIV is induced by the gravitational interaction of the masses of U and
U0. Thus, measurements of the Dark Energy based on ΛCDM cosmology the 
must confuse EGR/EFF/2UNIV and EGR/1UNIV. Such measurements must deliver 
information on the effective “gravitational energy” observable in our universe 
rather than information on its “Dark Energy”, e.g. instead of the true parameter 
wDE unavoidably the parameter wDE/1UNIV/A is obtained which in (3B2-20b) 
has been derived as the Dark Energy parameter wDE/1UNIV/A = 1 of an one-
universe model. 

Since 1998 we do know about the strange accelerated expansion of the 
universe which works in the opposite direction as gravitation. We have dubbed 
its unknown reason as “Dark Energy” and have correctly attributed  the 
negative sign to its pressure. Because of this sign convention, the Dark Energy 
parameter of the equation of State of ΛCDM cosmology is not 
wΛCDM = wDE/1UNIV/A = 1as in (3B2-20b) but must be  

(3B2-21f)  wΛCDM = -wDE/1UNIV/A = -1  

what in fact agrees with the findings of ΛCDM cosmology. This result is 
considered as a tell-tale of the Cosmological Constant (and sometimes of other 
statements) of ΛCDM cosmology. In the TDC, this value follows directly from 
the assumption of  ΛCDM cosmology that our universe is the only one. 
Because of this assumption, the value  wΛCDM = -1 is mimicked to ΛCDM 
cosmology. The true parameter wDE is not a constant but a function of a as 
formula (3B2-17) shows. Thus, the Cosmological Constant problem is a 
pseudo-problem caused by ΛCDM cosmology itself. Not knowing that Dark 
Energy is gravitational energy, ΛCDM cosmology calculates the parameter 

(3B2- 21h)  wΛCDM  = wAG/1UNIV/A = -wDE/1UNIV/A = -1

of the potential of unphysical anti-gravitation rather than a parameter belonging
to a “vacuum energy”(see above (3B2- 21d)). Gravitational energy spreads also
in vacuum, but this is already all of common grounds with “vacuum energy”. 
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That “vacuum energy” is no Dark Energy explains the huge gap of magnitude 
between the observed Dark Energy level and the enormous value it should have
due to its quantum origin. 

The mimicked wΛCDM = -1 is the reason for results like: “The current data are 
consistent with a flat universe dominated by a cosmological constant.” 
(KOMATSU, E., et al., WMAP 7-year, 2010). They define: ”For vacuum 
energy (cosmological constant), w does not depend on time, and w = −1.” 
However, what is “vacuum energy (cosmological constant)” physically, what is
Dark Energy really? These are the very questions and they are still unanswered 
at the end of the WMAP mission. Scrutinising the CMB anomalies, the 
PLANCK mission has the capacity to verify or to falsify the TDC. Because of 
this mimicking, their result in (Planck Collaboration: Planck 2013 results. XVI)
is formally correct: “Our inclination is to give greater weight to the BAO 
measurements and to conclude that there is no strong evidence that the dark 
energy is anything other than a cosmological constant.”Of course, this not yet 
an explanation of Dark Energy as long as the Cosmological Constant is not 
explained physically. 
 
The Cosmological Constant has turned out to be a variable which appears only 
as a constant because of the restriction of the common gravitation field F of U 
and U0 to only U. In an comprehensive overview of different aspects of the 
Cosmological Constant, J. MARTIN, 2012, concludes: ”In fact, the only 
common point between these various contributions is gravity. Therefore, this 
suggests that the mechanism that cancels the cosmological constant makes use 
of gravity.” However, he rejects this suggestion immediately thereafter, because
in gravitational solutions of the Cosmological Constant problem NEWTON's 
constant is time-dependent and “... the variation of the gravitational coupling 
is too strong to be compatible with the known constraints on | Ġ/G|.” In the 
above gravitational solution G (=Γ) remained constant, because this solution 
took account of the hidden matter in U0.

(g)  EINSTEIN rehabilitated

Of course, the result wΛCDM  = -1, obtained for a constructed unphysical 
universe, contradicts the assumption of  ΛCDM cosmology that there is a 
constant Λ-term in the GTR field equation induced by a vacuum energy and 
therefore rehabilitates A. EINSTEIN who was right (and upright) when he 
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admitted his “greatest blunder“. 

(h)  The concept of infinite space causes the mimicking of wΛCDM = -1 

As a by-product of the calculation of (3B2-20b) we have that wDE/1UNIV/A is 
independent of r and therefore would also apply for a finite universe as well as 
for an infinite one. If our assumed universe were not spatially infinite but had a
future maximum radius r = r0, we could choose in the above used integral 
theorem of GAUSS-GREEN V(U) = 4πr0³/3  and S(U) = 4πr0² for any r < r0, 
giving in (3B2-20a) 

(3B2-22a)  j(a,er) = J(r))/V(U) = (Γ²M²(r)/r³)∫(S(U)) er·dA/V(U)  
                                                  = 3Γ²M²(r)/r³r0

so that the density in the denominator of (3B2-20) becomes

(3B2-22b)  ρDE/1UNIV/A/FINITE = [-Γ²M²/r4 + 3Γ²M²/r³r0]/8πΓ

and gives together with the the nominator PDE/1UNIV/A/FINITE = ΓM²/4πr4 the 
function 

(3B2-22c)  wDE/1UNIV/A/FINITE(r,r0) = 2[3(r/r0)-1]‾¹ 
                                                                   
Mathematically, one could also replace r0 by any r00 > r0 so that (3B2-22c)  
would hold for r = r0, too, with the result (3B2-22c) for all r ≤  r0. Instead of a 
constant as in (3B2- 20b), we have obtained a function of the radius r and of an
assumed maximum radius of the universe and there is    

(3B2-22d)  wDE/1UNIV/A/FINITE(r0,r0) = wDE/1UNIV/A = 1 

independent of r or r0 as was to be expected.  This means that the result 
wDE/1UNIV/A = 1of (3B2- 20b) requires an infinite universe. This result has been
achieved under the assumption that our universe is the only one. Therefore the 
mimicked value wΛCDM  = -1 requires an infinite universe, too. Thus, the 
concept of infinite space causes the mimicking of wΛCDM = -1. The reason is    
understandable, because neglecting U0 is equivalent to the assumption of 
infinite empty space outside the observable universe. In fact, the ΛCDM 
universe is infinite (see e.g. SMOLLER, J., & TEMPLE, B., 2003), though this
fact is only seldom focused on. 
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Until now, there is no reason to assume that there is any quantity  in cosmology
that is really infinitely small or large, even the cosmic time of the TDC is 
infinite only in an abstract sense. Infinity (“a → ∞”) and its inverse singularity 
(“a → 0”) are concepts of  mathematics and thus of humanities and not of 
nature and therefore should be better kept out of natural sciences - as long as 
there is no real urge to use such concepts. This confusion constitutes the 
constructional fault of the singular ΛCDM cosmology. 

(i)  The role of  the FRIEDMANN equations 

The ΛCDM cosmology is derived via the FRW solution from the four-
dimensional GTR (which is the common basis of ΛCDM cosmology as well as 
of the TDC.) In this singular application of the GTR to the universe, the radius 
r and thus the spatial size of the universe are unlimited so that the ΛCDM 
universe is infinite with respect to space and thus with respect to spacetime, 
too.

This application of the GTR leads to the FRIEDMANN equations which 
implicitly yield wΛCDM = -1 in the given scenario of one universe with 
unexplained Dark Energy. The final WMAP paper (BENNETT, C. L., et al., 
WMAP 9-year, version1, 2013) describes this situation of the present 
cosmology:

“It is notable that only six parameters are required to achieve a sufficient fit to 
all cosmological data and that the underlying ΛCDM has not broken. Quite the
contrary, a set of precise and accurate parameters now form a standard model 
of cosmology within the framework of the big bang theory (an expanding and
cooling universe) and inflation (an underlying tilted power spectrum of 
primordial Gaussian-random adiabatic fluctuations). General relativity 
combined with the Friedmann-Lemaitre-Robertson-Walker metric leads to the 
Friedmann equation, which provides the background cosmology.”

This is not in accordance with the above  result on the conditions of 
wΛCDM = -1which breaks “...the underlying  ΛCDM” (compare especially 
[ibid], Table 17, row 3). 

It is a symptom of the deadlock situation of the present cosmology that in this 
quotation proven and unproven statements are placed side by side (“... big 
bang theory ... and inflation ...”), promoting a standard ΛCDM model that 
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cannot explain 95% of the contents of the universe. The many anomalies of the 
WMAP data indicate that this deadlock could have been broken, however, there
is a second chance left to the PLANCK mission.

General relativity in four dimensions is a correct concept which is supposed to  
remain correct after its extension to five dimensions. The FLRW metric is 
useful as an approximation for scalefactors a > aBB> 0, however, the 
conclusion that a → 0 follows from the expansion of the universe is not 
compelling at all. We observe an expansion, how do we know how it has 
begun? Exactly the assumption that there is empty space beyond the horizon of
the universe leads to the FRIEDMANN equations which must provide a 
deviant background cosmology, because they are simply blind for the rest of 
the Cosmos. We have seen that the one-universe parameter wΛCDM  = -1 
belongs to an infinite universe. How do we know that the space beyond the 
horizon of our universe is (1) empty and (2) infinite? We do assume this only, 
but encode it in our FRIEDMANN ΛCDM cosmology as a safe fact and then 
we are confined to this self-created fact. Using the example of the 
Cosmological Constant, I have shown how the ΛCDM cosmology must lead to 
deviant results: As only a solitary universe expanding into an infinite space can
have wΛCDM  = -1, this value is eventually and unavoidably constrained. Below,
we will see how this mechanism works in detail.

The ΛCDM cosmology inclusive its proposed inflation is based on the 
FRIEDMANN equations. Scalar field inflation links the potential V(Φ) of a 
time-dependent scalar Φ = Φ(t) to the FRIEDMANN equations of a 
homogeneous and isotropic flat universe as 

(3B2-23a)  H²  =  [½(dΦ/dt)² + V(Φ)]/3MPL²

(3B2-23b)  dH/dt = -4πΓ(dΦ/dt)²  .

with H ≡ å(t)/a(t) and MPL¯² ≡ 8πΓ where MPL is the “reduced PLANCK  mass”.
From these two equations the KLEIN-GORDON equation of motion 
 
(3B2-23c)  d²Φ/dt² + 3H(dΦ/dt) + dV/dΦ = 0   .

is obtained. These are the basic equations of scalar inflation; each of them can 
be derived from the two others. The physical nature and mathematical 
expression of V(Φ) is still completely unknown after 30 years of inflation 
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theories; the “Encyclopædia Inflationaris” of MARTIN, J., et al., 2013, 
compiles a selection of alone 53 ansaetze for V(Φ) with zero, one , two or three
parameters - let alone multi-field inflation theories with several scalar fields or 
theories with vector fields, altogether making up a few hundreds of different 
inflation  hypotheses up to date [ibid]. Their Figure 1 shows the mushrooming 
of papers on inflation. They write: “We see that, despite the fact that it has 
become a cornerstone, inflation is not as observationally known as the other 
parts of the standard model of Cosmology.” 

According to the TDC, U0 existed before and after the Big Bang and thus 
existed also during inflation, but this existence is not reflected by (3B2-23a-c). 
Vice versa, the approximate NEWTONian TDC version of the 2. 
FRIEDMANN equation in APPENDIX 4, (AP4-18), does not allow an 
inflation with ä(t) > 0 immediately after the Big Bang but only for a >  azero1, 
where azero1 is the beginning of the present epoch of accelerated expansion. 

Besides this, after the TDC Big Bang an inflation is not necessary any more in 
order to explain the observed universe. After a non-singular Big Bang, inflation
is neither needed to transform the universe from a microscopic into a 
macroscopic state nor to solve the horizon or similar problems which simply do
not exist after a non-singular Big Bang. Below in sub-section 4N, the TDC 
solution of the flatness problem will be given - inclusive of an initial flattening 
of the universe in complete contrast to inflation theories, however, in 
accordance with General and Special Relativity.

(j)  The intrinsic CMB anomalies as clues to overcome the crisis of cosmology

Many authors have found a realm of anomalies of different kinds in the WMAP
1-7- year data; each anomaly poses the task to find out whether it is intrinsic or 
not. Below in section 4, many anomalies are explained as tell-tales of the TDC.
Several  anomalies were examined in BENNETT, C. L., et al., WMAP 7-year, 
2011, by the WMAP Science Team with the result that most of them are no  
anomalies. This includes even anomalies which were first reported by this 
Science Team itself like the lack of temperature correlation on large scales. A 
main argument is that full-sky maps show no lack of correlation, different from
cut-sky maps for which SPERGEL, D. N., et al., WMAP 1-year, 2003, first 
reported this lack. However, COPI, C. J., et al., 2010, show that most of these 
correlations of full-sky maps are correlations inside the masked area or 
between this area and the unmasked area and conclude that this is caused by 
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the WMAP reconstruction procedure. Besides the main argument, they also 
reject the additional arguments of the WMAP Science Team why the lack of 
correlation is no longer seen by this Team. 

They also reject the statement of BENNETT, C. L., et al., WMAP 7-year, 2011,
on the of quadrupole-octopole alignment: “At the present time the remarkable 
degree of alignment appears to be no more than a chance occurrence, 
discovered a posteriori with no motivating theory. A new compelling theory 
could change this conclusion.” With respect to both anomalies, COPI, C. J., et 
al., 2010, conclude: ”These arguments from the WMAP team offer neither new 
nor convincing explanations of the observed anomalies discussed in this 
review. At best they replace one set of anomalies for another.”
 
The quoted WMAP-paper also states that the value of the quadrupole is “low 
(but not anomalously low)” compared to the best-fit ΛCDM model and that 
there is only “weak evidence” for the hemispherical power asymmetry etc. The 
final WMAP paper BENNETT, C. L., et al., WMAP 9-year, 2013, reports on 
the anomalies examined by the WMAP Science Team: “With no significant 
anomalies and an adequate goodness-of-fit, the inflationary flat ΛCDM model 
and its precise and accurate parameters rooted in WMAP data stands as the 
standard model of cosmology.” How can an inflationary model actually be 
rooted in data as long as the inflationary potential cannot be checked against 
these data, because this potential is unknown?

While the WMAP Science Team arguments that there are no significant 
anomalies, Planck 2013 results. I. states: "We do find evidence for deviations 
from isotropy at low multipoles, confirming the existence of the so-called 
WMAP anomalies, the hemispheric asymmetry and the Cold Spot." 
Planck 2013 results. XXIII. reports: 
“In particular, the most significant anomalies, namely the quadrupole-octopole
alignment (Sect. 5.1), hemispherical asymmetry (Sect. 5.3), phase correlations 
(Sect. 5.4), dipolar power modulation (Sect. 5.5), generalized power 
modulation (Sect. 5.6), parity asymmetry (Sect. 5.7) and the Cold Spot (Sect. 
5.8) have been confirmed with the Planck data. Attempts to explain the 
observed features in terms of systematic artefacts, local astrophysical sources 
of emission, or structure in the local Universe have not been successful. It is 
clear that these anomalies represent real features of the CMB sky.”
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The PLANCK data confirm the low amplitudes of the the quadrupole and 
octopole and show robust deviations from isotropy [ibid]. They write: 
“However, it is difficult to make a detailed interpretation of the anomalies in 
the absence of theoretical models, in particular with regard to the role of a 
posterior choices.” 

The CMB anomalies as well as the open questions offer  the chance to 
overcome the present crisis of cosmology with its unexplained Dark Matter and
Dark Energy. To use this chance requires to realise how much CMB results 
depend on the underlying cosmology and how difficult it therefore is to arrive 
at a more correct cosmology. This can be seen e.g. by the above results on the 
Cosmological Constant. The only possible way via real anomalies intrinsic to 
the CMB is easily blocked, provided the absolute determination to consider 
them under all circumstances as normal rather than as clues to new cosmology. 
It would be a lost chance for cosmology, if this happened again in the wake of  
BENNETT, C. L., et al., WMAP 7-year, 2011. 

It is surely necessary, to examine whether the CMB data are compatible to 
certain inflation hypotheses or not. However, it is not sufficient to rule out 
some hypotheses and to state compatibility with others as long as the concept 
of inflation stands on unsure grounds. In this situation, “compatibility” means 
only that the compatible hypotheses are not ruled out and it does not mean any 
evidence for inflation at all. 

The wilderness of open cosmological questions and puzzles, should cause us to
scrupulously question our deeply rooted paradigms like this one of a single 
universe, the singular Big Bang, and inflation and make us aware of the 
sign(ature)s of (space)time. 

(k)  ΛCDM cosmology and TDC measure many observables differently

Besides its mimicking, there is another caveat with respect to constraining  
wDE. It is obvious that wDE measurements “... are extremely dependent on 
knowledge of the matter density, and without very tight bounds on matter 
density, physical parameters of dark energy may not perform well in 
reconstruction dark energy.“ (PAN, A. V. &  ALAM, U., 2010). However, 
given a fixed matter density at z = 0, the matter density of the singular, 
inflationary ΛCDM cosmology is too high for z > 0 without the matter import 
demonstrated above in section 2. To mention just a few of the numerous 
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consequences: the lower matter density ρM(z) of the TDC causes for z > 0 a 
higher value of the HUBBLE  function component HM(z), due to matter in U 
alone, and therefore a lower luminosity distance dL(z). The Dark Energy 
component HU0(z) of the HUBBLE function, due to the matter in U0, is 
different, too, from the contribution of a Cosmological Constant. The extent of 
deviation of ρM/TDC(z) from the ΛCDM value is rising with z; therefore the 
same is true for H(z) so that all time derivatives of H(z) like the deceleration 
parameter q(z) are also deviant. The parameter w can be derived directly from 
H(z) and its first derivative. The critical density ρcrit(z) and the matter and Dark
Energy density parameters, ΩM(z) and ΩDE(z), are affected as well as the 
spatial curvature Ωk(z) etc.. Using such deviant data for the reconstruction of 
other data, of course, will give incorrect constraints. If these reconstructions 
were based on the FRIEDMANN equations, the reconstructed data generally 
would  get additionally incorrect. 

3C  ASSUMPTION C: The Big Bang as a Blast after a Small Crunch (see 
TABLE 3-1 entry C)

(a)  The Small Crunch of the TDC

As mentioned above, Black Holes grow faster in a contracting universe than in 
an expanding one. This is due to the fact that the gravitational attraction 
between two arbitrary masses is not limited by the expansion. Therefore these 
masses will attract and approach each other irrespective of their mutual 
distance. Different from expanding universes, in contracting universes it is a 
question of time only but not of their distance, if two distant masses collapse 
on each or coalesce, respectively. Therefore all the masses of a contracting 
universe would eventually become united in a single enormously massive 
Black Hole, provided that enough time for this Big Crunch is available.    

Theoretically, after such a Big Crunch the universe cannot expand again in a 
series of cyclic contractions and expansions, because the entropy increase of 
the new expansion would lead to a longer duration of the  next cycle in a 
“closed system” without any energy exchange with its environment. Looking 
back, this would give arbitrarily short cycles in the past converging to zero 
cyclic lengths. This does not make sense. (For details of this argumentation, 
including its historic origin, see e.g. STEINHARDT, J. P., and TUROK, N., 
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2002)  This argumentation does not mean that cyclic  models cannot work at 
all, it only means that they cannot work with a Big Crunch as a transitional 
state. 

The TDC replaces the Big Crunch by a “Small Crunch” in which only 
a part of the contracting universe begins to expand, while the remaining 
contracting universe continues to contract. This delivers the co-existence of a 
contracting and an expanding region of the Cosmos, separated by their 
common horizon. This will result in an enlargement of the expanding region at 
the expense of the contracting one and thus, will lead to an import of the matter
and energy, contained in the space of the contracting region which is imported 
by the expanding one. Moreover, the TDC identifies these ”regions” of the 
Cosmos as universes, represented by different spacetimes, because obviously, 
the metric of a spacetime cannot be a contracting and expanding one at the 
same time. Therefore there are two different spacetimes and thus, two different 
universes. 

The above quoted argument with respect to the entropy increase does not play a
role any more, because the TDC universes are no closed systems, since they 
exchange mutually matter-enrgy. Therefore the Second Law of  
Thermodynamics does not apply in our or the other universe. One could state a 
corresponding Law for the five-dimensional Cosmos in a five-dimensional 
Thermodynamics.    

The above concept of the co-existence of the expanding U and the contracting 
U0 still needs the explanation which part of U0 has begun to expand again and 
why. At the beginning of its contraction, the matter of  U0 consisted of the 
matter of the preceding expanding universe. This matter would collapse on 
each other respectively coalesce during the contraction. Therefore less massive 
masses disappear before much massive ones. Thus, after a certain time no 
baryonic matter but only Dark and/or Black Hole Matter would be left. The 
TDC does not differentiate between Dark and Black Hole Matter for the 
reasons given above. The space of the TDC is finite and its matter content, too, 
so that only a finite number of Black Holes are left over in this progressive 
state of U0.

(b)  The Small Crunch creates the Big Bang

The TDC assumes the most massive of these Black Holes to expand inside the 
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universe U0 which will continue to contract. However, how can the most 
massive piece of matter expand rather than continue to accrete other Black 
Holes and to coalesce with them as it did before? What would be the source of 
the enormous energy needed to expand a Black Hole, if this expansion were 
possible at all? There is only one possible candidate for this source in a 
contracting universe of multiple coalescences of Black Holes. This is the 
energy set free by a coalescence of the most massive Black Hole with another 
super-massive Black Hole. This energy would propagate inside the most 
massive Black Hole during the coalescence process. 

The question is, if such a propagation of energy could expand this Black Hole, 
where “expanding” means to open the inner event horizon of this Black Hole. 
This question alone could  appear as highly speculative. 

However, surprisingly this expansion is not as speculative as it might appear, 
because it can be shown that the opening of a Black Hole due to a high energy 
shock wave is possible. Therefore such a process can create the Big Bang. This 
process will be called “Big Bang Process”. It describes how the Big Bang 
happened and what was before the Big Bang. As a matter of fact, we have 
become accustomed to accept that a real pre-history of the Big Bang is missing 
in the present Big Bang theory. The TDC completes this theory by referring to 
the theory of SMOLLER, J., & TEMPLE, B., 2003, which describes the Big 
Bang as the result of a shock wave, propagating in a Black Hole. They show 
that their theory is compatible with the General Theory of Relativity (GTR). As
the TDC integrates their theory, this compatibility automatically applies to the 
TDC Big Bang and its preceding Big Bang Process, too. 

(c)  The Big Bang as GTR Shock Wave Solution by SMOLLER & TEMPLE

In SMOLLER, J., & TEMPLE, B., 2003, the Big Bang is described as the 
result of a shock wave inside a Black Hole. The shock opens the Black Hole 
and transforms it into the expanding universe. The authors 
“construct exact, entropy satisfying shock wave solutions of the Einstein 
equations for a perfect fluid which extend the Oppeheimer-Snyder (OS) model 
to the case of non-zero pressure, inside the Black Hole. These solutions put 
forth a new Cosmological Model in which the expanding Friedmann-
Robertson-Walker (FRW) universe emerges from the Big Bang with a shock 
wave at the leading edge of the expansion, analogous to a classical shock wave
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explosion.“ Furthermore:“These shock wave solutions indicate a new 
cosmological model in which the Big Bang arises from a localized explosion 
occurring inside the Black Hole of an asymptotically flat Schwarzschild 
spacetime.“ 

The authors note that according to the conventional cosmology, i.e. ΛCDM 
cosmology, the universe is "...infinite at each instant after the Big Bang" with 
an infinite extent. They "... present a new cosmological model in which the 
expansion of the galaxies is a bounded expansion of finite total mass, and the 
Hubble law applies only to a bounded region of spacetime ...”. This model is in
accordance with the finite spacetime of the TDC.

According to SMOLLER, J., & TEMPLE, B., 2003, the created universe has a 
finite mass and extent. At Big Bang Time, the equation of state of the Black 
Hole matter is w = p/ρ= c2/3  where p and  ρ are the pressure and the density, 
respectively, of the Black Hole and c is the speed of light. The paper of 
J. SMOLLER and B. TEMPLE, 2003, does not describe the universe or 
spacetime, to which the Black Hole belongs, or the Dark Energy. The universe 
is considered to be the only one. The Black Hole metric is not a KERR or 
KERR-like metric but an asymptotically flat SCHWARZSCHILD metric. In 
fact, the "KERR-like metric" of astro-physical Black Holes is not yet known 
(cp. below sub-section 3D3). For these reasons, the quoted equation of state 
"...at the earliest stage of Big Bang physics"  might be an approximation only. 
Another reason for this is that in the TDC the FRW metric is considered only as
an approximation of the real metric of the universe, albeit a close one. 
However, it is noteworthy that the Big Bang happens when the pressure and the
density of a Black Hole fulfil a defined condition. 

The fulfilment of this condition launches a process, The Big Bang Process, 
which will transform the metric of the spacetime inside the Black Hole into the 
FRW metric of the spacetime of our universe after the Big Bang. The matching
of these metrics because of the shock wave is given as a solution of the 
EINSTEIN field equations by J. SMOLLER & B. TEMPLE, 2003.   

In this solution, "...the expanding FRW universe emerges behind a 
subluminous blast wave that explodes outward from the FRW origin 
r¯ = 0 at the instant of the Big Bang t = 0,3 at a distance beyond one Hubble 
length4", which marks the event horizon of this Black Hole.
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The model includes the propagation of the shock wave front at its leading edge 
beyond one HUBBLE length away from the FRW centre. The shock wave has 
the speed of light at the Big Bang. Weakening the initial speed, as shock waves 
must do, the HUBBLE length finally catches up the shock wave front. From 
this moment on, "...the shock wave can be approximated by a zero pressure,  
= 0 Oppenheimer-Snyder (OS) interface...” [ibid]

This is in accordance with the TDC which describes the horizon of the universe
as the expansion of the finite event horizon of the Big Bang Black Hole. 
Because of this derivation of the present universe from a  Black Hole, the 
theory of J. SMOLLER and B. TEMPLE, 2003, links the TDC to the GTR. 
This confirms that there are no conflicts between both theories. 

At its end, the theory of J. SMOLLER and B. TEMPLE, 2003, consider the 
direction of time: "Finally, we note that because Einstein’s theory by itself does
not choose an orientation for time, it follows that if we believe that a Black 
Hole can exist in the forward time collapse of a mass through an event horizon 
as t → ∞, (the time t as observed in the far field), then we must also allow for 
the possibility of the time reversal of this process, a White Hole explosion of 
matter through an event horizon coming from t → −∞."...  

According to the TDC, this "White Hole explosion", namely the matter 
export/import, takes place only after the Black Hole had lost its Black Hole 
quality by creating the Big Bang. In fact, this matter comes from the last Big 
Bang before ours and insofar "from t → −∞."

As the physical details of the Big Bang Process are not yet completely known, 
it may be that the mathematical and physical description by SMOLLER and 
TEMPLE does not map this process exactly. Such exactness is not the point 
why the TDC refers to this description. Rather, it is crucial that a transition 
from the inner spacetime of a Black Hole to the spacetime of our universe is 
possible in mathematical agreement with the four-dimensional GTR. 
Their theory describes the Big Bang and our universe only but not U0. This 
may be the reason why they give in a later paper (SMOLLER, J., & TEMPLE, 
B., 2009) a description of the Dark Energy that is not compatible with the TDC
reason for the accelerated expansion of U. They consider this acceleration not 
as real: “In the expanding wave theory, the so-called anomalous acceleration is
not an acceleration at all, but is a correction to the Standard Model due to the 
fact that we are looking outward into an expansion wave." ... “The idea that 
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the anomalous acceleration might be accounted for by a local under-density in
a neighbourhood of our galaxy was expounded in the recent paper [2]. Our 
results here might then give an accounting of the source of such an under-
density." Meanwhile, under-densities as an alternative to Dark Energy have 
been ruled out by RIESS, A. G., et al., 2011. 

(d)  The singular Big Bang and the Theorem of HAWKING and PENROSE

The TDC is compatible to the theorem of HAWKING and PENROSE of 1970 
"...that there must have been a big bang singularity provided only that general 
relativity is correct and the universe contains as much matter as we observe“ 
(S.W. HAWKING, 1988) In fact, we do not observe the matter which has not 
yet been imported. 

The Big Bang singularity is based on the assumption that our spacetime is the 
complete spacetime. We know for sure that the spacetime of our universe 
began with the Big Bang, but there is no proof - not even the slightest evidence
- that the entire spacetime arose from the Big Bang. How do we know that all 
of the spacetime, that has ever been created, comes from the Big Bang? We 
cannot know this, but we do know only that the Big Bang has created our 
spacetime. As a matter of fact, we base our prevailing ΛCDM cosmology on 
the unproven assumption that there is no other spacetime than this one created 
by the Big Bang. This has caused the two inter-woven unclear concepts of the 
singularity and the inflation - the latter solving problems which the first one 
has created like horizon and the monopole problem. 

3D ASSUMPTION D: The self-reproducing, five-dimensional Cosmos (see 
TABLE 3-1 entry D)

3D1 TDC Statements

(a)  The sequence of  universes

Above, the co-existence of our expanding universe U and the contracting 
universe U0 has been explained together with the probable assumption that U 
will contract in the future in order to create its successor U1 by the next Big 
Bang, as also follows from the calculations in APPENDIX 4. After this next 
Big Bang the present couple (U0, U) will be replaced by the next couple (U, 
U1), while U0 will have ceased to exist, because it will have been imported 
completely by U. Following this principle, U1 will create its successor U2 and 
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so on. Thus, each universe will have (at least) one successor. This means that 
there will never be a universe that will be the last one. Looking back, the same 
cyclic principle means that each universe had one predecessor. Therefore there 
was no first universe in the cycle of universes. The TDC calls the beginning-
less and endless set series of universes, which it assumes, the Cosmos C. Thus, 
the term Cosmos is used for the joint set of all universes which ever existed, are
now existing or will ever exist in the future. This definition was once given by 
C. SAGAN. Sometimes, I use the term Cosmos in the more narrow sense to 
denote the presently existing cosmic couple (U0, U) of universes.  

The TDC assumes that there will be only one successor of a universe in each 
cycle. Some evidence for this follows from the approximate distribution of 
imported Black Holes given in APPENDIX 3, indicating that in U0 the 
probability of very massive Black Holes is decreasing with their distance from 
U. This assumption can be checked, once the distribution of imported Black 
Holes will be known with sufficient precision. This can be achieved by an 
extrapolation from Black Hole mass and number counts in U.  

(b)  The cyclic Cosmos and its cyclic time 

This Cosmos is established by the endless series of cyclic universes, all of 
which have a four-dimensional spacetime of their own. In a fraction of a cycle, 
C consists of a contracting universe only, preparing  for a new Big Bang, while
in the remaining fraction, it consists of a symbiotic pair, formed by the 
contracting universe and an expanding one which had been created at the last 
Big Bang. Only the latter can carry stable baryonic matter and therefore can 
host life. The forming conditions of the cycles, their proceedings and their 
lengths have to be the same in all universes of the cycles, let aside statistical 
deviations - like the deviations of the masses of the two Black Holes in their 
last coalescence, which provokes a Big Bang. Different from Big Crunches and
their successive Big Bounces, the Small Crunches in C and their resulting 
Small Bounces do not obstruct the same length of the cycles. Therefore the 
five-dimensional metric of C is approximately periodic in its second time-like 
dimesion.

The co-existence of two different four-dimensional spactimes in each cycle 
requires that they are embedded sub-manifolds of a five-dimensional 
spacetime. According to the above definition of the Cosmos, this spacetime is 
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the one of the Cosmos. The cyclic sequence of universe in the Cosmos shows 
that its fifth dimension is time-like. 

It is well known that physics is not possible in less than three spatial 
dimensions. As mentioned above, cyclic universes are not possible in three 
spatial and one time-like dimension. Note that there are also other cyclic 
cosmological models in literature that work with four space-like and one time-
like dimension like the “ekpyrotic/cyclic scenario” (e.g. STEINHARDT, J. P., 
& TUROK, N., 2002 on which PLANCK data put severe pressure (Planck 
Collaboration: Planck 2013 results. XXIV). This pressure suggests that cyclic 
universes with five dimensions, if any, require a second time-like dimension.  
The TDC believes that nature is economic in the sense that it does not use more
resources than needed to achieve its objectives. For this reason, three space-
like and two time-like dimensions are the minimum that is needed for cyclic 
universes. This suggests that more than these five dimensions do not exist. 

Note that there are also non-cyclic models which work with one time 
dimension and more than three spatial dimensions like e.g. the RANDALL-
SUNDRUM (RS) model or the DVALI-GABADADZE-PORRATI (DGP) 
model which has an infinite extra spatial dimension. 

The conventional (or first) time-like dimension of a specific universe belongs 
as a constituent to its four-dimensional spacetime. In this dimension the time is 
measured that elapses during the existence of this specific universe. This time-
like dimension therefore is finite. In the second time-like dimension the time 
between any two points of time in arbitrary cycles of the Cosmos is measured. 
Therefore this time-like dimension is infinite, meaning here “unlimited”. 
However, the period of time between these any two points of time is always 
finite. The Cosmos has (at least) three finite spatial dimensions, one finite 
time-like dimension, and one unlimited time-like extra dimension. 

The TDC calls the second time-like dimension the cosmic time. As the Cosmos 
with respect to its cosmic time has no beginning and no ending, we may call 
the Cosmos eternal. Using this metaphor from outside of physics, however, we 
should be aware of its above given meaning, i.e. that each universe of the 
Cosmos has a predecessor and a successor. A more physical view is that the 
cosmic time is periodic (or almost periodic) with an unlimited number of 
periods. 
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As different sub-manifolds of C, U and U0 differ in the value of the cosmic 
time, e.g. at their Big Bangs. Of course, the five-dimensional physics of C is 
different from the effective four-dimensional physics in the sub-manifolds. As 
the TDC restricts itself to cosmology, the implication of the five-dimensional 
metric for other branches of physics has still to be found out.

(c)  The self-reproductive Cosmos and its hereditary Initial Conditions

According to the TDC, the Cosmos is self-reproductive. This requires the 
passing on of hereditary information from one Big Bang to the next one. The  
TDC does not assume that this information is kept physically and transported 
to the next Big Bang, but that this information is used to build a matter 
structure of the created universe in a way that determines the later structure in 
the contracting phase, leading there to conditions, which will generate the same
hereditary ínformation again in the next Big Bang Process. 

This hereditary information is assumed to consist of at least two different 
contributions:
 

(c1) First, there are the primordial matter density perturbations. With respect to
U0 and U, below in sub-section 4A it is described that perturbations of the 
mass density of the Black Hole, which was the predecessor of U, would pass 
the Big Bang and would appear as primordial fluctuations in U. Here they are 
observed e.g. in the anisotropies of the CMB wherein they mark the seeds of 
structure formation. Below, it is shown that the pre-Big Bang origin of the 
perturbations will lead to missing temperature auto-correlations in the CMB for
certain large angles. This was exactly found in the WMAP and PLANCK data 
(BENNETT, C. L., et al., WMAP 7-year, 2011, and The Planck Collaboration: 
Planck 2013 results. XXIII). The Planck Collaboration: Planck 2013 results. 
XVI finds that the “the primordial seeds of structure formation are Gaussian-
distributed adiabatic fluctuations with an almost scale-invariant spectrum" 
with a scalar spectral index ns = 0.9603± 0.0073.

According to the TDC, the density perturbations were already created in the 
Big Bang Process before the beginning of the expansion. We know interior 
spacetimes of Black Holes inclusive this one of the theory of SMOLLER & 
TEMPLE, 2003, but we do not know the matter structure inside Black Holes. It
makes much more sense to assume this very dense structure to be spatially 
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homogeneous than to assume the opposite. The spacetime inside the Black 
Hole has a uniform Equation-of-State in the theory of J. SMOLLER and B.  
TEMPLE, 2003. When the Black Hole horizon opens and this structure 
expands, the perturbations - which are perturbations in a homogeneous 
structure with a uniform Equation-of-State - also expand. So they expand as 
fluctuations under perfect adiabatic Initial Conditions.  

However, additionally to these adiabatic features there will be minor 
isocurvature features. In APPENDIX 4, it is shown that the Dark Energy 
Equation-of-State is dependent on the direction in the sky, though the 
differences are small in different directions. Since the Dark Energy existed 
already at Big Bang Time, albeit only minimal, this dependency on directions 
must have led to small isocurvature contributions in the primordial universe.  
The Planck Collaboration: Planck 2013 results.XVI does not exclude such faint
isocurvature contributions but has indications of these, though without 
statistical significance found in the PLANCK data. 

The Planck Collaboration (Planck 2013 results. XXIII) finds “... little evidence
for non-Gaussianity with the exception of a few statistical signatures that seem 
to be associated with specific anomalies. In particular, we find that the 
quadrupole-octopole alignment is also connected to a low observed variance 
of the CMB signal.” They report that these exceptions from non-GAUSSianity 
correspond to statistical features on large angular scales where many anomalies
are found that are confirmed but cannot be explained in Planck 2013 results.  
The reasons for six of these anomalies plus nine others are explained below in 
section 4 in the view of the TDC . Some of these explanations show that  the 
anomalies do not exist on large angular scales only but on all angular scales, 
though their effect becomes smaller, the smaller these scales are, so that they 
are not observable any more in the PLANCK resolution. Due to the 
explanation of the deviant signatures, the cosmological CMB is not isotropic 
and GAUSSian in the TDC as in ΛCDM cosmology. Besides by the Planck 
Collaboration, a deviance from isotropy and GAUSSianity was found by many 
authors, e.g. ROSSMANITH, G., et al., 2012, 2  RÄTH, C., et al., 2011; COPI,
C. J., et al., 2010; CAYON, L., 2010). At present, the TDC does not know 
sufficient details of the physical Big Bang Process to state  the specific kind of 
deviance of non-GAUSSianity and its extent (which theoretically may has 
smoothed out after the Big Bang). Different from inflation theories, the 
question how much non-GAUSSianity the CMB expresses, is not essential for 
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the TDC.(cp. also The Planck Collaboration: Planck 2013 results. XXIV, where
constraints for the local, equilateral, and orthogonal bispectrum amplitudes 
around zero are found.) 

Opposite to the specific kind and extent of deviation from GAUSSianity, 
statistical non-isotropy is essential for the TDC. In section 4H below, it is 
summarized why the sky cannot be isotropic in the TDC. The Planck 
Collaboration: Planck 2013 results. XXIII finds: “Deviations from isotropy 
have been found and demonstrated to be robust against component separation 
algorithm, mask and frequency dependence.” 

While growing, the fluctuations would grow proportionally to the growth of the
universe and therefore generate a perfect scale-invariant HARRISON-
ZELDOVICH primordial power spectrum with a spectral index ns = 1 due to 
the NEWTONian gravitation potential Φ. However, besides the potential of U, 
the potential Φ0 of U0 exists at and after the Big Bang until today (see 
APPENDIX 4). In the primordial universe, this potential was weaker than Φ so
that the Dark Energy was not observable per se, but the existence of Φ0 
nevertheless weakened Φ  and therefore lowered the spectral index ns. Since we
do not yet have any observational data on the mass distribution of U0, at 
present the extent of this lowering cannot be constrained by this distribution. 
However, it must be small, so that an index ns < 1, ns ≈ 1, as measured in 
PLANCK data, is in good agreement with expectations from the TDC. 

(c2) Additional to the scalar mode density/temperature fluctuations, below in 
sub-section 4N, vector and tensor spacetime modes and their CMB signatures 
are described which result from the relativistic rotation of the Black Hole that 
was the predecessor of U. This rotation led to an mass increase of the Black 
Hole. This mass excess passed the Big Bang and was reduced after the Big 
Bang again in an decelerated rotation of the primordial universe that led to an 
initial flattening process inducing primordial non-inflationary Gravitational 
Waves. It is shown that the relativistic mass increase is about the same in all 
Big Bangs and thus also belongs to the hereditary Initial Conditions. 

Therefore the Initial Conditions of all expanding universes are expected to be 
the same, let alone small statistical deviations. Thus, the initial density 
perturbations and the relativistic mass increase are suitable as hereditary 
information of the Cosmos. Therefore the sequence of spacetimes does not 
need any fine-tuning for its surprising ingenious features that enable e.g. 
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structure formation (and eventually life), but it only needs this hereditary 
information besides the interaction of the expanding universe and its “parent 
universe". For the same reason, the TDC does not comply with random Initial 
Conditions like e.g. in Chaotic Inflation or Eternal Inflation with its multiverse 
of an infinite number of inflationary universes.  

(d)  The eternal existence of matter-energy and of spacetime

The TDC indicates two novel properties of matter-energy:

(1) The cyclic Cosmos shows that its matter-energy has neither a beginning nor
an end with respect to the cosmic time, because this is true for the cosmic time 
itself. As a consequence of the TDC, matter-energy which exists must exist 
forever. Either any quantity that can be expressed in terms of matter-energy 
will exist forever or it will not exist at all. The sheer existence of matter-energy
means its permanent existence, though in changing configurations. As 
explained above, this permanent existence requires that matter-energy is able to
pass on hereditary information to a succeeding configuration.  

(2) A certain critical level of matter-energy, expressed by its ratio of pressure 
and density, induces a new spacetime via a Big Bang; compare the above 
mentioned theory of SMOLLER and TEMPLE, 2003. We know from the GTR 
that the matter-energy defines the curvature of this new spacetime. The matter-
energy does even more: by transforming itself into the matter-energy of a new 
universe, it creates the spacetime of the latter out of its previous Black Hole 
spacetime. This confirms one more time the statement of the GTR that matter-
energy and spacetime are mutually dependent. The transformation takes place 
when the matter-energy increase of the last coalescence needed the expansion 
of the inner Black Hole spacetime by the Big Bang, because this increased 
matter-energy could not be accommodated any more by the previous Black 
Hole spacetime. 

The TDC indicates two novel properties of spacetime:

(1) There are two different aspects of spacetime: the four-dimensional 
spacetime of a concrete  universe it is finite  and the five-dimensional 
spacetime of the abstract Cosmos it is infinite in the sense of being unlimited. 

(2) There are two completely different pairs of four-dimensional projections of 
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the five-dimensional spacetime of the Cosmos which share a certain common 
feature: (I) One pair is this one of expanding versus contracting spacetime, 
separated/connected by a common horizon which allows a transfer of matter in 
one direction only. (II) The other pair is this one of spacetime inside Black 
Holes and spacetime outside Black Holes, separated/connected by a common 
horizon (the inner Black Hole horizon), which allows a transfer of  matter in 
one direction only. Both pairs are connected by the Big Bang that transforms   
inner Black Hole into outer Black Hole spacetime. 

3D2 Five-dimensional Spacetimes with two Time Dimensions

There are five-dimensional spacetimes with  two time-like dimensions which 
are compatible with the five-dimensional GTR. Such an explicit metric is given
in WESSON, J. P. , 2002. The additional time-like dimension has closed time-
like curves like in the TDC. However, the still unknown spacetime of the TDC 
is not this one of WESSON, because e.g. the latter implies four-dimensional 
spacetimes with a Cosmological Constant. As the Initial Conditions determine 
the length of the cosmic cycles, let aside small statistical deviances, the second 
time dimension will be almost periodic in the five-dimensional metric. 
 
Mathematically, it is not necessary that the TDC-metric can be expressed like 
the FRW metric as a simple closed term, though closed term approximations 
can almost always be found. 

3D3 General Features of cosmic Black Holes

Super-massive and middle-class Black Holes which are imported into U from 
U0 ("cosmic Black Holes") play a key role in the TDC. Both spacetimes of U0 
and of U are four-dimensional projections of the five-dimensional spacetime of
the Cosmos. The predecessor of U was a super-massive Black Hole in U0, 
although the one with the maximum  mass-energy density. Its inner spacetime 
has been transferred into the four-dimensional spacetime of U in the Big Bang 
Process. This shows that this inner spacetime of the  predecessor had also been 
four-dimensional. Therefore all Black Holes in U0 have four-dimensional inner
spacetimes, too, which are able to exist embedded in the four-dimensional 
spacetime of U0 as well as in this of U. This corresponds to the fact that the 
inner spacetimes of all stellar, i.e. non-cosmic Black Holes, in U are four-
dimensional. Latest in the contraction phase of the universe, these stellar Black 
Holes will coalesce with middle-class Black Holes. Cosmic Black Holes exist 
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in U0 on the one side of the common moving horizon of both spacetimes and 
in U on the other side of the horizon which is the intersection of both four-
dimensional spacetimes. This shows that their inner Black Hole spacetime 
cannot be described in one of the four-dimensional spacetimes only, but that all
five dimensions of the TDC are needed for this description. Therefore the 
metric of the inner Black Hole spacetime is five-dimensional. Thus, its 
extension into the exterior Black Hole spacetime is also five-dimensional so 
that the four-dimensional projection of such a exterior extension like the KERR
spacetime metric cannot sufficiently explain these exterior extensions. The 
TDC supposes this to be the reason for physical problems with the KERR 
metric. This metric is considered by many authors as the exterior spacetime of 
astro-physical Black Holes. Some of these problems are shortly considered in 
the following:  

(1) The KERR metric describes a vacuum solution of the GTR field equations 
which has two free parameters. Identifying these with the mass and the angular 
momentum of astro-physical Black Holes, the KERR metric is assumed to be 
the exterior spacetime of such Black Holes. This assumption is still unproven 
and there is recent evidence " ... that the spacetime geometry around objects 
that look like very fast-rotating kerr black holes may still have large deviations
from the Kerr solution." (BAMBI, C., 2014; arxiv: 1408.0690 [gr-qc]). 
Moreover, all attempts to find an interior Black Hole extension of the exterior 
KERR metric have been unsuccessful. One extension that was found turned out
as inappropriate to describe an astro-physical object. Therefore "it is now 
widely believed that the Kerr solution is not appropriate to describe the 
exterior field of rapidly rotating compact objects." (BOSHKAYEV, K., et al., 
2012) 

(2)  There are no isolated Black Holes existing in vacuum; a cosmic vacuum is 
an idealisation only. This idealisation is based on the implicit concept of an 
infinite space of ΛCDM cosmology: the density of the finite energy and matter 
of the spacetime outside a Black Hole is zero only in the "limit  r → ∞" of the 
distance r from the Black Hole (let aside the contradiction that in ΛCDM 
cosmology vacuum contains Dark Energy). However, this limit does not exist 
in the TDC in which the space of  U0 and of U is finite. Therefore in the best 
case, the KERR metric is an approximate four-dimensional exterior Black Hole
spacetime of unknown precision only.      
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(3) For the same "r → ∞" reason, the statement of ΛCDM cosmology is not 
adequate that the KERR metric (e.g. in BOYER-LINDQUIST coordinates) 
approaches the MINKOWSKI background spacetime for r → ∞ and therefore 
is asymptotically flat. Besides this, the concept of a whatsoever constant 
background metric is not compatible with the GTR, because the Black Hole 
mass and its angular moment curve the complete spacetime.

(4) Another example is the theoretical "ZAMO observer" of a KERR  
spacetime who is approaching the Black Hole on a trajectory from infinity with
initial angular velocity ω = 0. The ZAMO will be forced (or "dragged") into a 
co-rotation with the Black Hole angular velocity ωBH. This means that the 
angular momentum of the KERR metric is seen from infinity. Again, this 
formulation does not make real sense in the TDC, because there is no "infinity"
in the universe or the Cosmos. Of course, this does not exclude at all the co-
rotation and the frame-dragging effect of rotating spacetimes; it is not the final 
state but only the initial start of the trajectory at "infinity" that is unphysical. In 
the TDC, the frame-dragging effect occurred immediately after the end of the 
Big Bang Process and induced primordial non-inflationary Gravitational Waves
as well as vector modes which left an impact on the CMB (cp. sub-sections 
4N4-6).

(5) The KERR metric has an intrinsic "ring singularity" at "the distance 
r = 0" from its centre. This singularity is not removable by co-ordinate 
transformations and it is derived from the quadratic curvature invariant CR of 
the RIEMANN curvature tensor of the metric: CR → ∞ for r → 0. However, for
this derivation the four- and not the five-dimensional curvature invariant was 
used. The five-dimensional TDC Black Hole metric is still unknown. As the 
KERR metric describes an exterior solution, the singularity has no relevance 
for some authors, whereas by others it is given a real physical meaning as an 
infinite curvature of the Black Hole representing an infinite mass density.   

In the TDC, the overall five-dimensional Black Hole spacetime is assumed to 
be self-consisting and complete and therefore free of real singularities. The 
TDC is based on the idea that there are no real ("intrinsic") singularities in 
properly applied physical theories, because all physical quantities in principle 
have to be measurable and thus, need finite figures as  measures. Mathematical 
limits like e.g. the limit a(t) → 0 of the scalefactor a(t) for the Big Bang Time ´
t → 0 are valuable  mathematical concepts in mathematical  physics but 
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nonetheless are no physical concepts that can circumvent the necessity of finite
measurables. What does the mathematical correct limit a = 0 mean physically? 
Does it mean that the universe has risen from "size zero" or even from 
"nothing" or from a "very small", an "indeterminate" or an "arbitrary small" 
size or what so ever? I have compiled these few interpretations of the initial 
size of the singular universe only in order to show how vague this notion of 
"singularity" is in the framework of the GTR. The usual way-out from this 
imprecise physical definition of the term "singularity" is the assumption that 
the GTR is no longer applicable around Big Bang Time, but that the GTR has 
to be replaced by an amalgamation of quantum and gravitation physics, 
searched for many decades already. This amalgamation may then allow to 
determine the  spacetime, it is applicable to, and thus avoid the singularity. This
question is still open.

However, the TDC removes the Big Bang singularity without such a theory but
within the GTR by a five-dimensional non-singular Big Bang. The additional 
time-like dimension allows to overcome the singularity. In the TDC, this 
overcome singularity is this of a the interior spacetime of a former cosmic 
Black Hole. This suggests that other intrinsic singularities of cosmic Black 
Holes also do not exist in TDC dimensions.        

Intrinsic singularities are bound to the number of dimensions and can disappear
in more dimensions. This has been shown for generalisations of the KERR 
metric with a fourth spatial dimension. However, these five-dimensional  Black
Holes can have super-luminal rotation speeds but are  unstable (G. T. 
HOROWITZ, 2012), indicating their unphysicality. The TDC assumes that the 
interior five-dimensional Black Hole metrics are free from singularities - like 
the Big Bang of U.

(6) Although all attempts to extend the KERR metric into the interior spacetime
of real astro-physical objects did not succeed, however, a number of modified 
or related KERR-like metrics have been developed which can be matched to 
interior metrics that represent physical sources with ellipsoidal boundary 
surfaces and therefore may be spacetimes of real astrophysical objects. Not all 
of these KERR-like metrics are exact solutions of the GRT field equations, 
some of them are approximate solutions only. (cp. FRUTOS-ALFARO, F., et 
al., 2014; FRUTOS-ALFARO, F., 2014;  and literature therein). It is still 
unknown, if any of these generalised KERR-like spacetimes really match the 
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spacetime of real astro-physical objects.  

4  Additional Evidence from seventeen d  istinct TDC Signatures in the  CMB 

4  Introduction

The TDC leaves at least the following seventeen distinct signatures in the 
Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation (CMB) which are different from 
expected ΛCDM signatures:

For geometrical reasons, the finite size of the universe at the Big Bang does not
allow any CMB temperature auto-correlation for angles larger than radian 
unity ( ≈ 60 degrees). On these large angular scales, the auto-correlation 
vanishes, because the temperatures are causally disconnected due to the 
finiteness of the universe's initial size (see sub-section 4A). In the inflation 
theories, the temperatures get causally connected during inflation so that the 
effect cannot occur. - This vanishing auto-correlation contributes to the 
reduction of the observed quadrupole compared to the expected ΛCDM 
signature. However, the main reason for this reduction as well as of this of 
other low-ℓ multipole moments Cℓ  is the  primordial elliptic geometry of the 
universe (4B, 2 signatures). - This creates a tension between these Cℓ  and the 
the PLANCK best-fit ΛCDM model and thus between the low-ℓ and the non 
low-ℓ part of the spectrum (4C, 2 signatures). - The amplitudes of primordial 
density perturbations were limited by the the finite size of the universe at the 
Big Bang. This causes in the re-constructed primordial power spectrum of 
these perturbations a minimal wavenumber kmin > 0 with power. Consequently, 
this spectrum must have a cut-off at its left end (4D). - A non-singular Big Bang
causes negative amplitudes in the TE power spectrum, which the inflation 
theory takes as evidence of the super-horizon fluctuations which it needs. 
However, these super-horizon fluctuations and the inflation as well are not 
needed any more, if one completes the Big Bang by its pre-history. To this end, 
the basic statements of the two incompatible theories are confronted. The 
completed Big Bang includes also a “mechanism like inflation” that is 
completely different from inflation. Therefore the negative TE amplitudes can 
be explained in a natural and other way than in ΛCDM cosmology. It is shown 
that the super-horizon fluctuations are based on the assumption of a singular 
Big Bang (4E). -The adiabatic origin of the density fluctuations, an additional 
isocurvature contribution and a spectral index ns  < 1, ns  ≈ 1 are explained and
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several reasons for the non-isotropy of the CMB are given. The assumption of 
the Planck Collaboration (2013 results. XVI) is confirmed: “The Planck  
temperature data are remarkably consistent with the predictions of the base 
ΛCDM model at high multipoles, but it is also conceivable that the ΛCDM 
cosmology fails at low multipoles.” Moreover, this cosmology fails on the 
whole (4F). -  One of the reasons for the non-isotropy is the primordial 
rotation of the universe. Its rotation axis is encoded in all multipole moments 
leading to the found quadrupole-octopole alignment (4G). - Soon after the Big 
Bang, the rotation velocity had to decrease dramatically in order to conserve 
the angular momentum in the expanding universe. From this and the purely 
phenomenological description of power asymmetries as a dipole modulation of 
the CMB by GORDON, C., et al., 2005, there follows the missing physical 
explanation of the found asymmetries. This explains also why a BIANCHI VIIh 
model fits the PLANCK data purely phenomenologically but not 
cosmologically. (4H). - The forthcoming PLANCK EE polarisation spectrum is
expected to reveal the sources of the initial re-ionisation of the universe. After a
non-singular Big Bang, the very first sources have to be imported accreting 
Black Holes, existing before stars (4I, several signatures counted as one). -  The
universe is flattened twice: (1) by an initial primordial, non-inflationary 
flattening which ends in near-flat hyperbolic geometry and (2) by an additional 
late-time flattening wherein the on-going increase of gravitational Dark Energy
is flattening this hyperbolic near-flat geometry very slowly in an asymptotic-
like way. This on-going process rather than permanent flatness explains the 
PLANCK constraint on Ωk . (4J). - Flatness is an unstable transient state only 
that took place for a moment of time in the primordial universe, changing it 
from elliptic to hyperbolic geometry. Therefore the CMB encodes elliptic 
geometry with a 3. peak of the temperature power spectrum that is lower in flat
ΛCDM cosmology. Therefore the present HUBBLE speed H0 is constrained 
too low from PLANCK data. Paradoxically, the higher precision of the 
PLANCK data compared to WMAP data induces a stronger tension between 
CMB and astro-physical data than in the WMAP case. The Planck 
Collaboration tries in vain to find the reason for the tension by extending the 
ΛCDM cosmology. This tension is explained here not by any such extension 
but by a proposed paradigm change (4K). - The Planck Collaboration reports 
tensions between density parameters from its primary temperature and from 
thermal SUNYAEV-ZELDOVIC (SZ) cluster counts. The TDC explains these 
as caused by incorrect cluster masses obtained from relations between mass 
and SZ signal, because of the unknown import of the Black Hole cluster seeds 
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(4L). - From the explanations of the tensions in PLANCK data, given in sub-
sections 4K and 4L, the spatial curvature of the Surface of last Scatter can be 
theoretically constrained by PLANCK data in order to possibly falsify inflation
(4M, derived from two signatures). - The primordial rotation of the universe 
with decreasing angular velocity and its permanently flattening of the 
geometry created blue tilted primordial non-inflationary Gravitational Waves 
(GW). These GW are not yet observable by present detection technique, 
however, the BICEP2 Collaboration reports indirect evidence from an excess 
of B-mode CMB polarisation, interpreting this result as evidence for 
inflationary Gravitational Waves. By showing that there are non-inflationary 
primordial GW, the TDC explains that the BICEP2 2014 results (if confirmed) 
and the PLANCK 2013 results on the CMB tensor-to-scalar ratio r must differ, 
because the assumed strong inflationary coupling between these results does 
not exist. Furthermore, different from inflation, besides tensor modes the 
primordial rotation also creates vector modes which leave blue tilted CMB 
contributions. The tensor-to-scalar ratios r from PLANCK 2013 and BICEP2 
2014 data ignore these. The TDC flattening replaces the inflationary flattening. 
The onset of this TDC flattening is independent from any symmetry breaking 
phase and its energy scale e.g. the GUT scale. All effects of inflation are 
explainable in a different way in accordance with the GTR and STR (4N, 
derived from 2 signatures: the TDC vector and tensor modes). - The 17. 
signature is the collective kinetic SZ CMB quadrupole from a galaxy cluster 
ensemble, used by KASHILINKY et al. to derive a coherent Dark Flow of 
galaxy clusters, which is almost coherent throughout the universe (see sub-
section 3A2). 

These “anomalies" as discrepancies, relative to the expectancies of ΛCDM 
cosmology, are explained here by features of the TDC in which these 
discrepancies are no anomalies but normal. Of course, these explanations are  
not equivalent to a description of the CMB based purely on the TDC, which 
takes into account e.g. the non-validity of the FRIEDMANN equations. This 
description is still to be performed as part of a comprehensive perturbation 
theory based on a correct metric of the universe.     

The Planck Collaboration (2013 results. XVI) reports on the effective scales of 
anomalies: “There are other indications, from both WMAP and Planck data for
“anomalies” at low multipoles (Planck Collaboration XXIII 2013), that may 
be indicative of new physics operating on the largest scales in our Universe." 
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The anomalies are most noticeable on the largest scales, but some of them are 
effective on all scales. These are dealt with in sub-sections 4B, 4C, 4F, 4G, and 
4H. The TDC operates on all angular scales as well as on all time and distance 
scales. 

4A     The Reason for the Lack of Temperature Correlation on Large
          Angular Scales 

4A1  The non-singular TDC Big Bang generates the Lack 

According to the TDC, the Big Bang Process caused a shock wave. Therefore 
density perturbations have to be expected that were created inside the Big Bang
Black Hole BBBH before the Big Bang. After the Big Bang, these perturbations 
became observable in the universe U. In fact, there were primordial density 
perturbations in the young universe, causing density fluctuations which were 
frozen in the CMB at the time of decoupling. 

The density perturbations inside BBBH were created by the Big Bang Process 
and thus developed shortly before the Big Bang. Let to  be the period of time 
before the Big Bang, when these perturbations began to develop. This time 
shall be measured in a frame of the BBBH in which the Big Bang occurs at the 
time t = 0, when the horizon of  BBBH begins to open. 

In the following, ct0 < RBB is assumed, where c is the speed of light and  RBB is 
the radius of BBBH. During the period between to and the Big Bang, each spatial
point P of BBBH had a causal event horizon with a radius 

(4A-1)  h(P) ≤ cto < RBB 

or 

(4A-1a)   h(P) ≤ μRBB  < RBB

with 

(4A-1b)  μ = cto/RBB

where 0 <  μ < 1.
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The causal event horizon of P was a sphere S(P), centred around P with the 
radius h(P). Points outside S(P) could have no causal connection with P. 
Perturbations outside S(P) could in no way influence any physical property of 
P before the Big Bang. After the Big Bang, while P was moving in the 
spacetime of U, S(P) became larger because of the expansion. Let h(P, t) be the 
expanded size of h(P) at a time t > 0 after the Big Bang. Here, the point of time
t = 0 is  set at the Big Bang which is considered as the end of the Big Bang 
Process and the beginning of the expansion of the universe. For t > 0, (4A-1a)  
reads as

(4A-2)  h(P, t) ≤ μRH(t) 

where RH(t) is the HUBBLE radius. S(P) had extended to the sphere S(P, t) 
centred around the point P with the radius h(P, t). 

Before the Big Bang, a spatial point P* outside S(P) had no causal connection 
with P, while after the Big Bang the extended point P* outside S(P, t) had no 
causal connection with P at the time t. This means that before the Big Bang, 
there was no causal connection between two perturbations that were located 
sufficiently distant from each other. The same holds after the Big Bang with 
respect to the perturbations and the fluctuations caused by them. There was no 
causal connection between P and P* with respect to physical qualities which 
were controlled by the fluctuations like density and temperature. Therefore e.g.
the temperatures of a point P and the area outside S(P, t) were not correlated. 
The 2-point correlation between P and this area  outside S(P, t) would be zero. 
(Note that I have concluded from a lacking causal connection to a vanishing 
2-point auto-correlation of the temperature. For correlations that are no auto-
correlations, the conclusion would not be correct.)   

For the time t = tSLS when the photons left the Surface of last Scatter SLS, 
formula (4A-2 ) reads as  

(4A-3 )  h(P, tSLS ) ≤ μRSLS     (0 < μ <1)

where RH(tSLS) = RSLS .

For points P* which are more distant from P than h(P, tSLS ), there is no 
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2-point temperature correlation with P. However, h(P, tSLS ) is unknown, but it is

(4A-3a)  h(P, tSLS ) < RSLS .

If at t = tSLS, P were a point on SLS, the condition (A-3a) would exclude the area 
A(P) of  SLS with a radius 

(4A-3b)  h(P, tSLS ) ≥ RSLS

from having a 2-point temperature correlation with P. This would be observable
in the CMB, because its photons left from SLS .

How does an observer like the PLANCK or WMAP satellite see A(P) today?  
The SLS is seen as a sphere S03 centred around the satellite. Its radius is today's 
distance dSLS to the SLS. Let C02 be the circle resulting from the intersection of 
S03 and any plane that contains the centre of S03 and P. The horizon RSLS is seen 
as an arch aR on C02. This arch can be calculated by comparing S03 to the sphere
S13 which had the surface SLS at the time t = tSLS. Let C12 be the circle resulting 
from the intersection of S13 and any plane that contains the centre of S13 and P. 
An arch x on C12 corresponds to an arch x* = x∙ dSLS/RSLS on C02, thus, x =  RSLS 
delivers x* =  aR = dSLS. Therefore on C12 as well as on C02 , the arch is the same 
as the radius of the circle . Such an arch includes an angle φTH with the radian 1,
equivalent to φTH = 180/π = 57.3 degrees. 

This means that the 2-point temperature angular correlation for each point P, 
observed by the satellite, is zero for all points which include with P an angle 
φ > φTH. From formula (4A-3) it follows that the angular correlation could be 
zero for smaller angles, too, however, for φ > φTH it will be zero in every case. 
Actually, one can expect the correlation to decrease to zero (respectively to 
minimal measured values) at  φ = φTH. 

I re-iterate that this calculation was based on the TDC and the additional 
assumption that the initial perturbations came into existence at a period of time 
t0 (in seconds) before the Big Bang, where t0 is smaller than the radius of BBBH 

(in light seconds). In the calculation, the flat geometry has been used for 
simplicity. In the APPENDIX 2, it will be shown that the geometry of the 
initial universe was elliptic. As the result of φTH = 180/π = 57.3 degrees is in 
good accordance with observations (see below A2), the simplification turns out
to be allowed, due to the initial smallness of  the universe. Furthermore, the 
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PLANCK and WMAP satellites have been considered to be in the centre of the 
sphere, they observed, because the satellites' orbits are very small compared to 
dSLS.  The angle φTH corresponds to the multipole ℓTH ≈ 180/φTH = π. Therefore 
there will be no angular temperature correlation for ℓ  < ℓTH. The modes ℓ = 1,
2, 3, - belonging to the dipole, the quadrupole, and the octopole - fulfil this 
condition ℓ < ℓTH. 

4A2  The Comparison of the TDC Prediction with Observations

The WMAP 1-year result paper SPERGEL, D. N., et al., 2003, reported for the 
first time a “...lack of any correlated signal on angular scales greater than 60 
degrees...”. The effect is described as a “intriguing discrepancy”, which is 
either a “statistical fluke” or it “... could be the signature of interesting new 
physics." A context for this new physics is given: “The discovery of an 
accelerating universe implies that at large scales, there is new and not 
understood physics.” 

The paper states a statistical probability of 10-3 for the effect to be a statistical 
fluke. C. J. COPI et al., 2006, estimate the probability of the combined 
occurrence of such a fluke and other observed anomalies in the WMAP data  to
be about10-8 and comment: “ ... it is difficult to us to accept the occurrence of a
10-8 unlikely event as scientific explanation.”  

Over the years, the lack persisted in the WMAP data and is present in 
PLANCK data as well. There was a considerable discussion in literature about 
the extent and possible reasons of this lack. The question is still unsettled, 
though the paper BENNETT, C. L., et al., WMAP 7-year, 2011, tried to end the
issue by stating: ”We conclude that there is no lack of large-scale CMB power 
over the full sky.” This refers to the full sky of cleaned maps rather than cut-sky
maps, for which the lack was originally detected. According to COPI, C. J., et 
al., 2008, the statement that there is a lack only for cut-sky maps is not correct: 
“The most striking feature of the cut-sky (and pseudo-Cℓ) C(θ), is that all of 
them are very nearly zero above about 60º, except for some anti-correlation 
near 180º. This is also true for the full-sky curves, but less so.“ (Here, C(θ) is 
the temperature correlation function of angle θ; some anti-correlation of C(θ) 
near 180º is easily explainable by a mathematical effect of the LEGENDRE 
polynomials used to reconstruct C(θ) from observed data; for this explanation 
see below sub-section 4B.) Later the same authors found (COPI, C. J., et al., 
2011) that the higher C(θ) values for large angles θ > 60º in WMAP cut-sky 
maps, compared to full sky maps, were caused by the WMAP map making 
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process when the cut-sky area of the used mask was reconstructed from data 
outside the mask. The reason was found in the necessary smoothing of data. 
The quoted 7-year WMAP paper BENNETT, C. L., et al., 2011, titled: “ARE 
THERE COSMIC MICROWAVE BACKGROUND ANOMALIES?“, rejected the
lack of correlation to be an anomaly of the CMB sky by an argumentation that 
was refused by COPI, C. J., et al., 2010, in a detailed way. 

In the 2013 PLANCK data, the almost vanishing correlation for angles θ > 60º 
was found again (Planck Collaboration: Planck 2013 results. XXIII and COPI, 
C. J., et al., 2013b), except  (like in WMAP data) for a small area around 180º. 
COPI, C. J., et al., 2013b draw the conclusion from the persistent lack:” These 
findings are in stark contrast to expectations from the inflationary Lambda 
cold dark matter model and still lack a convincing explanation.” Besides the 
lack, the WMAP mission, numerous other authors and the PLANCK 
Collaboration found some other yet unexplained anomalies in the CMB on 
large angles (and also some on small angles), dealt with below. 

The TDC prediction of an TT correlation C(θ) ≡ 0 for angles φ >φTH = 57.3º is 
therefore safely observed in all WMAP data and in the 2013 PLANCK data for 
φTH >≈ φ1 =  60º. In the following sub-section, this approximation will be 
improved to φTH ≈ 58.0º. 

4A3  A Precision Measurement of the Lack  

(a) It is cos(φ1) = 0.50.  A. HAJIAN, 2007, computes the better approximation 
cos(φ0) ≈ 0.53 from the WMAP 3-year data. This result is also an excellent 
approximation of cos(φTH) = 0.54 .A. HAJIAN analyses the 4-point statistic 

(4A-4)  A(x) =  -1
 
 
x
 
-1

 
 
x
 
G(φ,ψ)d(cos φ)d(cos ψ)      (-1 ≤ x ≤ +1)  

which is related to the temperature correlation C(φ) by 

(4A-4a)  G(φ,ψ) = C(φ)C(ψ)/F(φ,ψ) 

(4A-4b)  F(φ,ψ) = (‹C(φ) -‹C(φ)››)(‹C(ψ) -‹C(ψ)››)

where ‹...› denotes the ensemble average.  

Let C(φ) (0° ≤ φ ≤ 180°) be binned and let φ belong to the m-th bin and ψ to 
the n-th bin. Let Fmn be the covariance between these bins, computed according
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to (4A-4b). This means 

(4A-4c)  F(φ,ψ) = Fmn .

Due to these covariance weights, A(x) cleans the intrinsic values of C(φ) from 
small extrinsic deviations. Therefore A(x) can deliver more precisely than C(φ)
the angle φ0 where the vanishing of the temperature correlation begins, i.e. the 
smallest φ0 with C(φ) = 0 for φ ≥ φ0 . 

A. HAJIAN compares the A(x) statistics of several full sky and 
cut-sky maps to statistically isotropic and  GAUSSian simulated maps which 
are based on the best-fit  ΛCDM model to the WMAP 3-year data. In the 
following, only one conclusion, drawn from these comparisons, will be 
discussed: A. HAJIAN reports the minimum of the functions A(x) of cut-sky 
maps to be at x0 ≈ 0.53, corresponding to the angle 

(4A-5)  φ0 = arccos(x0) ≈ 58.0°  .

(b) This minimum was found from the WMAP 3-year kp0-masked ILC map 
and from other masked maps (compare the footnote of TABLE 1in HAJIAN, 
A., 2007). According to this paper, A(x0) is an approximation of  A(1/2): “We 
will use A(1/2) as a short name for A(x = 0.53).” 

Furthermore, A(1/2) is related to the lack of correlation: “Note that A(1/2) in 
the limit of uncorrelated C(Θ), will be the same as the S1/2-statistic originally 
proposed by [6].”  Here is Θ = φ, and in the referenced paper SPERGEL, D. 
N., et al., WMAP 1-year, 2003, the lack of correlation for φ >≈ φ1 = 60° has 
been reported (in §7  “Intriguing Discrepancies”) and analysed using the 
statistic
(4A-6)  S1/2 = ∫-1

½C²(φ)dcos φ  ,

where the upper boundary corresponds to cos(φ1) = 1/2.  As quoted there, only 
0.15% respectively 0.3% of Monte Carlo simulations had a lower value of S1/2 
than the WMAP data. The discussion of D. N. SPERGEL et al., WMAP 1-year,
2003, of the issue contains the remark: “On the other hand, this discrepancy 
could be the signature of interesting new physics.”  

(c) A. HAJIAN has succeeded in finding a very good approximation of 
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φTH = 57.3°, compared to  the WMAP 1-year estimated angle φ1 ≈ 60° which 
described the beginning of the lack of correlation in φ-space in SPERGEL, D. 
N., et al., WMAP 1-year, 2003. In the non-singular TDC, there is C(φ) ≡ 0 for 
the interval INT with 180° ≥ φ ≥ φ0 (with some measured deviation from zero, 
especially in the environment of φ = 180°). In (4A-4), there is x = cos φ which 
maps INT into -1 ≤ x ≤ x0. For these x, it follows from (4A-4) that A(x) ≡ 0.   

Therefore in the TDC, A(x0) is not just a minimum derived from observed data 
as reported by A. HAJIAN, but the angle φ0 ≈ φTH  marks the beginning of the 
vanishing of the CMB temperature correlation. According to the TDC, this 
mark is a direct signature of the non-singular Big Bang.  

4B   The Reason for the reduced low-ℓ TT and TE Power Spectrum

4B1 The TDC low-ℓ Temperature Spectrum is smaller than the    
           corresponding ΛCDM Spectrum

In the TDC, the universe is not permanently flat, but the spatial curvature Ωk is 
a function of the scalefactor a as described in APPENDIX 2. In the following, 
the main features of Ωk(a) are summarized insofar as  they influence the TT 
spectrum:  Due to the pre-history of the universe as a Black Hole, Ωk(a) starts 
at Big Bang Time with an elliptic value Ωk(aBB)  < 0. At the scalefactor of the 
Surface SLS of last scatter, Ωk(a) is still negative so that an elliptic geometry is 
encoded in the CMB. Ωk(a) is rising from its initial negative values towards 
crossing flatness for a moment of time and reaching a hyperbolic maximum 
ΩkMAX > 0 in the past. Then the spatial curvature is turning very slowly 
asymptotic-like downwards towards the next point of flatness in the far future. 
This slow asymptotic-like behaviour from small values Ωk > 0 towards Ωk = 0 
is caused by the dynamic Dark Energy. Therefore the present epoch of 
accelerated expansion belongs to the time of this slow asymptotic-like 
approach of future flatness in which the universe is almost flat. Because of this 
slow approach, the maximum ΩkMAX > 0 is expected to be also small   only. 
While in the ΛCDM cosmology the universe is always flat or almost flat, in the
TDC it experienced an initial elliptic state followed by an state of near-flatness 
until today. 

Of course, this difference will leave a signature in the CMB. In an elliptic 
geometry, the geodesic line between two spatial points is longer than in flat or 
hyperbolic geometries. Therefore the velocity of a movement between these 
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points is lower, given the same period of time. As the expansion of the universe
follows geodesic directions, the expansion velocity H was smaller during the 
initial elliptic epoch than in flat or hyperbolic universes without inflation. This 
elliptic epoch included the scalefactor of the Surface of last Scatter and lasted 
thereafter for a period of time that has not yet been constrained. Therefore in 
the TDC universe, the Cℓ (ℓ ≥ 2) of the CMB TT spectrum  S(ℓ) =  ℓ(ℓ+1)Cℓ/2π
are reduced, compared to an initially flat or hyperbolic universe without 
inflation. This reduction applies much more compared to a ΛCDM universe 
which gained power by inflation and was flat thereafter. The missing power is 
the power, this universe would have gained by the growth of the perturbations 
during inflation. The power is reduced due to the finite universe size at Big 
Bang Time that needed no inflation. In the primordial spectrum this expressed 
as a cut-off (see sub-section 4D below).  

This TDC reduction is not small compared to ΛCDM universes, because the 
curvature Ωk(aBB) had to start its increase from the extremely negative value at 
the Big Bang. This value is yet to be constrained. The missing temperature 
power will concern all values Cℓ but will be noticed most on large angular 
scales. Therefore the quadrupole C2 and to a lesser extent the octopole C3 (and 
then decreasingly the other Cℓ) will be reduced in the TDC.  

4B2  The Impact of the Lack of Correlations on the Spectra  

Besides this reduction of the quadrupole (and the other Cℓ), there is an 
additional impact on the Cℓ induced by the correlation function C() ≡ 0 for   
angles φ > φTH (see sub-section 4A). The spectrum representation 
S(ℓ) =  ℓ(ℓ+1)Cℓ/2π depends via 

(4B-1)  Cℓ = 2π -1
1
C()Pℓ(cos )d(cos )             ( ℓ ≥ 2)

on the correlation function C() with the LEGENDRE polynomials Pℓ of order 
ℓ. This would be correct only, if the sky were statistically isotropic and 
GAUSSian. As at least for low-ℓ this isotropy as well as the GAUSSIanity are 
violated (Planck Collaboration: Planck 2013 results. XXIII). Therefore (4B-1) 
is only an approximation of unknown precision. In -space, the integration 
interval is I = [ = 0º,  = 180º]. Dividing I into three intervals I1 = [0º, φTH ], 
I2 = [φTH, ≈165º ], and I3 = [≈165º, 180º ] shows that the contribution on I2 to 
this integral is zero in the TDC (respectively is only small observationally) but 
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not in ΛCDM cosmology. (The values of C() in I3 depend mainly on the Pℓ: 
Lall(cos0°) = Leven(cos180°) = 1 and Lodd(cos180°) = -1.) Therefore the missing 
TDC-contributions on I2 change the values of all Cℓ compared to ΛCDM 
cosmology. If this change means an increase or decrease of Cℓ depends on the 
shapes of C() and Pℓ(cos ) in  I2.  

From the the full-sky angular correlation function CFIT-WMAP() for the best-fit 
ΛCDM model of WMAP 7-year data (BENNETT, C. L., et al., WMAP 7-year, 
2011; Figure 5) and from P2(cos ) there follows a reduced TDC-quadrupole, 
because both functions have (almost everywhere) in I2 the same sign so that 
(4B-1) becomes positive, whereas it is zero in the TDC. In [ibid], the function 
CFIT-WMAP() is used in in order to conclude that the quadrupole is not 
anomalously low. From the observed  angular correlation function COBS-

PL13() of Planck 2013 results. XXIII, Fig. 6, and P2(cos ) follows no 
remarkable difference of the quadrupole, because in I2 there is COBS-PL13() ≈ 
0 as predicted by the TDC (but still unexplained by the Planck Collaboration.) 

4B3  The observed low-ℓ Temperature Spectrum

(a) It is well known since the COBE mission that the CMB temperature 
quadrupole is reduced compared to the expectation from ΛCDM cosmology 
and from the following Cℓ. Furthermore, the octopole is remarkably small. The 
smallness of the quadrupole is seen by all authors who examined the Cℓ 
including the authors of the concerned WMAP 1-,3-, and 5-year result papers, 
and this result was confirmed by 2013 PLANCK data (Planck Collaboration: 
Planck 2013 results. XV). However, the above quoted WMAP 7-year paper 
BENNETT, C. L., et al., 2011, concluded: ”We conclude that the WMAP 
quadrupole measurement is not anomalously low.“- and the final WMAP 9-
year paper BENNETT, C. L., et al., WMAP, 2013, followed this conclusion. 
Irrespective of these conclusions, the TDC prediction of a significant small 
quadrupole is safely confirmed by WMAP and PLANCK data. The prediction 
that not only C2 but also subsequent Cℓ are reduced is also evidenced. The 
Planck Collaboration (Planck 2013 results. XXIII) writes: “Remarkably, 
however, Planck Collaboration XV (2013) presents evidence that the low-
multipole range from 2-30 is coherently low, and is not well accounted for by 
the standard ΛCDM model.“ 

According to the TDC, the main reason for this smallness is the elliptic 
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geometry of the early universe. This reason and the lack of large-angle 
correlations are deeply inter-connected by the  non-singular TDC Big Bang.  

(b) The lack of large-angle correlations in WMAP maps alone does not cause 
their low quadrupole and octopole or vice versa (COPI, C. J., et al., 2008). 
They find: “The measured angular correlation function thus disagrees with the 
ΛCDM theory, but, more significantly, it is consistent with a simple 
phenomenological “theory”—C(θ > 60◦) ≡ 0.“ They draw the conclusion: 
“Thus getting C(θ > 60º) to vanish as it does seems to require covariance 
among the low-ℓ Cℓ, and thus among aℓm of different ℓ. This is in contradiction 
to the predictions of standard inflationary cosmological theory.“ In COPI, C. 
J., et al., 2013a, the same authors write with respect to the lack of CMB 
temperature correlations: “This anomaly may point to the need for 
modifications of the standard model of  cosmology or may show that our 
Universe is a rare statistical fluctuation within that model.“ They propose a 
new test which is appropriate to reject the latter possibility of a rare statistical 
fluctuation (“fluke”) of the standard model of ΛCDM cosmology. This test is 
not definite but has a probability of 25% of this rejection at 99,9 % CL, 
provided that up-coming PLANCK temperature - polarisation data will pass 
this test. If the test will not be  passed, then a decision between the fluke and 
non-fluke case is not possible by this test and the case has be left undecided. 
The test is based on the assumption that, if the lack of temperature correlation 
were due to a fluke, then the cross correlation between temperature and 
polarisation data likely would be also small. This assumption is motivated by 
the fact that in ΛCDM cosmology, the CMB temperature and its polarisation 
have largely a common source, i.e. the gravitational potential. 

This self-consistency test of the ΛCDM cosmology can be performed with the 
up-coming PLANCK polarisation data. According to COPI, C. J., et al., 2013a, 
this test can decide on a necessary departure from the standard model of 
ΛCDM cosmology. Will a modification of this standard model be sufficient? 
The TDC proposes a paradigm shift  in cosmology. 

4C   The Reason for Tensions between observed low-ℓ TT Spectrum and         
        (1) its high-ℓ values and (2) the best-fit PLANCK ΛCDM Model  

4C1 The found Differences between observed Spectrum and best-fit ΛCDM  
        Model 
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The PLANCK and WMAP missions publish besides the TT power spectrum 
SO(ℓ) =  ℓ(ℓ+1)CℓO /2π, which is estimated from observed data, also a TT 
power spectrum SF(ℓ) = ℓ(ℓ+1)CℓF /2π, which is determined by the best-fit 
ΛCDM model. Both spectra deviate considerably for low-ℓ.

In the WMAP publications, the difference appears at least for ℓ <~ 10 in all 
releases from WMAP 1-year (HINSHAW, G., et al., WMAP 1-year, 2003, 
Fig.8 -11) to 9-year (BENNETT, C. L., et al., 2013, Fig. 12) and - more 
obvious - in the respective data at [LAMBDA] (the use of which is hereby 
acknowledged). The difference ΔS =  SF(ℓ) – SO(ℓ) > 0 has the tendency to 
increase with decreasing ℓ. Though ΔS is hardly explainable by cosmic 
variance alone, the obvious difference was never mentioned in WMAP 
publications at all. 

However, the PLANCK Science Team reports that “... it is clear that the 
ΛCDM framework provides an excellent model for most of the Planck data.“ 
However, “ …the low-ℓ Planck temperature power spectrum appears to be in 
some tension with the best-fit Planck ΛCDM model, which for Planck is almost
exclusively determined by the small-scale spectrum.” (Planck Collaboration: 
Planck 2013 results. XV) They perform several statistical tests to corroborate 
and quantify the effect, e.g. by replacing  for 2  ≤  ℓ < ℓlow the  CℓF by values 
AlowCℓF and fitting Alow to the data. This yields an amazing difference of 
Alow = 0.899 ± 0.046 for ℓlow = 32 and Alow = 0.953 ± 0.033 for ℓlow = 49.  
They conclude that the above quoted tension exists for ℓ <~ 40 in the 2013 
PLANCK data as well as in the 9-year WMAP data, but do not know the 
reason for this, writing: “To make further progress, one would seek to establish
a physical model that predicts a low-ℓ power deficit compared to high ℓ' s, and 
that may also predict other observable effects which may be tested with 
cosmological data.“ As examples of such effects, they mention the low CMB 
temperature variance, the hemispherical power asymmetry, and the alignment 
between the temperature quadrupole and octopole. 

4C2 The Reason for the Differences and the Tension

According to PLANCK and WMAP data as well as to many other data sets, the
universe is flat or at least is or almost flat (Planck Collaboration: Planck 2013 
results. XVII). The first FRIEDMANN equation states that the geometry of the 
universe is always the same. Thus in ΛCDM cosmology, the universe is 
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assumed to have always been flat inclusive of the time since the CMB left the 
surface SLS of last scatter - in agreement with inflation theories. 

However, according to the TDC, the geometry and thus the spatial curvature Ωk

is a function of the scalefactor a as described in APPENDIX 2 and summarized
shortly in sub-section 4B . The dynamic behaviour of Ωk(a) changes from 
primordial ellipticity across flatness to hyperbolic values and will return very 
slowly to flatness again in the future, staying almost flat for a very long time 
including today. Such dynamic behaviour violates the meaning of the first 
FRIEDMANN equation. The APPENDIX 4 explains why this  equation is not 
correct, though the four-dimensional GTR is correct without doubt. 

Above in sub-section 4B, it is pointed out that the elliptic epoch in the early 
universe causes a lack of power at low-ℓ in the observed TT power spectrum, 
compared to that of a flat geometry. Of course, any fitting of a flat (or almost 
flat) model of the universe will do the same, compared to the low-ℓ part of the 
observed spectrum SO(ℓ).  As the  best-fit PLANCK ΛCDM model is almost 
exclusively determined by the non low-ℓ SO(ℓ), there is a tension between 
both, the low-ℓ and the non low-ℓ part of SO(ℓ). The non low-ℓ SF(ℓ) are also 
deviant, compared to SO(ℓ), but are so only minimally. Therefore there are two 
signatures: (1) in the ratios SF(ℓ)/SO(ℓ) ≠ 1 for the same low multipoles, which 
have been constrained as ℓ <~ 40 in Planck Collaboration: Planck 2013 results.
XV, and (2) between low-ℓ and non low-ℓ amplitudes of SO(ℓ).

The PLANCK as well as the WMAP mission use such  flat ΛCDM models 
(Planck Collaboration [ibid]; BENNETT, C. L., et al., WMAP 9-year, 2013). 
Thus, the ΛCDM cosmology causes the tension between low-ℓ and non low-ℓ 
parts of observed TT spectra of a flat universe, this way creating additional 
evidence in favour of the TDC. The PLANCK Science Team is requested to fit 
a (at least approximative) TDC model to the data. This may require a complex 
analysis at low-ℓ, because for these ℓ several effects (i.e. different low-ℓ 
“anomalies” of the CMB) may super-impose (cp. sub-sections 4B and 4F). 

4D   A Cut-off in the Primordial Power Spectrum as a Signature of the 
         finite Big Bang

4D1  A Prediction of the TDC on the primordial Perturbations  

In the TDC, the primordial perturbations were created before the Big Bang 
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inside the Big Bang Black Hole BBBH, the horizon of which had a finite radial 
size RBB > 0  before the Big Bang. Consequently, this spatial boundary RBB  of 
the horizon of the universe corresponds to a lower boundary kmin of the 
wavenumbers in the Power Spectrum P(k) of the primordial perturbations. 
There can be no power for wavenumbers k < kmin.  This means 

(4D-1a)  P(k) = 0          for 0 <k < kmin 

and 

(4D-1b)  P(k) > 0          for k ≥ kmin 

so that in the TDC, there must be a sharp cut-off at the left end of the 
Primordial Power Spectrum P(k). Moreover, the corresponding wavelength  
λmax = kmin‾¹ must be near today's horizon which at Big Bang Time was 
RBB > 0. 

4D2  Findings from CMB Data  

(a) An infrared cut-off at kmin > 0 was already found in the COBE data and in 
all releases of WMAP data. It is also compatible with the 2013 PLANCK data. 
However, a definitive analysis has to wait for the release of the cosmological 
analysis of the PLANCK polarisation data announced for the year 2014. 

In CMB analysis, a primordial power spectrum is constructed and a cut-off, 
parametrised at k = kc, is added to it, in order to examine, whether the 
spectrum, enhanced by the cut-off, is a better fit to the CMB data than this one 
without the cut-off and if kc is on horizon scale. The cut-off is either  motivated
by the assumption of a finite universe (as in this TDC) or by certain inflation 
theories which can be modified in such a way that the cut-off can explain the 
apparent small quadrupole of the TT spectrum. 

In 1994, JING, Y. & FANG, L. found that a cut-off in the primordial power 
spectrum is a good fit to the CMB angular correlation function from COBE 
2-year data. They refer to INFELD, L. & SCHILD, A. E., 1945/46, who 
pointed out that if the size of the universe were finite, there would be an 
infrared cut-off at kmin ≠ 0, while an infinite universe would have kmin = 0. As a 
possible explanation of  kmin ≠ 0  JING, Y. & FANG, L.mention besides the 
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finite size of the universe a fine-tuning of the number of e-folds in standard 
inflation theory. 

Pursuing the latter approach, CONTALDI, C. R., et al., 2003, modify the 
simplest inflation theory of slow-roll inflation by the “possible existence of a 
kinetic stage“. They concede: “In order to affect the low ℓ multipoles, this 
stage should occur in the beginning of the last 65 e-fold period of inflation. 
Clearly, this requires either fine tuning of parameters in the inflaton potential, 
or fine-tuning of initial conditions which are necessary to obtain a desirable 
modification of the spectrum close to the present horizon scale.“ This “kinetic 
stage“ is obviously an anti slow-roll regime. They find a cut-off at kc = 4.9 
(+1.3 −1.6) × 10‾4 Mpc‾¹ at 68% confidence in a primordial power spectrum  
with a spectral index ns = 0.97 from WMAP 1-year data. 

Using also WMAP 1-year data, TOCCHINI-VALENTINI, D., et al., 2006, 
detect a cut-off at 0.0001 < k < 0.001 Mpc‾¹ at 92%, a dip at 
0.001 < k < 0.003 Mpc‾¹ at 98% and a bump at 0.003 < k < 0.004 Mpc‾¹ at 
55.5% confidence level. The horizon scale for their model corresponds to 
kh = 4.52 ×10‾4 Mpc‾¹ .

BRIDLE et al., 2003, compare WMAP 1-year and 2dFGRS data to an ansatz 
(4D-1a,b). For  k ≥ kmin, P(k) follows the usual power law with constant 
spectral index. They “...find a preference for a cut-off at 
kc = (2.7 + 0.5 − 1.6) x 10−4Mpc−1, a scale which can give a significantly lower
quadrupole and octopole without significantly affecting the higher 
multipoles...“. However, a spectrum with no cut-off is not strongly excluded by
the data. They also find that the constraints of the cosmological parameters are 
virtually unaffected by the addition of the cut-off  to the primordial power 
spectrum. Altogether, it seems premature to them to discard simple continuous 
power law models.

The WMAP 3-year result paper describe the cut-off as a possibility without 
confirming it. D. N. SPERGEL et al., WMAP 3-year v2, 2007, compare the 
conventional  power law model of the primordial spectrum to other models 
[ibid, §5], among them a model with running spectral index, and another one 
with a cut-off like in formula (4D-1a,b). They write: “The deviation of the 
primordial power spectrum from a simple power law can be most simply 
characterized by a sharp cut-off in the primordial spectrum. Analysis of this 
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model finds that putting in a cut off of  kc ~ 3 x 10−4/Mpc improves the fit by 
Δχ2 = 1.2, not enough to justify a radical change in the primordial spectrum.“  

BRIDGES, M., et al., 2007, use WMAP 3-year and other CMB data (plus 
parameters from large-scale structure data) and extend the work of the WMAP 
Science Team to a full BAYESian approach. They compare seven models of 
primordial power spectra, among these a scale invariant, a power law, a model 
with running spectral index, and a power-law model with an abrupt cut-off on 
large scales and find: “A power law spectrum with a cutoff provides the best 
evidence fit in our full parameter space study with a significant evidence ratio 
of roughly 2 units across all three datasets.“ They test also spectra of the 
LASENBY - DORAN cosmology (LASENBY, A., & DORAN, C., 2005) 
which naturally have a cut-off at large scales, because in this singular and 
inflationary cosmology there is only a limited amount of conformal time 
available in a closed spacetime. Testing this model within the best fit 
concordance cosmology, BRIDGES, M., et al.,2007, find a very good fit due to
the cut-off.  

SHAFIELOO, A., and SOURADEEP, T., 2008, reconstruct the primordial 
power spectra with an error sensitive RICHARDSON-LUCY deconvolution 
algorithm and smooth it by means of the Discrete Wavelet Transform technique
which allows to reveal even deeply encoded intrinsic features of the shape of 
curves. They assume a free form of the primordial spectrum that they compute 
from WMAP 3-year data and from other cosmological parameter sets, e.g. from
SDSS, 2df Galaxy Redshift Survey, and BAO data, and  also from the 
theoretical parameter set of a CDM model with Λ = 0. Their universe is flat in 
all models. They find: “A sharp cut off around the horizon scale and a bump 
after the horizon scale seems to be a common feature for all of these 
reconstructed primordial spectra.” See their Fig. 2 and 3, which clearly show 
the cut-off. It is remarkable that the cut-off at horizon scale appears in all the 
different models (except for the Λ = 0  model, see their Fig. 2.)

VÁSZQUEZ, J. A., et al., 2012, use WMAP7-year and other CMB data and 
include large scale structure data to constrain two models of the  primordial 
power spectra: (a) the usual power law with (possibly) running  index and (b) a
LASENBY - DORAN (LD) model, compare them by BAYESian model 
selection and find “... there is a significant preference for the LD model over a 
simple power-law spectrum for a CMB-only dataset, and over models with an 
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equal number of parameters for all the datasets considered.“ 

In the LD cosmology, the cut-off represents a future boundary of conformal 
time of the universe, derived from an assumed inflation primordial curvature 
spectrum. The LD inflation follows a singular Big Bang. In the TDC this future
time is finite, too, although yet unconstrained, and the cut-off represents the 
finite size of the universe at the non-singular Big Bang. Above, I have focussed
on primordial power spectra with a cut-off at horizon scales. In literature, there 
are also other features of the primordial power spectrum examined like bumps 
and oscillations. In the TDC, I see no reason for a bump, following the cut-off 
immediately. Besides having an unknown cosmological reason, the overshoot 
of data might be the  overreaction of algorithms that expect to continue the 
spectrum but suddenly are confronted with its end. There are also examples in 
literature in which no features at  all are found. An example of the latter ends 
this selection of papers of “the COBE and WMAP era”. 

GUO, Z.-K., et al., 2011, reconstruct the primordial power spectrum from 
CMB data, including WMAP 7-year data and Atacama Cosmology Telescope 
(ACT) 148 GHz data, by using a binning method of a cubic spline interpolation
in log-log space. They find among other results that a power-law shape is the 
best model with and without ACT data and that a HARRISON-ZELDOVIC 
spectrum provides the least favoured fit to the data. They write: “We emphasize
that our reconstruction method is insensitive to local features in the primordial
power spectrum, but is sensitive to the overall shape, since the cubic spline 
interpolation makes the primordial power spectrum smoother than linear 
interpolation [10].“   They conclude: “We do not find evidence for a feature in 
the primordial power spectrum – in full agreement with generic predictions 
from cosmological inflation.“

(b) The Planck Collaboration (Planck 2013 results. XXII) examines, whether  
their reconstructed primordial power spectrum is a better fit to the PLANCK 
2013 data, if a special feature is added to the spectrum that is motivated by 
inflation theories. Three features are tested: (1) a global oscillation, (2) a 
localized oscillation, and (3) a cut-off to the large scale power spectrum. The 
latter would effect the apparent lack of power in the quadrupole and octupole 
of the WMAP temperature power spectrum in slow roll inflation theories that 
are modified appropriately. This way, the cut-off plays a role in explaining this 
apparent lack of power in inflation theories as well as in the TDC. The result of
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testing the three features is that the cut-off  improves the fit only modestly and 
less than the other two features. The  Planck Collaboration finds 
ln(kc/Mpc‾¹) = -8.493 for the cut-off, corresponding to kc = 2.05 x 10−4 Mpc‾¹, 
in agreement with (SPERGEL, D. N., et al., WMAP 3-year v2, 2007) and other
above quoted papers. They write: “Whether or not these findings can be 
considered statistically significant or arise simply from over-fitting noisy data 
is not a trivial question ...“ and hope to find an answer with the help of the 
cosmological analysis of PLANCK polarisation data, to be released in 2014. 

4E   The Different Explanations of TE Correlations in the ΛCDM and in   
        the TDC Cosmology    

4E1 The Impact of the Lack of TT Correlations on TE Correlations

In the TDC, the Cℓ of the TT  power spectrum are reduced for 2 ≤ ℓ ≤ ℓmax; 
see above sub-section 4B. Following the Planck Collaboration: Planck 2013 
results. XV, ℓmax = 30 is observed. As a consequence, the temperature-
polarisation E-mode TE cross power spectrum 

(4E1)  STE(ℓ) = ℓ(ℓ+1)Cℓ
TE/2π   

will be also reduced, because of the relationship of the TT and the TE 
spectrum. This relationship uses the the coefficients of the spherical harmonic 
decomposition aℓm

T of the temperature and aℓm
E of the polarisation E-mode, 

respectively. These are related to the TT spectrum STT(ℓ) and EE spectrum 
SEE(ℓ), respectively, via 

(4E-2a)  SXX(ℓ) = ℓ(ℓ+1)Cℓ
X/2π              (X = T or E)  

(4E-2b)  Cℓ
X 

 = (2ℓ+1)-1Σm│aℓm
X│2           (X = T or E) 

with  m = - ℓ, - ℓ+1, ..., + ℓ and integers ℓ ≥ 2.  The  Cℓ
TE in formula (4E-1) are 

defined as products

(4E-3)  Cℓ
TE = = <aℓm

T·aℓm
E >  ,

where < ...> denotes an ensemble average, which also includes the summation 
over the index m. As the Cℓ

T are reduced, according to (4E-2b), for each  ℓ there
is at least one aℓm

T that is also reduced. Because of (4E-3), for 2 ≤ ℓ ≤ ℓmax 
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each Cℓ
TE is reduced, compared to the expectation from ΛCDM cosmology, 

provided that aℓm
E >0. This is the case for 2 ≤ ℓ ≤ ℓmax (BENNETT, C. L., et 

al., WMAP 9-year, 2013). Therefore the low-ℓ power spectrum STE(ℓ) is also 
reduced and the TE correlation function 

(4E-4)  CTE(φ) = (1/4)ℓ (2ℓ+1) Cℓ
TE Pℓ(cos )      (0º ≤  φ ≤ 180º)

for each angle φ is different in the TDC from the ΛCDM cosmology - even if 
the  sky were GAUSSian and isotropic (given that the summation over 
ℓ = 2 - ∞ is mathematically convergent.) 

Thus, STE(ℓ) as well as CTE(φ) are not the same in both cosmologies. 

4E2 Is the TE Power Spectrum and its Correlation Function Evidence for  
        Inflation?

The inflation theory claims that two interrelated features of the functions STE(ℓ)
and CTE(φ) are evidence for inflation: 

(1)Values of CTE(φ) ≠ 0 for φ > φCH  = 2φH , where φH is the angular size of the 
horizon at the decoupling epoch so that φCH is the angular size of the 

corresponding causal horizon. It is φH = 1.2º (KOMATSU, E., et al., WMAP 
7-year, 2010). This φH corresponds to ℓH ≈ 150. 

(2) In connection to (1), observed values of STE(ℓ) < 0 (“temperature-
polarisation E-mode anti-correlations”)  for ℓ ≤ ℓH (ℓ adjacent to ℓH), 
corresponding to angles φ > φH, are claimed to be evidence for inflationary 
super-horizon fluctuations. 

These claims are based on a paper of D. N. SPERGEL and 
M. ZALDARRIAGA, 1997, who showed that cosmological models in which 
density fluctuations are causally produced on scales φ < φCH  cannot generate 
correlations on scales larger then φ > φCH, whereas inflationary models must 
have a peak at scales of ~ 2º. They even show that only inflation can produce 
correlations CTE(φ) for φ > φCH, stating: ”No correlations can be present in the 
polarization for separations larger than ~ 2º in non-inflationary models.“ They
refer especially to a causal seed model of N. TUROK, 1996a,b  which mimics 
the inflationary pattern of peaks in the TT spectrum and they show that this 
model like all causal models cannot produce TE correlations for φ > φCH, 
because the causal models have no super-horizon fluctuations which are the 
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essence of inflation.   

At that time (1997), this was still a prediction: ”The next generation of 
satellites or even polarization measurements from the ground could provide a 
definitive test of the inflationary paradigm in the relatively near future.”[ibid]. 
After WMAP and other missions had found TE anti-correlations for 50 <ℓ ≤ ℓH 
(PAGE, L., et al., WMAP 3-year v2, 2007, Fig. 25, or BENNETT, C. L., et al., 
WMAP 9-year, 2013, Fig. 33), this was consequently considered as very strong
evidence for inflation. Based on the WMAP 1-year data, PEIRIS, H.V., et al., 
WMAP 1-year, 2003, write: 
“The large-angle (50 <~ l <~ 150) temperature-polarization anti-correlation 
detected by WMAP (Kogut et al. 2003) is a distinctive signature of 
superhorizon adiabatic fluctuations (Spergel & Zaldarriaga 1997)“ and draw 
the conclusion: “WMAP both confirms the basic tenets of the inflationary 
paradigm and begins to quantitatively test inflationary models“, because the 
only main task left with respect to inflation was to find out the exact inflation 
potential. The question for this potential is still unanswered (Planck 
Collaboration: Planck 2013 results. XXII and the APPENDIX of HINSHAW, 
G., et al., WMAP 9-year, 2013) and will remain unanswered, according to the 
TDC. 

However, the WMAP 3-year paper PAGE, L., et al., v2, 2007, described the TE
anti-correlation more cautiously as produced by “some mechanism like 
inflation" instead of calling inflation by its name: “The detection of the TE 
anticorrelation near ℓ ≈ 30 is a fundamental measurement of the physics of the 
formation of cosmological perturbations (Peiris et al. 2003). It requires some 
mechanism like inflation to produce and shows that super-horizon fluctuations 
must exist.” However, they did not explain what kind of mechanism they 
meant. 

Following WMAP papers confirmed the meaning of the found TE anti-
correlations, e.g. KOMATSU, E., et al., WMAP 7-year, 2010:“The anti-
correlation at θ ≥ 2θhorizon is a smoking-gun for the presence of super-horizon 
fluctuations at the decoupling epoch (Spergel & Zaldarriaga 1997)“. The last 
sentence of the final WMAP 9-year paper BENNETT, C. L., et al., 2013, 
concludes the WMAP era and marks the present stand(still) of cosmology: 
“With no significant anomalies and an adequate goodness-of-fit, the 
inflationary flat CDM model and its precise and accurate parameters rooted in
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WMAP data stands as the standard model of cosmology.” 

Notabene, the WMAP mission has not proven inflation formally or indubitably 
and also not stated this - as becomes clear, if one reads their papers carefully. 
The above quoted conclusion of PEIRIS, H.V., et al., WMAP 1-year, 2003  
(“WMAP both ...inflationary models“) is the farthest going one. Though 
generally inflation-prone, the WMAP Science Team did not exclude other 
models. After focussing on the one hand on the question: “which model is the 
correct inflation model?”, KOMATSU, E., et al., WMAP 5-year, 2009, 
nevertheless write: “On the other hand, an inflationary expansion may not be 
the only way to solve cosmological puzzles and create primordial fluctuations.“

The WMAP Science Team referred several times to the paper by SPERGEL 
and ZALDARRIAGA, however, abstained from wholly exploiting its evidence 
of refuting “non-inflationary models” (following from the above  quotation). 
This is remarkable, as D. N. SPERGEL always belonged to this team.

The paper by SPERGEL and ZALDARRIAGA refers to causal models of 
perturbation forming, where “causal” means the limited causal horizon at  (and 
before) the decoupling epoch and thus excludes cosmologies like the TDC 
without the horizon problem. The argumentation of SPERGEL and 
ZALDARRIAGA would be correct, if we lived in a universe which needed a 
remedy for the horizon problem, namely inflation. By introducing another 
spacetime additionally to ours, the TDC solves the problem that the universe, 
as we experience it, would not appear to be consistent with the Theory of 
General Relativity (GTR), if the Big Bang were not singular. This way, our 
perception of the universe and the GTR are reconciled without the loophole to 
invoke an inflation that took place before the GTR began to apply.

In the TDC, the mentioned TE anti-correlation has exactly the same meaning as
the other existing anti-correlations (anti-peaks) in the TE power spectrum 
together with their following positive correlations (peaks), i.e. the adiabaticy of
the primordial fluctuations (KOGUT, A., et al., WMAP 1-year, 2003).

4E3  The early Acceleration and its super-horizon Fluctuations

(a) Among the most striking features of inflation, there is its early beginning 
immediately after the Big Bang, its very strong acceleration and its horizon 
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(respectively sound) horizon crossing into super-horizon scales. It is 
conspicuous that these features have similarities to those of the TDC Big Bang 
Process. 

The primordial perturbations were created in the Big Bang Black Hole at times 
when this Black Hole had still a constant horizon; i.e. a horizon which neither 
expanded nor contracted. Shortly after the creation of these perturbations, this 
horizon opened at the end of the Big Bang Process and began to expand. The 
lack of temperature correlations for angles larger than φTH resulted - as 
described above - from too short a time between the creation of the 
perturbations and the point of time when the Big Bang Process ended and the 
Black Hole horizon opened. In other words: the  perturbations of matter density
and temperature crossed their former horizon together with the matter when the
horizon opened. Then the perturbed matter was released into the universe 
which had begun to expand and thus, to exist in our spacetime. This departure 
of the perturbations from their former horizon, which was in rest before the Big
Bang, resembles in the TDC to the claimed super-horizon fluctuations of 
inflation. In both cases, the masses experienced a sudden acceleration. In the 
TDC, this acceleration was caused by the Big Bang Process, in the  inflation 
theory it was caused by an inflation field of unknown nature. In the TDC, the 
acceleration caused an expansion speed, limited by the GTR and the Special 
Theory of Relativity (STR) to the speed c of light; in the ΛCDM cosmology, 
the acceleration generated a super-luminal speed in severe conflict with GTR 
and STR. Both accelerations took place at the end of the Big Bang Process 
respectively immediately thereafter. 

(b) Both mechanisms relate the universe to its horizon at a special period of 
time: In ΛCDM cosmology, masses had to cross the horizon, because there did 
not exist a time before the Big Bang. Therefore the inflation has to compensate 
for the missing time by “borrowing” it. As it is borrowed from our usual time 
dimension and thus from the wrong dimension, the borrowed time had “to take
over itself”. This requires a super-luminal expansion in order to be able to 
explain the universe as we observe it.   

In the TDC, some fundamental physical features of the universe were created 
in the time before the Big Bang - like the primordial fluctuations. In a 
cosmology without the pre-history of the Big Bang, the creation of these 
features in the time after the Big Bang cannot be explained without resorting to
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a super-luminal inflation. Even cosmologies with a pre-history but no second 
time dimension like the New Ekpyrotic Model need super-luminal expansion 
phases (BUCHBINDER, E. I., et al., 2007).

In TABLE 4E-1 basic features of the inflationary expansion  are confronted to 
those of the TDC 

TABLE 4E-1: Inflation versus non-inflationary TDC expansion 
# Inflationary expansion Non-inflationary TDC expansion

1 The inflation occurred after 
the Big Bang

The expansion started at the Big 
Bang

2 The universe was microscopic
before and macroscopic after 
the inflation

The universe has always been in a 
macroscopic state

3 The horizon of the universe 
has never been at rest

The horizon of the (predecessor of 
the) universe was 
at rest before the expansion started 

4 During the inflation, the  
universe expanded super-
luminal

The universe did never expand 
super-luminal

5 At the end of inflation, the 
expansion left the super-
luminal speed

See #4

6 There were super-horizon 
fluctuations during inflation 

There were never super-horizon 
fluctuations (which can occur after 
a singular Big Bang only)

7 The inflation flatted the 
universe in its extremely short
period of time 

The universe experienced two non-
inflationary flattening processes 
(described below in sub-section 
4N). None of these took place in a 
extremely short period of time.

8 The future of the universe will
probably end up in a Big Rip 
due to the continuing 
accelerated expansion  

The accelerated expansion will 
eventually decrease and the 
universe will contract in 
preparation for its successor

4F  Is the CMB statistically isotropic?
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4F1 The TDC Prediction on statistical Non-Isotropy

(a) In the TDC, the CMB cannot show the signature of statistical isotropy for at
least the following reasons:  

(1) the density perturbations were created so shortly before the end of the Big 
Bang Process that they could not correlate causally with perturbations 
separated by too large an angle leaving a non-isotropic signature in the CMB 
(see sub-section 4A);    
(2) the perturbations were created in a rotating universe (with decreasing 
rotation) and thus with a preferred axis (sub-section 4F);
(3) in the expanding primordial universe, the fluctuating perturbations were 
exposed to the non-isotropic gravitation of U0, adding an isocurvature 
contribution* to their adiabatic origin* and causing a spectral index ns  < 1*
(* for the TDC explanation of these traceable signatures in the CMB see sub-
section 3D1(c)); 
(4) the primordial fluctuations experienced an elliptic geometry encoded in the 
CMB, and the CMB photons moved in this geometry for some time; both was 
contributing to a lack of low-ℓ temperature power (sub-sections 4B and 4C);

4F2  The PLANCK Findings on the statistical Isotropy

The Planck Collaboration: Planck 2013 results. XXIII reports that the statistical
isotropy and GAUSSianity of the 2013 PLANCK data were tested by different 
kind of tests with the result (1)“...that little evidence is seen for non-
Gaussianity, although some deviations from isotropy are found“, (2) that these 
deviations are robust against component separation, mask and frequency 
dependency, and (3) that they have a genuine cosmological origin in the CMB. 
They re-examined some of the anomalies with respect to isotropy that were 
already found in WMAP data. BENNETT, C. L., et al., WMAP 7-year, 2011, 
had also done so and rejected almost all anomalies, examined by them, whereas
Planck 2013 results.XXIII, confirmed these rejected ones. Among others, the 
Planck Collaboration found evidence for the quadrupole-octopole alignment, a 
low observed variance, anomalous values for the skewness and kurtosis,  a 
hemispherical asymmetry, phase correlations at low-ℓ, a dipolar power 
asymmetry with the same preferred direction up to ℓ = 1500, and the famous 
too large Cold Spot. They point out to the companion paper Planck 2013 
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results. XV, which reports a deficit of power in the angular power spectrum at 
low-ℓ that “is not well accounted for by the standard ΛCDM model“. The lack 
of temperature correlation on large angular scales is not addressed explicitly in 
its “Intriguing inconsistencies - WMAP anomalies revisited” section of Planck 
2013 results. XXIII, as an anomaly violating statistical isotropy, however, the 
lack is present in the data and striking between 70º and 165º in [ibid, Fig. 6]. 

Altogether, the Planck Collaboration finds some deviations from isotropy but 
cannot explain the reason for these (Planck 2013 results. XXIII). They suppose 
that many of the anomalies are related to the low-ℓ power deficit and an 
unknown underlying reason. They write:”It may be that the statistical 
anomalies currently described in this paper are a hint of more profound 
physical phenomena that are yet to be revealed.“ [ibid] The TDC proposes 
such phenomena. 

The companion paper Planck 2013 results. XVI, puts it this way: “The Planck 
temperature data are remarkably consistent with the predictions of the base 
ΛCDM model at high multipoles, but it is also conceivable that the ΛCDM 
cosmology fails at low multipoles. There are other indications, from both 
WMAP and Planck data for “anomalies” at low multipoles (Planck 
Collaboration XXIII 2013), that may be indicative of new physics operating on 
the largest scales in our Universe." This raises the question: Will new physics 
operate on the largest scales only or would new physics rather be noticeable 
there first, i.e. having the strongest impact, on these scales? At least, this is the 
case in the TDC for the above reasons (1) - (4). 

4F3  Consequences of the statistical Non-Isotropy of the CMB

Here is a small selection of the far-reaching consequences: 
(1) The statistical isotropy is vital for ΛCDM cosmology. A  fundamental 
reason for this dependency is that ΛCDM cosmology is based on the isotropic 
FRW metric and a more practically reason is that the  standard method would 
fail to treat power spectra and correlation functions as informationally 
equivalent, because this equivalence requires statistical isotropy.

(2) The statistical isotropy is one of the necessary conditions for the 
coefficients aℓm

T of the spherical harmonic temperature decomposition to be 
statistically independent.  As the
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(4F-1)   aℓm
T = |aℓm

T|exp(iψml)      (i² = -1 and exp(x) = ex)

are not statistically independent, neither the |aℓm
T| nor the phases ψml and the 

spectral amplitudes 

(4F-2)   Cℓ
T = (2ℓ+1)ˉ¹Σ(m)|aℓm

T|²    (with summation m = -ℓ,...,+ℓ)

are statistical independent. Actually, there are phase correlations for low-ℓ 
(Planck Collaboration: Planck 2013 results. XXIII). STARKMAN, G. D., et al.,
2012, found: “The observed sky, at least the part outside the Galaxy cut, seems
not to respect the fundamental prediction of the standard cosmological model 
that the aℓm are independent random variables.” 

If these quantities though were treated as independent despite missing isotropy,
then all deviant CMB features would automatically become statistical 
“glitches” rather than anomalies that require causal explanations. Furthermore, 
strictly speaking, all PLANCK and WMAP and other CMB temperature spectra
and maps would be incorrect (though, of course, they would be still very 
valuable resources).     

(3) “Statistical isotropy is a key prediction of the simplest inflation theories so 
any evidence of a violation of rotational invariance would be a significant 
challenge to the ΛCDM or any model based on standard inflation models.” 
(BENNETT, C. L., et al., WMAP 7-year , 2011). According to Planck 2013 
results., this challenge is existing. 

4G The initial Rotation of the Universe as Reason for Multipole Moment          
Alignments  

4G1  The initial decelerated Rotation of the Universe 

In the TDC, the Black Holes in U0 rotate with relativistic velocities as a result 
of their frequent coalescences in the course of the long period of time of the 
existence of  U0. Therefore also our universe is rotating since the Big Bang. 
However, the rotation velocity of the universe decreased dramatically already 
soon after the Big Bang because of the expansion. In order to conserve the 
angular momentum, the rotation velocity has to decrease accordingly to the 
increasing radius of the universe. This rotation at high relativistic velocity at 
the end of the Big Bang Process and the rapid decay of this velocity thereafter 
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must have left signatures in the growth of the primordial fluctuations and thus 
in the CMB. As it is the entire universe that is rotating, the impact on the CMB 
will be mostly noticeable on large angular scales. It could serve as a measure of
the resolution of the CMB up to which ℓ this impact can be found in the 
temperature spectrum. Purely theoretically, it could also be that an additional 
effect contributes to the spectrum: the coalescence of two rotating  Black Holes
generates a new rotation axis of the newly formed Black Hole. If this axis had 
been unstable for some time, this instability theoretically could have influenced
the perturbations that formed inside the new Black Hole which was the 
predecessor of the universe. Furthermore, as long as we do not know the 
detailed physics of the Big Bang Process, of course, our knowledge about the 
physics of the temperature and density perturbations at the time of their 
generation is incomplete. 

One can consider this  primordial rotation of the universe either as a rotation 
around a fixed co-ordinate system or equivalently as the rotation of the co-
ordinate system around any fixed unit vector n of the averaged CMB 
temperature fluctuation ΔT(n). The coefficients aℓm of the spherical harmonic 
decomposition of ΔT(n) depend on the co-ordinate system and therefore 
change permanently with a rotation of this system, i.e. the aℓm are functions 
aℓm  = aℓm (cs) where cs is a variable co-ordinate system generated by a rotation 
of the original co-ordinate system with the same centre and also being 
rectangular. Such a rotation corresponds to succeeding revolutions by angles 
αx, αy, and αz around the the three co-ordinate axes of the original system. (For 
such mapping functions see e.g. ACKERMAN, L., et al., 2009 and 
OLIVEIRA-COSTA de, A., et al., 2003.) While the velocity of the rotation is 
changing with time since the end of the Big Bang Process, the rotation axis 
remains the same. Therefore all aℓm(cs) encode the position of this rotation axis,
albeit in different constraining power. The absolute rotation velocity is largest 
in the equator plane P perpendicular to the rotation axis A. Therefore the impact
of the rotation axis on the aℓm(cs) will be largest for a co-ordinate system 
cs0 = (x*, y*, z*) of which two axes, say x*and y*, lie in P and therefore the 
third axis z* lies in A. For a chosen ℓ (≥2),  the impact of the rotation axis or 
“rotational power” on the aℓm(cs), and thus the impact on Cℓ, will be largest 
with respect to the co-ordinate system cs0. By finding out this cs0, the direction 
of A can be constrained most significantly from the aℓm(cs0). 

This way, in the TDC the rotation axis of the universe can be constrained from 
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each Cℓ. Therefore all Cℓ are aligned to each other by this constant axis. Even 
the decay of the rotation spin (cp. the above step 2) would leave this axis 
constant. Of course, the Cℓ would also be aligned by any other direction with 
constant longitude and constant latitude with respect to cs0. 

4G2  The observed Quadrupole-Octopole Alignment

It is well known that “alignments“ between the quadrupole and the octopole 
moments have been found in CMB data since the first WMAP release. This 
alignment was confirmed by the Planck Collaboration: Planck 2013 results. 
XXIII: “In particular, we find that the quadrupole-octopole alignment is also 
connected to a low observed variance of the CMB signal." Besides this 
alignment, many kinds of alignments, planarities, and preferred axes have been
reported in literature and it is hardly possible to compare these to each other, 
because different kinds of directions have been assigned to Cℓ by different 
authors and different directions have been found as an preferred axis in the 
CMB, including an ‘Axis of Evil’ of cosmological rather than earthly scales 
(RAKIC, A. & SCHWARZ, D. J., 2007). Great caution is required when 
comparing different alignments, particularly as there are large-scale anomalies 
in WMAP CMB maps and - “These include alignments of the largest modes of 
CMB anisotropy with each other and with geometry and direction of motion of 
the Solar System, and the unusually low power at these largest scales.“ (COPI, 
C. J., et al., 2010). This TDC does not consider any anomalies which are 
possibly connected to the Solar System. 

There is evidence that the alignment of the quadrupole and the octopole “... 
seen by de Oliveira-Costa et al. (2004) and by us (Schwarz et al. 2004) are 
indeed the same effect.“(COPI, C. J., et al., 2005) This is the mentioned effect, 
confirmed by the Planck Collaboration and by BENNETT, C. L., et al., WMAP
7- and 9-year, 2011 and 2013, respectively. According to the TDC, there is the 
same alignment between all Cℓ, attenuated with increasing ℓ, but until now, 
only an alignment between ℓ = 2 and ℓ = 3 has been confirmed by several 
independent authors. Can this alignment be explained as caused by the rotation 
axis of the universe?

4G3 The Constraining of the Alignment by de OLIVEIRA-COSTA et al.

The PLANCK and WMAP Science Teams confirm the quadrupole-octopole 
alignment by a method, devised by OLIVEIRA-COSTA de, A., et al., 2003, 
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who revolve the rectangular (x, y, z) co-ordinate system into another one (x*, 
y*, z*) with the z*-axis pointing into the direction of a unit vector N. This 
revolution transforms the coefficients aℓm into coefficients âℓm. The vector N is 
determined by maximising the angular momentum dispersion

(4G-1) M(ℓ; Nℓ ) ≡ Σ(m²|âℓm|²)   

with summation over m = -ℓ …+ℓ. In practice, tentatively all pixels of the 
temperature map are connected with the centre to form the z*-axis and the 
(x*, y*) plane is rotated around this z*-axis. In all positions of this rotation, the
âℓm are newly calculated and the maximum of  M(ℓ; Nℓ ) is determined. This is 
repeated for all pixels until the absolute maximum with respect to a given 
temperature map is found. This pixel defines the vector Nℓ. This way, for each 
ℓ the vector N = Nℓ is found which is “perpendicular to the plane in which 
most of the power of the multipole lies“ (Planck Collaboration: Planck 2013 
results. XXIII). Actually, this is the plane in which most of the quantity 
M(ℓ; Nℓ ) lies. M(ℓ; Nℓ ) is related to (2ℓ+1)Ĉℓ by weighting the |âℓm|² with m² 
before summing them over m. This way, the intrinsic “rotation-symmetric” 
information is distilled from Ĉℓ in M(ℓ; Nℓ ), which therefore is a proxy for the 
“rotational power” of the multipole moment. It is M(ℓ; +Nℓ ) = M(ℓ; -Nℓ ) as 
follows from features of the LAPLACE Spherical Harmonics Ylm(n) of the 
CMB decomposition. This means that the Nℓ denote (“headless”) directions 
rather than (“headed”) vectors. 

In ΛCDM cosmology, the Nℓ are statistically independent random vectors so 
that the angle βℓ between Nℓ and Nℓ+1 is random, too. However, from WMAP 
9-year (7-year) data the angle β2 between the quadrupole vector N2 and the 
octopole vector N3 was found to be β2 ≈ 3º (β2 < 0.5º) (BENNETT, C. L., et al.,
WMAP 7-year, 2013 (2011)), while the 2013 PLANCK values vary in the 
range from 9.08º to 13.1º, depending on the used sky map and corresponding to
probabilities from 0.016 to 0.033, compared to values derived from 10³ Monte 
Carlo simulations. This shows the quadrupole-octopole alignment with high 
significance, putting again pressure on ΛCDM cosmology. 

Note that the WMAP method is a variant of the original method of 
OLIVEIRA-COSTA de, A., et al., 2003. For ℓ = 2, they replace (4G-1) by

(4G-2)  MWMAP(ℓ; Nℓ ) ≡ |âℓ,ℓ |² + |âℓ,-ℓ|²            (ℓ = 2 )
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in order to find N2 and they write: “Using a similar method, a “direction” is 
found for the octupole, with ℓ = 3.“ However, they do not reveal this similar 
method (BENNETT, C. L., et al., WMAP 7-year, 2011). This difference in the 
methods may be the reason for the smaller significance of the PLANCK 
results.  

The method of OLIVEIRA-COSTA de, A., et al., 2003, is not based on  
cosmology but compares the CMB to a wave function of quantum mechanics 
and maximises the corresponding angular momentum dispersion. Nevertheless,
this approach is fortunate, because actually, the angular momentum plays a key
role, however, in the TDC, this is rather the angular momentum of the universe.
The Planck Collaboration (Planck 2013 results. XXIII) calls this method 
“intuitive" and uses it, though its cosmological reason is still not known. In 
ΛCDM cosmology, the physical reason for the  method as well as for the 
alignment cannot be understood. The method finds the plane where most of the
(rotational) power of the multipole moment lies. In the TDC, this rotational 
power in the CMB is associated with the rotation of the universe around its axis
A. Of course, this rotation has an impact on the primordial fluctuations. 
Therefore the found direction perpendicular to the equator plane is the rotation
axis of the universe. This invites to continue the method to ℓ = 4, 5,... until the 
latitude has become too small to clearly find the alignment by this method. 
Note that this method does not depend on the phases of the âℓm. 

The rotation axis is still the same since the Big Bang until today, however, the 
rotation velocity has slowed down drastically. McEWEN, J. D., et al., 2013 
have constrained today's vorticity of a BIANCHI VIIh cosmology from WMAP
9-year data as (ω/H)0  < 8.6 x 10ˉ¹º with 95% confidence. A similar result is 
found in PLANCK 2013 data (Planck Collaboration: Planck 2013 results. 
XXVI.)  However, these results are based on the model of an open universe 
with  Ωk  > 0, ΩTOT < 1, whereas in the TDC the universe was closed before it 
opened. Provided that the torque of the masses of U0 on U is negligible, the 
angular momentum of the universe 

(4G-3)  L = |L| = MR²ω = MRv 

(with the universe's mass M = M(R) and its radius R) will be conserved so that 
the angular velocity ω and the rotation velocity v = Rω  have to decrease 
according to increasing R and M(R). 
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SARKAR, D., et al., 2010, found that (under the standard GAUSSian and 
isotropic model) the alignment is not correlated with the lack of large-scale 
correlation (cp. sub-section 4A). This result still holds under the completely 
different TDC model, because the the lack was caused by the radial expansion 
and the alignment by the tangential rotation and of the universe at the Big 
Bang Process. 

4H    The decreasing Rotation of the Universe as Reason for Power 
         Asymmetries
4H1  The Findings on Power Asymmetries in the CMB

Since the WMAP 1-year data, power asymmetries in form of hemispherical 
asymmetries and dipole asymmetries of power have been reported. In the first, 
a significant asymmetrical distribution of temperature power is found in 
hemispheres, separated by the equator of an appropriately rotated co-ordinate 
system, whereas in dipole asymmetries the isotropy of the CMB is broken by a 
preferred axis. GORDON, C., et al., 2005 have generally described power 
asymmetries as a dipole modulation of the CMB temperature. This description 
is not based on a physical model but is purely phenomenological. In this model,
the isotropy is spontaneously broken, because the CMB gives a “... non-linear 
response to long-wavelength fluctuations in a mediating field.“ [ibid] This 
means that the observed averaged CMB temperature ΔTOBS(n) can be 
expressed as a dipole modulation 

(4H-1)  ΔTOBS(n) = (1+Ap·n)ΔTΛCDM(n) 

with a fixed unit vector p and an amplitude A ≥ 0 in the direction of p. Both 
have to be constrained from the best-fit ΛCDM model ΔTΛCDM(n) of the CMB 
temperature (or rather the best-fit power spectrum). Note that the noise is not 
considered in the model (4H-1).

From WMAP data a hemispherical or dipole power asymmetry was found by 
many authors (e.g. HOFTUFT, J., et al., 2009; ERIKSEN, H. K. et al., 2007). 
From WMAP 9-year data best-fit values were found of  p in the direction 
(l; b) = (227;-27) and amplitude A = 0.072 ± 0.022 for  multipole ranges ℓ < 64,
though the effect also exists for larger ℓ but is decreasing with the increase of ℓ 
(cp. e.g. DAI, L., et al., 2013; AXELSSON, M., et al., 2013). However, the 
WMAP Science Team concluded: ”We examine claims of a hemispherical or 
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dipole power asymmetry across the sky and find that the evidence for these 
claims is not statistically significant.“(BENNETT, C. L., et al., WMAP 7-year, 
2011). The Planck Collaboration extends the finding to ℓ = 2 - 1500 with 
directions similar to those found in the WMAP data. (Planck 2013 results. 
XXIII). The direction and amplitude are confirmed by a second independent 
statistical analysis of [ibid] that considers only low-ℓ, however, the significance
of the dipole modulation lessens with increasing ℓ. From probing the 
generalised modulation model 

(4H-2)    ΔTOBS(n) = (1+M(n))ΔTΛCDM(n) ,

using the Bipolar Spherical Harmonic formalism, they find an additional 
confirmation of the above dipole modulation results and, moreover, they get 
the suggestion that “... the simple modulation model in Eqn. 41 is inadequate 
and should minimally allow for the amplitude, A(ℓ), of the dipole to depend on 
CMB multipole,ℓ.” Here, Eqn. 41 corresponds to (4H-2) and M(n) is a fixed, 
zero-mean, dimensionless, scalar modulation field of ΔTΛCDM(n). Such a scale 
dependent A(ℓ) would mean that the dipole modulation exists only on larger 
angular scales. They report that this physically hitherto unexplained effect was 
already found in WMAP data and therefore points to a non-instrumental origin.
Before I will below propose a cosmological explanation of this effect, some 
preparations have to be taken.

4H2  The TDC Temperature as a Modulation of the ΛCDM Temperature

In the two cosmologies, there are different views on the CMB temperature: 
while the averaged ΛCDM-temperature ΔTΛCDM(n) is isotropic, the TDC-
temperature ΔTTDC(n) is not. Therefore their difference ΔTDIFF(n) is not 
isotropic so that ΔTTDC(n) can be represented as a modulation

(4H-3)   ΔTTDC(n) = (1+M(n))ΔTΛCDM(n)  

of ΔTΛCDM(n) with an non-isotropic scalar modulation function 

(4H-3a)  M(n) = ΔTDIFF(n)/ΔTΛCDM(n)  .

of unit vector n. The simple scalar product ansatz 
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(4H-3b)  M1(n) = Ap·n

gives a first order approximation of M(n) of unknown precision with the same 
meaning of p and A as in (4H-1). Planck 2013 results.XXIII rules out
the presence of modulation fields of higher order. In ΛCDM cosmology, a best-
fit ΛCDM model ΔTΛCDM(n) should lead to A = 0, whereas the found 
A ≠ 0 and p confirm a non-isotropic dipole modulation as required by the TDC.

4H3  The Reason for the Dipole Modulation 

DAI, L., et al., 2013 (and others, see the references therein) discuss possible 
reasons for the 2013 results of the Planck Collaboration on power asymmetry 
without  finding a probable candidate. They conclude among others:“Any 
model that modulates the power must do so without introducing a modulation 
in the density of the Universe.“ This is in agreement with ΛCDM cosmology 
but not with the TDC in which the total density is a function of time. They also 
conclude: “This power asymmetry is, as we explain below, extremely difficult 
to reconcile with inflation.“  

The reason for the dipole modulation must be among the reasons for the non-
isotropy of the TDC, because the power asymmetries are non-isotropic. 
These reasons have been listed as number (1) - (4) above in sub-section 4F. Out
of these four points, the dipole modulation could be caused by one point or 
several or all points. In sub-section 4G the second point - i.e. the rotation of the
universe with its drastic decrease of rotation velocity from assumed relativistic 
velocities after the Big Bang to a near stand-still today - has been found to 
determine the rotation axis in the CMB. This direction of the axis alone does 
not represent the complete rotation information, because the information about 
the rotation velocity and its drastic decay is still missing.  In sub-section 4G it 
was calculated that the information on this drastic decay is encoded in the 
CMB. Thus, the missing complete rotation  information is to be expected to 
cause an anomaly or to contribute to one. Drawing a connection between the 
dipole modulation and the sought complete rotation information requires to 
demonstrate how the decreasing rotation of the universe generates the 
modulation. 

A considerable part of this demonstration was done already in the above 
mentioned paper of GORDON, C., et al., 2005. They introduce a “class of 
models in which statistical isotropy is broken spontaneously in the CMB
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by a non-linear response to long-wavelength fluctuations in a mediating field”, 
yielding the dipole modulation which represents the general power asymmetry. 
Their “multiplicative model for breaking statistical isotropy” is purely 
phenomenological without a physical model for (a) the long-wavelength 
fluctuations, (b) the non-linear CMB response, and (c) the mediating field. A 
combination of their phenomenological model with the physical model of the 
TDC rotation identifies (a) as the rotation which has a long wavelength 
compared to the CMB, namely the circumference of the universe, and which 
fluctuates spatially with a decrease of velocity so that the long wave-length 
becomes even longer (b) as the rotation that will cause a non-linear response or
reaction of the undisturbed CMB, and (c) as the primordial universe being the 
mediating field of forming the primordial fluctuations leaving a corresponding 
signature in the CMB. The other way round, one can extract the details from 
the paper of GORDON, C., et al., 2005, and map them to the details of the 
rotation. 

This application of the Theory of  GORDON, C., et al., 2005 to the TDC does 
not require the independent existence of an underlying isotropic CMB that is 
altered by the rotation. The combination of both theories also works, if the 
primordial density/temperature permutations were generated in the presence of 
the rotation. In the TDC, the permutations were created shortly before the Big 
Bang in a rotating Black Hole. Thus, the modulation and the rotation are highly
correlated.     
  
GORDON et al. also see the connection of their model to the quadrupole-
octopole alignment and “... construct a proof of principle model (§ IV B) that 
solves the quadrupole and octopole mutual alignment problem”. The pure 
rotation without its decrease, expressed by the direction of its axis, defines this 
alignment, as shown above in sub-section 4G, whereas the rotation plus its 
decrease encode the dipole modulation and thus the power asymmetries. 

As mentioned, the Planck Collaboration has found a dependency of the 
modulation amplitude A from the the multipole ℓ, A(ℓ) and furthermore it 
seems that the A(ℓ) is fading away and looses significance with increasing ℓ. 
This feature is not contained in GORDON, C., et al., 2005, but follows from 
the rotation in a natural way, because its impact lessens for smaller angels. This
means that the violation of statistical isotropy is not restricted to large angular 
scales but is present (albeit not observable) in the complete temperature 
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spectrum. 

4H4 The Universe as modified BIANCHI VIITDC Model    

Now, the relation between the BIANCHI VIIh model and the CMB becomes 
clear, though the universe is not such a model (McEWEN, J. D., et al., 2013 
and the literature therein; Planck Collaboration: Planck 2013 results. XXVI). If
one decouples the BIANCHI VIIh parameters from the standard cosmological 
parameters and uses them phenomenologically only to generate an unphysical 
template which describes a rotation of the universe, this template shows 
correlation to the CMB. If such a template is best-fit to the CMB data and then 
subtracted from these data, some CMB anomalies disappear (Planck 
Collaboration: Planck 2013 results. XIII.) Among these are the hemispherical 
asymmetry,  the phase correlations, and the anomalous skewness and kurtosis 
values but not the low variance (Planck 2013 results.XXIII). Yet, the universe 
has no BIANCHI VIIh geometry as is scrutinised by Planck 2013 results. 
XXVI. However, as evidenced above, it has the geometry of a  BIANCHI VIIh 
model – if  this  is modified by the TDC with respect to the drastically slowed 
down rotation (“BIANCHI VIITDC model”). This raises the question for the 
compatibility of this modified model BIANCHI VIITDC and cosmological 
parameters following from fitting the TDC to PLANCK (and WMAP) data. 
McEWEN, J. D., et al., 2013 write: 

”WMAP data thus do not favour Bianchi VIIh cosmologies over the Λ standard 
Λ Cold Dark Matter (ΛCDM) cosmology. It is not possible to discount Bianchi 
VIIh cosmologies in favour of ΛCDM completely, but we are able to constrain 
the vorticity of physical Bianchi VIIh cosmologies at (ω/H)0 < 8.6 x 10ˉ¹º with 
95% confidence.“

The Planck 2013 results XXVI state the same conclusion. 

The fact that - different from the anomalous skewness and kurtosis - the low 
variance does not depend on the rotation as expressed by the conventional 
BIANCHI VIIh model (Planck 2013 results.XXIII), suggests that the density 
perturbations were created  suddenly and during the Big Bang Process - as 
proposed in sub-section 4A.

The TDC-correlation between the rotation and the dipole modulation is the 
reason why the power asymmetry disappears, if the CMB data are corrected for
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the BIANCHI VIIh template. However, the question remains open, if the axis 
and the amplitude of the modulation have a physical meaning besides their 
statistical meaning. As long as the details of the physical Big Bang Process are 
not known, it cannot be excluded that the perturbations came into existence 
with a power asymmetry already - comparable to the intrinsic lack of large-
angle correlation.  

4I  The Re-ionisation History of the Universe

(a) The ΛCDM cosmology and the TDC have different re-ionisation histories 
of the universe. These differ in (1) the sources and  their fluxes of the re-
ionisation and in (2) the redshift zmax at which the re-ionisation began. In the 
TDC, imported N-body systems of super-massive and middle-class Black 
Holes were imported via the horizon of the universe and grouped here into an 
outer group of middle-class Black Holes, forming the halo of structures, and an
inner group, forming structures like galaxys, clusters and super-clusters with a 
central Black Hole (or a central galaxy) which developed from the central 
Black Hole of the N-body system. The nested structure of the N-body systems 
is reflected by the specific structure of  clusters and super clusters. 

It is extremely improbable that also stars are imported, because they would 
have survived in a Black Hole dominated contracting spacetime. The oldest 
presently known star in 2013, HD 140283, was created soon after the Big 
Bang. Within the error budget of its age estimate, this does not conflict with the
age of the universe (BOND, H. E., et al., 2013). This paper gives this  age as 
13.77 ± 0.06 Gyr shortly before the PLANCK result 13.817 ± 0.048 Gyr was 
published (Planck Collaboration: Planck 2013 results. XVI). The creation of 
POP III stars stars requires the presence of Dark Matter (BROMM, V., & 
LOEB, A., 2003). According to the TDC, Dark Matter consists of  Black Holes 
which have additionally accreted matter in the universe. Therefore in the TDC, 
no stars existed before the first Black Hole import and the first re-ionisation 
was caused by the matter infall on the accretion discs of imported Black Holes. 

Each import of a N-body structure contributes to re-ionisation and triggers the 
formation of matter structures, which consist mainly of stars, that some time 
after the N-body import contribute to re-ionisation as well. That x-ray radiation
from the matter infall on the accretion discs of Black Holes has contributed to 
re-ionisation is a usual approach in literature (e.g. RICOTTI, M., et al., 2004). 
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GARDNER, J. P., et al., 2006, write: ”Soon after the first light sources appear, 
both high-mass stars and accretion onto black holes become viable sources of 
ionizing radiation. We do not know which are primarily responsible for 
reionizing hydrogen in the surrounding intergalactic medium (IGM).” ELLIS, 
E. R., 2007 asks about re-ionisation: “What were the sources responsible?”and 
gives the answer: “History has shown the naivety of astronomers in assuming 
a single population to be responsible for various phenomena - usually some 
complex combination is the answer.” 

A combination of Black Hole accretion and star UV light is the reason for 
re-ionisation in the TDC. The matter accretion of the central Black Hole and of 
the halo Black Holes creates x-ray radiation produced by inverse-THOMSON 
scattering of originally less-energetic photons. These x-rays contribute to the 
early high efficient re-ionisation. According to their masses, to the density of 
the accreted gas, and to the evolution of the accretion process, the Black Holes 
induce an x-ray spectrum which re-ionises the Inter Stellar Medium (ISM) as 
well as the Inter Galactic Medium (IGM). Because of their long mean path, the 
x-ray photons are able to re-ionise also the large low-density IGM with its 
much lower recombination rate compared to this one of the much denser ISM 
(which at the beginning of the galaxy formation process better should be called 
“Intra Galactic Medium”). Located in the outer regions of the developing 
proto-galaxies, the halo Black Holes contribute by the accretion onto them both
to the ionisation of the ISM as well as of the IGM. 

During the accretion, UV radiation is emitted besides the x-ray radiation and 
thus contributes to the re-ionisation, though to a lesser extent. The UV rays 
ionise especially the ISM. Some Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) produce 
galaxy-crossing high energy jets which also contribute to the ISM re-ionisation.

This TDC co-operation of Black Holes and stars at re-ionisation must create 
in the beginning a very patchy re-ionisation at the isolated spots of the Black 
Holes import into the universe so that the re-ionisation function xe(z) started 
very slowly, i.e. very flat. Such a slow start is compatible with the relatively 
low value of the optical depth τ to re-ionisation and a large redshift zmax of the 
beginning of re-ionisation (compare DUNKLEY, J., et al., WMAP 5-year, 
2008, Fig. 8, and SPERGEL, D. N., et al., WMAP 3-year v2, Fig. 3).This 
higher resdshift zmax is a telltale of the TDC re-ionisation, compared to this one 
of a re-ionisation dominated by stars. 
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In its further course, this early patchy re-ionisation became more and more 
ubiquitous, the more as developed galaxies contributed to the re-ionisation 
process. The accretion of Black Holes comes to an end, once there is no more 
matter available within their accretion radius R(M) ~  M1/3 (though it would 
resume accretion again, if new matter had became available again by matter 
fluxes into the accretion sphere around the Black Hole. This is exactly what is 
observed in some Black Holes.) After the creation of a bulk of stars, re-
ionisation was completed by a combination of copious stellar UV fluxes and 
less frequent x-ray fluxes induced by newly imported N-body systems. For a 
longer time, there was an overlap of the re-ionisation induced by Black Holes 
and this one by stars until the latter ended re-ionisation. The characteristic 
features of the TDC re-ionisation are compiled in TABLE 4I-1.

(b) The exact reconstruction of the re-ionisation history of the universe is 
expected to be possible with PLANCK  polarisation EE data, which are 
announced for 2014. Assuming a two step re-ionisation history, HOLDER, G. 
P., et al., 2003, “...find the Planck satellite can simultaneously determine the 
initial redshift of reionization to ± 2 and τ to ± 0.01.“ According to RICOTTI, 
M., et al., 2004, the “Planck satellite should be able to distinguish between the 
visibility function produced by an early X-ray partial ionisation (peaking at 
large z) or the one expected for re-ionisation by stellar sources (peaking at 
lower z)“. In order to constrain zmax and the shape of xe(z) in an optimal way, 
M. J. MORTONSON and W. HU applied a well known mathematical method 
and approximated xe(z)  by its “principal components” Sμ(z)(μ = 1,2,...), which
are eigen-functions of the FISHER matrix, which is derived from the z-binned 
low-ℓ EE power spectrum (MORTONSON, M. J., & HU, W., 2007). They 
write that "...it should be possible to constrain about three eigenmodes at ~ 2 σ 
within the space of physical models, and we expect τ to be determined to an 
accuracy of about ± 0.01. This is consistent with previous estimates of the 
Planck optical depth uncertainty ...“ They have reversely computed the values 
of the “...polarization power spectra for any ionization history at z < 30 
allowed by the 5-year WMAP data, assuming the standard ΛCDM paradigm.“ 
[ibid, Fig. 2 ] For ℓ <~ 5, the variation of these values is smaller than the 
cosmic variance. This means: “... the data at ℓ ~ 5 in combination with any 
ionization history and the power law initial power spectrum make a prediction 
for the ensemble-averaged power at lower ℓ that is sharper than can be 
measured. Conversely, measurements that violate this prediction at a 
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statistically significant level require modifications to the ΛCDM paradigm 
itself, much like low measurements of the temperature quadrupole.“ (Planck 
Collaboration: Planck 2013 results. XXII uses their method already, however, 
with substitute MWAP polarisation data and for another purpose, i.e. the 
constraining of the scalar spectral index of primordial perturbations.) Applied 
to PLANCK EE data, the method may verify or falsify the TDC predictions on 
the re-ionisation history of the universe.  

TABLE 4I-1: Predictions of the TDC on the Re-ionisation History of the 
Universe
1  The very first re-ionisation started by gas infall onto massive, imported 
Black Holes 
2  The re-ionisation was double-powered by such Black Holes and stars which 
developed as the consequence of this Black Hole import
3  The re-ionisation was very patchy at its beginning 
4  The re-ionisation startet at a higher redshift than possible for a re-ionisation 
with stellar sources alone or dominated by them
5 The re-ionisation started very slowly (i.e. with a flat re-ionisation function at 
high redshift )
6  The first re-ionisation by Black Holes as sources is then increasingly joined 
and eventually ended by a re-ionisation with stars as sources. 

(Note that all of these predicted features are counted as one signature among 
the altogether 17 signatures, which the TDC predicts or explains in section 4.)  

4J   How flat is the Universe?

PLANCK, WMAP and many other studies find constraints of the spatial 
curvature of the universe Ωk very close to zero, suggesting that we live in the  
almost flat universe which inflation theories predict. These predictions allow  
Ωk ≈ 10-5, the magnitude of quantum fluctuations. At present, this precision is 
not yet possible by PLANCK 2013 data which give the constraint 
100Ωk = -0.05 (+0.65 - 0.66) at 95% C.L., gained by combining PLANCK data
with low-ℓ WMAP polarisation data, high-resolution CMB data, and BAO data
(Planck Collaboration: Planck 2013 results. XVI). In the face of this value, on 
the one hand, it is straightforward to follow this suggestion of inflation, but, on 
the other hand, inflation is not proven. The only offered proof by the result of 
the BICEP2 Collaboration in 2014 will turn out (below in sub-section 4N) to 
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be no proof. 

In the TDC, at present, the universe is not flat, but Ωk has a very small positive 
value, deviating slightly from the above PLANCK result. This can be explained
by the fact that all PLANCK constraints stem from a fitting of the ΛCDM 
model to the data. This Ωk of the TDC is the result of two consecutive 
flattening processes: (1) an initial primordial flattening process which flattens 
the universe in a non-inflationary way until flatness is reached  and which then 
continues into hyperbolic geometry until the process is stopped by the 
increasing gravitational Dark Energy. This initial flattening leaves the universe 
in a slightly hyperbolic geometry in which it would expand for ever. However, 
the increasing Dark Energy (2) flattens the universe in the opposite way than 
the initial flattening back towards flatness. This on-going late flattening 
process proceeds asymptotic-like very slowly and will reach flatness only in a 
far future. This is the reason why the present value of  Ωk is so small that it is  
not yet distinguishable from from Ωk = 0. 

The initial flattening is explained in the context with other related issues like 
the Initial Conditions of the universe below in sub-section 4N. There both 
flattening processes of the TDC are confronted with the inflationary flattening 
in TABLE 4N-1. The description of the late flattening is a bit lengthy and has 
therefore been stored in APPENDIX 2. There besides the solution of the 
flatness problem, the coincidence problem is also solved in a consistent way.   

These solutions are corroborated by a NEWTONian approximation of the 
dynamics of the universe in APPENDIX 4 that was devised much later than 
APPENDIX 2 in the development process of the TDC. When writing 
APPENDIX 4, I knew that this NEWTONian theory had to fit the solution of 
the flatness problem in APPENDIX 2 - and indeed, the NEWTONian theory 
led to an encounter with the TDC flatness theory, showing that the universe 
once was flat and will be flat again, in between having very small values of 
Ωk(a) which mimic flatness. See APPENDIX 2 for the explanation of this 
mimicry by the late flattening process. 

4K Constraining the HUBBLE Constant H0: the Reasons for the Tension 
between PLANCK and astro-physical Data 

(a) A multitude of cosmological functions and parameters are different in the 
two cosmologies. These include e.g. the parameters of the matter density ΩM(a)
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and the Dark Energy density ΩDE(a), the spatial curvature Ωk(a), the HUBBLE 
function H(a), and the parameter w(a) of the Dark Energy Equation-of-State 
(cp. sub-section 3B2(k)). This deviancy could be best shown by comparing fits 
of  both models to PLANCK (and WMAP) data which has not yet been 
performed. The cosmological parameters, fitted to PLANCK and WMAP data, 
are no absolute (“true“) constraints but only constraints with respect to ΛCDM 
cosmology. If in the future this cosmology were proven true or evidenced 
convincingly inclusive a complete understanding of inflation, then these results
would be true constraints. At present, this is not the case as the Planck 
Collaboration (Planck 2013 results. XVI) writes about the inflationary basis of 
this cosmology : "Despite this success, the fundamental physics behind 
inflation is not yet understood and there is no convincing evidence that rules 
out alternative scenarios for the early Universe.“ According to this statement, 
the success of such an alternative scenario is theoretically possible. 

(b) Even within ΛCDM cosmology, results can be more deviant than expected. 
The Planck 2013 results. XVI, reports on its H0: “The tension between the 
CMB-based estimates and the astrophysical measurements of H0 is intriguing 
and merits further discussion.“ Their Fig.16 shows that the PLANCK 2013 H0 
is smaller than H0 from several selected astro-physical studies including SNe 
studies and is also smaller than H0 from the WMAP 
9-year data. The Planck Collaboration can not resolve this tension in spite of 
many analyses and extensions of ΛCDM cosmology. “The tension between 
Planck and the direct measurements of H0 cannot be easily resolved by varying
the parameters of the base ΛCDM model. Section 6 will explore whether there 
are any extensions to the base ΛCD M model that can relieve this tension.“ 
[ibid] From 2013 PLANCK temperature data, WMAP 9-year low-ℓ 
polarisation data, and high-ℓ CMB data from the Atacama Cosmology 
Telescope and the South Pole Telescope, they have constrained today's matter 
density Ωm and HUBBLE constant H0 as (with dimensionless h = H0/100):   

(4K-1)   Ωmh² = 0.143 ± 0.003

(4K-2)   H0 = (67.3 ± 1.2) km sˉ¹ Mpcˉ¹ (68%; Planck+WP+highL)

(4K-3)   Ωm =  0.315 + 0.016 -0.018       (68%; Planck+WP+highL). 

Especially the SNe results of RIESS, A.G., et al., 2011, H0 = (73.8 ± 2.4) 
km sˉ¹ Mpcˉ¹ and of FREEDMAN, W. L., et al., 2012, H0 = [74.3 ± 1.5  
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(statistical) ± 2.1 (systematic)] km sˉ¹ Mpcˉ¹, put severe pressure on the 
PLANCK result. The differences of around 7 km sˉ¹ Mpcˉ¹ should not remain 
unresolved. Current research, based on PLANCK data, shows the 
consequences of this tension (WANG, Y., & WANG, Sh., 2013). As several 
extensions of ΛCDM cosmology did not succeed to resolve this tension, it may 
be rewarding to tentatively try another cosmology, particularly as the  Planck 
Collaboration supposes that comparing CMB results of H0 with astro-physical 
measurements “...could be a pointer to new physics.“ ( 2013 results. XVI) 

In the view of the TDC, the results on H0 from CMB data and e.g. from SNe 
data are deviant for different reasons. For simplicity, I will deal with SNe data 
only, however, the argumentation can be easily extended to other astro-physical
data. From SNe data, H0 is lastly obtained via the the luminosity distance 
function dL(z) from the 1. FRIEDMANN equation for the present epoch of 
accelerated expansion 

(4K-4)  ΩTOT + Ωk = 1
(4K-4a) H²ΩTOT = (8πΓ/3)ρTOT

(4K-4b) ρTOT = ρM + ρDE

with the total energy parameter ΩTOT, its density ρTOT, consisting of a matter 
(M) and Dark Energy (DE) contribution. The equation (4K-4) is in both 
cosmologies formally the same, but Ωk and  ΩTOT are different. In the flat base 
PLANCK model there is Ωk ≡ 0 giving ΩTOT ≡ 1. The function Ωk(z) of the 
TDC is described in APPENDIX 2; its present value is a very small parameter 
Ωk(0) = 1- ΩTOT(0) > 0. Thus, the TDC-ΩTOT(z) is smaller than the ΛCDM-
ΩTOT(z) ≡ 1 by the value of the TDC-Ωk(z). 

Therefore in both cosmologies H0 should be the same, if constrained from the 
data of the same SNe set, provided that (1) both use the same prior information 
on ρTOT(0) relative to their cosmology and (2) dL(z) is modified for hyperbolic 
universes, according to the TDC. However, a H0 constrained from SNe data 
does not allow to correctly constrain ρM(0) and ΩM(0) in ΛCDM cosmology, 
because of the missing matter import, let aside the different ρDE resulting from 
the gravitation of U0 rather than from a Cosmological Constant density ρDE = 
Λ/8πΓ.  Thus in ΛCDM cosmology, ρM(z) will be constrained too small for z > 
0 and therefore ρDE too large from a prior ρTOT(0).   

If constrained from SNe data, H0 has only little contribution from the spatial 
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curvature compared to the contribution from the matter import, vice versa to 
constraining H0 from CMB data. The primordial elliptic curvature of the 
universe changes the peaks of the temperature spectrum and their positions. 
Therefore e.g. the third peak, defining Ωmh², actually represents elliptic 
geometry, however, the peak is taken as a peak of flat ΛCDM geometry, in 
which it would be lower than it actually is. In the case of a primordial 
hyperbolic universe, the peak would be higher than it actually is. As the 
PLANCK base model assumes flatness, its 3. peak is too high in the assumed 
ΛCDM cosmology. Therefore the right side of equation (4K-1) is too high and 
thus H0 is too low, according to the right panel of Planck Collaboration: Planck
2013 results. XVI, Fig. 17. 

Here I have considered only the different geometries of both cosmologies.  The
other main difference, the matter import, counteracts the considered effect by 
delivering a lower today's Ωm in the ΛCDM cosmology than in the TDC. That 
the net effect of both effects is still significant, shows the relatively strong 
ellipticity of the Surface of last Scatter. 

However, why is the PLANCK-H0 smaller than the WMAP 9-year value? The 
better precision of PLANCK allows a very tight constraint of the acoustic scale
parameter and therefore a better constraint (4K-1) than the corresponding 
WMAP 9-year value

(4K-5)  Ωmh² = 0.136 ± 0.004  ,

leading to a “more precise“ Ωm and thus a lower h. It appears somehow 
paradox that exactly the higher precision of the PLANCK satellite causes a 
result that is in greater tension to the results from astro-physical data than this  
of the less precise WMAP satellite. The explanation of the paradox is that 
CMB and astro-physical data must deliver opposite values of H0 due to their 
opposite curvature and the Dark Matter and Dark Energy import which change 
the curvature.

Considering the matter import and the evolution of the spatial curvature of the 
universe, suggests that the ΛCDM-H0 from SNe data is closer to the “true“ H0 
than this one from CMB spectra. This gives the possibility to constrain the Ωk 
of the Surface SLS of last Scatter. 

(c) For the same reason as the third peak also the other observed six TT 
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spectrum peaks are too high in ΛCDM cosmology. Therefore cosmological 
parameters derived from the peaks (or fitted to CMB data) are deviant. Of 
course, this deviancy is continued, if such deviant parameters are used to derive
further parameters. Therefore all PLANCK (and WMAP) parameters, derived 
in one or the other way, are deviant! Just to mention one parameter: the 
universe is younger in the TDC than in ΛCDM cosmology - as follows from 
Lemma A in APPENDIX 5 below. Therefore it is advisable to fit a TDC model 
to the PLANCK data!  

(d) As described, the tension between values of H0, constrained from CMB and
from astro-physical data, is caused by different geometries and therefore is 
intrinsic. Thus, attempts to reconcile this tension by using combinations of 
CMB data and lower-z data would not lead to meaningful constraints, even if 
such combinations formally relieved the tension. Generally, any combination of
CMB data and lower-z data requires a preceding check, if the intended 
constraints allow this combination.

BENNETT, C. L., et al., 2014, combine CMB, BAO, and cosmic distance 
ladder data in order to constrain the HUBBLE constant supposedly to 1%  and 
to receive "... a best-estimate concordance Hubble constant value of 
69.6 ± 0.7 kms−¹Mpc−¹" and argue: "Given the currently available data, we 
argue that there is no compelling need for physics beyond standard flat ΛCDM 
to establish consistency between the H0 values derived using three separate but
complementary methods". 

The TDC argues differently: the fact that the tension could not be resolved by 
the Planck Collaboration, based on this standard flat ΛCDM model and its 
extensions, requires to question this model seriously rather than trying only to 
derive concordance values from it. 

Despite their argumentation that there is "...no compelling need for physics 
beyond standard flat ΛCDM...", C. L. BENNETT et al. also write: "It is vital to
continue to improve the various measurements of H0 in order to search for new
physics." It appears (to me) they argue that due to their measurement of H0 to 
1% accuracy, new physics is not needed but expect this new physics possibly to
arise from a further improvement of this 1% . 

Another conclusion of the paper is: "We have shown that additional 
parameters are not necessary to have consistency among the CMB, BAO, and 
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H0 results. Should future measurements substantially increase the tension, this 
could be resolved with additional model parameters." This is what the TDC is  
actually proposing in form of a variable Ωk(a).   

4L   The Reason for the Tension between PLANCK Results             
       from Primary CMB Temperature and from SZ Cluster Counts  

4L1 The found Tensions  

The Planck Collaboration (Planck 2013 results. XX) constrains cosmological 
parameters using, on the one hand, the primary CMB temperature and, on the 
other hand, SUNYAEV-ZELDOVIC (SZ) Cluster Counts and finds significant 
differences between the results on today's matter density ΩM. Furthermore the 
results on today's amplitude σ8 of matter density fluctuations differ 
significantly. Both parameters are smaller  from SZ cluster counts than from 
the primary temperature [ibid, Fig. 11].  The Planck Collaboration cannot 
explain these differences. Their analyses lead to the assumption of a bias of 
unknown origin between the X-ray determined cluster mass and the true mass 
of about 20%. They find that this bias is increasing with the mass, but they do 
not examine the dependency of the bias on the redshift. (This increase of the 
bias with mass is in accordance with formula (AP1-5) in APPENDIX 1.)
Though scrutinising every possible solution, they cannot explain the bias of 
about 45% that would reconcile the primary CMB and the SZ results, writing: 
“Such a large bias is difficult to reconcile with numerical simulations, and 
cluster masses estimated from X-rays and from weak lensing do not typically 
show such large offsets.” Among possible solutions, they even consider an 
extension of the minimal ΛCDM model, however, they argue against this 
possibility: “Any extension would need to modify the power spectrum on the 
scales probed by clusters, while leaving the scales probed by primary CMB 
observations unaffected.” In fact, such a modification is needed due to the 
matter import and the change of spatial curvature. They also write:”A different 
mass function may also help reconcile the tension.” The Planck Collaboration 
discusses “ … issues that need to be resolved in order to make progress in this 
field.” The tension is reflected in the companion paper Planck 2013 results. 
XVI on Cosmological Parameters which reports in its sub-section 5.5.3 
(“Counts of rich clusters") on “a significant (3σ) discrepancy that remains 
unexplained" with results of Planck Collaboration: Planck 2013 results.XX, 
concerning the matter density fluctuation parameter σ8. Both papers use “...a 
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relation between cluster mass and tSZ signal...". The Planck 2013 results.XVI 
assumes hydrostatic equilibrium of the intra-cluster gas, while the authors of 
the Planck 2013 results.XX “...assume a bias of 20% between the X-ray 
derived masses and the true cluster masses”, because this equilibrium is not 
considered to be perfect. The first paper draws from this tension between 
results on σ8 the conclusion: “At this stage of our understanding of the biases 
and scatter in the cluster mass calibrations, we believe that for the purposes of 
this paper it is premature to use cluster counts together with CMB 
measurements to search for new physics”. In the view of the TDC, such probes 
are not premature but urgent. 

4L2  The Reason for the Tension

has been explained in detail above in section 2. In ΛCDM cosmology too small
cluster masses are obtained from mass-signal relations, because the matter 
import into the universe is unknown, so that the total (“true") cluster mass is 
believed to have collapsed. Therefore the astro-physical signal wrongly does 
not express the total mass but only the smaller collapsed mass. The Planck 
Collaboration (Planck 2013 results.XX) uses a mass(M)-SZ Flux(Y) relation to
obtain the cluster masses. Note that the term E(z) in [ibid, equation (7)] is 
different in the two cosmologies. Consequently,  the observed mass is to small 
compared to the total cluster mass and needs a bias correction by 1- b ≈ 0.8  
(including other minor biases). An even larger bias b is required to reconcile  
the lower values of ΩM and σ8 with the values from CMB Temperature, 
according to the joint analysis mentioned in [ibid]. Of course, the bias of the 
different galaxy clusters can be used to constrain the mass of their imported 
seeds. 

4L3 A Comparison with Cluster Masses from Weak-lensing 

In the  meantime, weak-lensing mass measurements from the "Weighing the 
Giants" (WtG) project have confirmed a significant mass difference between 
their masses MWtG and PLANCK masses MPLANCK for 22 clusters used in both 
projects (LINDEN, A. v. d., et al., 2014). They found a ratio 
MPLANCK/MWtG =  0.688+0.056-0.050(stat)±0.049)(syst) and consider the MWtG 
as proxies for the true cluster masses on average. This ratio is about 1.6σ  lower
than the Planck default mass bias of 1-b = 0.8. Therefore they conclude: 
"Adopting the WtG mass calibration would raise the value of σ8 inferred from 
the Planck SZ cluster counts and alleviate the tension with the Planck CMB 
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results." However, this alleviation does not remove the underlying problem as 
their further result shows: They "...also find modest evidence (at 95 per cent 
confidence) for a mass dependence of the calibration ratio... ." This 
corresponds to the prediction in APPENDIX 1, cp. formula (AP1-5), which 
also contains a dependence on redshift that is not reported in [ibid].

4M  How to possibly falsify Inflation with 2013 PLANCK Data

From the just mentioned constraint of this Black Hole seed import, the matter 
density ΩM(z) can be constrained. According to the explanation of the reason 
for the tension between the present HUBBLE speed H0 as derived from 
PLANCK and SNe data, given in subsection 4K(b), ΩM(z) is needed to 
constrain the spatial curvature Ωk/LS of the Surface SLS of last Scatter. 
According to inflation theory, there is Ωk/LS =≈ 0; according to the TDC, 
Ωk/LS < 0 is expected. Therefore only a value Ωk/LS < 0, Ωk/LS ≈ 0 would leave 
the case undecided. The fact that the tensions, mentioned in sub-sections 4K an
4L, are present in the 2013 PLANCK data suggests that these data have 
sufficient constraining power to falsify inflation.  

4N  Primordial Vector and Tensor Modes from Initial Conditions of the    
       Universe
4N1The first Finding of primary B-mode Polarisation Power claimed by the  
           BICEP2 Collaboration and their Interpretation of this Signal as 
        Confirmation of Inflation   

a) In March 2014, the BICEP2 Collaboration reported the first finding of 
primary B-mode polarisation as the result of an observation of a small 
low-foreground region of the sky with a special CMB polarimeter at the South 
Pole for three seasons from 2010 to 2012. They received a B-mode polarisation
spectrum "… perfectly consistent with lensed-ΛCDM with one striking 
exception: the detection of a large excess in the BB spectrum in exactly the 
range where an inflationary gravitational wave signal is expected to peak." 
This is the multipole range 30 < ℓ <150. (BICEP2 Collaboration: BICEP2 I, 
2014). They demonstrated by various tests and simulations "... that the signal 
is real and 'on the sky' " and foregrounds are sub-dominant. They concluded: 
"The simplest and most economical remaining interpretation of the B-mode 
signal which we have detected is that it is due to tensor modes — the IGW 
template is an excellent fit to the observed excess." (IGW = Inflationary 
Gravitational Waves.) 
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The Collaboration constrains the tensor-to-scalar ratio r = 0.20+0.07-0.05 and 
corrects it to r = 0.16+0.06-0.05 for the dust model which " ... is perhaps the 
most likely to be close to reality ...", pointing out: "These high values of r are 
in apparent tension with previous indirect limits based on temperature 
measurements … ." Among these is the indirect PLANCK 2013 result 
r = r0.002 < 0.11 (95% CL) (Planck 2013 results. XXII).

(b) However, the quoted "... ℓ range where an inflationary gravitational wave 
signal is expected to peak" is not unique to IGW, if any, but would be common 
to all  Primordial Gravitational Waves (PGW), if any. These primordial tensor 
modes would produce polarisation primarily on angular scales greater than a 
degree  (KAMIONKOWSKI, M. et al.,1997) and and therefore peak for 
ℓ < 180. Leaving some room in ℓ-space for an increase before the peak and a 
decrease after the peak results in about the range of 30 < ℓ <150 where the 
Collaboration has found the B-mode excess with a peak of the BB auto 
spectrum at ℓ ≈ 80. (There is also a first peak from re-ionisation  at ℓ ≈ 10.) 
This means that the BICEP2 observations are no unique evidence for IGW, but 
that they can be evidence for other PGW as well. Below, it will be explained 
that such other PGW actually exist.

(c)  The above quoted paper (BICEP2 Collaboration: BICEP2 I, 2014) states: 
"Although highly successful, the inflationary paradigm represents a vast 
extrapolation from well-tested regimes in physics. It invokes quantum effects in
highly curved spacetime at energies near 10^16 GeV and timescales less than 
10^-32 s. A definitive test of this paradigm would be of fundamental 
importance." Furthermore, they report to have achieved this definitive test: 
"The detection of B-mode polarization of the CMB at large angular scales 
would provide a unique confirmation of inflation and a probe of its energy 
scale (Seljak 1997; Kamionkowski et al. 1997; Seljak & Zaldarriaga 1997)."

However, in fact none of these three papers supports the claim that a detection 
of B-mode polarisation provides a unique confirmation of inflation and a probe
of its energy scale. 

(d1) The first paper, SELJAK, U., 1997, addresses inflation only once: 
"Discussion in § 4 applies only if polarization is produced by scalar 
perturbations. While this is certainly a valid approximation on small angular 
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scales (ℓ > 100), on larger scales one may be able to detect polarization from 
nonscalar perturbations, induced either by vector or by tensor modes. The 
latter are of particular interest, because they are expected to be present in 
several inflationary based models, although only on large angular scales and 
with rather small amplitudes (Crittenden et al. 1993)."

Thus, polarisation from non-scalar modes like B-mode polarisation can come 
from vector and/or tensor modes, whereas BICEP2 does not consider vector 
modes at all. Vector modes are known to be damped out by inflation, while 
according to the quotation, tensor modes are predicted not by all but only by 
several of the numerous inflation models. This does not exclude IGW as the 
reason for B-mode polarisation but allows this reason also to be e.g. vector 
modes without inflation or after a tensor-less inflation. Tensor and vector mode
combinations independent from inflation are not excluded by this paper. Thus, 
B-mode power is possible without inflation and vice versa inflation does not 
necessarily produce B-mode power. Therefore this paper does not allow the 
claimed conclusion that B-mode power provides "a unique confirmation of 
inflation".

In the Conclusions section of  SELJAK, U., 1997 we read additionally: 
"Finally, if foregrounds can be controlled, then a unique signature of tensor (or
vector) perturbations could be directly observed, although this would require
an exquisite understanding of noise properties, systematics, and foregrounds at
the level of 0.5 μK." Obviously, the word "unique" refers here to a unique 
signature of non-scalar perturbations.  

(d2) The second  paper, KAMIONKOWSKI, M. et al.,1997, addresses inflation
only once, too: "CMB anisotropies will help determine whether density 
perturbations (scalar modes) are the result of inflation, topological defects, or 
perhaps some other mechanism. Detection of a stochastic gravity-wave 
background (tensor modes) [1] or vortical motions in the primeval fluid 
(vector modes) would help to discriminate between these models. Inflation 
damps out vector modes but will produce some tensor modes and also predicts 
a specific relationship between the spectrum of the scalar and tensor 
fluctuations [2]." They also point out to the fact that the "… polarization signal
can be used to discriminate between scalar and vector or tensor metric 
perturbations." 
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This describes that (1) the density perturbations as expressed by CMB 
temperature fluctuations may also come from some other mechanism than 
inflation and that (2) B-mode polarisation as a signature of non-scalar modes is
either produced by gravity (=gravitational) waves or by vortical motions (or a 
combination thereof). Both statements are in agreement with the explanation of
the TDC, given below, but do not support at all the claim of the BICEP2 
Collaboration that their excellent result, the found excess signal, " ... provide(s)
a unique confirmation of inflation and a probe of its energy scale." 

(d3)  The third referenced paper, SELJAK, U. &  ZALDARRIAGA, M., 1997, 
deals with the signature of primordial gravity (=gravitational) waves in CMB 
polarisation. For this signature, the B-channel is crucial: "Moreover, a 
detection of signal in this channel would be a model independent detection of 
non-scalar perturbations." These comprise tensor and vector modes. "… vector
modes, if present before recombination, will also contribute to both 
polarization channels and so could contaminate the signature of gravity waves.
At present there are no viable cosmological models that would produce a 
significant contribution of vector modes without a comparable amount of 
tensor modes. In inflationary models vector modes, even if produced during 
inflation, decay away and are not significant during recombination." The paper
considers a variety of cosmological models like universes with different tensor-
to-scalar ratios, with different optical depths, with topological defects or 
inflationary models. For the latter a numerical evaluation of  presented exact 
expressions for polarisation power spectra shows "… that the expected signal 
is of the order of 0.5 μK, which could be directly tested in future CMB 
experiments"; among, the PLANCK experiment is mentioned. If these 
experiments could determine the tensor slope, this would allow to test the 
inflationary consistency relation. As quoted above, the paper states that any 
B-channel power would be a model independent confirmation of non-scalar 
primordial modes, however, also this paper states nowhere directly or indirectly
that the detection of this power would be a unique confirmation of inflation.

(e) Thus, none of the three key papers, referenced by the BICEP2 
Collaboration, evidences their core statement that their found B-mode excess 
uniquely confirms inflation! By the way, these papers do not contain any 
statement that is incompatible with the TDC.

Obviously, in order to find a confirmation for inflation, there  has to be done 
more than to show that inflation would cause Gravitational Waves and hence, a 
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primary B-mode signal. Additionally, it must be demonstrated that there is no 
other reason besides inflation for producing this signal or that any other reason 
would produce additional and separable primary B-mode power that is clearly 
sub-dominant to the signal. This necessary demonstration is missing in BICEP2
Collaboration: BICEP2 I, 2014. The demonstration has to be performed for all 
possible reasons; of course, it is not enough to demonstrate it only for known 
or understood reasons. A reason cannot be ruled out simply because it is not 
known; it has rather to be demonstrated that such a reason cannot exist. 

At present, such a  demonstration is not possible based on the singular ΛCDM 
cosmology or one of its extensions (like for instance the extensions that have 
been explored by the Planck Collaboration (Planck 2013 results. XVI)). In 
order to name just two of the many reasons why it is presently not possible to 
confirm inflation within the framework of ΛCDM: (1) inflation is a 
consequence of the singular Big Bang of ΛCDM cosmology. In so far, any 
confirmation would follow from an hypothetical assumption. (2) Nobody can 
rule out unknown reasons for primary B-mode power different from 
Inflationary Gravitational Waves as long as ΛCDM cosmology is incomplete to
its present extent - not being able to explain for instance about 95% of the 
contents of the universe or the many CMB anomalies. 

Such phenomena, that are not explainable in ΛCDM cosmology, raise the quest
for alternative cosmologies. As long as real alternatives to the singular and 
inflation-based ΛCDM cosmology are not included into the explanation of 
primary B-mode power, a reliable confirmation of inflation is not possible.

(f) Besides non-inflationary PGW, literature mentions other possible 
non-inflationary sources for creating B-mode power, which the BICEP2 paper 
does not consider, e.g. (1) a  FARADAY rotated E-mode polarisation, (2) 
cosmic defects, (3) self-ordering scalar field transitions, or (4) primordial 
vortical motions. With respect to (3), KRAUSS, L. M., et al., 2010 write: "The 
standard representation of CMB polarization data in terms of spin-weighted 
harmonics of the B-mode would not be able to discriminate gravitational 
radiation produced by Inflation from that produced by a phase transition". 
Papers dealing with the BICEP2 result have meanwhile shown that the reasons 
(1) - (3) can have only small contributions to the observed B-mode signal, if 
any (cp. (1) GIOVANNINI, M., 2014; (2) MOSS, A. & POGOSIAN, L., 2014; 
(3) DURRER, R., et al., 2014 and the literature in these papers; (4) is dealt with
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below in sub-section 4N4.) 

(g) There is also an additional foreground that has to be taken into 
consideration: LIU, H., et al., 2014 point out to correlations they have found 
between new galactic foreground structures (so-called "radio loops") and some 
PLANCK 2013 and WMAP maps. These  loops are likely caused by magnetic 
dipole emission from ferro- or ferri-magnetic dust grains. They report that such
a loop crosses the region of sky which the BICEP2 experiment has examined 
without including this loop in the BICEP2 foreground model. This new 
foreground "... potentially dominates over the expected B-mode polarisation 
signal due to primordial gravitational waves from inflation." 

(h) MORTONSON, M. J. & SELJAK, U., 2014 have re-analysed the BICEP2 
polarised dust foreground, using recently released PLANCK data (Planck 
intermediate results.XIX and XXII) which suggest that this foreground may be 
significantly higher than in the  BICEP2 dust model. MORTONSON, M. J. & 
SELJAK do not assume anything about the dust polarisation except for its BB 
spectrum slope. A joint BICEP2  and PLANCK data analysis favours r = 0 with
an upper limit of r < 0.11 (95% CL). This result does not rule out evidence for 
Primordial Gravitational Waves in the BICEP2 data: "It does, however, mean 
that the case strongly relies on understanding the actual dust polarization 
contribution in the BICEP2 field, which at the moment is unavailable and 
possibly higher than the various estimates presented by the BICEP2 team. It is 
thus too early to celebrate the BICEP2 results as a definitive proof of 
inflation." 

Using also the newly released Planck Collaboration papers: Planck 
intermediate results.XIX and XXII and additionally Planck 2013 results.XI., 
2014, FLAUGER, R. , et al., 2014 come to similar results. From their  re-
analysis of the BICEP2 data, they conclude that mainly due to the unknown 
amplitude of the polarised dust emission in the BICEP2 patch of the sky, at 
present it is not possible to distinguish whether the BICEP2 signal contains 
primary B-mode information or not. However, they hope that this can be 
decided soon: "We are in the fortunate situation that the Keck Array 100 GHz 
maps, the WMAP K-band and Planck LFI maps, the Planck HFI polarization 
maps, and the Bicep2 150 GHz maps will soon help us determine the relative 
contributions of dust, synchrotron, and the CMB to the signal detected by 
Bicep2, and may then lead to a definitive discovery of gravitational waves."
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(i) This way, with respect to measurements a well as theoretically, the 
published BICEP2 results leave wide room for their interpretation and the 
various inflation theories remain as unproven as before. By the way, the 
BICEP2 Collaboration adopts a version of the universe's beginning in which 
inflation follows the Big Bang as usual, but then this inflation is followed by a 
"... subsequent hot big bang." (BICEP2 Collaboration: BICEP2 I, 2014, 
Introduction, in connection with a poster shown in [BICEP2   press 
conference]), suggesting the first Big Bang was colder than the subsequent one.
In the TDC, there is only one hot Big Bang.   

BICEP2 as well as its predecessor experiment BICEP1 used polarimeters "… 
designed to search for the signal of inflationary gravitational waves in the B-
mode power spectrum around ℓ ~ 80." (BICEP2 Collaboration: BICEP2 I, 
2014.) Due to this objective, the finding of primary B-mode power at low ℓ 
suggested its interpretation as induced by inflationary gravitational waves. This
way, the experiment confirmed what it had assumed from its very beginning: 
the existence of inflation. Without this assumption, in the best case, the 
BICEP2 Collaboration has found the existence of primordial tensor and/or 
vector modes. 

(j) In the non-singular, non-inflationary TDC, the PLANCK 2013 and BICEP2 
2014 results on the tensor-to-scalar ratio r are not correct and not comparable, 
because the CMB-temperature and the B-mode polarisation are not coupled by 
inflation. Furthermore, the primordial tensor modes are accompanied also by 
vector modes which  inflation would have damped out. (See below sub-section 
4N4.) 

4N2  Is there a Tension between the BICEP2 and the PLANCK Results on the 
            Tensor-to-scalar ratio r – or is there not?

(a) The quoted BICEP2 paper induced a variety of subsequent papers dealing 
with its results (and also induced world-wide press reports following the 
[BICEP2   press conference] of Collaboration members at the Harvard-
Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics in Cambridge, Mass. (USA) and the 
joined [BICEP2 press release], titled "First Direct Evidence of Cosmic 
Inflation"). Several of these papers deal with the tension between the 
tensor-to-scalar ratio of BICEP2 (r = 0.20+0.07-0.05 (uncorrected) and 
r = 0.16+0.06-0.05 (corrected for their dust model)) and the indirect result 

http://www.cfa.harvard.edu/news/2014-05
http://www.cfa.harvard.edu/pao/Bicep2_news_con.mp4%20
http://www.cfa.harvard.edu/pao/Bicep2_news_con.mp4%20
http://www.cfa.harvard.edu/pao/Bicep2_news_con.mp4%20
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r = r0.002 < 0.11 (95% CL) from PLANCK 2013 data and additional WMAP 
large-angle E-mode polarization data plus high-ℓ CMB data (Planck 2013 
results. XXII). The BICEP2 paper itself points out to this "apparent tension". 

Therefore it is surprising to read in "A note of clarification: BICEP2 and 
Planck are not in tension" by AUDREN, B., et al., 2014 that - contrary to the 
view of the BICEP2 Collaboration - there is no tension, because the PLANCK 
2013 result was taken at the pivot scale k* = 0.05 Mpcˉ¹, but their reported 
constraint r < 0.11 (at 95% CL) refers to kr = 0.002 Mpcˉ¹, whereas the 
reported BICEP2 result r = 0.20+0.07-0.05 at 68% CL was taken  at the Planck 
pivot scale¹ kr = k* = 0.05 Mpcˉ¹. AUDREN, B., et al. inform: "Note that this is 
not explicitly stated in [2], at least not in the current arXiv version at the time 
of writing this note, but it has been confirmed to us by the BICEP2 
collaboration.". (Here [2] is the paper BICEP2 Collaboration: BICEP2 I, 
2014.) This confusion about kr was provoked not only by the fact that the 
BICEP2 Collaboration did not mention their kr = k* = 0.05 Mpcˉ¹ but 
additionally by their depicting  "r0.002" in their figures 12 and 13. 

AUDREN, B., et al., 2014 report an additional "Likelihood Confusion" in the 
BICEP2 paper: "The confusion related to the scale kr is enhanced by the 
following circumstances: i) the BICEP2 collaboration used a different 
likelihood in their own analyses than the publicly released Python likelihood 
code, and ii) the best-fit of the public code is actually r0.002 = 0.2, and not 
r0.05 = 0.2 as found in the BICEP2 analysis. This difference in best-fit is due to 
two separate facts: a) different methods are being used for computing the 
likelihood, the public one using the Hamimeche & Lewis code, whereas
the private one uses the formula introduced in [3], paragraph 9.3.1, and b) the 
public code uses information from all nine bandpower bins, whereas the 
internal one makes use of only the five first ones.
It should be noted that the difference between the best-fit values of the two
likelihoods is well below 1. So this is not alarming in any way, but it leads
nonetheless to an overestimation of the tension with Planck when using
the public code."

Furthermore, AUDREN, B., et al. point out that the PLANCK 2013 result was 
computed by taking the tensor spectral index nt of the single-field 
slow-roll consistency condition nt = -r/8, whereas the BICEP2 Collaboration 
used nt = 0. Adjusting the indirect PLANCK 2013 result to the BICEP2 
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conditions, AUDREN, B., et al. find r0.05 < 0135 at 95% CL. Thus, compared to
the BICEP2 dust model corrected value r = 0.16+0.06-0.05, the tension is 
reduced to 1.3σ only. 

(b) However, this tension appears also not to be the true one, because the 
Planck Collaboration uses a prior r ≥ 0 (Planck 2013 results. XVI). On the one 
hand, this appears to be only natural, because as a quotient of two non-negative
amplitudes, a value r < 0 makes no sense, but, on the other hand, the prior r ≥ 0 
is badly needed, because amazingly the likelihood of r from PLANCK 2013 
data peaks at 1.6σ below zero, as SMITH, K. M., et al., 2014 found by re-
calculating this likelihood. Thus, the prior creates a too large r. SMITH, K. M., 
et al. estimate the "true" Planck/BICEP2 tension larger than AUDREN, B., et 
al. to be around 3σ. 

(c) SMITH, K. M., et al. interpret this calculated  r < 0 as an indication of the 
deficit of a  large-scale temperature power (cp. above sub-sections 4B and 4C). 
Provided that the BICEP2 result will hold, SMITH, K. M., et al. derive from 
the likelihood-calculated r <0 that this power deficit is either a "... 0.1% 
statistical fluke or a sign of new physics." However, the Planck/BICEP2 
tension can also indicate nt > 0 (or both), because of the single-field slow-roll 
consistency condition nt = -r/8 that is used by the Planck Collaboration. Of 
course, a blue tensor tilt nt > 0 would be in severe conflict with with single 
field slow roll inflation. SMITH, K. M., et al. find: "The combination 
Planck+BICEP2 prefers positive nt at more than 3σ, with best-fit value nt ≈ 0.9
... ." 

As a remedy that could save slow-roll inflation, the authors keep into 
consideration that the inflaton might have begun fast-rolling and only thereafter
reached the slow-roll regime, this way producing nt > 0 only "over a narrow 
range of scales near the horizon". They plan to investigate this in future work. 
This idea, to begin slow roll inflation with an anti slow-roll phase, appears e.g. 
in CONTALDI, C. R., et al., 2003, who concede that their idea requires 
fine-tuning either of the inflation potential or the Initial Conditions (cp. above 
sub-section 4D2 dealing with the cut-off in the primordial power spectrum
that CONTALDI, C. R., et al. found and that is a predicted signature of a 
non-singular cosmology. They found the cut-off at the at the predicted horizon 
scale.) 
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In the following, some more problems with slow-roll inflation are compiled 
from papers which consider the BICEP2 result as primary B-mode polarisation 
generated by Inflationary Gravitation Waves:

4N3  Further Problems with Inflation caused by the BICEP2 Result 

(a) A blue tensor tilt?

A tensor spectral index nt = 1.36±0.83 at 68% CL from BICEP2 data alone, 
was found by GERBINO, M., et al., 2014. This nt prefers a blue tilt over nt = 0 
with about 2σ. If they include a PLANCK prior of r0.002 < 0.11 at 95% CL, this 
preference rises to more than 3σ (nt = 1.67±0.53 at 68% CL). They write: 
"Strangely enough, no constraint on this parameter has been presented by the 
BICEP2 collaboration while ... we found that the BICEP2 data could provide 
interesting results on this parameter." The BICEP2 paper contains no 
explanation why the Collaboration did not to publish its tensor tilt.

Taking the BICEP2 result r0.002 = 0.2, GERBINO, M., et al. find the current nt 
from the LIGO experiment (nt < 0.29) and from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis 
(nt < 0.15) in strong tension with the above BICEP2+CMB result. Cp. for 
corresponding results also SMITH, K. M., et al., 2014, Fig.6. 

Below in sub-section 4N4, the explanations of the TDC will be given for (1) a 
blue tensor tilt of non-inflationary Primordial Gravitational Waves and (2) a too
high tilt derived from BB-spectra. It is known that in a homogeneous flat 
universe with slow-roll inflation only a red tensor spectrum is possible, because
a blue one would violate the Null Energy Condition (NEC) p+ρ = (dφ/dt)² > 0, 
equivalent to dH/dt < 0, (p = pressure, ρ = energy density, H = HUBBLE rate, 
φ = inflaton and t = time at slow-roll inflation) so that a violation indeed 
corresponds to dH/dt > 0 (Note the unclear formulation in the Introduction of 
GERBINO, M., et al.) Therefore the blue primordial spectrum of the BICEP2 
Gravitational Waves has the impossible consequence that the sum of the two 
positive quantities pressure p > 0 and energy density ρ > 0 is negative. 
However, in a non-inflationary universe a blue spectrum from Primordial 
Gravitational Waves is possible without NEC violation (see sub-section 4N4  
below). 

WANG, Y. & XUE, W., 2014, find from the data sets of the BICEP2 and the  
POLARBEAR experiments also a preference for the blue tensor spectrum. This
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motivates them to investigate cosmological models with Gravitational Waves 
with a blue tilt inclusive of non-inflation models. Among these are: String Gas 
Cosmology, G-Inflation, Super Inflation, Inflation with General Initial 
Conditions, Inflation with the generation of GW by particles, strings or particle 
states, and matter bounce scenarios (note that the TDC is not such a scenario). 
They find no clear favourite model.

HU, B., et al.., 2014 reconstruct the primordial power spectra with PLANCK 
and BICEP2 data, find also a blue tensor tilt and see it reflecting the tension 
between PLANCK and BICEP2 data. They write: "More important, this 
blue-tilt spectrum is not consistent with the prediction of the standard single 
field inflationary paradigm nt = −r/8. ... On the other hand, once this discovery
is confirmed, it will lead to a paradigm revolution about our understanding
of the early universe."  

(b) Problems with the Inflationary Consistency Relation (ICR)

Contrary to HU, B., et al., 2014, HAZRA, D. K., et al., 2014, assuming the 
ICR,  find from a combination of PLANCK 2013 temperature and BICEP2 
2014 BB data that the power-law form of the primordial scalar spectrum is 
ruled out at more than 3σ CL. This is in clear conflict to Planck 2013 results. 
XXII. It is also in conflict with most slow-roll inflation scenarios, because 
these yield primordial power spectra with power-law. HAZRA, D. K., et al. 
find that a break or step in the primordial scalar spectrum gives better fits to the
PLANCK data than the power-law ansatz. They also present an inflation 
potential which generates the break or step in the primordial scalar spectrum. 
Therefore this potential is favoured by PLANCK data, but it is marginally 
disfavoured by BICEP2 results. If they relieve the ICR and allow nt to vary, 
they also find a blue tilt in a primordial tensor spectrum from their combined 
data.

According to the TDC, there is a step near the left end in the scalar spectrum, 
which represents the non-singular Big Bang, however, HAZRA, D. K., et al. 
have it at another scale, possibly caused by the included BICEP2 data. Below 
in sub-section 4N4, it is shown why the primordial temperature spectrum 
cannot be compared to the primordial BB spectrum.  

c) Problems created by the too high inflationary energy scale
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Taken as caused by Inflationary Gravitation Waves, the BICEP2 result requires 
large-field inflation which gives rise to a additional severe problem. The 
BICEP2 tensor-to-scalar ratio r = ≈ 0.16 corresponds to a HUBBLE parameter 
of H = ≈ 1.0 x 10^14 GeV during inflation and this to an energy scale of 

V¼ = 1.5 x 10^16 GeV which is very close to the GUT scale of 
~ 2 x 10^16 GeV and is not far below the scale MP = 2.4 x 10^18 GeV of the 
reduced PLANCK mass (see e.g. CHIALVA, D., & MAZUMDAR, A., 2014; 
LYTH, D. H., 2014). Slow-roll inflation is based on four-dimensional field 
theory. While  D. H. LYTH  assumes without an argument that "...field theory 
is valid up to this scale and the string theory from which it may be derived is 
relevant only at higher scales even closer to the Planck scale", WANG, Y. & 
XUE, W., 2014 have a different view, considering two related problems: "The 
UV completion of inflation has long suffered from an η-problem [5], in which 
the mass of the inflaton is theoretically too large to allow enough e-folds of 
inflation. However, with the current data, a more serious ε-problem emerges – 
the observed energy scale of inflation is too high for an effective field theory or
stringy model building to be under control." 

This too high energy scale leads to super-PLANCKian field excursions. In 
single field  slow-roll inflation, the LYTH bound relates the excursion of the 
inflaton field φ, (i.e. its variation Δ φ during the N e-folds of inflation), to r(N) 
with usually assumed  N ≤ Nmax ≈ 50-60 e-folds, leading to 

(4N-1)  (Δ φ/MP)² =≈  50r   

(KEHAGIAS, A., & RIOTTO, A. ,2014, formula (9)). For Δ φ/ MP  > 1, the 
excursion is large-field. Therefore the bound r < 0.11 from PLANCK 2013 data
already means large-field super-PLANCKian excursions Δ φ > MP, the BICEP2
result r = 0.16 means this all the more. Different from small-field inflation, in 
large-field inflation higher powers of Δ φ/MP > 1 cannot be neglected. 
However, such correction terms appear in the potentials of four-dimensional 
effective physical field theories, upon which slow-roll inflation theories are 
based. Potentials V(φ) can be written as TAYLOR expansions with respect to 
powers of (φ/MP) so that for  φ =  Δ φ > MP large-field excursions become 
problematic (formula (9) of  LYTH, D. H., 2014 shows such a formal 
expansion). 

For the consequences cp. the above quotation from WANG, Y. & XUE, W., 
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2014. This  problem is emphasised by KEHAGIAS, A., & RIOTTO, A., 2014: 
"It is therefore difficult to construct a satisfactory model of inflation firmly 
rooted in modern particle theories having possibly supersymmetry as a crucial 
ingredient and with large variation of the inflaton field." This problem, caused 
by large-field slow-roll inflation, is so severe for them that they see no other 
solution but to sacrifice the cosmological inflationary perturbation theory: "The
problem of having large excursion of the inflaton field arises only if the scalar 
perturbations are generated by the inflaton itself, which is the origin of the 
relation (8). Despite the simplicity of the inflationary paradigm, the mechanism
by which cosmological adiabatic perturbations are generated is not yet 
established." (Here, the quoted relation (8) is the LYTH bound.) 

In fact, this statement is completely correct in the view of the TDC. It is 
nothing but an unproven assumption that the perturbations are quantum 
fluctuations amplified by an inflation. The TDC explains the mechanism by 
which cosmological adiabatic perturbations are generated without inflation by
Initial Conditions before the (end of) the Big Bang (Process) (cp. above sub-
section 4A), whereas the primordial Gravitational Waves are generated by other
non-inflationary Initial Conditions after the non-singular Big Bang (see sub-
section 4N4 below). 

The pioneers of inflation theories around 1980 combined the cosmological 
aspect of inflation with its high-energy aspect. At its beginning, the universe 
was extremely hot; thereafter its high-energy scale cooled down in the course 
of expansion. Having reached certain high-energy levels, the spacetime 
experienced symmetry breaking phase transitions, leading to the appearance of 
new fundamental physical quantities, i.e. forces and particles, described by 
effective field theories and particle physics. Such an energy level was identified
by the pioneers of inflation as the energy scale of inflation, though it still 
belongs to the many unclear facts about inflation what transition phase actually
triggered inflation.   

By this construction, the creation of cosmological perturbations could be 
connected with quantum fluctuations, explaining the development of large-
scale structures from quantum seeds amplified by inflation, this way solving 
also the problem of cosmological Initial Conditions of the universe (unless 
allowing arbitrary Initial Conditions like e.g. in chaotic inflation). It was shown
that the quantum fluctuations would also generate Inflationary Gravitational 
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Waves of spacetime geometry. So, everything was combined in an apparently 
elegant way: the cosmological and the high-energy evolution of the universe. 

By identifying Primordial Gravitation Waves as Inflationary Gravitational 
Waves by the BICEP2 Collaboration, this energy scale appears to be 
measurable. Now it would show, if the cosmological and the high-energy 
aspects of inflation really fitted together. After the confirmation of the 
existence of the HIGGS particle, it was expected that the HIGGS scale turned 
out to be the inflationary energy scale. With respect to the BICEP2 energy 
scale, LYTH, D. H., 2014 finds that this is not the case: "The energy scale of 
GUT inflation models, which generate the inflationary energy density from the 
GUT Higgs fields, is therefore too low [36] to generate the observed r." 
COOK, J. L., et al., 2014 title their paper in face of the BICEP2 result: "Is 
Higgs Inflation dead?" and give reasons for its decease. Thus, the physical 
meaning of the inflationary energy scale persists to remain unknown. This 
would also include the presently indecisive case that the BICEP2 signal is 
primary CMB. 

ANTUSCH, S. & NOLDE, D., 2014 show mathematically that for single-field,
slow-roll inflation with with r >≈ 0.1, there is no escape from this large-field 
problem: under this condition, potentials V(φ) are always large-field models  - 
even in the case that the slow-roll parameter ε(φ) of V(φ) is not monotonous 
with respect to φ.  

Of course, inflation theories with two fields and several parameters allow a 
large variety of potentials that are adjustable as necessary. 

4N4  Non-inflationary Gravitational Waves and rotational Motions in the TDC 

(a) Primordial Gravitational Waves generated by the decelerated rotation of  
     the universe

As the TDC Big Bang Process is the result of the coalescence of two Black 
Holes in U0, this Big Bang Process induces the generation of Gravitational 
Waves in the newly created Black Hole. These Waves were spreading in U0 
and  therefore they are not observable in our universe U. Due to the many other
Black Hole coalescences, taking place in U0 before and after the Big Bang, 
there will be a strong background of such waves in the other spacetime.  
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The Big Bang Process is not yet known in a detailed way. Therefore it is still 
unknown, whether all the Gravitational Waves from the last coalescence are 
emitted to U0 or if some of them crossed the Big Bang and are emitted inside 
U, once the horizon had opened and the existence of U had begun. If such 
waves with an origin in U0 existed, they would stem directly from the Big 
Bang itself and would be different from the Gravitational Waves, which are 
described in the following and which have been emitted in U:

Above in sub-section 4G, the rotation of our universe with a drastically 
reduced velocity ("decelerated rotation") is described which began immediately
after Big Bang Time and which persists until today in order to preserve the 
vector L of the angular momentum of the universe (see formula (4G-3)). (I 
prefer the illustrative term "decelerated rotation" to "vorticity"). This rotation 
means that the complete spacetime of U itself is also rotating, so that the metric
of U is correspondingly transformed. According to APPENDIX 2, this rotation 
is accompanied by a permanent change of the geometry of the universe because
of the permanent change of the spatial curvature Ωk(a) of the universe (as a 
function of its scalefactor a). According to A. EINSTEIN's General Theory of 
Relativity (GTR), this change of geometry generates Gravitational Waves (see 
e.g. HENDRY, M., 2007 ). These waves are generated at each four-dimensional
world point of U. 

The universe is (at least approximately) spherical and axis-symmetric at the 
Big Bang and acquires small deviations from this symmetry as predicted by 
this theory. Even without these deviations, the decelerated rotation would 
generate Gravitational Waves. In a spherical universe neither the expansion of 
the universe nor a rotation with constant velocity would create a Gravitational 
Wave background, according to the theorem of BIRKHOFF. However, the 
decelerated rotation does, because at each point of the universe and at its 
antipodic point (with respect to its centre) the rotation velocities are different 
and therefore the geometric effects of the metric tensor are different, too, and 
do not cancel each other out like in a rotation with constant velocity. In other 
words: different from the radial expansion velocity, the tangential rotation 
velocity is not isotropic. The generated Gravitational Waves express the 
perturbation of Ωk(a).  

There are observations of super-massive Black Holes spinning almost with 
high relativistic spins (REYNOLDS, C. S., 2013). The TDC assumes that the 
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universe started at the Big Bang with a relativistic rotation velocity v so that - 
according to the Special Theory of Relativity (STR) -  the drastic reduction of v
in the primordial universe meant a permanent loss of mass, while the universe 
was approaching its rest mass. Thus, the mass of the universe was larger than 
e.g. at recombination. Where did this mass go to? According to the definition of
the spatial curvature Ωk(a) = 1- ΩTOT(a) (APPENDIX 2, (AP2-1a)), the mass 
loss and the resulting loss of total density ΩTOT(z) increased Ωk(a) from its 
negative initial value Ωk(aBB) < 0 at the Big Bang towards zero. The loss of 
relativistic mass yielded an increase of the negative spatial curvature. This lost 
mass was acquired by numerous coalescences in U0 and converted there from 
kinetic energy into mass which crossed the Big Bang after which the energy, 
stored in this mass, is used in order to flatten the elliptic geometry of the 
primordial universe in an initial flattening process. This flattening is necessary 
for a long existence of an open universe before it will be closed again in order 
to prepare for its successor. 

Different from the later universe, in the primordial universe the Dark Energy 
could not yet contribute considerably to the flattening. This primordial initial 
flattening was caused by the decelerated rotation of the universe rather than by 
an inflation. This flattening, sourced by the decelerating rotation, did not stop 
at having reached a flat universe but had to go on as long as the decelerated 
rotation went on curving the geometry of the universe into a hyperbolic state 
with  Ωk  > 0. When as a consequence of the expansion, the Dark gravitational 
Energy increased, this increase had the tendency to reduce the spatial curvature
and thus, to work against the initial primordial flattening, resulting in its 
slowing down. Eventually, the flattening was stopped by the impact of the Dark
Energy leaving the universe in a hyperbolic state with a maximum Ωk/max > 0 of 
Ωk, corresponding to a minimum ΩTOT/MIN of the total energy density parameter 
ΩTOT (see APPENDIX 2). Staying in this state, would force the universe to 
expand forever. However, the influence of the Dark Energy went on to flatten 
the universe after this maximum, this time in the opposite direction of Ωk(a) 
from positive Ωk towards Ωk = 0. This late flattening is going on in an 
asymptotic-like slow way until today and will lead to the point of time when 
the universe is passing flatness again. Thereafter the universe will return into 
an elliptic state again and collapse in order to prepare the next Big Bang. (The 
description of this late time flattening can be found in APPENDIX 2. 

I developed this description first some years ago, and noticed that for 
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mathematical reasons the late flattening must have begun after a maximum 
Ωk/max > 0 of Ωk without having a physical reason for this maximum at this time.
This was found only, when I added this description of the decelerated rotation 
in this version 4.1 of the TDC - and sic - the two pieces of the evolution of the 
universe fitted smoothly together, completing the TDC by the description of 
Primordial rather than Inflationary Gravitational Waves.) 

(b) The blue tilt of Primordial Gravitational Waves

If one likes to express the amplitudes of the Primordial Gravitational Waves 
formally  in the same way as in inflation theory as a power law of 
"wavenumbers" k, then the spectral index nt of this power law representation is 
positive, because the rotation was drastically slowed down, lowering the energy
level (or total density) of the universe and therefore also lowering the 
amplitudes Pt(k) of the Gravitational Waves for 1/k, where 1/k is increasing and
k is decreasing with the expansion. Obviously, if Pt(k) decreases for decreasing 
k, this requires nt > 0 for the usual power law Pt(k) = At(k/k0)nt.  

This blue tilt is a prediction of the TDC (that has nothing to do at all with any 
findings from BICEP2 2014 results). Note that this blue tilt does not violate the
primordial NEC condition: in the primordial epoch without inflation, there is 
dH/dt < 0 as usual, resulting from expansion and gravitation with a yet 
negligible contribution from Dark Energy. With respect to a blue tilt from 
Inflationary Gravitational Waves background, MARTIN, J., et al., 2014 write: 
" The sign of  nT already carries very important information and has the 
potential to confirm or exclude different challengers to inflation. ... If one finds 
a blue spectrum nT > 0, this would certainly be difficult (and/or contrived) to 
explain in this framework and alternatives such as, for instance, string gas 
cosmology [141], which predicts a blue spectrum, would be a natural 
solution." (Here, "this framework" is inflation and nT ≡ nt.) 

The examination of string gas cosmology and other inflationary and non-
inflationary models by WANG, Y. & XUE, W., 2014 was mentioned above.

(c)  Vector mode contributions to CMB

Contrary to inflation models, in  the TDC there are also vector contributions to 
primary CMB which result from the primordial decelerated rotation. For vector
contributions from vortical motions see e.g. KAMIONKOWSKI, M. et 
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al.,1997; LEWIS, A., 2004. For the same reason as the tensor contributions, the
vector contributions are blue tilted. Therefore in the TDC, the temperature TT 
auto spectrum  contains primary scalar, vector and tensor contributions (Ts Tv, 
and, Tt respectively), the EE auto spectrum contains also primary scalar, vector 
and tensor contributions (Es, Ev, and Et respectively), whereas the BB auto 
spectrum only contains vector and  tensor contributions (Bv and Bt 
respectively). The Xs contributions (X = T, E) have different physical reasons 
as the Xv and Xt contributions (X = T, E, B) that are caused by the decelerated 
rotation. Therefore the tensor-to-scalar-ratios r are less important than in 
inflationary ΛCDM cosmology; in the TDC, tensor-to-vector-to-scalar ratios 
and tensor-to-vector ratios are more important. 

In the TDC, the scalar modes stem from physics which came into being shortly 
prior to Big Bang Time (see sub-section 4A), whereas the vector and tensor 
modes result from the decelerated rotation after the Big Bang. However, the 
rotation and thus, the angular momentum stem also from the pre-history of the 
Big Bang. Therefore the scalar density perturbations as well as the rotation 
belong to the hereditary Initial Conditions of each new universe of the Cosmos.

In the TDC, the inflationary coupling between, on the one hand, the scalar and 
tensor contributions to the TT spectrum and, on the other hand, the tensor 
contribution to the BB spectrum does not exist inclusive any slow roll 
"Inflationary Consistency Relations" between the scalar and tensor spectral 
index or the tensor-to-scalar ratio r and one of these indices. Therefore the TDC
does not allow to constrain r this way (as e.g. was done in  Planck 2013 
results.XVI,  however, with a correct caveat.) As long as the Xv and the Xt 
(X = T, E,B) contributions are not separated from each other in the PLANCK 
2013 and the BICEP2 2014 data, the ratios r from both are not comparable. 
Therefore the same is true for the primordial scalar spectrum from PLANCK 
data and a primordial "tensor spectrum" from BICEP2 data. In the best case, 
the BICEP2 Collaboration actually has found a primary B-mode signal and 
does not distinguish between Bt and Bv so that the blue tilt from these data is no
real tensor tilt. This may be the reason why - provided this best case - the 
tensor tilt from BICEP2 data is too blue to be consistent with the ones from the 
LIGO experiment and Big Bang Nucleosynthesis. 

With respect to the observability of vector signatures in the CMB, A. LEWIS,  
2004 writes in knowledge of the specification of the PLANCK satellite: "The 
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Planck² satellite should be able to detect the B-mode signature from primordial
vector modes at the 10−³ level, and distinguish them from tensor modes by the 
presence of small scale power."

A calculation of the CMB tensor and vector contributions requires the 
constraint of the rotation velocity by fitting the TDC model (inclusive its 
modified BIANCHI VIITDC model) to PLANCK data. The constraints of   
today's small vorticity (ω/H)0 in Planck 2013 results.XXVI and in McEWEN, 
J. D., et al., 2013 from WMAP data cannot be used in this constraining, 
because these are constrained from the conventional and not from the TDC 
BIANCHI VII model. This conventional model assumes an open universe with 
Ωk  > 0, ΩTOT < 1, so that the initially closed universe of the TDC is excluded.  

SAGA, S., et al., 2014 fit not only the tensor mode alone but also the vector 
mode alone to the joint PLANCK 2013 and BICEP2 2014 data and constrain 
the tensor-to-scalar ratio rt and the vector-to-scalar ratio rv and the spectral 
indices which are blue in both cases. They fit also a combination of both modes
(which both are assumed  to have scale invariant spectra) and constrain rt and 
rv. They assume that the vector mode is induced by free-streaming primordial 
neutrinos.
 
4N5  The Origin of the Matter-Energy for the primordial Flattening 

(a)  The excess mass from coalescences in U0

Each consecutive coalescence of the Black Holes in U0 increase their spinning 
rotation velocities. As soon as this increase reaches relativistically relevant 
velocities, the Black Hole mass will increase considerably, according to the 
STR. The mass increase of a sphere, rotating with relativistic velocity v, 
follows from the usual relativistic LORENTZ formula 

(4N-2a)  M(ω) = γ(ω)M0  
(4N-2b)  γ(ω) = (1-(ωR/c)²)¯½   

with v = Rω = velocity at radius R of rotating sphere, ω = angular velocity, 
M0 = rest mass of rotating sphere, and c = vacuum speed of light. 

In second order approximation, according to BASS, P. G., 2005, there is   
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(4N-3a)  M(ω) =≈ (1-(ωRGYR/c)²)¯½M0  ,

where 

(4N-3b)  RGYR = (2/5)½ R ≈ 0.63R  

is the non-relativistic radius of gyration of a sphere. A correction for the 
corresponding relativistic radius of gyration is, according to [ibid],  

(4N-4a)  R*GYR(ω) =≈ (1-(3/35)(ωR/c)²)¯½RGYR ,

giving for ω → c/R

(4N-4b)  R*GYR(ω) →  R*GYR =≈ (35/32)½RGYR  ≈  0.66R   

and from (4N-3a) with R*GYR instead of RGYR 

(4N-5)  M(ω) →  M ≈ 1.33M0   

which is the maximum of the relativistic mass M(ω). This maximum is 
independent from R. More important than this value M itself is the fact that the 
limes of M(ω) in (4N-5) is a finite maximum, whereas (4N-2a,b) for ω → c/R 
would have given 

(4N-6)  M(ω) →  ∞  ,

meaning that there always is ω < c/R and M(ω) can have arbitrarily large 
values for sufficient large ω < c/R , whereas in (4N-5) ω can actually reach c/R 
and there is M(ω = c/R)  = Mmax(ω) = M. 

The finite mass increase, when v = Rω  is approaching the speed of light c, is 
due to the fact that only the the surface of the rotating sphere at the distance R 
from the axis of rotation is approaching c, while the inner parts of the sphere 
have a lower velocity v = rω (0 < r < R). Thus as the result of (4N-5), 
the rotating sphere can only transform a limited part of about 33% of the 
rotational kinetic energy into mass. In the case that the spinning sphere has an 
additional translational velocity vT, the matter increase is also limited and this 
limit depends on vT, too ([ibid], section 2.8).
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In U0, the rotational kinetic energy of rotating spherical Black Holes is caused 
by coalescences. If further coalescences increased this kinetic energy, a further 
mass increase would be impossible, according to the SRT of A. EINSTEIN as 
expressed by the formula (4N-3a). What will happen to this further kinetic 
energy excess? The Black Hole must again lose this additional mass-energy 
density from further coalescences. It is "proposed" in [ibid] that this excess 
energy will be converted " ... to radiant energy at some frequency and 
wavelength proportional to the energy applied to increase the angular rate. 
The emission of the spectra would be in accordance with the quantum laws of 
Planck and de Broglie" (as de BROGLIE matter waves). For the TDC, this 
proposition would mean that U0 will contain many such Black Holes that emit 
de BROGLIE matter waves until these Black Holes will eventually decay after 
very long times due to HAWKING radiation, if any. 

The TDC proposes another solution: the first Black Hole of U0 that reaches the
critical matter-energy density will not begin to emit matter waves but will blow
up its inner spacetime that cannot accommodate its matter-energy density any 
more and thus, will burst by a Big Bang into the new spacetime of U that can 
perform this accommodation: a new non-singular universe will be born - in 
accordance with STR and GTR. As the horizon of  the  spacetime could not 
accommodate the matter-energy density any more, this horizon had to open. 
The TDC assumes that this opening is not possible in the interior spacetime of 
the spinning sphere, because the horizon radius depends on the Black Hole 
mass - like it does in vacuum solutions of the GTR field equations spacetimes 
(cp. above sub-section 3D3). Therefore the horizon opening required the 
transformation of this inner spacetime into another one, i.e. the spacetime of U.

The opening of the horizon means that the horizon had to expand driven by the 
Big Bang momentum. If the spacetime expanded into an elliptic spacetime 
again, this one would close after a more or less short time again due to 
gravitation (or with other words: due to its curvature). Therefore the new 
spacetime of U had to be flattened so far until it became flat or hyperbolic. 
However, flatness is an unstable transition state only. So, the spacetime had to 
be flattened until it reached a hyperbolic state. This requires some time and 
then afterwards needs a counter-acting process to stop the flattening, because a 
hyperbolic universe would expand for ever. Thus, the primordial flattening 
process needed energy (called in  astrophysics "Dark Energy") in order to curve
the hyperbolic spacetime of our universe again in the opposite direction 
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towards a future flat spacetime which would end the horizon expansion, 
followed by its contraction.  

The equation (4N-5) means that the Big Bang must happen by a next 
coalescence, once this would otherwise exceed M. It also means that each 
universe at each Big Bang is born with about the same excess mass-energy that
is an energy reservoir for the initial flattening of the new universe in order to 
prepare it for a very long expansion phase. Thus, this mass excess belongs to 
the hereditary Initial Conditions caring for about the same limit of mass at the 
Big Bang. 

Although performed in BASS, P. G., 2005 in "pseudo-EUCLIDian spcetime", 
the results would qualitatively also hold in the elliptic spacetime of U0, even if 
this could not be generalised as pseudo-flat any more, because in elliptic 
spacetime, spinning spheres will have their maximum velocity also on their 
closed surface with lower velocities inside. Above, this was the reason for the 
maximum of the relativistic mass excess and the maximum matter-energy 
density for ω = c/R. Thus, both maxima will be present again, though not 
necessarily at the same values. For the same reason, this applies for spinning 
Black Holes that deviate from being spherical because of their angular 
momentum.

Note that the limes in formula (4N-6) depends on c in the LORENTZ-term 
(4N-2b). If c as speed of light and gravitation had a different sufficiently large 
value, a Big Bang would not be possible, if c had a much lower value, the Big 
Bang would happen too often for a sufficient duration of U. The value of c 
enables the Cosmos to exist in the way it does and to keep the mechanism, 
which creates universes, in balance. Of course, c must have the same value in 
all universes of the Cosmos. 

(b)  The primordial flattening energy in U from transformed excess mass in U0

In the following, the situation after the Big Bang will be considered. According
to formula (4G-3), the expanding radius R of U requires the conservation of the
angular momentum of U:

(4N-7a)  L  = F(v)M0R = F(vBB)M0RBB = const.
(4N-7b)  F(v) ≡ γ(v)v 
(4N-7c)  γ(v) =≈ (1-(ωR*GYR/c)²)¯½
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where v = Rω and the index BB refers to the quantities at Big Bang Time t = 0. 
The function F(v) ≡ γ(v)v has to decrease with increasing time t > 0, because L 
is constant, so that with F(t) ≡ F(v(t)) there is dF(t)/dt <0. Therefore

(4N-8a)  dv(t)/dt = (dF(t)/dt)/(dF(v)/dv)

and 

(4N-8b)  F'(v) ≡  dF(v)/dv

have different signs. It is 

(4N-8c)  F'(v) = γ'(v)v + γ(v)  > 0  , 

because of γ(v) > 0 and γ'(v) > 0. Therefore there is dv(t)/dt < 0, meaning that 
v(t) is decreasing and the rotation of U is decelerating with time t. (This can 
also be concluded without calculation directly from (4N-7b) using γ'(v) > 0.) 

The more v/c is approaching unity, the more rapidly γ(v) and F(v) grow → ∞. 
Vice versa, the more v is approaching zero, the more slowly γ(v) decreases → 
1 (and F(v) → 0). Therefore most of the contribution to the primordial 
flattening comes from the relativistic mass M(v) = γ(v)M0 of the universe. 
Once the mass has left the relativistic regime, say for v/c ≤ 0.1 with 
γ(0.1c) = 1.005, the flattening is slowed down largely until it becomes weaker 
than the opposite flattening of the gravitational Dark Energy at Ωk/max > 0 when 
the late flattening begins. However, the rotation will persist in an ever slowing 
manner during the whole expanding phase of the universe until today.

The imported relativistic mass exceed drives the primordial flattening process. 
This relativistic mass excess, that was acquired in U0 as relativistic kinetic 
energy from numerous coalescences of Black Holes, powers the primordial 
flattening by converting this mass excess into energy again which  flattens the 
universe. The converted energy from the co-imported mass excess of the 
predecessor Black Hole of the universe is the energy reservoir for the flattening
rather than e.g. any true or false vacua or the like of an inflation potential of not
yet known physical nature and mathematical formula. The decelerated rotation 
replaces the accelerated inflation and formula (4N-7a) "replaces" the 
inflationary potential. The decelerated revolutions of the universe take over the 
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role of the accelerated e-folds, however, not accelerated but decelerated.  If one
likes to do so, even a total inflaton mass can be identified: its is the relativistic 
mass exceed that powers the flattening. Both flattening processes of the 
universe have to do with the speed c of light: the velocity v of the TDC 
flattening begins with (c - v) << 0 and slows than down drastically; the 
inflationary velocity begins also in the natural regime v < c and speeds than up 
drastically to super-luminal v >> c. One is a physical process in agreement with
the GTR and the STR, the other one is a process with a never properly cleared 
relation to the GTR. The TDC process plays in a Cosmos of two universes, the 
other inflationary process has to compensate for the unknown other universe.  

4N6  The early Flattening of the Universe in Inflation Theory and in the TDC

(a) The inflation and the decelerated rotation have in common that both 
flattened the universe and created Gravitational Waves. They differ for instance
in their beginning and duration: a beginning very shortly after the Big Bang 
and a duration of only a tiny fraction of a second versus a beginning directly at 
Big Bang Time and a much longer duration inclusive the minute span of 
inflation; in their horizon crossing: super-horizon versus sub-horizon 
fluctuations; in their velocity: super-luminal versus sub-luminal; and in their 
acceleration: accelerated and thus, with a resulting red tilt of Inflationary 
Gravitational Waves, versus decelerated and thus, with a resulting blue tilt of 
the Primordial Gravitational Waves. Both flattenings differ completely in their 
basic approach: amplification of quantum fluctuations versus an explanation 
without such fluctuations. As already quoted above in the context of the late 
flattening: "Without quantum fluctuations, inflationary theory would fail." 
(Planck Collaboration: Planck 2013 results. XXII).  

Some aspects of the decelerated rotation  resemble an "inverted inflation", 
however, with the same general results of flattening and the creation of 
Gravitational Waves.

The inflationary flattening process begins slowly and then accelerates 
exponentially from e-fold to e-fold making the universe rapidly flatter until it 
reaches exact (or nearby) flatness. At the beginning, the curvature |Ωk | is 
reduced only little and then this reduction increases from e-fold to e-fold. The 
initial TDC flattening has the opposite behaviour: at its beginning, it reduces 
the curvature much and then this reduction decreases from revolution to 
revolution of the universe. However, the TDC flattening process does not stop 
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exactly at flatness but continues beyond; this way curving the universe into the 
opposite geometry of an open universe. The process ends when it is stopped by 
the Dark Energy. The different direction of the two processes is irrelevant, 
provided that in both cases the sufficient total reduction of the initial curvature 
will be achieved. 

It is conspicuous that the inflationary process is designed by inflation theory to 
stop exactly at Ωk = 0.  This curvature is the sharp limit between Ωk < 0 and 
Ωk  > 0. Therefore the flat EUCLIDian geometry is a very special state that 
does not span over a wide parameter space of negative or positive Ωk like in the
two other geometries. The flat geometry separates one geometry from the other.
Therefore it is not surprising that flatness turns out to be an unstable transition 
state in the TDC and that its flattening process does not stop exactly at flatness.
If inflation theories allow for very small values Ωk ≈ 10-5, the magnitude of 
quantum fluctuations, it is not less conspicuous that the inflationary flattening 
stopped at precisely that value. In the TDC, an overshoot of  Ωk = 0 is (1) 
allowed and (2) necessary.

It is also conspicuous that the inflationary flattening  process would not reach 
its aim, if a certain number N of e-folds is not achieved. This process does not 
even have the possibility to complete the last e-fold; it has rather to stop 
immediately in midst of the calculated N-th e-fold in the very moment of 
flatness (or at reaching a value, fine-tuned by quantum physics). 

That the inflation theory takes Ωk = 0 (or another fixed value) as a stable state 
appears to be originally caused by the 1. FRIEMANNN  equation with its 
curvature parameter κ  = const. (which also led to the convention that the 
intrinsically positive curved elliptic geometry (κ  > 0) has a negative sign of its 
spatial curvature Ωk..) Besides this, the present measurement precision does not
allow to distinguish between  Ωk = 0 and a very small  Ωk ≠ 0. Therefore "... the
Universe is consistent with spatial flatness to percent level precision using 
Planck CMB data alone." (Planck 2013 results. XVI).

The reduction of  |Ωk | = -Ωk → 0 corresponds to a reduction of ΩTOT > 1 
towards ΩTOT → 1 where 

(4N-9)  ΩTOT = ETOT/(Vρcrit) 
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(with ETOT = total energy, V = volume, and ρcrit = critical density of the 
universe). In ΛCDM cosmology, the necessary large reduction of ΩTOT can 
formally attained by (1) a decrease of  ETOT, (2) an increase of ρcrit or (3) an 
increase of V (or by a combination of these). (1) is not possible, at least not in a
single universe: where would the difference of ETOT go to? (2) would require to 
contrive a mechanism that increases the HUBBLE velocity considerably and 
thus would contradict the expansion of the universe, according to the 1. 
FRIEDMANN equation. Therefore only the possibility (3) is left for inflation 
in order to flatten the geometry. 

However, is an enormous increase of V physical? Due to the minute size of the 
singular-born universe, this increase has to be so enormous that it cannot be 
achieved in another way than by horizon crossing: the volume is getting out of 
its natural border. 

However, due to the non-singular, non-microscopic size of the TDC universe at
Big Bang Time, the necessary reduction is not enormous but limited, so that it 
can be accomplished within  GTR and STR physics. The volume needs no 
enormous increase; it is not increased otherwise than by expansion. Instead, 
ETOT is reduced by stepwise reduction of the relativistic rotation velocity and 
the joint mass decrease. The reduced part of ETOT is not lost but needed for the 
change of curvature, inducing energy-carrying Gravitational Waves. By 
definition, the total energy density and the spatial curvature can be theoretically
exchanged reversely. Different from the conventional FRW cosmology, in the 
TDC, both quantities are variables and can exchange not only theoretically but 
do so also in fact - enabled by the embedding of the universe into a five-
dimensional manifold with an additional time-like dimension. 

(b)  As the decelerated rotation begins immediately after the Big Bang, its 
induced early flattening has nothing to do with any symmetry breaking phase 
transition as claimed by inflation theories. It is well known that the coupling 
between the GUT energy scale and the solution of the cosmological horizon 
and flatness problems had been the starting point of the idea of inflation. It 
seemed a great merit of inflationary physics to combine principal cosmological 
aspects with the high energy physics of the universe in a special way. 
Especially the HIGGS mechanism was expected to provide the inflationary 
energy scale. 
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According to the TDC explanation of the early flattening process, the physical 
scale of the onset of this flattening is independent from the GUT scale or the 
HIGGS scale. The same is true for the other effects, claimed by  inflation like 
e.g. the solution of the horizon or the homogeneity problem and that are 
problems only after a singular Big Bang. If the GUT energy scale of 
~ 2 x 10^16 GeV is no longer the energy scale of the onset of the inflationary 
flattening, this onset takes place no longer at the minute time of ~ 10^-36 sec 
after the Big Bang.

As the topic of the TDC is cosmology, the far-reaching consequences for 
physics, especially particle physics, of the non-existence of the claimed 
combination of cosmological aspects and certain energy scales of symmetry 
breaking are not on the focus of the TDC. However, they deserve a 
comprehensive future discussion outside the TDC (cp. DODELSON, S. & 
HONSCHEID, K. (Conveners), 2013, section 1: Cosmology and New Physics).

(c) When E. HUBBLE recognised in the 1920ties that the universe is 
expanding, the conclusion was unavoidable that the universe was much smaller
at the Big Bang. As long as the universe is considered to be the only one, on the
one hand, the conclusion is straightforward that it was born infinitely small or 
"singular", whatever this exactly may be. However, on the other hand, no 
quantity of nature can be infinitely small or large, because otherwise it would 
have no defined measure at all. From this contradiction, it must be inferred that 
our universe was not born "infinitely small". This contradiction is cancelled by 
giving up the  - unproven - assumption that the universe is the only one. The 
abolishment of this assumption is the necessary supplement to the correct 
Singularity Theorem of HAWKING and PENROSE (cp. above sub-section 
3C(d)). 

This sub-version 4N concludes with a comparison between ΛCDM Inflationary
Flattening and TDC Flattening of the universe in TABLE  4N-1.

TABLE 4N-1: Comparison between ΛCDM Inflationary Flattening and 
TDC Non-inflationary Flattening.
# Feature ΛCDM Inflationary 

Flattening
TDC Non-inflationary 
Flattening

1 Claimed Problem 
Solutions 

a) Problem of present 
Flatness (or Near- 

Problem of present Near-
flatness of the Universe 
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flatness) of the Universe 
b) Other Problems like 
Horizon or Monopole 
Problem that are caused 
by singular Big Bang

(with claimed very small 
positive spatial 
Curvature)

2 Result of Flattening Constant spatial 
Curvature

Variable spatial Curvature

3 Basic Mechanism Exponentially 
accelerated Expansion  
of non-rotating Universe 

Decelerated Rotation of  
expanding Universe

4 Basic Cosmology a) Only one Universe
b) Singular Big Bang
c) Infinite Space of 
Universe

a) Cosmos with two 
symbiotic Universes
b) Non-singular Big Bang
c) Finite Space of 
Universe

5 Phases of Flattening One (or e.g. in hybrid 
inflation) two phase(s)

Initial primordial 
Flattening followed by 
present late Flattening

6 Number of Theory 
Versions

More than one hundred 
Versions of Inflation 
Theory (therefore 
deviations from entries 
of this TABLE possible)

Single TDC

7 Reason for Beginning 
of Flattening

Phase Transition of 
Universe at GUT (or 
other) Energy  Scale

Horizon Opening at Big 
Bang Transition of 
Spacetime

8 Begin of Flattening ~ 10^-43 ...  10^-35 sec 
after Big Bang

At Big Bang

9 End of Flattening ~ 10^-33 ...  10^-30 sec 
after Big Bang

a) Initial primordial 
Flattening: not yet 
constrained ending after 
recombination 
b) Late Flattening: at 
present still going on

10 Reason for End of   a) Flatness (or Near- a) End of initial 
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Flattening flatness) has been 
reached, followed by 
(not clearly understood) 
reheating 

Flattening by increasing 
Dark Energy
b) End of late Flattening 
will be reached at exact 
Flatness, followed by 
Contraction of the 
Universe

12 Physical Units of 
proceeding Flattening 

Exponentially 
accelerated e-turns of  
Universe Expansion

Decelerated  Rotations of 
Universe

13 Generated Metric 
Perturbations  

a) Scalar Modes: 
Amplification of 
quantum Seeds
b) Vector Modes: none 
after decay
c) Tensor Modes: 
Inflationary 
Gravitational Waves 
with red Tilt

By initial Flattening:
a) Scalar Modes: 
Amplification of pre-Big 
Bang seeds
b) Vector Modes: existing
with blue Tilt
c) Tensor Modes: Non-
inflationary primordial  
Gravitational Waves 
with blue Tilt

14 Dependency of 
Flattening on Initial 
Conditions 

Singular Big Bang 
requires extremely 
strong Flattening 

Non-singular Big Bang 
requires less strong 
Flattening that is induced 
by Pre-Big Bang Initial 
Conditions 

15 Matter-Energy for the 
Flattening

Potential of unknown 
physical Nature and 
mathematical Formula

Mass due to relativistic 
Rotation at Big Bang, 
mathematical calculation 
by LORENTZ relation

16 Compatibility with 
General and Special 
Relativity

Super-luminal 
expansion, super-horizon
fluctuations, anti-
gravitational acceleration

No super-luminal 
expansion, no super-
horizon fluctuations, no   
anti-gravitational 
acceleration
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5 Summary and Outlook

5A  The main Features of the TDC
are compiled in TABLE 5-1.  

TABLE 5-1: Evidenced   or proposed solutions of astro-physical Problems
No. Subject Remark
1 DARK ENERGY AND 

DARK MATTER
a Nature and origin of the Dark 

Energy (including  the reason 
for the late beginning of the 
acceleration of the expansion) 

Proven that there is matter beyond the 
horizon of the universe; the late 
beginning of  the acceleration is 
explained

b Nature and origin of the Dark 
Matter (including the reason 
for its unobservability)

Proposed; supported by strong  
evidence that at least most of the Dark 
Matter consists of Black Holes

2 CREATION OF THE 
UNIVERSE

a “What was before the Big  
Bang?”

Non-singular Big Bang proposed; 
supported by much evidence 

b Singular Big Bang Non-singular Big Bang derived also
from the CMB temperature lack of 
correlation for angles > radian unity 
(≈ 57.3 degrees); missing condition for 
the applicability of the "Singularity 
Theorem" demonstrated; the existence 
of non-singular solutions of the GRT 
field equations is well-known

c Inflation Non-existence of inflation derived 
from the Initial Conditions of the 
universe which caused the primordial 
flattening of the universe that is 
attributed to inflation, while the other 
problems that inflation solves do not 
exist in a non-singular universe;  
obviously, an inflation after a non-
singular Big Bang is unnecessary  

d Super-horizon fluctuations Explained as possible only after a 
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singular Big Bang
3 CLASSICAL PROBLEMS
a Cosmological Constant 

Problem 
Explained that the Cosmological 
Constant is mimicked by the existence 
of U0

b Horizon Problem Explained that the problem does not 
exist because of the pre-history of the 
Big Bang  

c Flatness Problem Explained: In the present epoch of 
accelerated expansion, the other 
universe controls the spatial curvature 
of ours by Dark Energy, creating near-
flatness

d Geometry of the Universe Derived for the different epochs of the 
universe

e Monopole Problem Solved: the problem does not exist in 
the TDC

f Same order of magnitude of 
matter and Dark Energy 
density

Explained by the evolution of matter 
and Dark Energy density

4 FUTURE OF THE 
UNIVERSE

a “What will be the future fate 
of the universe?”

Cyclic Fate proposed based on 
evidence

5 STRUCTURE OF THE 
COSMOS

a "Eternal", five-dimensional 
cyclic Cosmos

Explained, based on evidence that 
matter-energy induces space-time

b “Is the universe the only one?” Answered, based on strong evidence
6 STRUCTURE FORMATION 

IN THE UNIVERSE
a Anti-hierarchical features 

besides hierarchical structure 
formation 

Reason explained by the matter import 
of Black Hole N-body systems 

b Early existence of rich cluster 
structures 

Explained by the matter import of 
Black Hole N-body systems 

c Formation of the central Black
Hole of galaxies

Explained by the matter import of 
Black Hole N-body systems 
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d Early appearance of super-
massive Black Holes and 
quasars

Explained by the matter import of 
Black Hole N-body systems 

7 FEATURES OF THE CMB 
a Lack of correlation on large 

angular scales
Explained by the pre-history and the 
non-singularity of the Big Bang 

b Apparent low angular power at
low-ℓ of the TT spectrum

Explained as the consequence of the 
initial elliptic geometry of the universe

c Tensions between observed 
low-ℓ and (1) high-ℓ TT 
spectrum and (2) best-fit 
ΛCDM TT model

Explained as the consequence of the  
initial elliptic geometry of the universe

d Power asymmetries Explained by the rotation of the 
universe and the decrease of rotation 
velocity

e Anti-Correlation in TE 
spectrum

Explained  the by adiabaticy of the 
primordial fluctuations

f Cut-off in the primordial 
power spectrum

Explained by the non-singular Big 
Bang

g    The universe is not isotropic Explained by the existence of U0
h Quadrupole-octopole 

alignment
Explained by the initial fast rotation of 
the universe

i     Near-zero curvature of the 
universe

Explained by interaction of U and U0

j Tensions between CMB data 
and supernovae Data 

Explained as the consequence of the 
initial elliptic geometry of the universe 

k Tensions between Results 
from Primary CMB 
Temperature and from SZ 
Cluster Counts 

Explained as the consequence of the 
N-body system import

8 RE-IONISATION
a The universe experienced a 

double re-ionisation. The first 
re-ionisation was primarily 
caused by gas infall onto 
massive, imported Black Holes

Explained as the consequence of the   
N-body system import

b The first re-ionisation 
appeared early and was patchy

Explained as the consequence of the 
initial re-ionisation induced by Black 
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Holes
c After the creation of a bulk of 

stars, the re-ionisation was 
sustained by Black Holes and 
stars for some time before it 
was completed by a 
combination of copious stellar 
UV fluxes and less frequent x-
ray fluxes

Explained as a consequence of the first 
re-ionisation 

9 THE DARK FLOW OF GALAXY CLUSTERS
a All galaxy clusters in the universe 

have a  peculiar motion with a 
velocity v ≈ const.

Explained: The Dark Flow is caused 
by an interaction of (I) the Black Hole 
import from U0, (II) the masses of U, 
and (III) the expansion of U.
For clusters within a distance of 2.5 
billion light years, the relation 
v ≈ const. was found by 
KASHLINSKY., A., et  al., 2011 

b All the velocity vectors of this 
motion  point towards the same 
point CG in the universe and thus can
be mapped to the same direction  

KASHLINSKY, A.,  et al., 2011, have 
measured a corresponding common 
direction as  an "axis of motion" 
(which is roughly centred on the 
southern constellations Centaurus and 
Hydra) 

10 THE DARK ENERGY EQUATION-OF-STATE (EoS)
a Is there the EoS parameter 

wΛCDM = -1?
           

The parameter wDE(a) of this          
 equation is a dynamic function       
 of the scalefactor a.  
 Calculated approximately by means
 of NEWTON's theory  
                             

b Does the usually measured 
parameter wΛCDM =≈ -1mean the 
existence of a Cosmological 
Constant which explains Dark 
Energy?

The parameter wΛCDM = -1 is this of an
unphysical universe with gravitational
Dark Energy but without U0. This 
corresponds to the picture of U as 
seen by ΛCDM cosmology. 
Calculated in the same way as above  
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c What was the EoS at the  beginning 
of the accelerated expansion of the 
universe?
 

There are two scalefactors with  
wDE = 0, marking the beginning and 
the future end of the acceleration of U.
Calculated in the same way as above 

11THE EPOCHS OF THE UNIVERSE  
     are compiled in the TABLE AP4-1 in APPENDIX 4
12 THE INITIAL CONDITIONS AND THE INITIAL FLATTENING 
     OF THE UNIVERSE (as opposed to inflation)
     are compiled in TABLE 4N-1 in sub-section 4N (see also points (1) - (8) of 
     Foreword)
END OF TABLE 

5B  Principal Questions arising from the TDC 

The statements in this TABLE 5-1 raise at least two kinds of questions. On the 
one hand, there is the need for additional observational evidence, e.g. for the 
rate of the imported matter as a function of redshift and the resulting correction
of cluster masses, for the extraction of the spatial curvature of the Surface of 
last Scatter, for the claimed blue tilt of primordial Gravitational Waves, for the 
extension of some anomalies to higher ℓ, or for an even more precise value of 
today's spatial curvature, for the KERR-like metric of Black Holes, for the 
claimed weak dependency of the Dark Flow on the redshift, ... to name only a 
few of these numerous issues. 

On the other hand, there are further principal questions for the inner workings 
of the Cosmos like this for the connection between cosmology and quantum 
physics, if any. One can ask, if the set of the Laws of Nature which defines the 
self-reproductivity of the Cosmos is unique, as one can assume, or not. To put 
this question in a more general way: The Cosmos is represented by (1) its 
physical appearance and by (2) the set of Laws of Nature which governs this 
appearance. Is this set unique? Can it be demonstrated that the Cosmos must 
exactly be as it is or that it could not exist at all? Furthermore, the novelty of 
the TDC gives reason for the question: Can the TDC be embedded into a more 
general cosmological theory? 

A small selection of such principal questions is compiled in the following 
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TABLE 5-2 .

TABLE 5-2: A selection of principal questions arising from the TDC
1 An application of the five-dimensional GTR to the Cosmos and a             

description of the dynamics of the Cosmos based on this application

2 A Black Hole theory describing (1) the physical Big Bang Process in 
detail inclusive of the "critical matter-density" at the Big Bang, (2) the 
inner five-dimensional Black Hole metric and structure, and (3) the exact
transformation of the Black Hole spacetime into the spacetime of the 
universe

3 An exact proof of the number of dimensions of the Cosmos

4 The proof that space is finite  

5 The proof that real singularities do not exist  

6 Is there actually a connection between cosmology and quantum theory ? 

7 We know the quantum theory only in the four-dimensional projection of 
the five-dimensional spacetime. Can the existence of at least five 
dimensions promote the explanation of the not yet fully understood 
features of quantum theory? 

8 A proof that the set of  Laws of Nature, that govern the Cosmos, is 
unique (i.e. that the Cosmos cannot work otherwise than it does)

APPENDIX 1: The difference of observed and collapsed Cluster Masses

(a) The M(ass) - T(emperature) relation of Galaxy Clusters as used by 
VAUCLAIR, S. C., et al., 2003, (formula (2) is

(AP1-1)  T = T1(z, M) = T15(ΩMΔ(z, ΩM)/178)1/3M15
2/3(1+z)         (z>z0)

with a normalisation constant T15, the contrast density Δ(z, ΩM) with respect to 
the density of the universe for virialised objects and the cluster mass M15 in 
units of 1015 sun masses. (AP1-1) is based on the theory of gravitational mass 
collapse as well as on gas thermodynamics and on observed data. 

The M -T relation  is part of the algorithm which VAUCLAIR, S. C., et al., 
2003, use in order to compute the theoretical number counts Ncomp(z, ΩM). This 
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algorithm is shortly described in their paper. Of course, the algorithm assumes 
that all the cluster mass has been aggregated by gravitational collapses. A 
gravitational collapse can occur as (i) a single event or (ii) a longer process or 
(iii) a combination of both. According to MAUGHAN, B. J., et al., 2005, the 
difference of (i) and (ii) has only little influence on the M -T relation. 
Therefore the algorithm of VAUCLAIR, S. C., et al., 2003, can be used, 
although the details of the cluster formation process are not yet completely 
known. 

Using (AP1-1) with ΩM = 0.3, S. C. VAUCLAIR et al. find the above 
mentioned wrong Ncomp(z, 0.3 ). However, if they use 

(AP1-2)  T = T2(z, M) = T1(z, M)/(1+z) = T15(ΩM Δ(z, ΩM)/178)1/3M15
2/3   (z>z0)    

               
instead of (AP1-1)), they obtain for the same ΩM = 0.3 theoretical number 
counts Ncomp*(z, 0.3), which match the NOBS(z) in a remarkable way, as their 
Fig. 2 demonstrates. This matching applies for all the five x-ray surveys, on  
which their paper is based on. The excellent coincidence even for z > 0.5 rules 
out a mere coincidence. This requires the modification of the M - T relation 
and to use formula (2) in the future, because it has been evidenced by 
observations. 

Although the modification had led to a good match of the computed and the 
observed number counts, S. C. VAUCLAIR et al. refuse to acknowledge this 
modification. They continue to consider (1) to be the correct M - T relation 
and, thus, to find ΩM to be in the range 0.85 – 1.  Why ?

The authors interpret the modification of formula (AP1-1) which leads to 
formula (AP1-2), as a modification of gas cluster thermodynamics, however, 
they can not accept such a modification and therefore continue to consider  
formula (AP1-1) as the correct one, despite the problem with the matter 
density. They write :
“As one can see, such a modification re-establishes agreement of the 
concordance model with observations. It is well known that the L -T relation 
cannot be explained from simple scaling arguments. One may therefore argue 
that the redshift evolution of the M - T relation may suffer from more dramatic 
effect than usually assumed, although – to our knowledge – such a possibility 
has never been advocated and it is probably not obvious to find physical 
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motivation leading to gas thermal energy in distant clusters (z ~ 1) to be 
reduced by a factor of two compared to clusters in the local universe. We 
therefore conclude that the redshift distributions of present–day available 
X-ray clusters surveys, as well as the recent results on the L - T relation of high
redshift clusters, favor a high matter density universe unless the standard 
paradigm on clusters gas physics has to be deeply revised.“

However, as the M - T relation relates the mass M15 to the temperature T, there 
is yet another interpretation of the modification than a revision of cluster gas 
physics, namely a modification of the cluster mass physics. Let us examine 
what result a modification of the cluster mass would have. S. C. VAUCLAIR et
al. do not mention this second possibility, but discuss only why a revision of 
the gas physics should be ruled out. 

The temperature T is derived from observed fluxes via the luminosity. T is the 
input of the M - T relation, while the mass M15 is the output, derived from T. 
Therefore T is authorised by observed data and should not be modified when 
the M - T relation is modified. This leads inevitably to a modification of the 
cluster mass M15.  

According to the derivation of (AP1-1), in  this formula M15 is the collapsed 
cluster mass which is considered to be the complete mass of the cluster. From 
(AP1-1) there follows 

(AP1-3)  M15(z, T) = T15
-3/2(ΩM Δ(z, ΩM)/178)-1/2(T/(1+z))3/2           (z>z0).

The modified M - T relation (AP1-2) was necessary to match the computed 
number counts with the observed ones. Therefore the mass in formula 
(AP1-2) is the observed cluster mass. From (AP1-2) there follows 

(AP1-4)  M15*(z, T) = T15
-3/2(ΩMΔ(z, ΩM)/178)-1/2T3/2                       (z>z0).

The mass derived from (AP1-2) is written as M15*, because it is different from 
the mass M15 derived from (AP1-1). (AP1-3) and (AP1-4) deliver for z > 0

(AP1-5)  M15*(z, T) = M15(z, T)(1+z)3/2  > M15(z, T)                        (z>z0).

Therefore the observed mass M15* is more massive than the collapsed mass M15
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of the cluster. 

(b) Further details concerning the work of S. C. VAUCLAIR et al. 

According to (AP1-5), the relation between the total and the collapsed mass of 
a cluster is 

(AP1-6)  M15*(z, T)/M15(z , T) = (1+z)3/2    .

The right side is proportional to the HUBBLE-Funktion HEdS(z) of an 
EINSTEIN-de SITTER (EdS) universe :

(AP1-7a)  M15*(z, T)/M15(z, T)  ~ HEdS(z) ,
(AP1-7b)  M15(z, T)/M15

*(z, T) ~  REdS(z)   

with the HUBBLE radius REdS(z) = c/ HEdS(z). This demonstrates that we do not
live in an EdS universe, because in an EdS universe there would be no matter 
import and therefore the total and the collapsed cluster mass would be the 
same:

(AP1-8)  M15,EdS*(z, T)/M15,EdS(z, T) = 1   (for all z>z0). 

Writing (AP1-6) with the scalefactor a = (1+z)-1 of our real universe delivers

(AP1-9a)  M15 (z, T)/M15*(z, T) = a3/2      (z>z0).

(AP1-9a) demonstrates that the relation between the total and the collapsed 
mass of a cluster is a cosmological relation. If the total cluster mass M15* were 
collapsed mass, according to (AP1-1), the temperature would be 

(AP1-9b)  T* = T1(z, M15*)   . 

(AP1-1) and (AP1-9a,b) deliver

(AP1-9c)  T/T* = a  .

According to their derivation, (AP1-2) is an approximate formula. In general, 
the relation between the total mass MTOT, the collapsed mass MCOLL,  and the 
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imported mass MIMP of a cluster has the form

(AP1-10)  MTOT(z, T) = MIMP + MCOLL(z, T)

It is 

(AP1-11)  MTOT(z, T) ≈ M15*(z, T) ,  MCOLL(z, T) ≈ M15(z, T) - M15(zIMP, T)  ,   
                 MCOLL(zIMP, T) = 0 

with zIMP, the redshift of the import of MIMP, and z < zIMP the redshift of the 
observation of the cluster. 

Is the Formula (AP1-1) or (AP1-2) the correct form of the M - T  Relation ? 
In order to find the answer to this question, BLANCHARD, A., 2005, 
examines in  the quantity Tx/σ2 where T = Tx is the temperature of a x-ray 
cluster gas and σ its velocity dispersion. He uses data of clusters with 
temperature greater than 6 keV for which the velocity dispersion was available.
As σ2 scales as (1+z), the quantity Tx/σ2 would remain constant, if the M -T 
relation were  

(AP1-12a)  T = 4keVM15
2/3(1+z)    ,

however, Tx/σ2 would scale as (1+z)-1, if the M -T relation followed the “non-
standard behaviour” 

(AP1-12b)  T ~ M15
2/3 . 

The formulae (AP1-12a, b) are quoted from BLANCHARD, A., 2005.  He 
finds “... no sign of such a non-standard behaviour which is in principle ruled 
out at the 3–σ level at least.” The result is depicted in his Fig. 6 showing a 
moderately ascending best fit line and a 1-sigma region which only narrowly 
contains the mentioned constant as a horizontal line.

A. BLANCHARD is one of the co-authors of the paper VAUCLAIR, S. C., et 
al., 2003, which reported that the ansatz (AP1-2) would reconcile the 
concordance model value ΩM = 0.3 with the observed number counts. With 
respect to ΩM , BLANCHARD, A., 2005, concludes: “Therefore, the 
distribution of x-ray selected clusters as known at present day favors a high 
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density universe, alleviating the need for a cosmological constant.”

The examination in BLANCHARD, A., 2005, has the headline : “Is cluster gas
physics essentially non-gravitational?” This examination checks, “if a large 
fraction of the thermal energy of the gas in present day clusters originates from
other processes than the gravitational collapse and has been continuously 
injected during recent past (although it remains to be shown that this is 
actually possible in a realistic way).” and finds a negative answer to this 
question.

The comparison of (AP1-12a) and (AP1-1), respectively of (AP1-12b) and 
(AP1-2), shows that BLANCHARD, A., 2005, does not deal with the general 
case of (AP1-1) respectively (AP1-2) but deals only with the case of a contrast 
density Δ(z, ΩM) which does not depend on z. The formula which defines 
Δ(z, ΩM) depends on the cosmology (BRYAN, G. L. and NORMAN, M. L., 
1997). For an EdS cosmology in a flat universe there is Δ(z, ΩM) = const. 

Writing (AP1-2) as 

(AP1-13)  T = T2(z, M) = T15(ΩMΔ*(z, ΩM)/178)1/3M15
2/3(1+z)

with 

(AP1-13a)  Δ*(z, ΩM) =Δ(z, ΩM)/(1+z)3 

shows that BLANCHARD, A., 2005,  has found Δ*(z, ΩM) to be proportional 
to the best fit line in its Fig. 6  (respectively to a horizontal line, representing a 
constant, or to any other suitable curve in the depicted 1- sigma region).
 
(AP1-13, 13a)  show that the transition from (AP1-1) to (AP1-2) corresponds 
to a transition from  Δ(z, ΩM) to Δ*(z, ΩM). This is not the replacement of the 
conventional contrast density by another contrast density but a correction of 
(AP1-1) in order to calibrate the M - T relation to the observed number counts. 
This calibration leads to the discovery that there is more matter in the cluster 
than has collapsed.

The answer to the above question is that the formula (AP1-1) as well the 
formula (AP1-2) is correct: (AP1-1) refers to the collapsed cluster mass and 
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(AP1-2) refers to the total cluster mass. 

Without the calibration, x-ray cluster surveys that are based on the comparison 
of observed versus computed number counts like VAUCLAIR, S. C., et al., 
2003, or BLANCHARD, A., 2005, will inevitably find that we live in a 
universe with a high matter density and little or no Dark Energy. 

With respect to its result 0.85 ≤ ΩM ≤ 1, VAUCLAIR, S. C., et al., 2003,  points
out “…that this is entirely consistent with all previous existing analyses 
performed on the redshift distribution of X-ray selected samples of clusters 
performed with the same methodology: …”

BLANCHARD, A., 2005, states the result of an analysis of  six surveys 
comprising about 300 clusters : “…all existing x-ray clusters surveys 
systematically point toward high ΩM, statistical uncertainties allow a 
determination of ΩM with a 10% precision: 0.9 < ΩM < 1.07(1σ).” Similar 
results are known from past surveys VIANA, P. , and LIDDLE, A. R., 1999; 
REICHART, D. E., et al., 1999; SADAT, R., et al., 1997. 

These surveys must achieve a high matter density, because  they observe the 
total cluster mass and assume that this total mass was completely formed by 
gravitational collapse. This way, the imported mass is considered as collapsed 
mass, too. Explaining the imported mass as collapsed in our spacetime, 
requires a higher matter density than there actually is. The calibration reduces 
the mass that is assumed to have formed by gravitational collapse from the 
total mass to the really collapsed mass. This reduction allows a low matter 
density (ΩM  ≈ 0.3). The calibrated new form (AP1-2), respectively (AP1-
13,13a), of the M -T relation, however, reconciles the cluster surveys with the 
Concordance Model. 

APPENDIX 2: The Solution of the Flatness Problem

(a) Different surveys, including WMAP and PLANCK, have shown that the 
universe is either almost flat or even totally flat. The PLANCK result for the 
spatial curvature Ωk is 100Ωk = -0.05 (+0.65 - 0.66) at 95% C.L. gained by 
combining PLANCK data with low-ℓ WMAP polarisation data, high-resolution
CMB data, and BAO data (Planck Collaboration: Planck 2013 results. XVI). 
The Collaboration draws from this and similar results the conclusion: “In 
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summary, there is no evidence from Planck for any departure from a spatially 
flat geometry. The results of Eqs. (68a) and (68b) suggest that our Universe is 
spatially flat to an accuracy of better than a percent.” Nevertheless, the data 
precision is not yet sufficient enough in order to determine, whether the present
spatial curvature of the universe is positive or negative with a small absolute 
value or is even exactly zero. The results are surprising and raise the question: 
“Why is the universe as flat as we observe it?” We do not yet know the reason 
for this near or total flatness; i.e. for the universe's  flatness problem.  

(b) The inflation theories offer an explanation by the flattening effect on the 
spatial curvature, which a super-luminal expansion would have had. This 
inflationary flattening would have left the universe almost totally flat with 
Ωk ≈ 10-5, the magnitude of quantum fluctuations. “Without quantum 
fluctuations, inflationary theory would fail”(Planck Collaboration: Planck 2013
results. XXII). However, there are also inflation theories with other values. 
However, this inflationary flattening needs an explanation, why this  curvature 
has been persisting despite the expansion instead of growing. Calculating it 
back to PLANCK scales delivers a value of about |Ωk | ≈ 10-60 . This way, the 
present spatial curvature is explained by an enormous fine-tuning (WATSON, 
G. S., 2000).

(c) In the following, the TDC solution of the flatness problem is given. It is in  
good agreement with the above PLANCK result. Per definition Ωk depends on 
the redshift z:

(AP2-1a)   Ωk(z) = 1- ΩTOT(z) 

with the total density parameter

(AP2-1b)  ΩTOT(z) = ΩM(z)+ΩDE(z)+ΩR(z)   ,

where ΩM,  ΩDE, and Ωr is the density parameter of matter, Dark Energy, and 
radiation, respectively. (AP2-1a,b) is a form of the 1.FRIEDMANN equation in
which both cosmologies coincide formally, though not with respect to the 
shapes of ΩM(z) and ΩDE(z). In the present epoch,  ΩR « 1 can be neglected. In 
the TDC, the universe developed out of a super-massive Black Hole and started
therefore with an elliptic geometry Ωk(z) < 0, ΩTOT(z) >1. The Dark Energy was
already present at Big Bang Time, but for a longer period thereafter its density 
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ρDE was weaker than the matter density of the universe ρM, though ρDE was 
increasing steadily. We know from the early existence of galaxies that there 
were matter imports soon after the Big Bang; however, the imported masses 
were not sufficient to raise the matter density due to the expansion. Otherwise, 
the universe would not have experienced the beginning of the Dark Energy 
becoming effective. Therefore ΩM(z) = ρM(z)/ρcrit(z) was decreasing and 
ΩDE(z) = ρDE(z)/ρcrit(z) was rising before this onset of the effective Dark 
Energy (ρcrit(z) = 3H²(z)/8πΓ is the critical density.) The fact that this onset 
took place shows that the increase of ΩDE(z) was stronger than the decrease of  
ΩM(z). This reversal behaviour of ΩDE(z) and ΩDE(z)  must lead to a minimum 
ΩTOT/MIN of ΩTOT(z) = ΩM(z) + ΩDE(z) in the young universe. After this 
minimum, Ωk(z) = 1- ΩTOT(z) was decreasing. Is (1) ΩTOT/MIN ≥ 1 or (2) ΩTOT/MIN 
< 1? The case (1) would mean an accelerated expansion in an elliptic universe. 
Moreover, today's value ΩTOT(0) (which is either exactly unity or very near to 
unity) would be larger than ΩTOT/MIN meaning a fine-tuning of ΩTOT/MIN. In case 
(2), such fine-tuning can be avoided and the acceleration can take place in a 
hyperbolic universe as it is to be expected. In this case, Ωk(z) will be decrease 
in the present epoch from Ωk(z) > 0 towards Ωk(z) = 0, according to 
(AP2-1a,b). 

Therefore in this present epoch, the increasing Dark Energy in our universe is 
the reason for its (near) flatness. Each matter import would also have  a 
flattening effect, however, this increase of ρM(z) would last only for a very 
short period of time until it will be cancelled by the expansion again. An 
increase of ρM(a) requires the mass of the universe to increase more rapidly 
than its space. This condition can be met for contracting universes only. 
However, the  increase of ρDE(z) has a lasting effect, because the additional 
space, gained by the expansion, will contain gravitational Dark Energy already 
and contributes this way to a lasting increase of ΩDE(z) and its induced 
flattening of the universe.  

The interaction between our universe and the other one controls the spatial 
curvature and thus the geometry of our universe. To put it shortly: The other 
universe flattens ours in the present epoch ("late flattening" following the 
initial flattening which is explained in sub-section 4N4). The symbiotic 
universe of ours delivers the solution of the flatness problem.  

In ΛCDM cosmology, the space that the universe gains by its expansion 
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is empty and contains Dark Energy as vacuum energy, whereas in the TDC, 
this additional space is not empty of matter and therefore contains Dark Energy
as gravitational energy (for details of the evolution of the gravitational Dark 
Energy see APPENDIX 4).

(d) As Ωk(z) > 0 is decreasing in the present epoch, will it ever reach flatness? 
In order to contract in the future, the universe first has to approach and to cross 
the state Ωk = 1 - ΩTOT = 0.  In the TDC, this state is a temporary and unstable 
one, which cannot last for a longer time, because  ΩM and ΩDE vary 
permanently due to the interaction of the two universes. Rather than being a 
possible stable state like in ΛCDM cosmology, in the TDC, the state
ΩTOT =  ΩM + ΩDE = 1 acts like an attractor for the pairs (ΩM, ΩDE) of values 
which the universe passes. This state is an attractor, because (1) it is the 
condition for a flat universe and (2) it can be reached only after work has been 
performed against the spatial curvature Ωk(z) = 1 - ΩTOT(z) > 0 in order to 
flatten it -  until eventually there will be Ωk(z0) = 0 for a future z = z0 < 0. 
Sustained by gravitational energy, this work has been performed for several 
billion years already since the attraction between the two universes became 
effective. 

This attractor state ΩTOT =ΩM + ΩDE = 1 is a straight line L in the (ΩM, ΩDE)-
plane. As L is an attractor for the  path P of passed points (ΩM, ΩDE), P will 
approach L so that L is the tangent of P in the intersection point P0. If P did not 
intersect L, this approach of P towards L would be called “asymptotic“. Here, 
as P and L intersect, one can call it “asymptotic-like“. This asymptotic-like 
approach is confirmed by the above PLANCK value of Ω k  ≈ 0 which deviates 
from zero in both directions within less than 1% at 95% CL. In this asymptotic-
like way, the expanding universe will approach the state ΩTOT = 1 and 
eventually will cross it in a point P0 of the (ΩM, ΩDE)-plane in order to prepare 
the contraction of the universe. 

(e) In the (ΩM, ΩDE)-plane, the straight line L has the equation ΩM = 1- ΩDE with
the derivative  

(AP2-2)  dΩM/dΩDE  = -1 .

This condition holds also for the path P , because L is its tangent at 
z = z0. From this follows (with a * denoting a derivative with respect to z)   
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(AP2-3a) dΩM  + dΩDE  = 0

(AP2-3b)  ΩTOT*(z0) = ΩM*(z0 ) + ΩDE*(z0 ) = 0

Here, the derivatives refer to redshifts z in the future  -1 < z < 0, taken at the 
redshift z = z0  of P0. Because of (AP2-3b), ΩTOT(z0) is a mathematical turning 
point, when crossing unity at z = z0. Because of the crossing, this turning point 
can neither be a maximum nor a minimum. Thus, it has to be a  mathematical 
inflexion point with the second derivative ΩTOT**(z0) = 0. After the universe has
passed this inflexion point, the spatial curvature Ωk = 1 - ΩTOT  < 0  will  be 
elliptic already and the state ΩTOT = 1 will be no more an attractor, but its 
opposite, a dis-tractor, therefore causing ΩTOT to remove from this state for 
z < z0. The further evolution of ΩTOT(z) for z < z0 will not contribute any more 
to this solution of the flatness problem but to its opposite “non-flatness 
problem” why the universe must leave flatness again once having reached this 
state. In APPENDIX 4 it is shown that at z = z0 the scalefactor a reaches its 
maximum starting the contraction of the universe. 

As L is only an attractor, (AP2-2) need not necessarily hold from the very 
beginning. It can be that dΩM/dΩDE > 0 for some time after the Big Bang, in 
order to turn then via dΩM/dΩDE = 0 towards (AP2-2). This would correspond 
to a very massive matter import in the early universe for some time before the 
increasing impact of Dark Energy took over its role in flattening the universe. 
It would even be still compatible with L being an attractor, if dΩM/dΩDE 
changed  its sign several times in the primordial universe. 

The asymptotic-like approach of the path P towards L is the reason for 

(AP2-4a)  ΩTOT(z) =  ΩM(z) + ΩDE(z) →1  for z → z0 ,

so that for z  = z0

(AP2-4b1)  ΩTOT(z0) = 1    

with 

(AP2-4b2)  ΩTOT*(z0) = ΩTOT**(z0) = 0  ,
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while for z > z0

(AP2-4c1)  ΩTOT(z) < 1

and 

(AP2-4c2)  ΩTOT(z) ≈ 1   

with

(AP2-4c3)  ΩTOT*(z) < 0  

and for some z < z0 in an environment of z0 

(AP2-4d1)  ΩTOT(z) > 1

and 

(AP2-4d2)  ΩTOT(z) ≈ 1

with

(AP2-4d3)  ΩTOT*(z) < 0  .

The conditions (AP2-4a) and (AP2-4c1,2,3) are fulfilled already today and will
be fulfilled throughout the future expansion until z0. The more the expansion 
will proceed, the smaller the difference Ω k between 1 and ΩTOT will become. 
Thus, the universe only appears to be flat without really being it. The universe 
is almost flat, but this is not the case because of any coincidence but because of
the systematic flattening, which our symbiotic universe carries out along the 
asymptotic-like path P.   

(f) The asymptotic-like approach of P towards z0 ensures a long duration of the
expansion and creates a nearly flat state of the universe long before actually 
reaching flatness at z0. Because of (AP2-4b2), there is 

(AP2-5)  Ωk(z0) = Ωk*(z0) =  Ωk**(z0) = 0   .

Therefore the first three coefficients of the TAYLOR expansion of Ωk(z) around
z = z0 are zero. Thus, the TAYLOR expansion can be written as
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(AP2-6)   Ωk(z) =  Ωk***(z*)(z - z0)3/6 ,

with z*  being located between z and z0 and depending on both. For z = 0, this 
becomes

(AP2-7a)  Ωk = Ωk(0) = s(z**)|z0|3/6    

with the slope s(z**) = Ωk***(z**) > 0 of the tangent of Ωk**(z) at z =  z**  . This 
z** depends on z0 and it is |z**| < |z0|. 

As mentioned, in 2013 Ωk has been constrained by the Planck Collaboration 
(Planck 2013 results. XVI) as 

(AP2-7b)  Ωk = Ωk(0) = s(z**)|z0|3/6  < ΩPL13  = 0.0060    (95%CL).

(AP2-7b) shows that one more - not yet  available - information is needed to 
break the degeneracy between s(z**) and |z0|. Because of  (AP2-7b), it is 

(AP2-8)  max(|z0|) = (6ΩPL13/s(z**))1/3 >  ΩPL13

for s(z**) < 6ΩPL13-2 ≈ 1.7 ∙104 .This value corresponds to an angle of the 
tangent of more than 89.99 (out of 90.0) degrees. Therefore the condition is 
safely fulfilled for reasonable slopes s(z**). 

Because of (AP2-8), the small upper limit ΩPL13 of the present spatial curvature 
Ωk can lead to considerable larger |z0|. Above, I have compared max(|z0|) and 
ΩPL13 and below, I will constrain z0 based on a fiducial s(z**) for the only 
purpose to show this. Although the constraint  ΩPL13 is so small, it can take 
much time to reach z = z0 , where the universe passes its state of flatness before
becoming elliptic immediately thereafter. For a fiducial s(z**) = 0.5, 
corresponding to a tangent angle of arctan(0.5) ≈ 4.8 degrees, there would be   

(AP2-9)  z0 = -|z0| > -(6ΩPL13/0.5)1/3 = -0.416

with a scalefactor a < a(-0.467) = 1.71 . Due to its asymptotic-like behaviour, 
Ωk(z) has been small for a long  time already and will be smaller than ΩPL13 for
a long time until the other universe will have completed its flattening of ours at
z = z0. Next,I will consider some more consequences of the formulae 
(AP2-4a-d):
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(g) As L is declining in the (ΩM, ΩDE)-plane with the constant derivative 
(AP2-2), there is dΩM/d ΩDE < 0 while L attracts P. Therefore ΩM(z) must 
decrease for z ≥ z0. Thus, it cannot reach a future minimum for these z. For 
z <  z0  only, a sufficient amount of matter will have been imported in order to 
increase  ΩM(z). The physical reason for this is that the imported matter-energy 
must  first be used to flatten the universe before it can become effective to 
increase the matter density (for details see APPENDIX 4 describing the 
evolutionary dynamics of the universe.) Similarly, one can derive that the 
future maximum of ΩDE(z) can be reached for  z  < z0  only. For z < z0, the 
minimum of ΩM(z) has to be reached before the time of the maximum of 
ΩDE(z), because  ΩM(z) is decreasing, while ΩDE(z) is increasing with the time 
before their extreme values are reached. If ΩDE(z) reached its maximum for 
z <  z0 first, both densities would decrease after this maximum and their the 
sum ΩTOT(z) =  ΩM(z) + ΩDE(z) > 1 could not increase after this maximum any 
more  

(h) The Dark Energy is needed to transit our universe from its expanding, 
negatively curved state (Ωk(z)> 0) into the positively curved state (Ωk(z) < 0), 
which is required in order to enable its future contraction. To flatten the 
universe means to  remove the “negatively curved“ spatial curvature Ωk(z) > 0 
out of it. This curvature acts like matter-energy which hinders the universe to 
come to the stand-still that eventually will be reached at the maximum of the 
scalefactor a (with da/dz = 0) and has to proceed the contraction. Thus, our 
universe is open (ΩTOT(z) < 1) in its expansion phase but closed (ΩTOT(z) > 1) in
its contraction phase - as was to be expected.  

(i) Having been created by the Big Bang Process out of a super-massive Black 
Hole, the universe has begun with an elliptic geometry and thus with a large 
“positively curved“ spatial curvature Ωk(z) < 0. Why is this geometry 
hyperbolic and thus “negatively curved“ (Ωk(z)> 0) today?

Ωk(z) had all the necessary time to increase after the end of the radiation 
dominated epoch and before the present Dark Energy dominated epoch began. 
When the radiation density together with the matter density was decreasing due
to the expansion, Ωk(z) had to increase. In this epoch, the  import of Black Hole
matter and radiation existed already but was too low to compensate for the 
volume increase by the expansion. As there is still the same situation today, the 
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more, this situation existed before the Dark Energy began to become effective. 

For a sufficiently large z = zR in the radiation dominated epoch, there is   

(AP2-10)  Ωk(zR) = 1-(ΩM(zR)+ ΩR(zR)) < 0

and thus ΩTOT(z) > 1, as the universe began with an elliptic geometry. As at 
present Ωk(z) > 0,  the increasing Ωk(z) must have passed zero. Therefore  there
is a Ωk(zzero) = 0 with zzero < zR at the attractor state

(AP2-11)   ΩTOT(zzero) = ΩM(zzero)+ΩR(zzero) = 1, 

where both ΩM(zzero)and ΩR(zzero) were decreasing. As Ωk(z) > 0 is decreasing in
the present epoch, it must have had a maximum before. This maximum was 
caused by the Dark Energy in the beginning of the present epoch. The above 
described flattening effect of the Dark Energy created this maximum of Ωk(z) 
at a z = z1  so that 

(AP2-12)   Ωk*(z1) = -ΩTOT*(z1) = -(ΩM*(z1) + ΩDE*(z1)) = 0  ,

where  ΩR(z1) « 1 could be neglected in the present epoch. 

(j) This way, the spatial curvature of the universe began with negative values, 
changed its sign in the early universe, rose to a maximum in an early stage of 
the present epoch and now is decreasing asymptotic-like to zero towards 
negative values again, which are needed for the future contraction of the 
universe. Meanwhile, the curvature is confusing us by mimicking its flatness.
 
From this shape of Ωk(z) and (AP2-4a-d), it follows that Ωk*(z) has a positive 
minimum at z = z0 and a maximum at a z = z2 which is located  between z0 and 
z1.  This means that Ωk**(z) has a maximum at a z = z3 which is located 
between z0 and z2. Altogether, this shows that the dynamics of the spatial 
curvature Ωk(z) is mainly ruled by its first three derivatives. That the maxima 
of Ωk*(z) at z2 respectively of Ωk**(z) at z3 appear before z0 (i.e. for larger z) , 
shows that the information about the future contraction of the universe is 
encoded already early in the shape of Ωk(z), while the universe is still 
expanding. This encoding in Ωk*(z) and Ωk**(z) corresponds to the near-
flatness of Ωk(z). 
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(k) Solution of the Coincidence Problem
Next, another standard conundrum of ΛCDM cosmology with its flat universe 
and its Cosmological Constant Λ will be solved: the so-called coincidence 
problem asks for the reason why the Dark Matter and Dark Energy densities 
are of the same order of magnitude despite their totally different evolution. 
What kind of coupling is there between them, if any? From the coupling of the 
TDC  by U0 follows that this conundrum is not caused by the sum of ΩM and 
ΩDE like the flatness problem but by their ratio. According to ΛCDM 
cosmology, there is (with ΩR = 0) 

(AP2-13) α(a) ≡ ΩM(a)/ΩDE(a) = 8πΓρcritΩM(a)/Λc²,

which contains only constants with the only exception of ΩM(a). Therefore it is

(AP2-14) α(a) ~ ΩM(a) ~ aˉ³ .

This and ΩM(a) + ΩDE(a) = 1 deliver

(AP2-15a) ΩM(a) = α(a)/(1+ α(a))

(AP2-15b) ΩDE(a) = 1/(1+ α(a)) .  

Therefore it is  ΩM(a) >> ΩDE(a) in the early universe (e.g. ΩM(1/5) = 0.980, 
ΩDE(1/5) = 0.020) and vice versa in the far future (e.g. ΩM(5) = 0.003, 
ΩDE(5) = 0.997 ). “Is the present epoch special, because both densities have the 
same order of magnitude?“ is the standard question with respect to this 
standard conundrum.

According to Planck 2013 results. XVI "... the Universe is consistent with 
spatial flatness to percent level precision ..." and therefore in the TDC, the 
straight line L with equation ΩM = 1- ΩDE  in the (ΩM, ΩDE)-plane  is a good 
approximation of ΩM as a function of ΩDE.(cp. above (e)). Along L, there is 
in this approximation

(AP2-16)  α(a) = ΩM(a)/ΩDE(a) = const.

solving the conundrum with respect to the the present epoch of increasing Dark
Energy. One can see that the conundrum is caused by the Cosmological 
Constant Λ in (AP2-13) which leads to the formula (AP2-14), that additionally 
suffers from the missing matter import. This complies with result of sub-
section 3B2 that there is no Cosmological Constant, but that this constant is 
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only mimicked by the four-dimensional restriction of ΛCDM cosmology.

APPENDIX 3:      The anti-hierarchical Distribution of n  on-stellar Black Holes

(a) G. HASINGER's results

According to the present theory of hierarchical mass formation, the distribution
of super-massive Black Holes is expected to show less massive Black Holes at 
higher redshifts than more massive ones. However, there are x-ray observations
of Active Galactic Nuclei of type 1 (AGN-1) which contradict this hierarchical 
distribution and thus, again challenge the theory of hierarchical mass 
formation. HASINGER, G., 2004, has found the following two results for the 
distribution of AGN-1 by examining “...a unique sample of almost 1000 AGN–
1 covering five orders of magnitude in 0.5–2 keV flux limit and six orders of 
magnitude in survey solid angle with  95% completeness ...“: 

Result (1)
“The fundamental result is, that the space density of lower–luminosity AGN–1 
peaks at significantly lower redshift than that of the higher–luminosity (QSO–
type) AGN.“

Result (2)
“Also, the amount of evolution from redshift zero to the peak is much less for 
lower–luminosity AGN.”

"This kind of anti-hierarchical Black Hole growth scenario is not predicted in 
most of the semi-analytic models based on Cold Dark Matter structure 
formation models (e.g. [37,71])" - as G. HASINGER writes. 

According to HASINGER, G., 2004, the reason for these fundamental results is
not known. This reason follows directly from the non-singular TDC. 

As usual, the AGN-1 are taken as super-massive Black Holes, whose 
luminosity class increases with their mass. This connection between the 
luminosity class and the mass of a Black Hole is assumed for the maximum 
accretion of the Black Hole. Furthermore, if one takes the super-massive Black 
Holes as non-stellar and imported, G. HASINGER's results correspond to the 
following rules: 
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Rule (1*)
The redshift, at which the space density of non-stellar Black Holes of mass M 
reaches its maximum, is increasing with M. 

Rule (2*)
The ratio of the maximum space density of non-stellar Black Holes to their 
present space density is increasing with their mass M. 

(b)  An approximate distribution of non-stellar Black Holes 

The distribution of imported Black Holes in U is determined for some time 
after the Big Bang mainly by their distribution in U0 before the Big Bang, 
because this latter distribution is dominated by the most massive Black Hole 
BHBB which was transformed by the Big Bang into our universe U. As it has 
the most mass of all the Black Holes in U0, it has the strongest gravitational 
influence in a shell around BHBB. After the Big Bang, U continues this 
influence as the strongest source of attraction in U0.  

Geodesic distances D from BHBB in U0 before the Big Bang correspond to 
times T in U which have elapsed after the Big Bang until the Black Holes of 
this distance D are being imported into U. The time inside U is inverted into 
distances in U0. This situation is well known from the comparison of the inner 
and the outer metric of Black Holes as vacuum solutions of the GTR equations.

Let D0 be the geodesic distance from BHBB in U0 that corresponds to the age T0 
of U and let S be the shell around  BHBB with the outer radius D0. Because 
BHBB respectively U has the strongest gravitational influence in U0, the Black 
Hole distribution in S directly before the Big Bang can be taken as an 
approximation of the Black Hole distribution in U during the period T0 after the
Big Bang. This approximation neglects the development in U0 in the time 
between the Big Bang and the import of the Black Holes. The approximation is
the better, the less time has elapsed since the Big Bang. We will see, however, 
that the approximate distribution in S can even explain the above results of G. 
HASINGER. This means that U is still in the initial phase, when the strong 
gravitational influence of BHBB respectively U  in U0 is still the main 
determining factor of the Black Holes mass distribution.     
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(c)  Lemma
First, the following lemma will be considered:
For any redshift, the space density of non-stellar Black Holes is larger, the less
massive the Black Holes are. 

Because of the hierarchical Black Hole formation in U0, the space density N of
Black Holes as a function of their mass M is decreasing with M 
(dN(M)/dM<0). Before the Big Bang, this is true for the space density of the 
complete U0 as well as for each shell around the most massive Black Hole 
BHBB. Therefore the same is still true for the Black Holes of U, imported at any
time from U0. From this statement, the lemma follows immediately. 

This lemma appears to be trivial, because it would be caused by hierarchical 
coalescences of Black Holes, too.  However, the rules (1*) and (2*) cannot be 
explained this way. They are the results of (i) the import of N-body-systems of 
massive Black Holes, (ii) the subsequent coalescences of the Black Holes of 
the inner group of the imported N-body-systems to central Black Holes of 
galaxies and their clusters, and (iii) the Black Hole growth by matter accretion 
and Black Hole coalescences. The reason (iii) contributes less to  the Black 
Hole mass than the reasons (i) and (ii) together do, as the observed early 
matureness of distant galaxies shows (MULLIS, C. R., et al., 2005).

According to the lemma, there are at any redshift, many non-stellar Black 
Holes with lesser masses than more massive ones. N. AFSHORDI et al. have 
estimated their mass to be “less than ~ few 10^4 sun masses” (AFSHORDI, N.,
McDONALD, P., SPERGEL, D. N., 2003). The authors identify the Dark 
Matter in the galaxy halos as Black Holes - in accordance with the TDC. 

(d)  Derivation of Rule (1*)

The above lemma has been derived from the hierarchical Black Hole mass 
formation of N-body systems in U0.  Before the Big Bang, the mass attraction 
concentrated massive Black Holes near the most massive Black Hole of U0, 
i.e. BHBB The configuration of the Black Holes as N-body-systems, however, 
entails that (i) also Black Holes with small masses are located near BHBB and 
that (ii) very massive ones are located far from BHBB, too.  Therefore very 
massive Black Holes do not concentrate completely near BHBB, but they are 
located there more probably than remote from BHBB: more massive Black 
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Holes are located more probably near BHBB than less massive ones. Thus, the 
same is true for the spatial location of the maximum space density of Black 
Holes. This maximum is located nearer to BHBB than this one of less massive 
ones. 

Black Holes that are located nearer to BHBB are being exported to U earlier 
than more distant ones. The spatial distance of a Black Hole to BHBB in U0 
before the Big Bang corresponds to the time which has elapsed since the Big 
Bang, when this Black Hole is imported into U. The reason for this is the same 
speed of light in both universes. A large redshift z in U at a Black Hole's export 
corresponds to a short distance d of this Black Hole to BHBB in U0 at Big Bang 
Time. 

The above demonstrated shorter distance between BHBB and the location of the 
maximum space density of more massive Black Holes, compared to this one of 
less massive ones in U0, therefore corresponds to a smaller redshift of the latter
in U. This was to be demonstrated.

(e)  Derivation of Rule (2*)

As mentioned above, the Black Hole mass import into U since the Big Bang is 
defined approximately by the Black Hole mass distribution in U0 directly 
before the Big Bang.   

Let S1 and S2 be spatial shells which are located in U0 and which are centred on
BHBB and let S1 be directly adjacent to BHBB and S2 be directly adjacent to S1. 
Placing S1 and S2 inside the  above shell S makes sure that all as yet imported 
Black Holes are included in this approximation.   

As U0 is contracting, the geodesic thickness of both shells will decrease in the 
course of time of U0. The thicker the shells are, the more Black Holes they 
contain. This thickness may be sufficient enough that both shells will contain 
more than a negligible space density of Black Holes directly before the Big 
Bang. Furthermore, we divide all Black Holes in S1 and S2 in classes of 
different masses and take two of these classes with masses m and M > m.   

Let N(M*, Si) (i=1,2) be the space density of Black Holes with the mass M* in 
the shell Si. I will consider these space densities directly before the Big Bang 
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and ask, how the ratio 

(AP3-1)   r1(M, m; S*) = N(M,S*)/N(m,S*)     (S* = S1, S2)

will differ between S* = S2 and S* = S1. Here, it is M > m and S2 is more distant
from BHBB than S1. The space densities in this ratio are the result of a long 
development of Black Hole mass formation in U0. U0 and its mass formation 
is much older than U, which is still far away from its future contraction (cp. 
APPENDIX 2). Different from U, the Black Hole mass formation in U0 is 
driven by gravitational attraction only and therefore is strictly hierarchical for 
N-body systems. Generally this means that the concentration of Black Holes is 
increasing in the course of time of U0.  While the space density of Black Holes 
is decreasing, the share of more massive ones among them is increasing. This 
share is increasing the more, the more massive the Black Holes are. Therefore 
the ratio r1(M, m; S*) will be larger for S* = S1 than for S* = S2 :

(AP3-2)  r1(M, m; S2) = N(M, S2)/N(m, S2) < r1(M, m; S1) = N(M, S1)/N(m, S1).

These space densities in U0 are approximations of the space densities in U at 
the redshifts of the import of these Black Holes. Let zi (i=1,2) be the redshift at 
which the shell  Si  just has  been completely imported. Because of z1 > z2, S1 is 
imported before S2. Let N(M*, zi) be the space density of imported Black Holes
of the mass M* at redshift zi. In our approximate model, (AP3-2) therefore 
leads to 

(AP3-3)   N(M, z2)/N(m, z2) < N(M, z1)/N(m, z1)   .

This gives

(AP3-4)   N(M, z1)/N(M, z2) > N(m, z1)/ N(m,z2)   . 

Defining

(AP3-5)   r2(z1, z2; M*) = N(M*, z1)/N(M*, z2)  ,

(AP3-4) can be written as   

(AP3-6)   r2(z1, z2; M) > r2(z1, z2; m) . 
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Let zmax,M* be the redshift at which the non-stellar imported Black Holes of mass
M* reach their maximum space density. Setting z1 = zmax,,m and z2 = 0, the 
formula (6) delivers
 
(AP3-7)   r2(zmax,m, 0; M) > r2(zmax,m, 0; m) .

According to rule (1*), there is zmax,M > zmax,m , as M > m. The space density of 
the Black Holes with mass M has its maximum at zmax,M and thus is larger than 
this space density at z = zmax,m . Therefore it is also

(AP3-8)   r2(zmax,M, 0; M) > r2(zmax,m, 0; M) ,

according to the definition (AP3-5). Together, (AP3-6) and (AP3-7) deliver  

(AP3-9)   r2(zmax,M, 0; M) > r2(zmax,m, 0; M) > r2(zmax,m, 0; m)   .

Thus, the ratio of the maximum space density of non-stellar imported Black 
Holes to their space density at z = 0 is larger for massive Black Holes with 
mass M than for less massive ones with mass m. Therefore the ratio of the 
maximum space density of non-stellar Black Holes to their present space 
density is increasing with their mass. 

This is the rule (2*), which had to be demonstrated. 

(f)  The spinning of the imported, non-stellar Black Holes

In the same paper, HASINGER, G., 2004, predicts that the examined Black 
Holes “should be rapidly spinning fast”: “However, taking also into account 
the widespread evidence for a significant kinetic AGN luminosity in the form of
jets and winds, it is predicted, that the average super-massive black hole 
should be rapidly spinning fast (see also [17,73]). Recently, using XMM-
Newton, a strong relativistic Fe Kα line has been discovered in the average 
rest–frame spectra of AGN–1 and AGN–2 [64], which can be best fit by a 
rotating Kerr solution consistent with this conjecture.“
This spinning behaviour has meanwhile been also confirmed by more recent 
observations (cp. e.g.REYNOLDS, C. S., 2013).
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This again is in accordance with the TDC that describes not only the average 
but every imported super-massive Black Hole as of KERR-like type, which 
transforms a part of its relativistic rotational energy, and thus of its mass, into 
the structure which it will form after its import. 

APPENDIX 4:   A NEWTONian Approximation of the   of the Dynamics of the 
Cosmos

(a) In the TDC, the expansion of the universe is driven by two sources: the Big 
Bang and the potential of the masses M of U and M0 of U0. As these masses 
interact gravitationally, they have one and the same gravitation potential Φ, 
representing a gravitation field F with a centre CG of gravitation. This centre 
needs not to be stationary, but because of the relatively small overall deviation 
from isotropy in U and U0 and its central position, this centre CG is assumed to
be almost stationary during the different epochs of U and U0.  The field F 
comprises the different four-dimensional space-times of U as well as of U0 
which are sub-manifolds of the five-dimensional cosmic spacetime obeying to 
the five-dimensional generalisation of EINSTEIN's GTR. This current version 
of the TDC is not yet able to model the stress-energy tensor of this five-
dimensional GTR. Therefore the gravitation potential Φ will be approximated 
below by NEWTON's theory which in the non-relativistic case is known to 
give in U a good approximation of the effects of the GTR.

That the five-dimensional GTR is needed to explain the dynamics of U and U0 
does also mean that the conventional modelling of the four-dimensional stress-
energy tensor by means of a “ideal fluid“ is an approximation only. This fluid 
is assumed to fill a homogeneous and isotropic universe, however, according to
the TDC as well as obviously, the universe is homogeneous and isotropic only 
approximately. Due to its interaction with U0, the universe has some shear 
which has to be modelled into its stress-energy tensor T, too, i.e. into the  
components Tij (i,j = 0,1,2,3) with i,j > 0, i ≠ j in inertial rest frame.   
CAMPANELLI, L., et al., 2011, have recently constrained this shear from 
Supernovae data of the “Union“ and the “Union2“ compilations. Their results 
are compatible with both: an isotropic universe and one with some shear Σ0 
(−0.012 <~ Σ0 <~ 0.012 (1 C.L.)). 

As the universe is only approximately homogeneous and isotropic, the usual 
FRIEDMANN-ROBERTSON-WALKER (FRW) metric as a solution of the 
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four-dimensional GTR is a certain approximation only. It contains the spatial 
curvature of the universe as a constant, whereas it is shown in APPENDIX 2 
that this curvature is a variable approaching flat space in a definite time after 
the Big Bang. The two FRIEDMANN equations are based on the FRW solution
of the field equations of the GTR. They are not really appropriate  to describe 
the dynamics of cosmology, as they do not take into account the crucial 
interactions of our universe and the other one. On the contrary, they rule out 
such interactions, because they contain the energy conservation principle. It is 
known that from the equation of this principle and each of the two 
FRIEDMANN equations the other one can be derived. Therefore not only the 
energy conservation principle but also the FRIEDMANN equations are 
incompatible with the TDC.      

To avoid any misunderstandings: The TDC considers the four-dimensional 
GTR as correct but not the pre-conditions with respect to the universe under 
which the GTR has been applied to the universe. These pre-conditions are (1) 
the homogeneity and isotropy and (2) the matter constancy of the universe. 
Therefore the result of this application is not correct. It is supposed that this 
can be healed by a GTR which is generalised to five dimensions and applied to 
the - properly described - Cosmos.

There are numerous proposals to explain the dynamics of the universe 
including the origin of Dark Energy either by modifying the EINSTEIN field 
equations, by introducing one or several unknown scalar (or more seldom 
vector) fields and their potentials like in inflation theories, by working with 
branes with more than four dimensions or by replacing the ideal fluid by 
another one. The latter is equivalent to introducing scalar fields (BAMBA, K., 
et al., 2012). The TDC uses an additional second time-like dimension and a 
well-known vector field F, namely the gravitation field. In the TDC, Dark 
Energy and (most of) Dark Matter are coupled to each other in a non-trivial 
way. As long as the description of the dynamics of the universe by solutions of 
the five-dimensional EINSTEIN field equations is not available, in the 
following an approximation of this dynamics will be derived from NEWTON's 
gravitation theory. T. A. OLIYNYK, 2014, describes "... the existence of a wide
class of inhomogeneous relativistic solutions that are well approximated by 
solutions to the cosmological Poisson-Euler equations of Newtonian gravity on
a cosmological spacetime region of the form M = [0, T ] X R³. This
rigourously shows that it is possible for Newtonian gravity to provide a good 
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approximation to General Relativity on cosmological scales." 

(b) This NEWTONIAN gravitation theory will turn out sufficient to describe 
the different epochs of the universe inclusive of present Dark Energy 
dominated epoch and the final epoch which will lead to the next Big Bang. To 
this aim, let us consider a point P of the horizon of the universe with co-
ordinates xi (i = 0 - 3) of the four-dimensional space-time where x0 denotes the 
time and the other co-ordinates are spatial. We choose a point of time x0 in the 
present epoch of accelerated expansion and use a frame with the gravitational 
centre CG of F as the origin of the spatial co-ordinate system. We identify CG  
with the centre of the universe, the existence of which Y. TOMOZAWA has 
shown in 2011. Let r be the distance between P and CG, measured by the metric
of U, Gres the 3-vector of the gravitational acceleration effective on a test mass 
of mass m = 1 at P and er the unit vector in the direction of P. 
We decompose Gres  into the components ger, induced by the masses of U, and 
G0e0, induced by the masses of U0. Here, e0 is the unit 3-vector of G0e0:

(AP4-1)  Gres = ger + G0e0     

According to the theorem of BIRKHOFF, the mass M of the universe would be
effective like a point mass in CG, if the mass M of the universe were distributed
isotropically in all directions. R. GOSWAMI & G. ELLIS, 2012, have shown 
that BIRKHOFF's theorem still applies approximately in the case that M is 
only approximately distributed isotropically. This applies to U0. Therefore in 
this approximation, there is (with NEWTON's constant Γ) 

(AP4-2a)  ger = -grad(Φ(r)) = (-ΓM/r²)er

(AP4-2b)  Φ(r) =  ΓM/r
 
The other component G0e0 of Gres can be derived from the gravitational 
potential Φ0 of U0:    

(AP4-3)  G0e0 = - grad(Φ0)  

where grad(Φ0) is the 3-vector with components as partial derivatives of Φ0 in 
the co-ordinate directions xi. In the NEWTONian gravitation theory, this 
potential is  
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(AP4-4)   Φ0(P) = -Γ ∫(V) (ρ0(Y0)/R(P,Y0))dV        

with the mass density ρ0(Y0) of U0 and the distance R(P,Y0) between a variable
point Y0 of U0 and the above point P. In (AP4-4) dV is a volume element of U0
and the integral is a volume integral over a volume V inside U0, measured in 
the metric of U0 which is elliptic in the TDC with time-variable curvature. V is
a closed volume which contains all the masses of U0. However, the surface of 
S of V and  the common horizon of U and U0 should have no common points 
of spacetime so that V is located totally inside the spacetime of U0. As U0 
consists only of a large number of Black Holes, this condition can be met apart 
from such Black Holes, which are in the state of being exported from U0 to U 
at the point of time under consideration. In this approximation, these few, if 
any, can be excluded from the mass of U0 and thus from the volume V without 
significant loss of generality, because their number is negligible. Note that this 
exclusion does not exclude the process of export/import at all. Below, the 
transfer of masses between both spacetimes will be completely included into 
the calculation of  the two components of Gres. 
 
If U0 contained against expectation other forms of matter like e.g. dust or gas 
besides Black Holes, the following consideration would remain valid, because 
it depends only on the condition that all (or at least almost all) of the masses of 
U0 are inside the volume V.   

According to a theorem of integral calculus, there exists a 3-point Ŷ0 of U0 so 
that 

(AP4-5)  Φ0(P) = -Γ ∫(V)  ρ0(Y0)R‾¹(P,Y0)dV = -R‾¹(P,Ŷ0(P))Γ ∫(V) ρ0(Y0)dV 
               Φ0(P) = -R‾¹(P,Ŷ0(P))ΓM0  ,

provided that the function R‾¹(P,Y0) > 0 is continuous and does not change its 
sign in the volume V; here both conditions are met. The function Ŷ0(P) 
expresses that the integral and thus Ŷ0 depends on the point P.  Then 
(AP4-3) becomes  

(AP4-6)  G0e0 = ΓM0 grad(R‾¹(P,Ŷ0(P)))  .

This 3-vector will be decomposed in its components in the direction of er and 
in two directions e1 and e2  which are perpendicular to er and to each other. 
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(AP4-7)  G0e0 = g0er + g01e1 + g02e2 

with the scalar product  

(AP4-8)  g0 = G0e0·er = ΓM0grad(R‾¹(P,Ŷ0(P)))·er  .

This is the component of G0e0 in the radial (or “temporal“) direction of the 
expansion, whereas g01 and g02 are efficient as shear in the “tangential plane“ 
perpendicular to the expansion direction. Note that due to the shear the above 
distance r need not to be the same for all points P of the horizon. However, in 
this approximation I will  assume the same distance. According to 
CAMPANELLI, L., et al., 2011, the shear (as determined from supernovae 
data) is either zero or near zero. Therefore g0er is the main component of G0e0. 
This means that the difference between both, the magnitudes and the directions,
of these vectors is small: G0e0 ≈ g0er.  

(c) If U and U0 were isotropic and thus the masses were distributed spherically 
symmetric in U and U0, there would be ρ0(Y0) = ρ0 = const. in (AP4-5) giving

(AP4-8a)  Φ0(P) = -Γρ0∫(V)  R‾¹(P,Y0) dV = -Γρ0∫(V)  R‾¹(P,Y0) dV .

Here, Y0 represents the integration variable and P is a parameter so that the 
integral is a function of P only: 
(AP4-8b)  f(P) ≡  ∫(V) R‾¹(P,Y0) dV
(AP4-8c)  Φ0(P) = -Γρ0f(P) .

Because of the approximate isotropy of U, the distance r between CG and all 
corresponding points P of the horizon is considered to be the same in each 
direction (at the same time x0). Therefore all corresponding points P have the 
same distance r in all directions. Thus, f(P) has the same value in all directions 
and Φ0(P) is constant. From (AP4-3) and (AP4-8)  follow g0 = 0 in accordance 
to the respective theorems of  BIRKHOFF and NEWTON. The Dark Energy 
exists only because of the anisotropic nature of U0. 

At least, because of the mass import from the anisotropic U0, the universe U 
cannot be totally isotropic in contrast to the assumptions of the conventional  
cosmology, but in accordance with measurements challenging the yet unproven
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assumptions of homogeneity and isotropy of the universe and thus, the 
Cosmological Principle (see e.g. CLOWES, R. G., et al., 2012, who describe 
the largest quasar group ever found, and CAMPANELLI, L., et al., 2011, and 
literature therein).  

(d) The formulae (AP4-1) and (AP4-8) yield the component of Gres in the 
radial direction 

(AP4-9a) gres = greser = (g + g0)er  

where g and g0 are given by (AP4- 2) and (AP4-8):   

(AP4-9b) gres =  gres·er = g(r) + g0(r)  
                                     =Γ[-M(r)r‾² + M0(r)grad(R‾¹(P,Ŷ0(P)))]·er  
 
One can also express gres by its mass potential Φres

 
(AP4-9c)  gres = -grad(Φres)  
(AP4-9d)  Φres = Φ(r) + Φ0(P)

The distance R depends via P on r , the dependencies of M and M0 on the 
scalefactor a follow from the matter export from U0 to U, causing M(a) to 
increase equivalent to the decrease of M0(a). Therefore it is 

(AP4-10a)   M(r) + M0(r) = ≈ C1 = const.    

for all r. Here, the “≈  sign“ is necessary as Black Hole matter is transformed 
into energy e.g. by the HAWKING radiation, if any, or by Black Hole mergers. 
The opposite transformation occurs, too, in relativistic movements e.g. of 
spinning Black Holes. Of course, in the long term over many cycles, C1 has to 
be a constant, however, small statistical fluctuations around a mean value are 
compatible with a cyclic Cosmos.   

The TDC assumes the Cosmos to be a closed system with respect to its total 
matter-energy ME with 

(AP4-10b)  Σ(Cosmos)ME ≡ (E + Mc²) + (E0 +M0c²) = C2 = const. 
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for each point of cosmic time and therefore for all cycles. Here, the (…) refer 
to the amount of energy E and rest masses M in U and U0, respectively. 
(AP4-10b) replaces the conventional energy conservation as well as the 
conventional mass conservation principle for U.   

(e) Using spherical co-ordinates with (xi) = (r, φ, θ), it is known that for a 
potential function Ψ(r, φ, θ) there is 

(AP4-11) (grad Ψ)·er = Ψr                                                                                     

where Ψr denotes the partial derivative in the radial direction r of er. Here, the 
point P represents its co-ordinates P(r, φ, θ). Therefore (AP4- 8) can be written 
as 

(AP4-12)  g0(r) = ΓM0(r)[R‾¹(P,Ŷ0(P))]r  
                         =  ΓM0(r)(dR‾¹/dR)(∂R(P,Ŷ0(P))/∂r) 
                         = -ΓM0(r)R‾²(P,Ŷ0(P))(∂R(P,Ŷ0(P))/∂r).

Here the rightmost derivative denotes the partial derivative of R(P,Ŷ0(P)) with 
respect to r. We cannot calculate this derivative, as the position of the point 
Ŷ0(P) and thus the function R(r,Ŷ0(P)) is unknown. If we neglect the radial 
shear of U (if any), P depends only on r, whereas Ŷ0 depends on all  the three 
co-ordinates of P; i.e. R = R(r, Ŷ0(P)). With today's value r = r1 and the 
scalefactor a =r/r1, (AP- 12) and (AP-9b) deliver

(AP4-13)  gres(a) = g(a) + g0(a) 
                            = Γr1‾²[-M(a)a‾² - M0(a)r1R‾²(a,Ŷ0(P))∂R(a,Ŷ0(P))/∂a)] 

where I have written gres(a) instead of gres(ar1) in order to denote that gres(a) is 
a function of a > aBB inclusive of the future a > 1; this corresponds also to the 
notations of the functions M(a), M0(a), and R(a,Ŷ0(P) in (AP4-13). 

While a is increasing, U0 is contracting. This means that the distance 
R = dist(P,Ŷ0) is becoming shorter with increasing scalefactor a. This has two 
reasons: (1) the horizon and thus the point P is moving forward into U0 and (2)
the contraction of U0 decreases the volume of U0 and thus moves the point 
Ŷ0(P) more towards the direction of U. This is true for R that has to be 
measured by the metric of U0. Therefore the derivative
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(AP4-14)  R'(a,er) ≡ ∂R(a,Ŷ0(P))/∂a < 0  

with respect to a has negative values during the expansion of U. Note that in 
(AP4-14) Ŷ0(P) also depends on a via P. R'(a) can be considered as an indirect 
measure of the contraction velocity of U0 comparable to the meaning of the 
HUBBLE function in U. (AP4-13) and (AP4-14) deliver

(AP4-15)  gres(a,er) = g(a,er) + g0(a,er)  
                                = Γr1 ‾²[-M(a)a‾² + M0(a)r1R‾²(a,Ŷ0(P))|R'(a,er)|] 

where M(a) and M0(a) fulfil (AP4-10a). 

(f) At present, the constant C1 of formula (AP4-10) and the function R(a,Ŷ0(P))
are yet unknown, however, the Dark Energy evolution g0(a) is measurable (see 
e.g. Y. WANG, 2009)  though correct measurements are not possible under the 
assumption M(a) = const. of ΛCDM cosmology. The matter ex-/import is 
decreasing M0(a) until M0(a) = 0, and thus g0(a) =  0, will be reached and the 
existence of U0 will be finished after the scalefactor will have reached its 
maximum value amax. Of course, in the remaining contracting U, there is no 
more Dark Energy and 

(AP4-16)  gres(a,er) = g(a,er) = -Γr1‾²M(a)a‾²           (a > amax)

independent from er as it should be. 

(g) In the TDC, the gravitation field F is the only reason for the acceleration of 
the universe. With x0 = t, there follows from (AP4-2), (AP4-12) and (AP4-14)

(AP4-17)  d²r(t)/dt² = gres(r(t),er) = [g(r(t),er) + g0(r(t),er)]                                  
                               = -ΓM(r)/r² + ΓM0(r)R‾²(r,Ŷ0(P))|∂R(r,Ŷ0(P))/∂r|                  
                               = -4πГρ(r)r/3 + ΓM0(r)R‾²(r,Ŷ0(P))|∂R(r,Ŷ0(P))/∂r| .   

where ρ(r) = M(r)/V(r) is the mean matter density of U and V(r) the volume of 
a sphere of radius r. This equation and (AP4-15) yield with r = r1a(t) (time 
derivatives denoted by upper ˚) 
 
(AP4-18)(d²r(t)/dt²)/r(t) = ä(t)/a(t) = gres(r(t),er)/r(t) =  gres(a,er)/r1a                    
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                                       = gres(t,er)/r1a(t)                                                              
                                       = -4πГ(ρ(a)/3)+Γr1‾²a‾¹M0(a)R‾²(a,Ŷ0(P))R'(a,er)  
                                       = -4πГ(ρ(t)/3) + Γr1‾²a‾¹(t)M0(t)R‾²(t,Ŷ0(P(t)))|R'(t,er)|

with ρ(t)= ρ(a(t)); M0(t), R(t,Ŷ0(P(t))), and R'(t,er) are defined correspondingly
via a = a(t). (AP4-18)  differs from the second FRIEDMANN equation 
  
(AP4-19)  ä(t)/a(t) = -4πГ(ρ(t)/3) – 4πГP(t)/c² + Λc²/3     

where P(t) is the pressure in U and Λ is the claimed cosmological constant. It is
known that the first FRIEDMANN equation without the Λ-term can be derived 
from NEWTON's theory by regarding the energy conservation principle. 
However, this NEWTON-based derivation yields only an approximation of the 
first EINSTEIN-based FRIEDMANN equation, because  it cannot express the 
spatial curvature k of the first FRIEDMANN equation  

(AP4-20) (å²(t) + kc²)/a²(t) = 8πГρ(t)/3 + Λc²/3      

in a proper way due to the fact that NEWTON's theory neither contains the 
concept of spacetime nor this one of non-EUCLIDian geometry. After adapting
the NEWTON-based first FRIEDMANN equation to k, the second equation is 
usually derived from the first one and additionally from the energy 
conservation principle in form of the first law of thermodynamics, applied to 
the uniform fluid which is assumed to permeate the universe. In the 
approximative formula (AP4-18), I cannot introduce the pressure-term of 
(AP4-19) this way, because the energy conservation principle is based on the 
existence of only one spacetime and thus violates the cosmic conservation 
principle (AP4-10a,b) which is valid together with (AP4-18). Besides this, the 
concept of a uniform fluid is based on the Cosmological Principle which is 
incompatible with the TDC (see above). For these reasons, I have to leave the 
eventual inclusion of the pressure term for U and U0, if any, in the 
approximative formula (AP4-18) until an adequate formulation of the five-
dimensional stress-energy tensor for the five-dimensional Cosmos will be 
available.    

Strictly formally, it is conspicuous that in the case k = 0 of a flat universe the 
relative square-velocity (å/a)² of the first FRIEDMANN equation depends on 
the same additive Λ-term as the relative acceleration ä/a of the second one. The
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comparison of (AP4-18) to (AP4-19) shows that Λ is not a constant but a 
function of the scalefactor. This shows that the TDC is not compatible with the 
principles of a “cosmological constant“ or a “vacuum  energy“ (see sub-section
3A2).

(h) From equation (AP4-18) there follows with ρ(a) = M(a)/V(r1a), 
M0(a) = M0(t), R(a,er ) = R(t,Ŷ0(P(t))) = R(a, Ŷ0(P(a))) where er  is the above 
unit vector in the direction of P,  t(a(t)) ≡ t and ä(a) means the second derivative
ä(t) of a(t) with respect to the time t expressed by t = t(a); 
it is ä(a) = å'(a)å(t(a)):  

(AP4-21)    ä(a,er) = r1ֿ¹gres(a,er) = r1ֿ¹[g(a,er) + g0(a,er)]      

(AP4-21a)  g(a,er) = -4πГr1ρ(a)a/3 = -Гr1ֿ²M(a)aֿ² <  0   (a > aBB)

(AP4-21b)  g0(a,er) = Γr1ֿ¹M0(a)Rֿ²(a,er)|R'(a,er)| = Γr1ֿ¹M0(a)S(a,er)    

with g0(a,er) ≥ 0 and 

(AP4-21c)  S(a,er) ≡ Rֿ²(a,er)|R'(a,er)| ≥ 0. 
(AP4-21d)  S(r,er) ≡ Rֿ²(r,er)|R'(r,er)| ≥ 0 

(AP4-21) does not take into account the initial acceleration ABB > 0 which is 
caused by the impulse of the Big Bang. This unknown constant could be added 
at on the right side of (AP4-21) in order to give the complete acceleration of 
the scalefactor rather than the acceleration caused by gravitation only. 
Replacing this way ä(a,er) by ä1(a,er) = ä(a,er) + ABB would alter only the 
periods of some of the epochs of the universe which below are derived from 
formula (AP4-21) but would leave the sequence and the dynamics of these 
periods untouched.   

g(a,er) is increasing with a as long as its respective derivative g'(a,er) is > 0 , 
giving the condition

(AP4-22)  κ ≡ M'(a)/M(a) < 2/a  

for the relative growth of M(a). After the Big Bang, the matter import and thus,
the slope  M'(a) of M(a) is low, delivering a small  κ. (AP4-22) is fulfilled as 
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long as a < 2κֿ¹. For comparison: the spherical volume V(a) is growing as  

(AP4-22a)  V'(a)/V(a) = 3/a. 

According to its derivation in formulae (AP4-4) and (AP4-5), the function 
R(a,er) = R(a, Ŷ0(P(a))) denotes a certain distance in the contracting U0 and 
thus is decreasing with a. 

(i) Because g(a,er) < 0 is increasing and  g0(a,er) ≥ 0 is decreasing with 
increasing scalefactor as long as (AP4-22) is fulfilled, the expansion took time 
before an a = azero1 with 

(AP4-23)  ä(azero1,er) = -r1ֿ¹gres(a,er)  
                                   = -r1ֿ¹[g(azero1,er) +g0(azero1,er)] = 0

was reached. This balance of positive and negative acceleration at 
a = azero1 means that the gravitational force and thus its pressure PDE on the 
universe vanish. Therefore the ratio between PDE and  the density of the Dark 
Energy ρDE >0 vanishes at a = azero1, too:

(AP4-24)  wDE(azero1,er) ≡ PDE(azero1,er)/ρDE(azero1,er) = 0

As in the TDC the Dark Energy is identical with the gravitational energy,  the 
Dark Energy pressure is caused by the gravitational force. According to 
(AP4-17), 
 
(AP4-25a)  fDE(r,er) = -M(r)gres(r,er) =  -M(r)[g(r,er) + g0(r,er)]

is the force acting in the radial direction of r. Therefore its pressure 
perpendicular to r on the sphere of U is 

(AP4-25b)  PDE(r,er) = fDE(r,er)/4πr²  
                                  = ΓM²(r)/4πr4 - [ΓM(r)M0(r)S(r,er)]/4πr²  ;

compare (AP4-17) and (AP4-21c). The minus sign in (AP4-25a) corresponds to
the convention that the pressure of the Dark Energy is negative in the 
accelerated universe.      

PDE(r,er) is measured in the unit cmֿ¹gsecֿ² of the (cm, g, sec)-system of units. 
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This is the Dark Energy pressure PDE caused by the cosmic gravitation field F.  
Different from the FRIEDMANN equations, this is not the pressure induced by
any kind of “fluid“ like e.g. radiation or dust or clumpy matter or simply 
induced by space itself like in the case of vacuum energy. The equation 
(AP4-24) is incompatible again to the concepts of a “cosmological constant“ or
of a “vacuum energy“ which do not allow a value wDE = 0.                      

At a = azero1, there is a change of sign of wDE(a); following the convention, that 
wDE and PDE are negative in the present epoch of the universe, i.e. after 
a = azero1. This corresponds also to equation (AP4-21). 

This change of sign of wDE was found by U. ALAM et al. already in 2003 from 
“172 type Ia supernovae without assuming the prior w(z) ≥ −1 (in contrast to 
previous studies)“. Although they started their analysis with the first 
FRIEDMANN equation and the concept of only one spacetime, they were able 
to reach this result, because they used a “model independent reconstruction of 
the cosmic equation of state of dark energy in which no priors are imposed on 
w(z).“ This model independent reconstruction was based on the ansatz 

(AP4-26) ρDE = ρ0c(A0 + A1x + A2x² + A3x³)  

with the present day critical density ρ0c, x = z+1 = a‾¹ and constants A0, …, A3.
U. ALAM et al., 2003 found w  ≃0 at z ~ 1 and called this change of sign a 
“Dark Energy metamorphosis“. Furthermore, they found −1.2 <~ w <~ − 1 
today.

It is worth to consider what U. ALAM et al. write about the use of priors: “In 
the literature the imposition of various priors frequently precedes the analysis 
of observational data sets. Such a procedure is well founded and entirely 
justified when priors are dictated by complementary information such as 
orthogonal observations coming from different data sets. However, on occasion
the use of priors is justified on ‘theoretical grounds’ and in this case one must 
be careful so as not to prejudge nature. (Compelling theoretical reasons might 
well reflect our own particular conditioning or set of prejudices !) In the case 
of the analysis of type Ia supernova data, the priors most frequently used have 
been w = constant and w ≥ −1. Both confine DE to within a narrow class of 
models. Moreover, as shown in Maor et al.(2002), the imposition of such priors
on the cosmic equation of state can, on occasion, lead to gross 
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misrepresentations of reality.“

(j) At a = azero1 the epoch of the early decelerated expansion (ä < 0) of the 
universe ended and the present epoch of the accelerated expansion (ä > 0) 
began. If this epoch never came to an end, the universe would expand forever 
and perhaps end up in a “Big Rip“ (CALDWELL, R. R., et al., 2003). The 
decreasing R(a) and the increasing of |R'(a)| and thus the increasing of S(a) in 
(AP4-21c) would lead to an unlimited growth of g0(a) and thus of ä(a), 
however, this growth can be limited by the factor M0(a) which is decreasing for
increasing scalefactor due to the matter export from U0. The condition 
g0'(a) < 0 for an decrease of g0(a) yields

(AP4-27)   M0'(a)/M0(a) < -S'(a,er)/S(a,er) 

for the relative decrease of the mass of U0. This condition is equivalent to 
(AP4-22). According to equations (AP4-4) and (AP4-5), S(a) is a kind of 
measure of the size of U0 and the velocity of its contraction. At present, there 
are no data available to check this condition. However -  as shown in section 2 
- there is a matter import into U leading to the conclusion of M0'(a) <0. The 
condition (AP4-27) opens an alternative to the “Big Rip“. This is the eventual 
decrease of ä(a), because of a decrease of g0(a). In this case, there is a 
maximum ä(a1) between the increase and the subsequent decrease of ä(a), 
dividing the present epoch of accelerated expansion into the present sub-epoch
of increasingly accelerated expansion and the following sub-epoch of 
decreasingly accelerated expansion. In both sub-epochs,  the absolute 
expansion velocity å is increasing. At a = a1 the third time derivative of a 
vanishes, the maximum acceleration of the universe is reached and the decrease
of the acceleration begins as the result of sufficiently advanced matter import. 

(k) In the future epoch of decreasingly accelerated expansion the import will 
reduce the acceleration ä(a,er) until it will have reached zero at a value
a = azero2. From ä(azero2,er)= 0, there follows that the maximum of the absolute 
expansion velocity å(azero2,er) has been reached, whereas the HUBBLE speed 
H is decreasing at a = azero2

(AP4-28) dH/dt = ä/a - H² = -H² <0 . 

Being zero at the beginning of the epoch, the third time derivative of the 
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scalefactor is negative during the epoch. Three derivatives of the scalefactor 
are sufficient to describe the dynamics of the universe in this approximation. 
The matter import into U cannot come to an end during this epoch, because 
from M0(a) = 0, there would follow g0(a) =0 and ä(a,er) = r1ֿ¹ g(a,er) < 0. 
However, the epoch is defined by ä(a1,er) ≥ ä(a,er) ≥ 0. At a = azero2, the 
gravitational Dark Energy pressure is PDE(azero2,er) = 0.  Therefore there is 
together with (AP4-24) 

(AP4-29)  wDE(azero1,er) = wDE(azero2,er) = 0    . 

(m) For a > azero2 there will be ä(a) < 0 and the accelerated expansion of the 
universe will turn into an epoch of late decelerated expansion. In this epoch, 
the deceleration parameter q(a) ≡ - ä/(a H²) is negative and the HUBBLE 
velocity H(a) = å(a)/a continues to decrease because of ä(a) < 0. Once this 
decrease will have reached H(a) = 0 and thus å(a) = 0 at a value a = amax, the 
universe will come to an end of its expansion. Therefore a = amax is chosen as 
the end of this epoch. The universe will reach its maximum size at this 
scalefactor amax and  will immediately thereafter contract for a > amax with 
negative velocity H(a) <0. At a = amax, the universe will have reached its 
“counterpoint“ to the Big Bang, more exactly to the end of the Big Bang 
Process, when the scalefactor had started the expansion at its minimum value 
a = amin = aBB. 

As a = amin marks the turning point between expansion and contraction, the 
geometry of the universe will change from the hyperbolic state to the elliptic 
state. In the APPENDIX 2 the existence of a future redshift z = z0 < 0 is shown 
at which this change will take place (see formulae (AP2-4-5)) . Thus, there is    

(AP4-30)  z0 = amaxֿ¹-1 

Furthermore, it is shown there that the spatial curvature of the universe Ωk (z) 
fulfils the condition 

(AP4-31)  Ωk(z0) = Ωk*(z0) = Ωk**(z0) = 0 

(with Ωk*(z) and Ωk**(z) being the  first and second derivative with respect to 
z) and that this condition is equivalent to       
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(AP4-32a)  ΩTOT(z0) = 1

(AP4-32b)  ΩTOT*(z0) = ΩTOT**(z0) = 0 ,

where ΩTOT(z) =1 - Ωk(z) is the total density of the universe. Note that for any 
suitable function F(z) like Ωk(z) or ΩTOT(z): 

(AP4-33)  F*(z) ≡ dF(z)/dz = (dF(z(a))/da)(da(z)/dz) = -F'(a)a² .

Therefore (AP4-30-32) imply

(AP4-33a)  Ωk'(amax) = Ωk''(amax) = 0
(AP4-33a)  ΩTOT(amax) = 1
(AP4-33a)  ΩTOT'(amax) = ΩTOT''(amax) = 0  .

Depending on the matter distribution in U0, the matter import into U will come
to an end in this or the following epoch so that, as soon as the import has been 
finished, the dynamics  of the universe is described alone by   

(AP4-34)  ä(a) = -r1‾¹gres = ĝ(a)  

respectively by a corresponding relativistic term. Compare (AP4-34) to 
(AP4-16) regarding (AP4-21) and (AP4-21a). In the case that the contraction of
U will begin while a remnant of U0 still exists, the contracting spacetimes of U
and U0 are will unite,  marking the end of U0. Otherwise this end will be 
reached, once U will eventually have imported all of U0.    

(n) In the following epoch of contraction (a > amax) the universes will contract 
and thus its imported Black Holes and the structures which have been 
developed from these seeds will collapse into more and more massive Black 
Holes until a last coalescence of the most massive Black Hole will lead to a 
new non-singular Big Bang. Then, one more cycle of the Cosmos is completed 
and the former U has become a new U0 while a new universe U opens its 
spacetime. 

This way, it is the matter-energy which again and again generates spacetimes. 
This solves the puzzle that the Cosmos is “eternal“, its occurrences as pair of 
universes (U,U0) are repeated without beginning and end, each time creating 
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spacetime and thus, space and time, anew.    

The table TABLE AP4-1 compiles the epochs of the universe in short form.

TABLE AP4-1: Epochs of the Universe
Epoch Characteristic Features

Early decelerated 
expansion

▪The epoch begins with a non-singular Big Bang
▪The non-singularity leaves significant CMB      
  signatures (like e.g. the lack of temperature  
  correlations for angles > 57,3 °)  
▪Matter domination follows radiation domination
▪Dark Energy gravitation |g0| is already existing  
   but weaker than the gravitation from the matter
   inside the horizon of the universe (|g0| <|g|)
▪The epoch ends when |g| = |g0| inducing pressure  
   PDE  = 0 and EoS parameter wDE = 0; after this   
“Dark Energy metamorphosis at z ~ 1“ (U. ALAM  
  et al., 2003), the “late beginning“ of DE is  
  noticeable because of |g0| > |g|  in the following 
  epoch    

Increasingly 
accelerated 
expansion 

▪I.e. the present epoch of the universe
▪Increasing |g0|  induces a steady acceleration               
  with PDE < 0 and wDE < 0 
▪DE domination  
▪DE flattens almost flat hyperbolic universe very
  slowly 
▪The epoch ends at maximum acceleration ä(a1)
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Decreasingly 
accelerated 
expansion

▪The acceleration ä(a) decreases due to increasing matter 
import  
▪There is still |g0| > |g| despite increasing |g| and  
  decreasing |g0|
▪Ongoing DE domination and slow flattening of the   
  universe
▪The epoch ends at |g| = |g0|  when the acceleration   
  ä = 0,  å  reaches its maximum, and  PDE = wDE =0
  again                                                                                        
  

Late decelerated 
expansion

▪ |g| > |g0|causes deceleration ä < 0 due to
  advanced matter import into the universe 
▪å decreases until reaching the maximum scalefactor 
  amax at å =0 (“counterpoint with a = amax to the Big 
   Bang with a = amin“) 
▪At this counterpoint the universe is flat for one 
  point of time passing from hyperbolic to elliptic 
  geometry; i.e. the total energy of the universe has 
  reached unity 
▪The expansion and the epoch end at this 
  counterpoint  

Contraction ▪Before reaching amax, U was expanding and U0  
 was contracting. After the counterpoint, U starts its  
 own contraction 
▪Structures like galaxies or clusters are transformed 
  into Black Holes. In this process, the Dark Flow of 
  clusters towards the centre of gravitation plays a 
  leading role      
▪These Black Holes become ever super-massive by 
  consecutive coalescences 
▪According to the GRT-compatible theory of J. 
  SMOLLER and B. TEMPLE, 2003, a shock wave 
  propagating in a Black Hole opens this Black Hole 
  and transforms it in a non-singular way into the 
  expanding  universe     
▪The next non-singular Big Bang has created the  
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  successor of the universe, while the preceding
  universe U continues to contract and takes over the 
  role of the former U0
▪A cosmic cycle is completed 

APPENDIX 5: 
The Effect of imported Cluster Masses on the Bulk Flow of Galaxy Clusters

In this APPENDIX two different methods are compared to find out, if there is a
bulk flow of galaxy clusters or not. A. KASHLINSKY, et  al., 2008,  find a 
bulk flow, whereas K. MODY & A. HAJIAN, 2012 (thereafter MH12) do not. 
In the following, it is shown that MH12 could not find the bulk flow, because 
they use a conventional relation of individual cluster masses which do not take 
into account the TDC mass import. This relation leads to a lower velocity of 
the bulk flow (in MH12 to no significant bulk flow). The method of 
A. KASHLINSKY, et  al., 2008, does not need such relations (see section 3A2 
above).

(a) MH12 uses at least two statements (A) and (B) outside the set SΛCDM -TDC 
of statements that are shared by the ΛCDM and the TDC cosmology:

(A) is the first FRIEDMANN equation

(AP5-1)   E(z) ≡ H(z)/H(0) = [ΩM(1+z)³ + ΩDE]•exp(½)  .

(Here, “p•exp(q)“ means p to the power of q and below “p ~ q“ means that p 
and q are proportional.) z is the redshift, H(z) is the HUBBLE function, ΩM 
and ΩDE are the matter and Dark Energy parameters of the universe with 
ΩM + ΩDE ≈ 1 in an (almost) flat universe with a negligible radiation in the 
present epoch E of accelerated expansion. Below, I will prove a Lemma A 
stating that in E for z > 0, the expansion history of the universe 
E(z) ≡ H(z)/H(0) is larger in the TDC than in ΛCDM cosmology.  

(B) is the concept of the ΛCDM cosmology that all structures that exist in the 
universe, including galaxy clusters, have been created completely by 
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gravitational collapses in our universe. 

The formula (4) of MH12 , to be inserted into formula (3), is based on this 
concept as BRYAN, G. L. & NORMAN, M. L., 1998; (thereafter BN98) 
shows. The formula (4) of MH12  is the same as formula (6) of BN98 where 
one reads:“The value of  Δc is taken from the solution to the collapse of a 
spherical top-hot perturbation under the assumption that the cluster has just 
virialized (Peebles 1980)“, referring to a textbook by P. J. E. PEEBLES from 
1980. This formula (4) of MH12 is also used as formula (D10) in KOMATSU, 
E., et al., WMAP 7-year, 2010.

In the TDC, the total mass of clusters is not only their collapsed mass, but it is 
the collapsed mass plus the imported mass (see above section 2). Below, I will 
prove a Lemma B stating that in E for z > 0, the matter density of clusters, 
ρ(z) = Mvir(z)/Vvir(z), as defined in MH12, is larger in the TDC than in the 
ΛCDM cosmology. The proof of this Lemma B will use the formulae (4) and 
(3) of MH12 based on the mentioned concept. 

In the following, I will show that the Lemma A as well as the Lemma B 
enlarge the optical depth τ of a cluster and this way reduce its peculiar motion 
velocity in the in ΛCDM cosmology compared to the TDC. I will show this 
reduction along the lines of MH12, beginning with the equation (2) of MH12  
which relates the x-ray luminosity TX and the redshift z to the mass M500 of the
clusters used in the cluster catalogues of MH12. As TX and z are measured 
values, this equation (2) of MH12 has to be used for comparing M500 to its 
corresponding TDC mass. This equation contains the term E(z) which is larger 
in the TDC than in ΛCDM cosmology, according to Lemma A. The ΛCDM 
cosmology formula (2) is taken from equation (22) of VIKHLININ, A., et al., 
2008, section 5.1, where it is stated that  this relation was determined 
empirically instead of being based on the above concept (see (B)). From 
solving the equation for M500, it follows that this mass is smaller in the TDC 
than in ΛCDM cosmology; compare also VIKHLININ, A., et al., 2008, formula
(4), and KOMATSU, E., et al., WMAP 7-year, 2010, formula (81). From this 
follows that the virial mass Mvir of the cluster is smaller in the TDC than in 
ΛCDM cosmology, too.

According to Lemma B,  the matter density within the virial radius Rvir 
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(AP5-2)   ρ(z) = Mvir(z)/Vvir(z) ,

is larger in the TDC than in ΛCDM cosmology. Here, Vvir is the associated 
spherical cluster volume. Therefore Vvir and thus its radius Rvir is smaller in 
the TDC than in ΛCDM cosmology.  

A smaller Rvir would already follow for a fixed z and thus, fixed ρ(z), from the 
smaller Mvir induced by Lemma A as the first equation of the system (3) of 
MH12 shows. Because of Lemma B, the cluster radius Rvir is reduced 
additionally in the TDC compared to ΛCDM cosmology.  The following 
formulae also refer to MH12. In the following, these formulae will be used 
irrespective, whether they are correct in the TDC or not, in order to show what 
are the consequences of the reduced Rvir in MH12. From their third formulae 
(3) and from (5) follow that rs ~ Rvir exp(1+3x0,081) is smaller in the TDC, 
too. From (10) follows that Ne ~ Rvir exp(3) is smaller in the TDC, too. The 
above results for rs and Rvir deliver that c ~  Rvir exp(-3x0,081) is larger in the 
TDC than in ΛCDM cosmology. It is  for all c > π/2

(AP5-3)   c - arctan(c) > c - π/2  > 0 

and the above results for rs and Ne deliver that in (9) ne0 is smaller than a 
value, say n*e0, with n*e0 ~  Rvir exp(0,514). Therefore ne0 is smaller in the 
TDC, too. Thus, rsne0 is smaller in the TDC than in ΛCDM cosmology. (11) 
shows that τ(θ) is smaller in the TDC for each cluster. It is easy to check along 
the above lines that this result for β-profiles is the same for NFW-profiles.  
Therefore the peculiar cluster velocity along the line of sight Vls ~ 1/τ is larger 
in the TDC than in ΛCDM cosmology. Given all the clusters of a cluster 
catalogue, the reduced optical depths of each cluster reduces the average 
optical depth of the catalogue clusters and thus reduces the bulk velocity 
VBULK of the catalogue clusters as measured via the kSZ effect, compare 
KASHLINSKY., A., et  al., 2008 - 2012,  q.e.d..  

(b) Lemma A
In E  for z > 0, the expansion history of the universe E(z) ≡ H(z)/H(0) is larger 
in the TDC than in ΛCDM cosmology. 

Proof
Note that the right side of the 1. FRIEDMANN equation (AP5-1) is correct in  
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ΛCDM cosmology only, because in the TDC, H(z) does not only depend from 
the total energy of our universe but also from this of U0. In both cosmologies, 
H(z) depends on a contribution of the matter of the universe and and a 
contribution of Dark Energy: 

(AP5-4)     H(z) = HM(z) + HDE(z)     . 

Both contributions are different functions in the two cosmologies. Both 
cosmologies can explain the accelerated expansion in the present epoch, 
though in a completely different way. At present, different from other 
observations, we do not yet have sufficiently precise measurements of the true 
functions H*M(z) and H*DE(z) in order to decide, whether one or both of the 
competing cosmologies are incorrect - let aside that the interpretation of such 
measurements also depends on the cosmological model. Therefore we have to 
write down HDE(z) in both cosmologies as the yet unconstrained contribution 
H*DE(z)

(AP5-4a)    HX(z) = HM,X(z) + H*DE(z) 

where X stands for ΛCDM or TDC. It is yet unknown, which cosmology 
violates HDE,X(z) = H*DE(z): observations are mostly compatible with the 
Cosmological ΛCDM-Constant (e.g. WANG, Y., & WANG, Sh., 2013; 
HOLSCLAW, T., et al., 2011; WANG, Y., 2009), however, in sub-section 3A2 
it is explained why the ignorance of U0 in ΛCDM cosmology must mimic the 
Cosmological Constant. However, this will not be used as an argument against 
this cosmology here, because this TDC-statement, different from other 
statements, has not yet been evidenced by (indirect) observations. 

In the TDC, the universe contains for z > 0 less matter than in ΛCDM 
cosmology. In the TDC, this means that the universe expands more fast in E 
than the ΛCDM-universe, because the attraction of matter counteracts the 
gravitational Dark Energy: HM,TDC(z) > HM,ΛCDM(z) and thus, 
HTDC(z) > HΛCDM(z), q.e.d..

This is independent from the known fact that E(z) was larger in ΛCDM 
cosmology for z > 0 than today. Here, for each fixed z > 0, a relative 
enlargement of E(z) in the TDC is meant compared to ΛCDM cosmology. 

A faster expansion of the universe reduces the distance within which matter can
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attract other matter. Therefore masses, consisting of collapsed matter, are 
smaller in the TDC than in ΛCDM cosmology . This applies to the collapsed 
amount of galaxy cluster masses, too, and is independent from the fact that  
ΛCDM cosmology does not take into account the non-collapsed amount of the 
galaxy cluster masses.  

(c) Lemma B
In E for z > 0, the matter density of clusters, ρ(z) =  Mvir(z)/Vvir(z), as defined 
in MH12, is larger in the TDC than in ΛCDM cosmology. 

Proof
Let ρc(z) be the critical density of the universe. The right side of (AP5-1) gives 
the quantity E(z) as defined in MH12. In ΛCDM cosmology, the function 

(AP5-5)     K(z) ≡  ρc(z)/E²(z) = K > 0

is a positive constant. Combining ρc(z) and the following formulae from 
MH12: (3, first equation), (4), and the formulae for E(z) and Ω(z) in the text of 
sub-section 3.1 delivers with x = x(z) ≡ E²(z) 

(AP5-6)    ρ(z) =  Mvir(z)/Vvir(z) = Δc(z)ρc(z) ≡  F(x) = (K2x² – K1x – K0)/x

where

(AP5-6a)  K2 = 18π²K > 0, K1 = 82ΩΛK > 0, K0 = 39ΩΛ²K > 0    

(the PLANCK 2013 result is ΩΛ = 0.68 ). It is x0 ≡ x(z = 0) = E²(0) = 1 and 
because E(z) is rising in ΛCDM cosmology, there is x > x0 = 1 for z > 0. The 
derivation of the function F(x) in formula (AP5-6) with respect to x is 

(AP5-7)  F'(x) = K2 + K0/x² > 0     (x ≥ 1).

Thus, F(x) is rising for x ≥ 1 in ΛCDM cosmology. Because of (AP5-6), ρ(z) is
rising with x = E²(z) ≥ 1 and therefore ρ(z) is also rising with E(z) ≥ 1 in 
ΛCDM cosmology. That the matter density ρ(z) of clusters is rising with E(z) ≥
1, is a rather trivial result, however, I had to demonstrate it using the formulae 
of MH12, aiming at finding out what impact the algorithms of MH12 in the 
TDC would have on the cluster bulk flow.  
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According to Lemma A, in E and for z > 0, E(z) is larger in the TDC than in 
ΛCDM cosmology. This means that x(z) = E²(z) is larger in the TDC, too, and 
that for each z > 0, i.e. x > 1, the TDC value of x, i.e. x =  xTDC, is larger  than 
the  ΛCDM value x = xΛCDM . From this result xTDC > xΛCDM follows F(xTDC) 
> F(xΛCDM), because F(x) is rising. Because of (AP5-2), F(xTDC) is the TDC 
value of ρ(z) and F(xΛCDM) is the ΛCDM value. Thus, ρ(z) is larger in the 
TDC than in ΛCDM cosmology, q.e.d..   
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